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v

  Bioinformatics   is a rapidly growing fi eld of research that is being driven by the requirement 
to manage and interrogate the vast quantities of data being generated by ‘omics technolo-
gies. The term bioinformatics means different things to different people, and following the 
theme of this series, this volume focuses on applied bioinformatics with specifi c applications 
to crops and model plants. 

 This volume is aimed at plant biologists who have an interest in, or requirement for, 
accessing and manipulation of the huge amount of data being generated by high- throughput 
technologies. The volume would also be of interest to bioinformaticians and computer 
scientists who would benefi t from an introduction to the different tools and systems avail-
able for plant research. 

 The scope of bioinformatics now extends from the genome to the phenome and is 
increasingly being applied outside of pure research and towards supporting the accelerated 
breeding of crop plants. 

 It is the integration of information relating to heritable agronomic traits, including 
important metabolic profi les, with the emerging genome and transcriptome data that will 
drive plant research, crop breeding, and bioinformatics developments in the future. One 
observation during the production of this volume is the requirement to manage the increas-
ing volume and diversity of data from different plants and also the integration of multiple 
diverse forms of data. I expect this trend to continue as this fi eld of research continues to 
develop. 

 Scientifi c research by its nature progresses and changes and this is especially true for 
bioinformatics. The rapid evolution of the tools and systems described in this volume may 
change during the lifetime of this edition and it is suggested that the reader consult the 
relevant web pages directly as they frequently host detailed list of updates and changes.  

  Perth, WA, Australia     David     Edwards     

  Pref ace   
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    Chapter 1   

 Using GenBank       

     Eric     W.     Sayers      and     Ilene     Karsch-Mizrachi     

  Abstract 

   GenBank ®  is a comprehensive database of publicly available DNA sequences for 300,000 named organisms, 
more than 110,000 within the embryophyta, obtained through submissions from individual laboratories 
and batch submissions from large-scale sequencing projects. Daily data exchange with the European 
Nucleotide Archive (ENA) in Europe and the DNA Data Bank of Japan ensures worldwide coverage. 
GenBank is accessible through the NCBI Entrez retrieval system that integrates data from the major DNA 
and protein sequence databases with taxonomy, genome, mapping, protein structure and domain informa-
tion, as well as the biomedical journal literature in PubMed. BLAST provides sequence similarity searches 
of GenBank and other sequence databases. Complete bimonthly releases and daily updates of the GenBank 
database are available by FTP. GenBank usage scenarios ranging from local analyses of the data available 
via FTP to online analyses supported by the NCBI web-based tools are discussed. To access GenBank and 
its related retrieval and analysis services, go to the NCBI home page at   www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov    .  

  Key words      NCBI    ,    Entrez    ,    DNA Sequence    ,    BLAST    ,    MegaBLAST    

1      Introduction 

 This chapter is designed to serve as a practical guide to using the 
GenBank nucleotide sequence database in biological research. The 
chapter is divided into fi ve sections including this introduction. 
Subheading  2  provides a summary of the content of the database 
and describes various methods of access. Subheading  3  presents 
several common ‘methods’ that can be applied to the GenBank 
data. Subheading  4  provides additional details and examples 
regarding the described methods. Subheading 5 provides email 
addresses to use when submitting data to GenBank and to getting 
help on using the data.  

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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2     Materials 

 The sections below describe the GenBank database along with its 
release formats, release cycle, composition, methods of access and 
integration with other biological resources. 

   GenBank [ 1 ] is a comprehensive public database of nucleotide 
sequences and supporting bibliographic and biological annotation. 
GenBank is maintained and distributed by the  National Center for 
Biotechnology Information (NCBI)  , a division of the National 
Library of Medicine (NLM) at the US National Institutes of 
Health (NIH) in Bethesda, MD.  NCBI   builds GenBank from sev-
eral sources including the submission of sequence data from 
authors and from the bulk submission of expressed sequence tag 
(EST), genome survey sequence (GSS), whole genome shotgun 
(WGS) and other high-throughput data from sequencing centers. 
The US Offi ce of Patents and Trademarks also contributes 
sequences from issued patents. GenBank, the European  Nucleotide   
Archive (ENA) [ 2 ], and the DNA Databank of Japan (DDBJ) 
[ 3 ] comprise the International Nucleotide Sequence  Database   
Collaboration (INSDC) (  www.insdc.org    ) whose members 
exchange data daily to ensure a uniform and comprehensive collec-
tion of sequence information. 

      NCBI   provides free access to GenBank using either FTP or the 
web-based  Entrez   search and retrieval system [ 4 ]. The FTP release 
consists of a mixture of compressed and uncompressed ASCII text 
files, 2052 in release 202, containing sequence data and indices 
that cross reference author names, journal citations, gene names 
and keywords to individual GenBank records. For convenience, 
the GenBank records are partitioned into 19 divisions ( see   Note 1 ) 
according to source organism or type of sequence. Records within 
the same division are packaged as a set of numbered files so that 
records from a single division may be contained in a series of many 
files; for example, there are 70 files in the  PLN  division (contain-
ing plant and fungal sequences) in release 202. The full GenBank 
release is offered in two formats; the GenBank ‘flatfile’ format 
( see   Note 2 ), and the more structured and compact Abstract 
Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) format used by NCBI for internal 
maintenance. Full releases of GenBank are made every 2 months 
beginning in the middle of February each year. Between full 
releases, daily updates are provided on the NCBI FTP site (ftp.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/, ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ncbi-asn1/). 
The Entrez system always provides access to the latest version of 
GenBank including the daily updates.  

2.1  The GenBank 
 Database  

2.1.1  The GenBank 
Release Formats 
and Release Cycle

Eric W. Sayers and Ilene Karsch-Mizrachi

http://www.insdc.org/
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   From its inception, GenBank has doubled in size about every 18 
months. Release 202, in June 2014, contained 162 billion nucleo-
tide bases from more than 173 million individual sequences. 
Contributions from WGS projects supplement the data in the 
traditional divisions to bring the total beyond 780 gigabases. The 
number of eukaryote genomes for which coverage and assembly 
are signifi cant continues to increase as well, with 1200 such assem-
blies now available.  Database   sequences are classifi ed by and can be 
queried using a comprehensive sequence-based taxonomy [ 5 ] 
developed by  NCBI   in collaboration with ENA and DDBJ with 
the assistance of external advisers and curators. Some 300,000 
named species are now represented in GenBank and new species 
are being added at the rate of over 3000 per month. Detailed sta-
tistics for the current release may always be found in the GenBank 
release notes (  ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/gbrel.txt    ).  

   In recent years high-throughput sequencing techniques, such as 
whole genome shotgun (WGS) sequencing, have become the 
dominant source of sequence data for many organisms, including 
green plants. More than 98 % of the sequence data for plants in 
GenBank release 202 (224 Gbp from some 120,000 plant species) 
were derived from a high-throughput method, leaving less than 
2 % from the traditional  PLN  division of GenBank. About 80 % of 
the plant data were produced from WGS methods (Table  1 ). 

2.1.2  The Composition 
of GenBank

2.1.3  Sources of Plant 
Sequences

   Table 1  
  Distribution of plant sequences among the GenBank divisions in GenBank 
release 202   

 Division  Mbp  Fraction (%) 

 WGS  115,970.4  51.67 

 CON  66,170.1  29.48 

 EST  13,441.1  5.99 

 GSS  11,386.9  5.07 

 TSA  7186.8  3.20 

 HTG  6241.7  2.78 

 PLN  3324.0  1.48 

 PAT  524.7  0.23 

 HTC  97.6  0.04 

 STS  71.7  0.03 

 ENV  7.9  0.00 

 SYN  0.7  0.00 

 Total  224,423.7  100.00 

GenBank

http://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/gbrel.txt
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These data include both the WGS contigs as well as genomic scaf-
folds assembled from the WGS contigs, and such scaffolds are 
available in the  CON  division of GenBank. Another 17 % of the 
data are either expressed sequence tags ( EST  division), genome 
survey sequences ( GSS  division), other high-throughput 
sequences ( HTG  division) or sequences from transcriptome 
shotgun assembly projects ( TSA  division). A listing of promi-
nent plant species in the  PLN ,  EST , and  TSA  divisions is 
provided in Table  2 .

    Another increasingly important source of sequence data for 
plants is next-generation sequencing projects that deposit data into 
the  NCBI   Sequence Read Archive (SRA). While SRA [ 6 ] is not 
formally part of GenBank, the sequence reads it contains may be 
assembled into larger sequences or alignments that can be depos-
ited into GenBank (for example, into the  TSA  division). 

 In addition to the high-throughput sequences mentioned 
above,  NCBI   encourages the submission of sequencing data rang-
ing in complexity from a transcript sequence annotated with a sin-
gle coding region, to sets of aligned sequences supporting 
population or phylogenetic studies, or large scale genomic assem-
blies with detailed annotations.  

   Virtually all records enter GenBank as direct electronic submis-
sions, with the majority of authors using the BankIt or Sequin pro-
grams described on the GenBank submission Web page (  www.

2.1.4  Submitting 
Sequence Records 
to GenBank

   Table 2  
  Prominent plant species in GenBank Release 202   

 PLN non WGS (3.6 million)  EST (25 million total) a   TSA (11 million total) a  

  Arabidopsis thaliana  183,213   Zea mays  2,019,524    Triticum aestivum    834,560 

  Oryza sativa  144,420   Arabidopsis thaliana  1,529,700   Persicaria minor  477,845 

  Zea mays  130,002   Glycine max  1,461,723   Pseudotsuga menziesii  375,963 

  Pinus taeda  115,514    Triticum aestivum    1,286,216   Cuscuta pentagona  275,368 

  Vitis vinifera  115,294   Oryza sativa  1,253,683   Artemisia annua  265,440 

  Oryza sativa  b  90,687   Orysa sativa  b  987,327   Amaranthus tricolor  237,342 

  Glycine max  90,019   Hordeum vulgare  828,547   Camelina sativa  210,967 

  Malus domestica  68,603   Panicum virgatum  720,590   Allium cepa  209,510 

  Medicago truncatula  68,185   Hordeum vulgare  c  718,147   Medicago sativa  207,522 

  Gossypium hirsutum  55,726   Brassica napus  643,944   Elodea nuttallii  206,926 

   a These columns indicate the number of WGS or TSA “master” records, each of which contains hundreds to many thou-
sands of individual contig sequences 
  b Japonica cultivar-group 
  c  Hordeum vulgare subsp. vulgare   

Eric W. Sayers and Ilene Karsch-Mizrachi

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/submit/
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ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/submit/    ). Most journals require 
authors with sequence data to submit the data to a public database 
as a condition of publication. GenBank staff can usually assign an 
accession number ( see   Note 3 ) to a sequence submission within 
two working days of receipt. The accession number serves as 
 confi rmation that the sequence has been submitted and can be 
used to retrieve the data when it appears in the database. Direct 
submissions receive a quality assurance review that includes checks 
for vector contamination, proper translation of coding regions, 
correct taxonomy and correct bibliographic citations. A draft of 
the GenBank record is passed back to the author for review before 
it enters the database, and authors may ask that their sequences be 
kept confi dential until the time of publication. Since GenBank pol-
icy requires that deposited sequence data be made public when the 
sequence or accession number is published, authors are instructed 
to inform GenBank staff of the publication date of the article in 
which the sequence is cited in order to ensure a timely release of 
the data. Although only the submitting scientist is permitted to 
modify sequence data or annotations, all users are encouraged to 
report lags in releasing data or possible errors or omissions to 
GenBank by writing to  update@ncbi.nlm.nih.gov . 

 About a third of author submissions are received through 
BankIt (  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/WebSub/?tool=genbank    ), a Web- 
based data submission tool. Using BankIt, authors enter sequence 
information and biological annotations, such as coding regions or 
mRNA features, directly into a series of tabbed forms that allow 
the submitter to describe the sequence further without having to 
learn formatting rules or controlled vocabularies. Additionally, 
BankIt allows submitters to upload source and annotation data 
using tab-delimited tables. Before creating a draft record in the 
GenBank fl at fi le format for the submitter to review, BankIt vali-
dates the submissions by fl agging many common errors and check-
ing for vector contamination using a variant of  BLAST   called 
Vecscreen. Help using BankIt, as well as example submission sce-
narios, is available in the GenBank Submissions Handbook (  http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK51157/    ). 

  NCBI   also offers a standalone submission program called 
Sequin (  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Sequin/index.html    ) that can be 
used interactively with other NCBI sequence retrieval and analysis 
tools. Sequin handles simple sequences such as a cDNA, as well as 
segmented entries, phylogenetic studies, population studies, muta-
tion studies, environmental samples and alignments. Sequin offers 
complex annotation capabilities and contains a number of built-in 
validation functions for quality assurance. In addition, Sequin is 
able to accommodate large chromosome-scale sequences and read 
in a full complement of annotations from simple tables. Once a 
submission is completed, submitters can e-mail the Sequin fi le to 
 gb-sub@ncbi.nlm.nih.gov . Versions of Sequin for common 
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computer platforms are available via anonymous FTP (ftp.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/sequin). 

  NCBI   works closely with sequencing centers to ensure timely 
incorporation of bulk data into GenBank for public release. 
Submitters of large, heavily annotated genomes may fi nd it conve-
nient to use  ‘tbl2asn’  (  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Sequin/table.
html    ), to convert a table of annotations generated from an annota-
tion pipeline into an ASN.1 record suitable for submission to 
GenBank. Special procedures for the batch submission of EST and 
GSS sequences are described on the GenBank submission page 
(  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/submit.htm    ). WGS and TSA 
projects can be uploaded to GenBank using the NCBI submission 
portal (submit.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). The tbl2asn output fi le can be 
uploaded directly through the portal along with appropriate proj-
ect and sample metadata. In addition,  FASTA   and AGP fi les can be 
submitted directly for WGS.  

   Each GenBank entry includes a concise description of the sequence, 
the scientifi c name and taxonomy of the source organism, biblio-
graphic references, and a table of biological features ( see   Note 4 ). 
Annotation is best for GenBank records in the  PLN  division, while 
records in divisions such as  EST ,  GSS  and  TSA  contain either 
minimal annotation or no annotation at all.  

   Given the increasing amount of data arising from high-throughput 
sequencing methods,  NCBI   has developed a suite of four related 
resources—BioProject,  Genome  ,  Assembly   and BioSample—that 
aggregate these data around four central concepts. The BioProject 
database [ 7 ] contains records that represent funding initiatives for 
a wide variety of genomic projects. Each record contains informa-
tion about the project itself and provides links to any data that the 
project has submitted to NCBI. For genome sequencing projects 
focused on a single species, the Genome database [ 4 ] collects all 
data, ranging from short reads to fully assembled chromosomes, 
produced by such projects for that species. The Genome record for 
a species also will contain sequence data for any sub-species or 
strains, along with organelle genome sequences for the species. 
Currently there are over 600 Genome records for plants, almost 50 
of which represent complete genomes. Many modern genomic 
data sets, particularly from higher eukaryotes, represent the 
genome as a collection of individual chromosome sequences called 
an assembly. These assemblies are often updated over time, with 
each update labeled as a unique version. The NCBI Assembly database 
collects the sequences that comprise an individual version of a 
genome assembly, along with associated metadata for that assem-
bly. There are currently over 170 assemblies for more than 100 
plant species. Finally, the BioSample database [ 7 ] collects informa-
tion about the specimen used as the source of data submitted to 

2.1.5  Annotations Found 
in GenBank Records

2.1.6  Integration 
of GenBank Data 
with Other Resources

Eric W. Sayers and Ilene Karsch-Mizrachi
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NCBI. Each of these four databases links directly to relevant 
GenBank data and, as discussed below, offers a unique path to 
search and retrieve these data dependent on the user’s goals. 

 For plant species with genome mapping data or genome anno-
tations,  NCBI   may provide graphical views of the genomic maps in 
the NCBI Map Viewer or records in the Gene database. Currently 
over 120 plant species have graphical maps available and more than 
450 have Gene records. When available, GenBank records are 
shown aligned to the genomic maps, and will be linked as support-
ing data to Gene records. Sequence variations may also be dis-
played in the Map Viewer, and over 25 million  SNPs   have been 
mapped to plant genomes, the vast majority to genomes of  Glycine 
max, Oryza sativa, Sorghum bicolor  and  Arabidopsis thaliana . In 
addition, the more than 50 plant species that have more than 
70,000 EST sequences in GenBank have been incorporated into 
the UniGene database [ 4 ], where these ESTs are combined with 
other transcript sequences in GenBank and partitioned into over 
1.3 million gene-oriented clusters. Links from UniGene are also 
available to Gene, HomoloGene and Protein where possible. As a 
consequence,  Entrez   (Subheading  2.2.1 ) can be used to match a 
GenBank EST accession number ( see   Note 3 ) to a gene location, a 
protein sequence, and homologous genes in many organisms.   

   GenBank data can be accessed in several ways. The  Entrez   system 
on the  NCBI   web site allows users to search, view and download 
any arbitrary subset of GenBank, while the entire database can be 
downloaded from the NCBI FTP site (ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). In 
addition, programmers can access GenBank data using the Entrez 
Programming Utilities (E-Utilities), the public API to the Entrez 
system (eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). 

      The sequence records in GenBank are accessible using  Entrez   [ 4 ], 
a robust and fl exible database retrieval system that covers over 40 
biological databases containing almost a billion individual records 
ranging from DNA and protein sequences to genome maps, litera-
ture abstracts in PubMed, full text articles in PMC, gene expres-
sion data in GEO [ 8 ], variations in  SNP   and dbVar [ 9 ,  10 ], the full 
 NCBI   taxonomy [ 5 ], protein domains and 3D structures [ 11 ,  12 ], 
chemicals in PubChem [ 13 ,  14 ] and many other data types. 
GenBank data are found in three Entrez databases: the EST and 
GSS databases contain all sequences in the  EST  and  GSS  GenBank 
divisions, respectively, while the  Nucleotide   database contains 
sequences from all other GenBank divisions (as well as sequences 
from databases other than GenBank). The GenBank data may be 
selectively accessed within Entrez using query limitations ( see   Note 5 ). 
Conceptual translations of coding regions annotated on GenBank 
sequences are available in the  Protein database  . 

2.2  Accessing 
GenBank

2.2.1  Interactive Access 
with  Entrez  

GenBank
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 Records within the  Entrez   system are linked to other records 
both within and across databases. An example of a simple linkage is 
that between a GenBank sequence record and the PubMed abstract 
for the paper listed in the ‘Journal’ section ( see   Note 2 ) of the 
GenBank record. Computational linkages are also made between 
nucleotide and protein sequences, such as those based on sequence 
similarities discovered using  BLAST   [ 15 ,  16 ]. In addition, records 
available in Entrez may offer LinkOuts (  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
projects/linkout/    ) that lead to a variety of external databases. 
Queries on the Entrez databases are made with simple text words 
combined using boolean logic and either limited to a particular 
record fi eld ( see   Note 5 ) or applied to all fi elds. A web-based ser-
vice called Batch Entrez allows bulk sequence downloads specifi ed 
by an arbitrary set of GenBank identifi ers supplied from a local fi le.  

    Entrez   queries of GenBank and downloads of individual records or 
sets of records may be made through the Entrez system from 
scripts using a set of server-side utilities called the Entrez 
Programming Utilities ( see   Note 6 ). Full documentation for these 
utilities is available at eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov.  

   The full bimonthly GenBank release and the daily updates, which 
also incorporate sequence data from ENA and DDBJ, are available 
by anonymous FTP from  NCBI   in both fl atfi le and ASN.1 formats 
(  ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/    ,   ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/ncbi-asn1/    ). The GenBank data are also available at a mirror 
site at Indiana University (  ftp://bio-mirror.net/biomirror//gen-
bank/    ). As described in Subheading  2.1.1 , the full release in fl atfi le 
format is distributed as a set of compressed fi les. To download 
GenBank fi les using a command line FTP client, connect to ftp.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, log in as ‘anonymous’ and give your email 
address as password. 

 For many purposes a download of the entire GenBank data-
bases is not required since standard sequence-similarity searches, 
such as  BLAST  , may be performed remotely on the GenBank data 
at  NCBI  . However, if a local copy of GenBank is required, one 
major consideration is local storage space. 

 As of GenBank release 202, the uncompressed GenBank fl at-
fi les require 642 gigabytes of disk space. An alternative option is to 
download the ASN.1 format data, which requires 538 gigabytes 
once uncompressed. Once a full release of GenBank had been 
saved locally, it can be kept current using incremental updates. For 
this purpose,  NCBI   provides a noncumulative set of updates at   ftp.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/daily-nc    . A Perl script at ftp.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/genbank/tools/ converts a set of daily updates into a 
cumulative update (ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/tools/).    

2.2.2  Scripted Access 
Through  Entrez   
with the Entrez 
Programming Utilities

2.2.3  Bulk Downloads 
of GenBank via FTP

Eric W. Sayers and Ilene Karsch-Mizrachi
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3     Methods 

 Four general methods that are central to making use of GenBank 
include downloads of all or a subset of the database to support 
local analysis, the construction and use of local GenBank-derived 
databases for sequence similarity searches, and the execution of 
remote searches of the database using Web or command line cli-
ents. These methods are discussed in the sections that follow. 

      The GenBank  PLN  division is a source of well-annotated sequences 
that can serve as a compact, information-rich local database. For 
such simple, division-oriented bulk downloads, FTP transfers are 
the most convenient given that the division name forms part of the 
fi le names on the GenBank FTP site. Downloading these fi les is 
simply a matter of connecting to the  NCBI   FTP site and specifying 
fi les of the name ‘ gbpln*.seq.gz ’ (where the asterisk is a wild card 
that matches any set of characters). The download will result in a 
local set of compressed fi les for sequence records in the GenBank 
fl atfi le format. To view and use the records, they must be 
uncompressed.  

   To begin, perform an anonymous FTP login to the  NCBI   FTP 
server using either a command line FTP client or a web browser. If 
using a command line FTP client, connect to   ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov     
and then issue the following commands:

    1.     cd genbank    
   2.     get gbpln*.seq.gz    
   3.    Following the completion of the transfers, type ‘ quit ’ at the 

FTP prompt.    
  Although less convenient, these fi les can be downloaded using 

a web browser as follows:
    1.    Navigate to    ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank        
   2.    Click on each  gbpln*.seq.gz  fi le in turn to download it.     

 As described in Subheading  2.1.1 , the GenBank data are also 
available in the compact and versatile ASN.1 format. Besides their 
signifi cantly smaller size, the ASN.1 format fi les offer other advan-
tages over the compressed fl atfi les. Using a suite of command line 
tools available from  NCBI   ( see   Note 7 ), ASN.1 fi les can be used to 
generate records in a variety of other formats. These formats 
include the GenBank fl atfi le ( see   Note 2 ),  FASTA  , 5-column 
Feature Table ( see   Note 8 ) and INSDC XML. In addition, both 
the nucleotide sequences, and the protein sequences derived from 
their coding sequence (CDS) annotations are readily accessible. 
ASN.1 formatted GenBank records can also be used to generate 
databases, both nucleotide and protein, for local analysis using 
 BLAST   (Subheading  3.4 ).   

3.1  Download All 
GenBank PLN Division 
Sequences

3.1.1  Strategy

3.1.2  Execution

GenBank
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      A method to download a complete set of sequences for a single 
plant species, such as  Vitis vinifera , must retrieve all  Vitis vinifera  
sequences regardless of GenBank division. In addition to the  PLN  
division, divisions such as  EST ,  STS , and  GSS  also contain plant 
sequences. Rather than downloading each division in its entirety 
merely to get the  Vitis vinifera  data, it is more practical to use the 
fl exibility of the  Entrez   search and retrieval system. Using Entrez, 
one can specify the subset of GenBank to download, choose a 
download format, and then download the sequence records as a 
single batch.  

     As described in Subheading  2.2.1 , GenBank sequences are con-
tained in three  Entrez   databases:  Nucleotide  , EST and GSS. To 
retrieve all  Vitis vinifera  sequences in GenBank, one therefore 
needs to retrieve data from each of these three databases. To begin, 
fi rst retrieve all sequences for  Vitis vinifera  using the following 
query in the Nucleotide database:

    vitis vinifera[orgn]     

 As shown in Fig.  1 , links to the results from the EST and GSS 
databases are provided above the search results. Download these 
data by following those two links and using the ‘Send to’ menu. To 
download the data in the  Nucleotide   database, click on the INSDC 
limit in the upper right to restrict the set to GenBank data, and 
then use the ‘Send to’ menu as with EST and GSS. The following 
 Entrez   query accomplishes the same GenBank restriction:

     vitis vinifera[orgn] AND srcdb ddbj/embl/genbank[prop]     

 As of May 2014, these queries retrieved 247,000  Vitis vinifera  
sequences from  Nucleotide  , 447,000 from EST and 229,000 from 
GSS for a total of 923,000 sequences. While it is possible to 

3.2  Download a Set 
of GenBank 
Sequences for a Single 
Plant Species

3.2.1  Strategy

3.2.2  Execution

  Fig. 1    Portion of the search results page in  Entrez    Nucleotide   with the query ‘vitis vinifera[orgn]’. Links above 
the list of results allow access to the records retrieved in the EST and GSS databases, while fi lters in the  upper 
right  (such as INSDC) allow the results to be further restricted       
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download such a set using a web browser, an alternative approach 
is to use the  Entrez   Programming Utilities to accomplish the 
download ( see   Note 6 ).   

     In recent years the number of plant species with sequenced 
genomes has continued to increase. As of this writing, about 60 
plant species have a genome assembly that contains assembled 
chromosomes (with or without gaps), while another 80 have at 
least scaffold assemblies. As these data continue to mature, the 
 NCBI   interfaces will consequently continue to adapt to accommo-
date these changes; however, the  Genome   database should remain 
a central place for users to access genomic datasets for a given 
species. Another, and often more direct, approach to accessing 
these datasets is to download them from the NCBI FTP site, and 
this approach will be discussed here.  

   There are two primary areas of the  NCBI   FTP site in which eukary-
otic genome datasets may be found: the GenBank genomes site 
(ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/genomes/) and the RefSeq genomes 
site (  ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/    ). Each of these sites contains 
a list of subdirectories with names corresponding to the scientifi c 
names of each species. Once within the directory for the desired 
species, ‘readme’ fi les will describe the contents, which may vary 
somewhat from species to species depending on the nature of that 
species’ genome and the methods used in the sequencing project. 
In general, separate sequence fi les will be available for each 
chromosome, and therefore downloading the genome is simply a 
matter of downloading the individual chromosome data fi les.   

       The Basic Local Alignment Search Tool, or  BLAST  , is the most 
widely used program for sequence similarity searches. In addition 
to comparing nucleotide sequences, BLAST can also translate 
nucleotide sequences into all six reading frames at run time in 
order to compare protein coding regions. There are three basic 
approaches to performing BLAST searches against  NCBI   sequence 
databases: (1) using the NCBI BLAST web interface, (2) using a 
local installation of BLAST but using the databases on NCBI serv-
ers; (3) using a local installation of BLAST with local databases. 
BLAST binaries for standard computing platforms are available for 
download on the NCBI FTP site (ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/
executables/blast+/LATEST/). While a complete discussion of 
the BLAST algorithm and the interpretation of results is beyond 
the scope of this chapter, details can be found elsewhere [ 15 – 19 ]. 
Comprehensive documentation on the BLAST executables is also 
available on the NCBI Bookshelf (  http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
books/NBK1763/    ).  

3.3  Download 
the Complete  Genome   
of a Plant Species

3.3.1  Strategy

3.3.2  Execution

3.4  Establish 
and Perform Sequence 
Similarity Searches 
on a Local  Database   
of PLN Division 
Sequences

3.4.1  Strategy

GenBank
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    To search PLN division sequences on the  NCBI   web interface 
using  BLAST   (blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), it is simply a matter of 
loading the nucleotide blast page and restricting the default data-
base (nr/nt) to the desired organism (or organisms) using the 
Organism selection box, and then adding the  Entrez   query ‘srcdb 
ddbj/embl/genbank[prop]’ ( see  Subheading  3.2.2 ). If many such 
BLAST searches need to be performed, it may be advantageous to 
download local BLAST binaries so that the searches can be auto-
mated. The BLAST binaries allow searches to access the databases 
on NBCI servers, obviating the need for a local copy and ongoing 
updating of these (often large) fi les. The following command will 
run a standard nucleotide BLAST search limited to green plant 
sequences in the INSDC databases:

    blastn -db nt -query myfi le_nuc -out myoutfi le -entrez_query 
"viridiplantae[orgn] AND srcdb ddbj/embl/genbank[prop]" 
-task blastn -remote     

 In the above command, the parameter ‘ -db ’ specifi es by the 
name of the database, and ‘ -query ’ is followed by the name of a fi le 
containing one or more  FASTA   formatted sequences to be used as 
queries. The ‘ -out ’ parameter is given the name of the desired out-
put fi le, and ‘ -entrez_query ’ the  Entrez   query used to restrict the 
given database. The  task  option specifi es the algorithm used; in 
this case  blastn  invokes standard nucleotide  BLAST  . The default 
value is ‘megablast’, a faster but less sensitive version of nucleotide 
BLAST that is useful for fi nding matches within the same or closely 
related species [ 20 ]. Finally, the ‘ -remote ’ fl ag causes blastn to 
access databases on the  NCBI   servers rather than local databases. 

 To run  BLAST   searches independently of  NCBI   servers, both 
the BLAST executable and the desired sequences (such as the 
GenBank sequences downloaded using Subheadings  3.1  and  3.2  
above) need to be downloaded to a local machine. Once this is 
done, the fi rst task in executing a BLAST search is to convert the 
sequence data into a local BLAST database. This is accomplished 
by the  makeblastdb  program, which can create a local BLAST 
database from a fi le of concatenated  FASTA   format sequences, or 
from an ASN.1 format GenBank fi le. The following command line 
is used to create a local nucleotide database from a fi le of concate-
nated FASTA format sequences contained within the fi le ‘ myfasta ’:

    makeblastdb -in myfasta –input_type fasta –dbtype nucl 
-parse_seqids     

 The  parse_seqids  fl ag causes  makeblastdb  to create indices 
that allow individual sequence records to be retrieved by another 
program in the  BLAST   package,  blastdbcmd  ( see   Note 9 ), on the 
basis of sequence identifi ers found in the defi nition lines of the 
records. 

3.4.2  Execution

Eric W. Sayers and Ilene Karsch-Mizrachi
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 To create a nucleotide sequence database with a set of binary 
ASN.1 format GenBank sequence fi les, use the following:

    makeblastdb –in gbpln1.aso –input_type asn1_bin –dbtype 
nucl -parse_seqids     

 To create a protein sequence database from the corresponding 
translations of annotated CDS features on the nucleotide sequences 
contained in  gbpln1.aso , use the following:

    makeblastdb –in gbpln1.aso –input_type asn1_bin –dbtype 
prot -parse_seqids     

 By default  makeblastdb  will produce several fi les whose names 
consist of the input fi le name (-in) followed by one of various 
extensions. To search this database, simply provide the name of the 
input fi le provided to  makeblastdb . For example, to search the 
nucleotide database formatted above using the ‘ blastn’  program 
with a nucleotide query sequence in  FASTA   format within a fi le 
named ‘ myfi le_nuc ’ ,  use the following:

    blastn -query myfi le_nuc -db gbpln1.aso –task blastn -out 
myoutfi le     

 To search the protein translations arising from the CDS fea-
tures on the records in  gbpln1.aso , assuming that the protein 
sequence version of  gbpln1.aso  has been created using  make-
blastdb  as described above, use:

    blastp -query myfi le_prot -db gbpln1.aso -out myoutfi le –
evalue 1e-6     

 A nucleotide query can also be used to query the protein trans-
lations using the blastx algorithm, which will translate the query 
into all six reading frames:

    blastx -query myfi le_nuc -db gbpln1.aso -out myoutfi le –
evalue 1e-6     

 The ‘ -db ’ parameter in these commands is followed by the 
name of the database formatted using  makeblastdb . The quality 
of the alignments returned by  BLAST   can be controlled using the 
‘ -evalue ’ parameter to set an ‘expect value’ limit. In this case, an 
expect value of 1e-6 (0.000001) has been specifi ed, which should 
exclude those alignments expected to occur by chance more than 
0.000001 times in a database of the size of  gbpln1.aso . 

 A large number of parameters may be specifi ed on the various 
 BLAST   executables, and these parameters determine the number, 
format, and quality of the alignments returned. To see them all, 
type ‘ -help ’ after any of the executable names. For detailed docu-
mentation on the parameters, see the online documentation at 
  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK1763/    .   

GenBank
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     In the past few years the TSA division of GenBank has been one of 
the most rapidly expanding divisions. TSA data are a more valuable 
version of raw next-generation sequencing data, such as SRA, 
because they have been partially assembled and therefore are more 
likely to represent a full transcript. For plant species with little 
assembled genomic data, TSA data can therefore be a rich collec-
tion for identifying putative protein coding regions (CDS) in spe-
cies without genome assemblies. By using the translated  BLAST   
algorithm tblastn, one can search a protein query against a TSA 
database translated into all six reading frames, easily revealing these 
putative CDS sequences.  

   To search the TSA data for CDS regions corresponding to a given 
protein (or proteins), fi rst assemble the query protein sequences 
either as accession numbers or  FASTA   fi les. As with Subheading  3.4  
above,  BLAST   searches against TSA data can be performed on the 
 NCBI   web interface or using local BLAST installations, with or 
without local copies of the TSA database. On the NCBI web inter-
face, the TSA database is one of the options on the tblastn search 
page, which also allows the database to be limited by organism 
and/or  Entrez   query ( see  Subheading  3.4.2 ). Figure  2  shows the 

3.5  Identify Potential 
Coding Regions in TSA 
Datasets for Green 
Plants

3.5.1  Strategy

3.5.2  Execution

  Fig. 2    Portion of the results page of a tblastn search against the TSA database restricted to green plants 
(viridiplantae[orgn]). The query used was NP_001236858, the sequence for ACC synthase from soybean. The 
results contain hits from a variety of plant species, and as shown the hits have sequence identities with the 
query from 64 to 90 %, and all but two cover at least 97 % of the query sequence       
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best hits resulting from such a search using a soybean protein 
(NP_001236858) as query. To run tblastn locally but against the 
databases on NCBI servers, use the following command:

     tblastn -db tsa_nt -query myfi le_prot -out myoutfi le -entrez_
query "viridiplantae[orgn]" –remote     

 As mentioned above, this approach has distinct advantages: (1) 
there is no need to download and update a local copy of a large 
database (as of this writing the TSA collection requires 17 GB of 
disk space); and (2) organism and  Entrez   limitations to the  database 
can be applied at runtime. On the other hand, the method will be 
limited by network and  NCBI   traffi c, and so it may be desirable to 
download the preformatted TSA database to local machines. 
Because of its size, the TSA database on the NCBI ftp site is split 
into several volumes, each approximately 1 GB of compressed data. 
To facilitate downloading such sets of fi les, NCBI provides a utility 
script named  update_blastdb.pl  as part of the  BLAST   software 
package. This script will download all of the component fi les of the 
TSA database (or other preformatted databases) to local disk, 
where they can then be uncompressed and extracted. Because 
these fi les are preformatted, running  makeblastdb  is unnecessary, 
and the fi les can be immediately used in a search:

    tblastn -query myfi le_prot -db tsa_nt -out myoutfi le -evalue 1e-6     

 As with all local  BLAST   executables, it is possible to restrict the 
TSA database to only those sequences matching a GI list in a local 
fi le (with one GI per line in the fi le). For example, running the fol-
lowing query in the  Nucleotide   database and then downloading 
the data as a GI list will create such a fi le that can accomplish an 
organism restriction to green plants:

    tsa[keyword] AND viridiplantae[orgn]     

 If this fi le is named  greenplantTSA.gi , then the following 
search will be restricted to green plants:

    tblastn -query myfi le_prot -db tsa_nt -out myoutfi le -evalue 
1e-6 –gilist greenplantTSA.gi     

 While the above approach for restricting the search is valid at 
the time of this writing, these functions will be maturing over time, 
and users are encouraged to visit the  BLAST   web site regularly for 
updates and improvements to these methods.    

4     Notes 

     1.    The fi les in the GenBank releases are partitioned into 19 
‘divisions’ that correspond roughly to taxonomic groups such 
as bacteria ( BCT ), viruses ( VRL ), primates ( PRI ), and rodents 
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( ROD ). Additional divisions have been added over time to 
support specifi c sequencing strategies. These include divisions 
for expressed sequence tag ( EST ), genome survey ( GSS ), high 
throughput genomic ( HTG ), high throughput cDNA ( HTC ), 
environmental sample ( ENV ) and transcript shotgun assembly 
( TSA ) sequences. To facilitate downloads, most divisions are 
partitioned into multiple fi les for the bimonthly GenBank 
releases on  NCBI  ’s FTP site. In addition, three special classes 
of records exist that do not appear within the usual 19 divisions 
of GenBank: WGS, TPA and TSA records. Over 600 billion 
bases of WGS sequence appear in GenBank as sets of WGS 
contigs, many of them bearing annotations, originating from a 
single sequencing project. Third Party Annotation (TPA) 
(  www.ncbi.nih.gov/Genbank/TPA.html    ) records support the 
reporting of published, experimentally confi rmed sequence 
annotation by a scientist other than the original submitter of 
the primary sequence. TSA records are assembled from short 
reads (from SRA or the Trace Archive) or from ESTs. The 
content of the GenBank divisions is summarized in Table  3 .

       2.    The GenBank fl atfi le is the standard data format used for 
GenBank records and is the format of the data in the GenBank 
FTP fi les. Each record begins with a LOCUS line followed by 
a header containing the database identifi ers, the title of the 
record, references, and submitter information. The header is 
followed by the feature table ( see   Note 4 ) and the sequence 
itself on the line following the ‘origin’ fi eld. The ‘ // ’ symbol in 
the FTP fi les marks the boundary between successive records. 
The GenBank fl atfi le is described in detail in the GenBank 
release notes (ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/gbrel.txt). In 
the  Entrez   system, the GenBank format is the default display 
for records in the traditional divisions. An interactive sample 
record is linked from the GenBank home page (  www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/genbank/    ).   

   3.    Each GenBank record, consisting of both a sequence and its 
annotations, is assigned a unique identifi er called an ‘accession 
number’ that is shared across the three INSDC members 
(GenBank, DDBJ, ENA). The accession number appears on 
the ACCESSION line of a GenBank record and remains con-
stant over the lifetime of the record, even when there is a 
change to the sequence or annotation. Changes to the sequence 
data itself are tracked by an integer extension of the accession 
number, and this Accession.version identifi er appears on the 
VERSION line of the GenBank fl at fi le. An entry appearing in 
the database for the fi rst time has an ‘Accession.version’ identi-
fi er equivalent to the ACCESSION number of the GenBank 
record followed by ‘.1’. In addition, each version of the 
sequence is assigned a unique integer identifi er called a ‘GI 
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   Table 3  
  Division codes and content of the 19 GenBank divisions   

 Code  Description 

 Traditional GenBank Divisions 

 BCT  Bacterial sequences 

 PRI  Primate sequences 

 MAM  Other mammalian sequences 

 VRT  Other vertebrate sequences 

 INV  Invertebrate sequences 

 PAT  Patent sequences 

 PLN  Plant, fungal, and algal sequences 

 VRL  Viral sequences 

 PHG  Bacteriophage sequences 

 SYN  Synthetic and chimeric sequences 

 UNA  Unannotated sequences, including some WGS sequences obtained via environmental 
sampling methods 

 Nontraditional GenBank Divisions 

 EST  EST division sequences, or expressed sequence tags, are short single pass reads of 
transcribed sequence. Over 25 million ESTs are derived from almost 1000 plant species. 

 STS  STS division sequences include anonymous STSs based on genomic sequence as well as 
gene-based STSs derived from the 3′ ends of genes and ESTs. STS records usually 
include primer sequences, annotations, and PCR reaction conditions. About 160,000 of 
the STS sequences in GenBank are of plant origin. 

 GSS  GSS records are predominantly single reads from Bacterial Artifi cial Chromosomes 
(‘BAC- ends’) used in a variety of genome sequencing projects. GSS records for plant 
species number over 16 million. 

 ENV  The ENV division of GenBank, for non WGS sequences obtained via environmental 
sampling methods in which the source organism is unknown, debuted with release 
147 in April 2005. 

 HTG  The HTG division of GenBank contains unfi nished large-scale genomic records that are in 
transition to a fi nished state. These records are designated as Phase 0-3 depending on 
the quality of the data. Upon reaching Phase 3, the fi nished state, HTG records are 
moved into the appropriate taxonomic division of GenBank. 

 HTC  The HTC division of GenBank accommodates high-throughput cDNA sequences. HTCs 
are of draft quality but may contain 5′ UTRs and 3′ UTRs, partial coding regions, and 
introns. 

 CON  Large records that are assembled from smaller records, such as eukaryotic chromosomal 
sequences or WGS scaffolds, are represented in the GenBank ‘CON’ division. CON 
records contain sets of assembly instructions to allow the transparent display and 
download of the full record using tools such as  NCBI’  s  Entrez.   

 TSA  Transcriptome shotgun data are assembled from sequences deposited in the  NCBI   Trace 
Archive, the Sequence Read Archive (SRA) and the EST division of GenBank. 
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number’ that also appears on the VERSION line of GenBank 
fl atfi le records:
    ACCESSION AF000001   

   VERSION AF000001.1 GI: 987654321     
 When a change is made to a sequence in a GenBank record, a 
new GI number is issued to the updated sequence and the ver-
sion extension of the Accession.version identifi er is incre-
mented. The accession number for the record remains 
unchanged, and will always retrieve the most recent version of 
the record; the older versions remain available under the old 
Accession.version identifi ers and their original GI numbers. 
The Revision History report, available from the ‘Display 
Settings’ menu on the sequence record view, summarizes the 
various updates for that GenBank record. 
 A similar system tracks changes in the corresponding protein 
translations. These identifi ers appear as qualifi ers for CDS fea-
tures in the FEATURES portion of a GenBank entry, e.g.,  /
protein_id= ‘ AAA00001.1’  Protein sequence translations 
also receive their own unique gi number, which appears as a 
second qualifi er on the CDS feature: 
  /db_xref=‘GI:1233445 ’   

   4.    The feature table is the portion of the GenBank record that 
provides information about the biological features annotated 
on the nucleotide sequence. These features include coding 
regions and their protein translations, noncoding regions, 
genes, variations, sequence tagged sites, transcription units, 
repeat regions, and sites of mutations or modifi cations. The 
International Sequence  Database   Collaboration (  www.insdc.
org    ) produces a document describing and identifying the fea-
tures allowed on GenBank, DDBJ and ENA records (  http://
www.insdc.org/documents/feature-table    ).   

   5.    The GenBank database and protein sequences arising from 
coding sequence annotations on GenBank records can be 
searched at  NCBI   using  BLAST   using either a web interface or 
a command- line client. In either case, subsets of the data may 
be selected for searching using  Entrez   (Subheading  2.2.1 ) 
queries. A query used to limit a search to sequences from a 
particular organism has the form ‘organism[orgn]’ where 
‘organism’ is an organism name and the search is limited to 
terms indexed within the Entrez ‘organism’ fi eld by specifying 
‘orgn’ within square brackets. For example, to specify only 
sequences from  Arabidopsis thaliana , use ‘ Arabidopsis 
thaliana[orgn] ’. Some Entrez queries involving terms indexed 
in the Entrez ‘ properties ’ fi eld are listed in Table  4 . Entrez 
queries can be combined using boolean operators such as 
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   Table 4  
   Entrez   queries that are useful in limiting  BLAST   searches   

 Terms in the  Entrez   ‘properties’ fi eld  Effect  Example of use 

 ‘gbdiv X’ where X is one of pri, rod, 
mam, vrt, inv, pln, bct, vrl, phg, syn, 
una, est, pat, sts, gss, htg, htc, env 

 Limit to sequences within 
a GenBank division 

 gbdiv pln[prop] 

 ‘biomol’ X where X is one of crna, 
genomic, genomic mrna, other, pre 
mrna, rna,rrna, scrna, snorna, snrna, 
transcribed rna, trna 

 Limit to a molecule type  biomol mrna[prop] 

 ‘srcdb X’ where X is one of ddbj, 
ddbj/embl/genbank, embl, genbank, 
pdb, tpa ddbj, tpa ddbj/embl/genbank, 
tpa embl, tpa genbank, refseq a  

 Limit to source database. 
To limit to GenBank, 
use ‘ddbj/embl/genbank’ b  

 srcdb ddbj/embl/
genbank[prop] 

   a Additional ‘refseq’ terms are available but are not shown 
  b The term  ‘srcdb genbank[prop] ’ limits to records within GenBank that entered by submission to GenBank at  NCBI  . 
Because the data in GenBank also includes data submitted to the DDBJ and EMBL partners of the INSDC, one must 
specify ‘ srcdb ddbj/embl/genbank[prop] ’ to include all the records in GenBank  

‘AND’, ‘OR’, and ‘NOT’ (Subheading  3.2.2 ). On the BLAST 
web pages, Entrez queries are typed into the box labeled 
“Entrez query”.

       6.    The  Entrez   Programming Utilities (E-utilities) are the public 
API for the Entrez system and consist of a set of nine server-
side programs that allow automated access to the Entrez search 
and retrieval functions. The E-utilities (eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov) accept a set of parameters that may be URL-encoded or 
transferred via the  SOAP   protocol. Searches of Entrez are per-
formed using ‘ esearch ’; short record summaries are retrieved 
using ‘ esummary ’; full records may be downloaded using 
‘ efetch’ ; and linking between records may be performed using 
‘ elink ’ .  Additional E-utilities are available for more specialized 
functions. 

 The E-utilities may be used from within any programming 
language that supports the posting of a URL. Results are 
returned in XML for all E-utilities except ‘ efetch ’, which sup-
ports return modes of XML, HTML, text and ASN.1 as well as 
return formats such as the GenBank fl atfi le,  FASTA  , and the 
INSDC XML format. Several sample E-utility URLs are shown 
in Table  5 . Additional examples, including sample Perl scripts, 
are provided in Chapter   4     of the online documentation (eutils.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov).

       7.     NCBI   offers command line utilities for working with ASN.1 
formatted data. These utilities are available for several platforms 
and may be downloaded from ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/asn1- converters/. 
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To see a complete list of command line parameters for any of 
the programs, run the program with a trailing dash and no 
parameter. A list of several of these programs with brief descrip-
tions is given in Table  6 . One particularly useful program is 
 asn2all , and some examples of using it follow.
   The program  asn2all  is primarily intended to generate reports 
from the binary ASN.1 Bioseq-set GenBank release fi les 
(  ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ncbi-asn1/    ). 
 The following command will generate GenBank fl atfi le records 
for the nucleotide sequences as well as GenPept fl aftile records 
for protein sequences contained within  gbpln1.aso  (one of the 
uncompressed ASN.1 fi les from the PLN division). These two 
sets will appear in the fi les “ gbpln1.nuc ” and  “gbpln1.prt ”, 
respectively. 
  asn2all -i gbpln1.aso -a t -b T -f g -o gbpln1.nuc -v gbpln1.prt  

   Table 5  
  Representative URLs for  Entrez   Programming Utility calls   

 1. Retrieve GI numbers for all GenBank plant sequences 
 esearch.fcgi? db=nucleotide&term=srcdb+ddbj/embl/genbank[Properties]+AND+plants[orgn] 

 2. Retrieve the XML document summary for GI 42494965 
 esummary.fcgi? db=nucleotide&id=42494965 

 3. Retrieve the GenBank fl at fi le with annotations for GI 42494965 
 efetch.fcgi? db=nucleotide&id=42494965&retmode=text&rettype=gbwithparts 

 4. Retrieve the GI number for the protein product of GI 5881673 
 elink.fcgi? db=protein&dbfrom=nucleotide&id=5881673 

  These URLs should be prefi xed with the E-utility base URL:   http://eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eutils/      

   Table 6  
  Selected  NCBI   utility programs for conversion of data from and to the ASN.1 format   

 ASN1 
Converter  Function 

 asn2all  Converts GenBank release fi les in ASN.1 format to a variety of other formats 

 asn2fsa  Converts binary or text ASN.1 sequence fi les to  FASTA   format 

 asn2gb  Converts binary or text ASN.1 sequence fi les to GenBank or GenPept fl atfi le formats 

 asn2idx  Generates accession/fi le offset indices for Bioseq-set release fi les 

 asn2xml  Converts binary or text ASN.1 sequence fi les to XML format 

 asnval  Validates ASN.1 release fi les 

 tbl2asn  Automates the creation of sequence records for submission to GenBank by reading 
feature annotations given in the 5-column feature table format and generating an 
ASN.1 fi le 
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 Additional formats can be obtained by changing the value of 
the “ -f ” parameter (Table  7 ). The “ -a t ” parameter value 
invokes batch processing of a GenBank release fi le and  “-b T ” 
indicates that the input fi le is binary ASN.1.
   A remote fetching option, “ -r T ”, allows the download of an 
ASN.1 record from  NCBI   over a network connection using an 
accession number or NCBI ‘ gi ’ identifi er ( see   Note 3 ). For 
example, to perform a remote fetch of the feature table within 
the GenBank record for the  Epifagus virginiana  chloroplast 
genome (accession number  M81884 ) use the following: 

  asn2all -r T -A M81884 -f t  
 This produces output in the 5-column Feature Table format 
described in  Note 8 .   

   8.    When submitting sequences to GenBank that have annota-
tions, submitters have the option to upload these annotations 
using a fi le format commonly referred to as the “5-column 
Feature Table.” This format specifi es a simple text fi le where 
the annotation data are entered in tab-delimited columns. 
Details about this format are provided in the GenBank 
Submission Handbook (  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/
NBK63592/    ).   

   9.    The program ‘ blastdbcmd ’ is part of the standalone  BLAST   
package and is a tool for interacting with BLAST databases 
formatted by  makeblastdb . For example,  blastdbcmd  can 
provide basic statistics about a BLAST database and download 
specifi c records from that database. Full details of how to use 
 blastdbcmd  are provided in the BLAST+ documentation 
(  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK1763    /).         

   Table 7  
  Output format options for  asn2all    

 Value of the ‘-f’ fl ag  Resulting format 

 g  GenBank (nucleotide) or GenPept (protein) 

 f   FASTA   

 t  5-column feature table 

 s  INSD formatted XML 

 y  TinySet XML (XML version of  FASTA)   

 a  ASN.1 of entire record 

 x  XML version of entire record (structured 
as in the ASN! format) 
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    Chapter 2   

 UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot, the Manually Annotated Section 
of the UniProt KnowledgeBase: How to Use the Entry View       

     Emmanuel     Boutet      ,     Damien     Lieberherr     ,     Michael     Tognolli     , 
    Michel     Schneider     ,     Parit     Bansal    ,     Alan     J.     Bridge     ,     Sylvain     Poux     , 
    Lydie     Bougueleret     , and     Ioannis     Xenarios     

  Abstract 

   The Universal Protein Resource (UniProt,   http://www.uniprot.org    ) consortium is an initiative of the SIB 
Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB), the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) and the Protein 
Information Resource (PIR) to provide the scientifi c community with a central resource for protein 
sequences and functional information. The UniProt consortium maintains the UniProt KnowledgeBase 
(UniProtKB), updated every 4 weeks, and several supplementary databases including the UniProt 
Reference Clusters (UniRef) and the UniProt Archive (UniParc). 

 The Swiss-Prot section of the UniProt KnowledgeBase (UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot) contains publicly 
available expertly manually annotated protein sequences obtained from a broad spectrum of organisms. 
Plant protein entries are produced in the frame of the Plant Proteome Annotation Program (PPAP), with 
an emphasis on characterized proteins of  Arabidopsis thaliana  and  Oryza sativa . High level annotations 
provided by UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot are widely used to predict annotation of newly available proteins 
through automatic pipelines. 

 The purpose of this chapter is to present a guided tour of a UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot entry. We will also 
present some of the tools and databases that are linked to each entry.  

  Key words      Swiss-Prot    ,    TrEMBL    ,    UniProt    ,    Protein database    ,   Amino-acid sequence  ,    Manual 
annotation    

1       Introduction 

 In late 2002 the SIB Swiss Institute of  Bioinformatics   (SIB), the 
European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) and the Protein 
Information Resource (PIR) ( see   Note 1 ) joined forces by creating 
the Universal Protein Resource ( UniProt  ) consortium [ 1 ]. The 
aim of this consortium is to provide high quality protein databases 
that are freely accessible to the scientifi c community. 

 The centerpiece of  UniProt   is the UniProt Knowledgebase 
(UniProtKB,   http://www.uniprot.org    ), a comprehensive and 
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annotated protein sequence knowledgebase, which consists of two 
sections: UniProtKB/ Swiss-Prot  , containing manually expertly 
annotated entries, and UniProtKB/ TrEMBL  , containing com-
puter translation and annotation of CoDing Sequences (CDS) 
extracted from the European Molecular Biology Laboratory 
nucleotide sequence database (EMBL) [ 2 ,  3 ] as well as sequences 
and annotation imported from Ensembl (  http://www.ensembl.
org    ), EnsemblGenomes (  http://ensemblgenomes.org    ) including 
EnsemblPlants (  http://plants.ensembl.org    ), and in the future, from 
RefSeq (  http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/    ). Taking advan-
tage of the expertly curated UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot section, auto-
matic annotation procedures based on well described proteins are 
created and maintained to improve the annotation of related pro-
teins in the UniProtKB/TrEMBL section. UniProtKB entries con-
tain information curated by biologists or produced by annotation 
rules, and provide users with cross-links to about 140 external 
databases and give access to additional information or tools. 
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot contributes actively to the “Gene 
 Ontology  ” (GO, 10) annotation effort of proteins by manually 
assigning GO terms during the annotation process. 

 UniProtKB/ Swiss-Prot   is characterized by extended expert 
annotation (sequence properties, corresponding literature, etc.), 
minimal redundancy (separate entries for the same gene product in 
a given species and same cultivar/isolate are merged into a single 
protein entry), integration with other databases (cross-links to other 
life science databases including sequence-related databases as well as 
specialized data collections) and documentation (large number of 
index fi les and specialized documentation fi les) ( see   Note 2 ). 

 UniProtKB/ TrEMBL  , a computer-annotated database, mainly 
consists of translations of all coding sequences (CDS) proposed by 
the submitters to the EMBL/GenBank/DDBJ nucleotide data-
bases, which are not integrated into UniProtKB/ Swiss-Prot  , and 
by proteomes imported from Ensembl and EnsemblPlants. Some 
additional protein sequences are also extracted from the literature 
or directly submitted to UniProtKB. In addition to the preliminary 
information given by the submitters, UniProtKB/TrEMBL entries 
are processed according to automatic annotation procedures such 
as: (i) transfer of general annotation, domains and functional sites 
from well-characterized UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot entries belonging 
to protein family groups defi ned by InterPro [ 4 ], (ii) removal of 
redundancy by merging identical full-length sequences from the 
same organism, (iii) attribution of evidence to identify the source 
of individual data items ( see   Note 3 ). 

 In addition to UniProtKB, the  UniProt   consortium maintains 
several other protein databases, including:

 –     The    UniProt    Archive (UniParc),  which stores and maps all 
publicly available protein sequences from numerous databases, 
including UniProtKB, RefSeq, Patent offi ces, etc. (obsolete 
data excluded from UniProtKB are also present in UniParc)  
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 –    The    UniProt    Reference Clusters (UniRef),  which consists 
of clusters of sequences sharing 100 % identity for UniRef100, 
90 % for UniRef90 and 50 % for UniRef50 ( see   Note 4 ). These 
databases are based on both UniProtKB and UniParc.    

 The  Swiss-Prot   group has initiated the Plant Proteome 
Annotation Program (PPAP) in 2001 [ 5 ] (  http://www.uniprot.
org/program/plants/    ). The current priority of this program is to 
annotate the proteomes of  Arabidopsis thaliana  and  Oryza sativa , 
but without neglecting to annotate the proteins from other plant 
species. Our goals are the annotation of characterized plant spe-
cifi c and plant family proteins according to the Swiss-Prot standards 
[ 3 ]. At the beginning of March 2014 ( UniProt   release 2014_02), 
34,824 plant sequence entries are present in UniProtKB/Swiss- 
Prot. Among them 12,665 are from  A. thaliana  and 3130 from  O. 
sativa . In UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot, more than 1976 different plant 
species are present with at least one annotated protein (up-to-
date statistics are available at   http://www.uniprot.org/statistics/    , 
  http://web.expasy.org/docs/relnotes/relstat.html     and   http://
www.uniprot.org/program/plants/statistics    ). 

 To cope with the large and growing amount of sequenced 
genomes,  UniProt   assigns unique proteome identifi ers giving the 
possibility to select proteins of a given organism. A subset of well- 
studied or biomedically and biotechnologically interesting organ-
isms, selected to provide broad coverage of the tree of life, are 
manually defi ned as standard for a particular user community, and 
their proteome are “Reference proteomes” ( see   Note 5 ).  

2     Materials 

 UniProtKB is hosted by uniprot.org ( see   Note 6 ). This chapter will 
always refer to the UniProtKB interface format used by the uni-
prot.org server (  http://www.uniprot.org/    ), and will focus on 
UniProtKB/ Swiss-Prot   entries. The database is updated every four 
weeks. It is possible to download a local version of UniProtKB ( see  
 Notes 7  and  8 ). 

     The main distribution format of UniProtKB is a custom text-based 
format. Entries are represented by lines beginning with a two- letter 
code that identifi es the type of data contained in the line. Each line 
follows a strictly defi ned format and the lines themselves are orga-
nized in such a way as to be easily legible to human users and 
simple to parse by computer programs (  http://www.expasy.org/
sprot/userman.html#entrystruc    ). However, UniProtKB proteins 
are also available in the more modern and structured XML/RDF 
format for computational use (  http://www.uniprot.org/docs/
uniprot.xsd    ).  

2.1  UniProtKB 
Entries

2.1.1  Download 
and Display Content
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   When accessing UniProtKB entries from the uniprot.org server, 
the default format is topic-wise organized in a user-friendly format 
when compared to the text-based format ( see  Fig.  1 ). The general 
elements of an entry in the uniprot.org view format are (from top 
to bottom): (i)  UniProt   header and search tool, (ii) UniProt tools 
( BLAST  , alignment, mapping/retrieval in batch), (iii) general 
help, contact and basket tools, (iv) the header of the UniProtKB 
entry, (v) tools applicable to the current UniProtKB entry, (vi) cur-
rent UniProtKB entry centric comment, feedback and external 
data tools, (vii) UniProtKB entry’s section navigation bar orga-
nized by topics, (viii) the content of the current UniProtKB entry, 
(ix) details about the history of the current UniProtKB entry.

      In most cases, each entry corresponds to a protein sequence 
encoded by a single gene locus ( see   Note 9 ). However, a few pro-
tein entries contain different coding loci merged into a single 
record when these loci are highly similar (e.g., histones, ubiqui-
tins). References to residue positions within a sequence are made 
using sequential numbering starting with 1 at the N-terminal posi-
tion. Displayed sequences correspond to the precursor forms of 
proteins, before posttranslational modifi cations and processing.   

   The uniprot.org website provides dedicated tools designed to 
exploit both protein sequences ( BLAST  , [ 6 ], alignments, database 
identifi er mapping tool) and functional annotations (friendly but 
advanced search tool). SIB has developed the  Ex pert  P rotein 
 A nalysis  Sy stem proteomic server (ExPASy), which is another 
entry point to UniProtKB [ 7 – 9 ]. On   http://www.expasy.org/    , 
tools are available to deal with several aspects of protein analysis, 
including BLAST search, proteomics and sequence analysis, and 
take into account all splice variants as annotated in UniProtKB 
( see   Note 10 ). Results obtained by these tools or links from other 
specifi c databases points to the corresponding UniProtKB entries.   

3     Methods 

   The main goal of  UniProt   is to provide a central resource for pro-
tein sequences and functional annotation. Together with 
UniProtKB/ TrEMBL  , UniProtKB/ Swiss-Prot   contains all known 
proteins, without species restriction. Currently the plant protein 
entries represent about 20 % of eukaryotes proteins and 7 % of the 
total content of UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot and our main effort is 
focused on the annotation of plant specifi c proteins characterized 
in literature from  Arabidopsis thaliana  and  Oryza sativa . Any new 
genome fully sequenced, deposited in the public nucleotide data-
base (EMBL/GenBank/DDBJ) and for which a gene prediction 

2.1.2  Web View 
of an Entry

2.1.3  Content of an Entry

2.2  Tools 
and  Databases   Linked 
to UniProtKB

3.1   Introduction
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  Fig. 1    Header of a UniProtKB entry in the uniprot.org display format; partial view (  http://www.uniprot.org/uni-
prot/O80452    )       
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has been performed will be processed automatically. The predicted 
set of proteins is added to the UniProtKB/TrEMBL section as 
soon as the data is publicly available. 

 One of the great strengths of the  UniProt   Knowledgebase is 
the extensive integration and interconnectivity of numerous tools 
and external databases. The knowledgebase is cross-linked to about 
140 other databases while most of the tools are adapted to allow 
analysis of all spliced isoforms described in the entry. 

 The  UniProt   Knowledgebase is constantly evolving and all 
recent modifi cations are detailed at   http://www.uniprot.org/help/
?query=*&fi l=section:news     while the forthcoming modifi cations 
are listed in   http://www.uniprot.org/changes    . 

 To further improve the quality of our annotation, we encourage 
users to submit comments and update requests (  http://www.uniprot.
org/update?entry    =  primary accession number  accessible by the buttons 
and links present in each UniProtKB entries,  see  Fig.  1  iii and vi).  

        1.    Quick and advanced text search ( see  Fig.  1  i) can be accessed 
directly from the  UniProt   home page (  http://www.uniprot.
org    ) ( see   Note 11 ). The advanced text search is designed to 
help users in writing complex queries by restricting terms to 
specifi c fi elds of the database ( see  Fig.  2  i), organized in the 
same topics of entry’s sections. “Intelligent” fi lters are sug-
gested to restrict the query with most likely terms ( see  Fig.  2  
ii). Proteins of interest can be stored in the “basket” by check-
ing boxes ( see  Figs.  2  iii and  3  i) and clicking on the button 
“Add to basket” for later comparison or download. When 
accessing the basket ( see  Fig.  3  ii), previously selected entries 
are listed and different actions are available: “Align”, “ BLAST  ”, 
and “Download” ( see  Fig.  3  iii). The result table can be cus-
tomized to fi t user’s requirement ( see  Fig.  4 ). A drag and drop 

3.2  Accessing 
and Analyzing 
UniProtKB Entries

  Fig. 2    Text search result; partial view. Partial view of the result of a text search made on UniProtKB with “amp 
deaminase” as query       
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  Fig. 3    The  UniProt   basket. View of the UniProt basket containing three UniProtKB protein entries (e.g., P23109, 
Q01433, and Q01432)       

  Fig. 4    The  UniProt   customization interface. View of the UniProt customization tool       
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tool makes it possible to change column order ( see  Fig.  4  i). 
A search engine is available to select for a favorite topic to 
display in the result table ( see  Fig.  4  ii). Each entry section can 
also be browsed in details ( see  Fig.  4  iii). When downloading 
selected entries in “tab-delimited” format, the columns of the 
output fi le are the same as the personalized display ( see  Fig.  2  
iv). UniProt web services follow the representational state 
transfer (REST) architectural style to help sharing or storing 
favorite requests; this also permits easy programmatic access 
( see    http://www.uniprot.org/faq/28    ).

         2.    An alignment tool based on Clustal Omega (  https://www.ebi.
ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/    ) is available at   http://www.uni-
prot.org/align/     ( see  Fig.  5 ). The alignment output ( see  Fig.  6 ) 
is interactive and gives the possibility to highlight in different 
colors sequence features ( see  Fig.  6  ii) annotated in UniProtKB 
as well as amino acid properties by selecting properties of 
interest ( see  Fig.  6  i). When more than two protein sequences 
are aligned, an alignment tree is also available.

        3.     BLAST   is available at   http://www.uniprot.org/blast/     ( see  Fig. 
 7 ). Standard parameters can be modifi ed, default settings 
being: UniProtKB for the data set, 10 for the E-threshold, 
Matrix auto, no low complexity fi ltering and gap allowed ( see  
 Note 12 ). The BLAST output ( see  Fig.  8 ) gives, on the top, a 
list of sequences classifi ed by level of similarity to the query, 
displayed in a graphical view of the query sequence with a 
similarity- dependent color gradient, and linked to the corre-
sponding UniProtKB entries ( see  Fig.  8  i). A mechanism to 
allow the user to toggle between similarity based graphics and 
e-value based graphics will be soon available. All splice variants 

  Fig. 5    The  UniProt   alignment tool. View of the UniProt protein alignment tool       
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annotated in UniProtKB are considered during the BLAST 
(their  UniProt   accessions are followed by “-n” where “n” is a 
digit for  Swiss- Prot     alternative splicing products) ( see  Fig.  8  i). 
On the lower part of the output BLAST result, a detailed list 
of the matched proteins is displayed, with a graphical view of 
the best alignment for each hit represented in a graphical view 
with the color code described previously, and linked to all cor-
responding local alignments between the query and the hit 
sequences ( see  Fig.  8  ii). All options available for text search 
result are applicable to this list ( see  Fig.  4 ).

        4.     Database   Entries can be downloaded in batch. Several sets of 
protein sequences are proposed for download at   http://www.
uniprot.org/downloads    . Entries present in the basket can be 
retrieved in different formats ( see  Fig.  3  iv). A dedicated tool to 
convert and download a list of proteins is available at   http://

  Fig. 6    Protein alignment result. Partial view of the protein alignment result made on UniProtKB between 
P23109, Q01433 and Q01432 protein entries       
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  Fig. 7    The  UniProt   BLAST   tool. View of the UniProt BLAST tool       

  Fig. 8     BLAST   result. Partial view of the result of the BLAST made on UniProtKB with O82804 entry as query       
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www.uniprot.org/uploadlists/     ( see  Fig.  9 ). The user provides 
a list of accessions in any of the supported formats ( see    http://
www.uniprot.org/help/uploadlists     and Fig.  9  i) and can 
convert this list into any of the listed databases ( see  Fig.  9  ii). 
When the “from” database is “UniProtKB (AC/ID)” and the 
“to” database is “ UniProt  ”, the user can retrieve UniProtKB 
protein entries from a UniProtKB accession list.

       5.    UniProtKB entries are also present or cross-linked in several 
other biological databases and tools such as ExPASy  (  http://
www.expasy.org/    ), the  NCBI   (  http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
protein/    ) and TAIR (  http://www.arabidopsis.org    ).      

     When accessing the  UniProt   website, some elements are always 
present at the top of the page: the UniProt logo to return to the 
home page, the search box ( see  Fig.  1 -i), access to additional tools 
including  BLAST  , alignment and download, described elsewhere 
( see  Fig.  1 -ii), links to help ( see   Note 13 ), contact, and to the bas-
ket containing selected entries ( see  Fig.  1 -iii).  

3.3  The Web View 
of a UniProtKB Entry

3.3.1    UniProt   Banner

  Fig. 9    The  UniProt   downloading tool. View of the UniProt downloading tool       
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   The fi rst block of each entry details ( see  Fig.  1 -iv) accession 
numbers, status ( reviewed  for UniProtKB/ Swiss-Prot   and  unre-
viewed  for UniProtKB/ TrEMBL  ), as well as protein and gene 
names and synonyms. The primary accession number (AC, e.g., 
O80452) of an entry ( see   Note 14,  documentation available at 
  http://www.uniprot.org/manual/accession_numbers    ) is stable 
and provides a unique identifi er which allows unambiguous cita-
tion of the entry ( see   Notes 15  and  16 ). The entry name (ID, 
e.g., AMPD_ARATH) consists of up to 11 characters and takes 
the general form X_Y. Both X and Y represent mnemonic codes of 
up to 5 alphanumeric characters for both the protein name (X) 
and the species (Y) (documentation is available at   http://www.
uniprot.org/manual/entry_name    ). Entry names, corresponding to 
protein/gene name abbreviations, are subject to revision and 
therefore do not provide a stable means of identifying individual 
entries. Because entry names are prone to change, researchers 
who wish to cite entries in publications should always cite the pri-
mary accession number.  

   Direct access to  BLAST  , alignment, and download, tools described 
in Subheading  3.2 , is available from the protein entry view ( see  Fig. 
 1 -v). Entry can also be stored in the basket.  

   Suggestions to update the content of the current entry can be sent 
via “comment” or “feedback” features ( see  Fig.  1 -vi).  

   The content of a protein entry is organized in 15 topics. To navi-
gate and switch between topics, a display menu containing direct 
links to the different blocks of the entry is always visible on the left 
side of the screen ( see  Fig.  1 -vii). Check boxes in this menu permit 
to hide/display the corresponding section.  

   In the main central area, the content of the current protein entry is 
displayed by thematic topics ( see  Fig.  1 -viii). When a term is fol-
lowed by “i” as exponent, this means that contextual information 
are available for this term. 

 Most of the information in this section is extracted from the 
literature. Some information is also based on unproven empirical 
biological evidence, determined by computer prediction, or prop-
agated from homologous members of the family (for details about 
annotation procedures,  see    http://www.uniprot.org/faq/45    ). In 
these cases, non-experimental qualifi ers are added ( see    http://www.
uniprot.org/manual/non_experimental_qualifi ers    ); the qualifi -
ers are: “Potential” for computer predicted, logical or conclusive 
 evidence ( see   Note 17 , represented on the website as “Reviewed 
 prediction” in  Swiss-Prot   and as “Predicted” in  TrEMBL  ), 
“Probable” for non-direct experimental evidence ( see   Note 18 , 

3.3.2   Entry Header

3.3.3  Analysis Tabs

3.3.4  Contribution 
to Entry Annotation Tabs

3.3.5  Entry’s Section 
Navigation Panel

3.3.6  Entry Content View
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represented on the website as “Inferred” in Swiss-Prot), and “By 
similarity” for experimental evidence in a close member of the fam-
ily. Explanations of non-experimental qualifi ers can be obtained by 
clicking on them in the entry. 

 Annotations are mainly distributed in four different types:

    1.     General annotation : provides general information about the 
protein, mostly biological knowledge, in different subsections 
( see    http://www.uniprot.org/manual/general_annotation    ).   

   2.     Sequence feature : information associated with specifi c residues 
of the current protein sequence ( see    http://www.uniprot.org/
manual/sequence_annotation    ). Each sequence feature con-
tains a “Feature key” ( see   Note 19 ), “Position(s)” indicates 
limits of the feature according to the amino acid residue posi-
tions of the displayed sequence ( see   Note 20 ), the “Length” of 
the feature is also given, a “Description” of the feature ( see  
 Note 21 ), a “Graphical view” to visualize the region in the 
consensus sequence, and, when available, “Feature identifi er”. 
UniProtKB/ Swiss-Prot   entries contain extensive annotation of 
all features that are predicted (and compatible with the protein 
function), experimentally proven, or determined by resolution 
of the protein structure.   

   3.     Cross-references : used to point to information related to entries 
and found in data collections other than UniProtKB ( see  
  http://www.uniprot.org/help/cross_references_section    ).   

   4.      Ontologies    and controlled vocabularies : a combination of con-
trolled vocabularies and ontologies is used to summarize the 
functional implication of the current protein. The controlled 
vocabulary is developed by UniProtKB/ Swiss-Prot   ( see    http://
www.uniprot.org/keywords/    ), and GO terms (GO, [ 10 ]), a 
formal representation of terms that can be used to describe 
biological function, process and component, are developed 
and curated by the GO consortium ( see    http://www.uniprot.
org/help/gene_ontology    ). Some keywords are derived from 
automatic annotation in UniProtKB/ TrEMBL   entries, but the 
vast majority is added manually in UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot 
entries. They describe the main characteristics of the protein.     

 The information contained in the entry is organized in a 
total of 15 topics, each accessible form the display panel. 
Depending of the information available in each entry, some 
sections might appear or not. 

 The 15 sections used in UniProtKB and their respective 
subsections are listed below:

    1.    “Function”: ( see  Fig.  10  and http://www.uniprot.org/help/
function_section).
   Contains information pertinent to biological knowledge of the 
protein function. 
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  Fig. 10    Function section of a UniProtKB entry. View of the “function” section of the UniProtKB protein O80452       
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 The different subsections of the function section are:
   (a)    General annotation dealing with function, catalytic activity, 

cofactor, enzyme regulation, biophysicochemical proper-
ties, and pathway   

  (b)    Sequence features describing active site, metal binding, 
binding site, site, calcium binding, zinc fi nger, and DNA 
binding with a graphical view   

  (c)    GO terms of the ‘Molecular function’ section   
  (d)    Keywords of ‘Molecular function’, ‘Biological process’, 

and ‘Ligand’ subsections   
  (e)    Cross-references that point to family, enzyme, and pathway 

databases       
   2.    “Names & Taxonomy”: ( see  Fig.  11  and http://www.uniprot.

org/help/names_and_taxonomy_section).
   This block describes protein names, gene names and taxonomy 
of the organism. The recommended protein name is given in 
the fi rst row, followed by the alternative names used in the lit-
erature. In the case of an enzyme, the Enzyme Commission 
(EC) number is given as synonym. This EC number is an active 
link to the Enzyme database (  http://www.expasy.org/
enzyme/    ) [ 11 ], which contains detailed information about 
enzyme activity and lists all UniProtKB/ Swiss-Prot   entries 
having the same EC number. The second row of this block 
describes the gene encoding the protein in the following order: 
gene name, synonyms, ordered locus name when applicable 
( see   Note 22 ) and ORF names used by the genomic sequenc-
ing projects, when available. Following the gene description, 
the organism name, the  NCBI   taxonomy identifi er, and the 
summarized taxonomic hierarchy are actively linked to the 
 UniProt   taxonomy browser (  http://www.uniprot.org/
taxonomy/    ) which contains details on the organism and gives 
access to all UniProtKB entries of that organism ( see   Note 23 ).   

   3.    “Subcellular location”: ( see  Fig.  12  and   http://www.uniprot.
org/help/subcellular_location_section).    
   Contains information pertinent to biological knowledge of the 
protein localization and topology. 

 The different subsections of the subcellular location sec-
tion are:
   (a)    General annotation dealing with subcellular location   
  (b)    Sequence features describing transmembrane and topo-

logical domain with a graphical view   
  (c)    GO terms of the ‘Cellular component’ section   
  (d)    Keywords of the ‘Cellular component’ section       

   4.    “Pathology & Biotech”: ( see  Fig.  13  and   http://www.uniprot.
org/help/pathology_and_biotech_section).    
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  Fig. 11    Names & taxonomy section of a UniProtKB entry. View of the “names and taxonomy” section of the 
UniProtKB protein O80452       

  Fig. 12    Subcellular location section of a UniProtKB entry. View of the “subcellular location” section of the 
UniProtKB protein O80452       
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   Contains information pertinent to biological knowledge of 
disease(s) and phenotype(s) associated with the defi ciency of 
the protein. 

 The different subsections of the Pathology & Biotech sec-
tion are:
   (a)    General annotation dealing with involvement in disease, 

natural variant, allergenic properties, biotechnological 
use, toxic dose, and pharmaceutical use   

  (b)    Sequence features describing disruption phenotype and 
mutagenesis with a graphical view   

  (c)    Keywords of the ‘Disease’ section   
  (d)    Cross-references that point to organism-specifi c databases       

   5.    “Post translational modifi cation (PTMs) / Processing”: ( see  
Fig.  14  nd   http://www.uniprot.org/help/ptm_processing_
section).    
   Contains information pertinent to biological knowledge of the 
protein posttranslational modifi cations. 

 The different subsections of the PTM / processing sec-
tion are:
   (a)    Sequence features describing initiator methionine, signal, 

pro-peptide, transit peptide, chain, peptide, modifi ed resi-
due, lipidation, glycosylation, disulfi de bond, and cross- 
link with a graphical view   

  (b)    General annotation dealing with posttranslational 
modifi cation   

  Fig. 13    Pathology & biotech section of a UniProtKB entry. View of the “pathology and biotech” section of the 
UniProtKB protein P08176       
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  (c)    Keywords of the ‘PTM’ section   
  (d)    Cross-references that point to proteomics and PTM 

databases       
   6.    “Expression”: ( see  Fig.  15  and   http://www.uniprot.org/help/

expression_section).    
   Contains information pertinent to biological knowledge of the 
protein expression. 

 The different subsections of the expression section are:
   (a)    General annotation dealing with tissue specifi city, devel-

opmental stage and induction   
  (b)    Keywords of the ‘Developmental stage’ section   
  (c)    Cross-references that point to gene expression databases       

   7.    “Interaction”: ( see  Fig.  16  and   http://www.uniprot.org/help/
interaction_section).    

  Fig. 14    PTM/processing section of a UniProtKB entry. View of the “PTM/processing” section of the UniProtKB 
protein Q93WC9       
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   Contains information pertinent to biological knowledge of the 
protein interactions. 

 The different subsections of the interaction section are:
   (a)    General annotation dealing with subunit structure   
  (b)    Specifi c annotation describing binary interactions   
  (c)    Cross-references that point to protein–protein interaction 

databases       
   8.    “Structure”: ( see  Fig.  17  and   http://www.uniprot.org/help/

structure_section).    
   Contains information pertinent to biological knowledge of the 
protein structure. 

 The different subsections of the structure section are:
   (a)    Sequence features describing turn, beta strand and helix 

with a graphical view (when available)   
  (b)    Cross-references that point to 3D structure databases       

   9.    “Family & Domains”: ( see  Fig.  18  and   http://www.uniprot.
org/help/family_and_domains_section).    

  Fig. 15    Expression section of a UniProtKB entry. View of the “expression” section of the UniProtKB protein 
O80452       

  Fig. 16    Interaction section of a UniProtKB entry. View of the “interaction” section of the UniProtKB protein 
O80452       
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   Contains information pertinent to biological knowledge of the 
protein family and domains 

 The different subsections of the Family & Domains sec-
tion are:
   (a)    Sequence features describing domain, repeat, composi-

tional bias, region, coiled coil, motif, and domain with a 
graphical view with a graphical view   

  (b)    General annotation dealing with sequence similarities; a 
comment describing to which family the protein may 
belong may be included. It is linked to a  UniProt   query 
that lists all UniProtKB entries belonging to the same fam-
ily ( see   Note 24  and Fig.  18  i). In the case of transporter 
families, the transport classifi cation (TC) number is pres-
ent when available, and a cross-link to the transport clas-
sifi cation database (  http://www.tcdb.org    ) is also included.   

  (c)    Keywords of the ‘Domain’ section   
  (d)    Cross-references that point to phylogenomic and family 

and domain databases       
   10.    “Sequence”: ( see  Fig.  19  and   http://www.uniprot.org/help/

sequences_section    ).
   Contains general metadata determined for the given sequence, 
such as sequence length, molecular weight, and CRC64 
 checksum (64 bit Cyclic Redundancy Check value) [ 12 ] ( see  
 Note 25 ). Each subsection contains information pertinent to 
biological knowledge of the protein sequence. On the right side 
of all sequences, a quick access to the  FASTA   format  (  http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FASTA_format    ) of the sequence and to 
sequence/proteomic tools is present ( see  Fig.  19  i). 

  Fig. 17    Structure section of a UniProtKB entry. View of the “structure” section of the UniProtKB protein O80452       
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 The different subsections of the sequence section are:

    (a)    The sequence status, either complete or fragment(s)   
   (b)    Sequence processing when accurate; details about this pro-

cessing are described in the “PTM/Processing” section   
   (c)    The canonical protein sequence   
   (d)    Alternative products with sequence and additional related 

information, when existing. The alternative products sub-
section describes the proteins which may be produced by 

  Fig. 18    Family & domains section of a UniProtKB entry. View of the “family and domains” section of the 
UniProtKB protein O80452       
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alternative splicing or promoter usage. Modifi cations of the 
canonical sequence necessary to produce the alternative 
product sequence are described in the sequence features 
subsection ( see  Fig.  20 ).

      (e)    General annotation dealing with sequence caution, cau-
tion, polymorphism, RNA editing and mass spectrometry   

  (f)    Sequence features describing natural variant, alternative 
sequence, sequence uncertainty, sequence confl ict, non- 
adjacent residues, non-terminal residue, and non-standard 
residue with a graphical view   

  (g)    Keywords of the ‘Coding sequence diversity’ section   
  (h)    Cross-references that point to sequence, genome annota-

tion databases and polymorphism databases       

  Fig. 19    Sequence section of a UniProtKB entry. View of the “sequence” section of the UniProtKB protein 
O80452       
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   11.    “Cross-references”: ( see  Fig.  21  and   http://www.uniprot.org/
help/cross_references_section    ).
   The cross-references section is divided into subsections orga-
nized by themes. This section links the protein to several other 
databases that contain information relevant to that protein. 
Many of these cross-links are automatically added to 
UniProtKB/ TrEMBL   entries, but some are manually created 
in UniProtKB/ Swiss- Prot     entries ( see   Note 19 ). Each row of 
this block corresponds to a single database, the name of which 

  Fig. 20    Sequence section of a UniProtKB entry containing alternative products. View of the “sequence” section 
of the UniProtKB protein O82804; only details concerning the alternative splicing are shown       
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  Fig. 21    Cross-references section of a UniProtKB entry. View of the “cross- 
references” section of the UniProtKB protein O80452       
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is indicated in the fi rst column ( see  Fig.  21  i). A link to the 
relevant data in the cross- linked database is present in next col-
umns. Plant specifi c databases that are currently cross-linked in 
UniProtKB entries are listed in Table  1 . They have been cho-
sen because of their content, their stability and their frequent 
updates. All of them give additional information about the 
protein and are linked back to UniProtKB.

   The different subsections of the cross-references section are:
   (a)     2D gel databases    
  (b)     3D structure databases ; Cross-references to the PDB 

database (  http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/    ) are present when 
protein structures are available. PDB cross-links contain 
information about the crystallographic method, the num-
ber of chains, and the range of residues present in the 
structure.   

  (c)     Enzyme and pathway databases    
  (d)     Family and domain databases    
  (e)     Gene expression databases    

   Table 1  
  Plant-specifi c cross-references present in UniProtKB   

  Database   name and URL and goals  DR line format 

  GeneFarm  [ 13 ] 
   http://genoplante-info.infobiogen.fr/Genefarm/     

Structural and functional annotation of 
 Arabidopsis thaliana  gene and protein families 
( see    http://www.uniprot.org/database/DB-0032    ). 

  DR GeneFarm;  GeneID; FamilyID. 
  In UniProtKB/   Swiss- Prot    only       

  Gramene; a comparative mapping resource 
for grains  [ 14 ] 

   http://www.gramene.org/     
 Curated, open-source, Web-accessible data resource for 

comparative genome analysis in the grasses ( see    http://www.
uniprot.org/database/DB-0039    ). 

  DR Gramene;  UniProtKB_AC; -. 
  In UniProtKB/   Swiss- Prot    and    

UniProtKB/   TrEMBL    

   Maize     Genetics    /   Genomics     Database    (MaizeGDB)  [ 15 ] 
   http://www.maizegdb.org/     
 Central repository for public maize information 

( see    http://www.uniprot.org/database/DB-0058    ). 

  DR MaizeDB;  ProteinID; -. 
  In UniProtKB/   Swiss- Prot    only       

  The Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR)  [ 16 ] 
   http://www.arabidopsis.org/index.jsp     
 Searchable relational database on Arabidopsis thaliana, 

which includes many different molecular data types and 
provides a comprehensive resource for the scientifi c 
community ( see    http://www.uniprot.org/database/
DB-0102    ). 

  DR TAIR;  Order_locus_name; -. 
  In UniProtKB/   Swiss- Prot    and    

UniProtKB/   TrEMBL    

UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot
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  (f)      Genome     annotation    databases    
  (g)      Ontologies      
  (h)     Organism-specifi c databases    
  (i)     Phylogenomic databases    
  (j)     Polymorphism databases    
  (k)     Proteomic databases    
  (l)     Protein-protein interaction databases    
  (m)     Protein family/group databases    
  (n)     PTM databases    
  (o)     Sequence databases ; Cross-references to the EMBL 

database (  http://www.embl-heidelberg.de/    ) are dis-
played in the same order as the corresponding references 
associated with a sequence submission. EMBL cross-
links contain a nucleic acid sequence ID, a protein 
sequence ID and a molecule type to indicate the origin 
of the sequence (e.g., mRNA or  Genomic  _DNA) ( see  
 Note 26 ). When no coding sequence to translate the 
nucleic acid sequence into the protein sequence was 
provided by the submitters to the EMBL, the fl ag “No 
translation available” is present to replace the lacking 
protein sequence ID. When the sequence displayed in 
 UniProt   differs from the original EMBL sequence, a fl ag 
“Sequence problems” is added and the differences 
between the two sequences are summarized in the 
“Sequence” section.   

  (p)     Other        
   12.    “Publications”: ( see  Fig.  22  and   http://www.uniprot.org/

help/publications_section    ). This block lists all references 
used for the annotation of the protein entry. The fi rst refer-
ences are usually associated with sequence submission, fol-
lowed by references providing other information concerning 
the function and structure of the protein. Each reference is 
numbered and contains title, authors, and conventional cita-
tion information for the reference, including cross-links to 
PubMed and digital object identifi er (DOI), thus allowing 
retrieval of the electronic version of the article. In addition, 
an indication of what information was extracted from the arti-
cle, strain and tissues used is also mentioned when available. 
In the case of references associated with a sequence submis-
sion, the sequenced molecule type is mentioned and, if rele-
vant, the corresponding isoform is indicated. Each author 
name is linked to a UniProtKB query that retrieves all entries 
where that author is cited.

       13.    “Entry information”: ( see  Fig.  23a  and   http://www.uniprot.
org/help/entry_information_section    ). In addition to the 
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primary accession number, a protein entry may contain one 
or more secondary accession numbers, which follow the pri-
mary accession number. These are usually accession numbers 
of UniProtKB/ TrEMBL   entries that have been merged into 
a single UniProtKB/ Swiss-Prot   entry. The history of the 
current protein entry give the date when the entry was fi rst 
created, the date of last modifi cation of the sequence and the 
date of last modifi cation of annotation, respectively. The cor-
responding releases are also indicated. A quick access to this 
history is also available beneath the entry remote control 
( see  Fig.  1  ix).

  Fig. 22    Publications section of a UniProtKB entry. View of the “publications” section of the UniProtKB protein 
O80452       
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       14.    “Miscellaneous”: ( see  Fig.  23b  and   http://www.uniprot.org/
help/miscellaneous_section    ). Links to relevant documents 
( see   Note 2 ) and keywords of the ‘Technical term’ section are 
listed.   

   15.    “Similar proteins”: ( see  Fig.  23c  and   http://www.uniprot.org/
help/similar_proteins_section    ). This section provides links to 
UniRef100, UniRef90, and UniRef50, corresponding to pro-
tein sequences sharing 100 %, 90 %, or 50 % identity, respec-
tively. UniRef are sequence clusters, used to speed up sequence 
similarity searches ( see   Note 4 ).        

  Fig. 23    Entry information, miscellaneous and similar proteins sections of a UniProtKB entry. View of the “infor-
mation, miscellaneous and similar proteins” sections of the UniProtKB protein O80452       
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4     Notes 

     1.    The SIB (Switzerland, Geneva), in collaboration with the EBI 
(UK, Hinxton) and PIR (USA, Georgetown University 
Medical Center and National Biomedical Research 
Foundation), develop the  UniProt   protein resource that con-
tain a Protein knowledgebase (UniProtKB), Sequence clusters 
(UniRef), and a sequence archive (UniParc).   

   2.    For more information,  see    http://www.uniprot.org/docs     and 
  http://www.expasy.org/sprot/userman.html    .  UniProt   propose 
also demonstration videos on its YouTube channel:   https://www.
youtube.com/channel/UCkCR5RJZCZZoVTQzTYY92aw    .   

   3.    For more information,  see    http://www.uniprot.org/manual/
non_experimental_qualifi ers    .   

   4.    The UniRef reference clusters combine closely related 
sequences into a single record on order to speed sequence 
similarity searches. The UniRef100 database combines 
identical sequences and subfragments of the  UniProt   
Knowledgebase (from any species) and selected UniParc 
records into a single UniRef entry (  http://www.uniprot.
org/help/uniref    ). UniRef90 and UniRef50 yield a data-
base size reduction of approximately 40 % and 65 %, 
respectively, providing for significantly faster sequence 
searches.   

   5.    UniProtKB proteomes are listed at   http://www.uniprot.org/
taxonomy/complete-proteomes    . Each protein of a reference 
organism has the keyword “Reference proteome” ( see    http://
www.uniprot.org/keywords/KW-1185    ).   

   6.     UniProt   is currently hosted by a unifi ed UniProt website 
  http://www.uniprot.org/    .   

   7.    Major releases usually introduce important format changes. 
They are distinguishable from other releases by a new primary 
number followed by “.0”.   

   8.    To download a local version of UniProtKB, use the web page 
  ftp://ftp.uniprot.org/pub    .   

   9.    When a gene encodes different isoforms and/or when differ-
ent protein sequences for the same gene of a given species 
(given cultivar/strain/isolate) are available, they are merged 
into a single UniProtKB entry (e.g., Jasmonic acid-amido syn-
thetase JAR1, entry  Q9SKE2 ).   

   10.    Other tools and databases developed by the EBI and PIR are 
available at   http://www.ebi.ac.uk/services/     [ 17 ] and   http://
pir.georgetown.edu/    , respectively.   

   11.    For users of the Mozilla Web browser (  http://www.mozilla.
org/    ), the biobar navigation bar, dedicated to search into various 
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biological databases, is available at   https://addons.mozilla.
org/en-US/fi refox/addon/biobar/    . An ExPASy navigation 
bar is available at   http://expasybar.mozdev.org    , it allows 
searches to be performed in several databases hosted by 
ExPASy.   

   12.    A complete documentation about  BLAST   parameters is avail-
able on the  UniProt   website at this address:   http://www.uni-
prot.org/help/sequence-searches    .   

   13.    Your feedback is highly important and allows us to continu-
ously improve our knowledgebase according to your needs.   

   14.    UniProtKB accessions (AC) contain six characters and respect 
one of these regular expressions  [A-N,R-Z][0-9][A-Z]
[A-Z,0-9][A-Z,0-9][0-9]  or  [O,P,Q][0-9][A-Z,0-9]
[A-Z,0-9][A-Z,0-9][0-9]  (e.g., O80452). To face the fast 
increasing amount of new protein entries, an additional acces-
sion format extended to 10 alphanumerical characters for 
entries integrated after all 6 characters accessions will be used, 
possibly in 2014. The format of this new format will be 
 [A-N,R-Z][0-9][A-Z][A-Z,0-9][A-Z,0-9][0-9][A-Z]
[A-Z,0-9][A-Z,0-9][0-9] . Both 6 and 10 characters acces-
sions will coexist. All accessions are stable in time and should 
be used for UniProtKB protein citation.   

   15.    It can also (but rarely) happen that the primary accession num-
ber becomes a secondary accession number (e.g., when an 
entry is split in two entries).   

   16.    An accession number uniquely identifi es an entry. If an entry is 
deleted, its AC will never be attributed to another entry.   

   17.    A typical example is the annotation of N-glycosylation sites in 
the entries of non-cytoplasmic domains or proteins.   

   18.    A typical example is the annotation of nuclear subcellular loca-
tion in the entries of active transcription factors in eukaryotic 
organisms.   

   19.    Exhaustive information about all cross-references present into 
UniProtKB (more than 140 in 2014) is available at    http://
www.uniprot.org/database/     and   http://www.uniprot.org/
docs/dbxref    .   

   20.    Amino-acid residue numbering begins at the N-terminus of 
the precursor protein (the displayed sequence).   

   21.    The description of the feature may contain a non-experimental 
qualifi er ( see    http://www.uniprot.org/manual/non_experi- 
mental_qualifi ers    ).   

   22.    In the case of  Arabidopsis thaliana  and  Oryza sativa  (and in 
other organisms following the same standards), we use the fol-
lowing nomenclature according to the standard defi ned for 
 A. thaliana : [fi rst letter of the genius name]-[fi rst letter of the 
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species name]-[chromosome number]-[g, for gene]-[locus 
number] (e.g., At1g15690, Os03g16440).   

   23.    Currently, Oryza sativa has three different taxonomy identifi -
ers in UniProtKB/ TrEMBL  :  39947  for japonica cultivars, 
 39946  for indica cultivars, and  4530  for unspecifi ed rice culti-
vars. In UniProtKB/ Swiss-Prot  , when possible, cultivars are 
specifi ed for each reference related to a sequence deposition.   

   24.    The family classifi cation is exclusively based on sequence simi-
larities, not on functions.   

   25.    The algorithm to compute the CRC64 is described in the ISO 
3309 standard [ 12 ].   

   26.    Additional qualifi ers may be present: ALT_SEQ, ALT_INIT, 
ALT_TERM, or ALT_FRAME. These are used in the case of 
discrepancies between the EMBL derived CDS and the displayed 
protein sequence. These may be due to gross differences in the 
predicted CDS sequence (arising from the failure to correctly 
predict all exons for a given gene for instance), incorrect selection 
of the initiating methionine, and termination of the sequence or 
frameshifts, respectively. For more details, see the documentation 
(  http://www.uniprot.org/help/sequence_caution    ).         
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    Chapter 3   

 KEGG Bioinformatics Resource for Plant Genomics 
and Metabolomics       

     Minoru     Kanehisa      

  Abstract 

   In the era of high-throughput biology it is necessary to develop not only elaborate computational methods 
but also well-curated databases that can be used as reference for data interpretation. KEGG (  http://www.
kegg.jp/    ) is such a reference knowledge base with two specifi c aims. One is to compile knowledge on 
high-level functions of the cell and the organism in terms of the molecular interaction and reaction net-
works, which is implemented in KEGG pathway maps, BRITE functional hierarchies, and KEGG modules. 
The other is to expand knowledge on genes and proteins involved in the molecular networks from experi-
mentally observed organisms to other organisms using the concept of orthologs, which is implemented in 
the KEGG Orthology (KO) system. Thus, KEGG is a generic resource applicable to all organisms and 
enables interpretation of high-level functions from genomic and molecular data. Here we fi rst present a 
brief overview of the entire KEGG resource, and then give an introduction of how to use KEGG in plant 
genomics and metabolomics research.  

  Key words      KEGG pathway map    ,   KEGG Mapper  ,    Plant genome   annotation    ,    Plant metabolism    , 
   Phytochemical compound   s    

1       Introduction 

 KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and  Genomes  ) is a database 
resource for understanding high-level functions and utilities of the 
biological system, such as the cell, the organism, and the ecosys-
tem, from genomic and molecular level information [ 1 ,  2 ]. It is 
widely used for biological interpretation of large-scale molecular 
datasets generated by genomics, metabolomics, and other high- 
throughput experimental technologies. The basic idea of KEGG is 
to develop a knowledge base that would enable conversion of 
molecular building blocks of genes and chemicals to molecular 
networks of biological pathways, which are considered as wiring 
diagrams of biological systems for performing specifi c functions. 
Thus, KEGG is a dictionary (or an encyclopedia) for translation of 
genes in the genome or metabolites in the metabolome into  specifi c 
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pathways, enabling interpretation of cellular functions and organ-
ismal behaviors. 

 Subheading  2  of this paper describes an overview of KEGG, 
which is a general resource applicable to all organisms from pro-
karyotes to eukaryotes. Subheading  3  describes how the KEGG 
resource and associated bioinformatics methods can be used in 
plant genomics and metabolomics research. Plants are known to 
produce diverse chemical substances including those with medici-
nal and nutritional values. Our knowledge on biosynthetic path-
ways of plant natural products is largely incomplete, but the 
genomic and metabolomic information is expected to give clues to 
missing enzymes and reactions for biosynthesis. An increasing 
number of plant genome sequences may also uncover more basic 
architectural principles of biosynthetic pathways for generating 
chemical diversity of natural products. Subheading  4  discusses the 
use of newly developed KEGG modules and reaction modules [ 1 ] 
for predictive analysis of plant metabolic pathways.  

2      Materials 

   KEGG is an integrated resource consisting of 16 main databases, 
which are categorized into systems information, genomic informa-
tion, chemical information and health information (Table  1 ). 
Among them the most unique ones are the three databases for 
molecular networks in the systems information category. The 
KEGG PATHWAY database consists of manually drawn  KEGG 
pathway map   s   representing our knowledge on the molecular inter-
action and reaction networks for metabolism, various other cellular 
processes, organismal systems, and human diseases. The KEGG 
BRITE database is a collection of hierarchical classifi cation systems 
(ontologies) for various biological objects including genes, pro-
teins, small molecules, drugs, diseases, and organisms. While 
KEGG pathway maps are limited to molecular interactions and 
reactions, BRITE hierarchies incorporate many different types of 
relationships. The KEGG MODULE database is a collection of 
manually defi ned functional units of genes, which are used primar-
ily for annotation and biological interpretation of sequenced 
genomes.

      The three databases for molecular networks are developed by cap-
turing experimental knowledge on systemic functions from pub-
lished literature and by organizing this knowledge in computable 
forms, namely, as  KEGG pathway map   s  , BRITE functional 
 hierarchies and KEGG modules. At the same time this knowledge 
is expanded from experimentally observed organisms to other 
organisms through the KEGG Orthology (KO) system. The 
KEGG ORTHOLOGY database in the genomic information cat-
egory (Table  1 ) consists of manually defi ned ortholog groups or 

2.1  KEGG Molecular 
Networks

2.2  KEGG Orthology 
(KO)-Based  Genome   
Annotation
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KO groups. The defi nition of KO groups is an integral part of 
developing KEGG PATHWAY, BRITE, and MODULE databases, 
as well as genome annotation in KEGG. Gene/protein nodes of 
KEGG molecular networks are defi ned by KO identifi ers called K 
numbers, and appropriate groupings of orthologs are continuously 
evaluated for all available genomes. The KEGG GENOME data-
base contains organism level information for completely sequenced 
genomes, and the KEGG GENES database is a collection of gene 
catalogs for these genomes, which are given KO based annotations 
(K number assignments). 

 The fact that functional information is associated with ortho-
log groups is another unique aspect of the KEGG resource. The 
sequence similarity based inference as a generalization of limited 
amount of experimental evidence is predefi ned in KEGG. In other 
databases such as  UniProt   [ 3 ] functional information is associated 
with individual proteins or genes. The sequence similarity search 
against such databases will require processing of search results, 
which may contain a large amount of data as the database size 
increases. In contrast, the sequence similarity search against KEGG 

       Table 1  

  The databases of KEGG   

 Category   Database   name  Content 

 Systems information  KEGG PATHWAY   KEGG pathway maps      

 KEGG BRITE  BRITE functional hierarchies 

 KEGG MODULE  KEGG modules 

  Genomic   information  KEGG ORTHOLOGY  KEGG Orthology (KO) groups 

 KEGG GENOME  KEGG organisms with complete genomes 

 KEGG GENES  Gene catalogs of complete genomes 

 Chemical information  KEGG COMPOUND  Metabolites and other small molecules 

 KEGG GLYCAN  Glycans 

 KEGG REACTION  Biochemical reactions 

 KEGG RPAIR  Reactant pairs 

 KEGG RCLASS  Reaction class 

 KEGG ENZYME  Enzyme nomenclature 

 Health information  KEGG DISEASE  Human diseases 

 KEGG DRUG  Approved drugs 

 KEGG DGROUP  Drug groups 

 KEGG ENVIRON  Crude drugs and health-related substances 
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GENES is a search for most appropriate K numbers, which can 
easily be computerized as implemented in the KOALA [ 1 ] and 
KAAS [ 4 ] programs. Once the K numbers are assigned to genes in 
the genome, the KEGG molecular networks are automatically 
reconstructed, enabling biological interpretation of high-level 
functions.  

   The databases in the chemical information category (Table  1 ) are 
collectively called KEGG LIGAND. Traditionally, metabolism has 
been a major content of the KEGG resource.  Metabolism   repre-
sents a chemical system for generating all necessary chemical sub-
stances through chemical reactions, as well as a genetic system of 
genome-encoded enzymes that catalyze chemical reactions. KEGG 
LIGAND, especially its reaction dataset, has been developed to 
capture empirical knowledge on this dual aspect of metabolism. 
The KEGG REACTION database contains all known enzymatic 
reactions taken from the Enzyme Nomenclature in the KEGG 
ENZYME database and the metabolic pathway section of the 
KEGG PATHWAY database. Reaction data are processed using the 
concept of reactant pairs in the KEGG RPAIR database to generate 
reaction class entries in the KEGG RCLASS database [ 5 ]. Reaction 
class is like an ortholog group of reactions, which exhibits the same 
local structure transformation patterns but may involve different 
metabolites with different overall structures. Empirical relation-
ships are being established between reaction orthologs in KEGG 
RCLASS (RC) and gene orthologs in KEGG ORTHOLOGY 
(KO), specifi cally in terms of reaction modules and KEGG mod-
ules [ 6 ] ( see  Subheading  4 ). 

 The other databases in the chemical information category are 
KEGG COMPOUND and KEGG GLYCAN, which are chemical 
structure databases for small molecules and glycans, respectively. 
KEGG COMPOUND originally contained substrates and prod-
ucts of enzymatic reactions, but it has been extended to include 
chemical compounds with any biological roles, including xenobi-
otic compounds.  

   The databases in the health information category (Table  1 ) are 
KEGG DISEASE, DRUG, DGROUP, and ENVIRON, which 
together with outside databases of drug labels (package inserts) 
constitute the KEGG MEDICUS resource for translational bioin-
formatics [ 1 ]. Here, diseases are viewed as perturbed states of the 
biological system caused by genetic perturbations such as germline 
and somatic mutations, and environmental perturbations such as 
carcinogens and pathogens. In addition, drugs are different types 
of perturbations that would correct perturbed states of the biologi-
cal system. The KEGG DISEASE database is a collection of human 
diseases represented by such perturbations. The KEGG DRUG 

2.3   KEGG LIGAND

2.4   KEGG MEDICUS
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database is a comprehensive collection of approved drugs in Japan, 
the USA, and Europe unifi ed based on the chemical structures 
and/or the chemical components, and associated with target, 
metabolizing enzyme, and other molecular interaction network 
(perturbation) information. 

 In order to better characterize how drugs affect the molecular 
network, or how drugs interact with other molecules in the molec-
ular network, the KEGG DGROUP (DG) database for drug 
groups is being developed. In a similar way as individual instances 
of genes and reactions are generalized by KO groups and RC 
groups, respectively, individual instances of drugs are now general-
ized by DG groups. The KEGG ENVIRON database is a collec-
tion of crude drugs, essential oils, and other health-promoting 
substances, which are mostly natural products of plants. This col-
lection supplements the collection of KEGG DRUG containing 
only the approved drugs.  

   KEGG objects are biological entities from molecular to higher 
levels that are represented as database entries in KEGG. Among 
the 16 databases shown in Table  1 , KEGG GENES is derived 
from public sequence databases, mostly RefSeq and GenBank, 
and given gene annotations (K number assignments). KEGG 
ENZYME is derived from ExplorEnz database [ 7 ] and given 
annotations of reactions and enzyme genes. The other 14 are all 
KEGG original databases that have been developed with exten-
sive manual curation. The KEGG object identifi ers (database 
entry names) for the 14 databases are fi ve-digit numbers pre-
ceded by database dependent prefi xes as shown in Table  2 . The 
K number identifi er for KO entries has already been mentioned. 
Other identifi ers include the C number for small molecules, the 
D number for drugs and the H number for diseases. Each T 
number identifi er for a genome entry has an alias of three- or 
four-letter organism code, such as T00041 and ath for Arabidopsis 
thaliana. The KEGG GENES identifi er takes the form of 
“org:gene” where “org” is the organism code and “gene” is the 
gene identifi er in the original database, such as locus_tag or 
Gene ID in RefSeq. Furthermore, the identifi ers for molecular 
networks have variants of organism-specifi c versions by replacing 
the prefi x. For example, map00010 is the manually drawn path-
way map for glycolysis, and hsa00010 is the human pathway map 
that is computationally generated. Similarly, ko02000 is the 
manually developed Brite hierarchy for transporters, and 
ath02000 is the computationally generated version for 
Arabidopsis thaliana. The KEGG object identifi ers are uniquely 
defi ned in the entire KEGG resource and searchable in Google 
and other web search engines.

2.5  KEGG Object 
Identifi ers
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3          Methods 

   The KEGG resource is accessible either at the KEGG website 
(  www.kegg.jp    ) or the GenomeNet mirror site (  www.genome.jp/
kegg/    ). KEGG is a general resource for all organisms, and it may 
be diffi cult to fi nd plant-specifi c datasets without knowing the 
architecture of the KEGG website. Table  3  shows some examples 
of plant datasets, which include the pathway maps of plant second-
ary metabolism, the genomes of plants and related organisms, such 
as plant pathogens and plant symbionts, and the phytochemical 
compounds especially with health-related values.

   The architecture of the KEGG website is illustrated in Fig.  1 . 
The fi rst layer is the top page (url shown above) linking to main 
databases, selected computational tools, and documents on the left 

3.1  Plant Datasets 
in KEGG

     Table 2  

  KEGG object identifi ers   

  Database   
 Prefi x or 
db:entry  Example  URL 

 KEGG PATHWAY  map, ko, ec, rn, 
(org) 

 map00940    www.kegg.jp/pathway/map00940     

 KEGG BRITE  br, jp, ko, (org)  ko00199    www.kegg.jp/brite/ko00199     

 KEGG MODULE  M, (org)_M  M00039    www.kegg.jp/module/M00039     

 KEGG 
ORTHOLOGY 

 K  K00487    www.kegg.jp/entry/K00487     

 KEGG GENOME  T  T00041 (ath)    www.kegg.jp/entry/T00041     

 KEGG GENES  (org:gene)  ath:AT2G30490    www.kegg.jp/entry/ath:AT2G30490     

 KEGG COMPOUND  C  C02646    www.kegg.jp/entry/C02646     

 KEGG GLYCAN  G  G12794    www.kegg.jp/entry/G12794     

 KEGG REACTION  R  R02253    www.kegg.jp/entry/R02253     

 KEGG RPAIR  RP  RP02071    www.kegg.jp/entry/RP02071     

 KEGG RCLASS  RC  RC00490    www.kegg.jp/entry/RC00490     

 KEGG ENZYME  (ec:number)  ec:1.14.13.11    www.kegg.jp/entry/ec:1.14.13.11     

 KEGG DISEASE  H  H00020    www.kegg.jp/entry/H00020     

 KEGG DRUG  D  D08086    www.kegg.jp/entry/D08086     

 KEGG DGROUP  DG  DG00726    www.kegg.jp/entry/DG00726     

 KEGG ENVIRON  E  E00259    www.kegg.jp/entry/E00259     

  Each T number is given three- or four-letter organism code, which is used in GENES identifi er  
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panel. The second layer is color coded in yellow containing the 
KEGG Table of Contents (KEGG2) page for a more detailed ver-
sion of links to all databases and computational tools, the KEGG 
PATHWAY page for the list of  KEGG pathway map   s   and the 
KEGG BRITE page for the list of BRITE functional hierarchies. 
The examples shown in Table  3  can be accessed from the PATHWAY 
and BRITE pages. The second layer menu bar also contains links 
to the third layer menus, which are distinguished by different color 
coding. The MODULE link in the yellow menu bar leads to a dif-
ferent menu bar in green (systems information), the KO, 
GENOME, and GENES links to a menu bar in brown or red 
(genomic information), the LIGAND link to a menu bar in blue 
(chemical information), and the DISEASE and DRUG links to a 
menu bar in purple (health information).

    Table 3  

  Examples of  KEGG pathway map   s   and BRITE hierarchies for plant 
research   

 Content  URL 

 Pathway maps 

 Biosynthesis of secondary 
metabolites 

 www.kegg.jp/pathway/map01110 

  Metabolism   of terpenoids and 
polyketides 

 www.kegg.jp/kegg/pathway.html#pk 

 Biosynthesis of other secondary 
metabolites 

 www.kegg.jp/kegg/pathway.
html#secondary 

 Biosynthesis of plant secondary 
metabolites 

 www.kegg.jp/pathway/map01060 

 Brite hierarchies 

 KEGG organisms + keywords  www.kegg.jp/brite/br08601_key 

 Plant classifi cation  www.kegg.jp/brite/br08603 

 Photosynthetic organisms    www.kegg.jp/brite/br08604     

 Endosymbionts    www.kegg.jp/brite/br08607     

 Plant pathogens    www.kegg.jp/brite/br08605     

  Phytochemical compounds         www.kegg.jp/brite/br08003     

 Crude drugs    www.kegg.jp/brite/br08305     

 Essential oils    www.kegg.jp/brite/br08321     

 Medicinal herbs    www.kegg.jp/brite/br08322     

 Major components of natural 
products 

   www.kegg.jp/brite/br08323     
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      The KEGG PATHWAY database is a collection of  KEGG pathway 
map   s  . As an example, let us examine map00940 for phenylpro-
panoid biosynthesis (  www.kegg.jp/pathway/map00940    ) shown in 
Fig.  2 . Phenylpropanoids are a group of plant secondary metabolites 
derived from phenylalanine. This particular pathway is drawn as a 
metabolic grid, where the horizontal direction indicates successive 
hydroxylation and methylation steps of the aromatic ring ( see   Note 
1 ) while the vertical direction indicates reduction of the CoA acti-
vated phenylpropane unit. The manually drawn pathway map, whose 
identifi er is prefi xed by “map,” is called a reference pathway map, 
which is a generic map for multiple organisms represented by KO 
(KEGG Orthology) groups. By using the genomic constraint of 
what genes are present in the genome, the organism- specifi c path-
way map with a three- or four-letter organism code as a prefi x is 
computationally generated. The KO nodes are converted to gene 
nodes and highlighted in green when corresponding genes are found 
in the genome. For example, use the popup menu or the “Organism 
menu” to obtain the organism-specifi c pathway ath00940 for 
Arabidopsis thaliana (  www.kegg.jp/pathway/ath00940    ). In addi-
tion to the coloring, linked objects are different in differently pre-
fi xed maps. For example, the rectangular node marked with 
1.14.13.11 is trans-cinnamate 4-monooxygenase, which is linked to 
a K number (KO) entry in the reference pathway (map00940) and a 
gene entry in the Arabidopsis pathway (ath00940) as shown in Fig. 
 2 . There are also additional reference pathway maps prefi xed with 
“ko,” “ec,” and “rn” for KO groups, enzymes and reactions, respec-
tively, and highlighted in blue. They are computationally generated 
from the “map” reference pathway map.

   The genomic constraint often clarifi es specifi c routes in the 
pathway map, but it is not apparently the case for phenylpropanoid 
biosynthesis where the same KO groups are assigned to related 
reactions in the grid. In contrast, Fig.  2  contains highlighted nodes 
for specifi c reaction steps leading to three monolignols,  p-coumaryl  
alcohol, coniferyl alcohol, and sinapyl alcohol, which are defi ned as 
part of the KEGG module M00039 for monolignol biosynthesis 
(  www.kegg.jp/pathway/map00940+M00039    ) in the KEGG 
MODULE database ( see   Note 2 ). The three monolignols are 

3.2  Plant 
Pathway Maps

  Fig. 1    The architecture of the KEGG website including the top page (fi rst layer) at   http://www.kegg.jp/     and the 
Table of Contents page (second layer) at   http://www.kegg.jp/kegg/kegg2.html           
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represented by circular nodes, and Fig.  4a  shows the KEGG 
COMPOUND entry for one of them,  p -coumaryl alcohol (  www.
kegg.jp/entry/C02646    ).  

   The KEGG BRITE database is a collection of hierarchical classifi -
cation systems, not only for genes and proteins, but also chemical 
compounds and other biological entities. The reverse links to these 
classifi cation systems are incorporated in the Brite fi eld of individ-
ual entries as shown in Fig.  3  for KO and gene entries and in Fig. 
 4a  for a compound entry. Here again only the reference Brite hier-
archy with prefi x “ko” is manually developed and the organism- 
specifi c versions are computationally generated. As indicated in the 
two Brite fi elds of Fig.  3 , ko00199 for cytochrome P450 (  www.
kegg.jp/brite/ko00199    ) is used to generate ath00199 as its 
Arabidopsis version (  www.kegg.jp/brite/ath00199    ). The refer-
ence Brite hierarchies other than those for genes and proteins are 
prefi xed with “br,” such as br08003 for phytochemical compounds 
(  www.kegg.jp/brite/br08003    ) shown in Fig.  4b  and br08605 for 
plant pathogens (  www.kegg.jp/brite/br08605    ). These non-gene/
protein Brite hierarchies are developed with the aim of better 
understanding of genes and proteins. It is expected that accumu-
lated knowledge of well-characterized phytochemical compounds 
would help uncover biosynthetic pathways and responsible enzyme 
genes encoded in the plant genome. Appropriate metadata annota-
tion of sequenced genomes would help better understand 
organism- level interactions and responsible genes involving plants, 
pathogens, and endosymbionts.

        Genome   annotation   in KEGG is based on the sequence similarity 
search against the KEGG GENES database that is associated with 
the K number (KO) annotation. As more plant genomes are stored 
in KEGG GENES (there are 41 as of August 2014), this method 
will become more accurate for plants. Two web services are avail-
able for automatic annotation of users’ genome or metagenome 
sequence data. One is newly released BlastKOALA (  www.kegg.jp/
blastkoala/    ) at the KEGG website and the other is KAAS (  www.
genome.jp/tools/kaas/    ) [ 4 ] at the GenomeNet mirror site ( see  
 Note 3 ). Both assign K numbers to genes in the user’s genome, 
which then allow pathway mapping and other methods to infer 
high- level functions. Here a brief description is given for how to 
use BlastKOALA. 

 KOALA (KEGG Orthology And Links Annotation) is KEGG’s 
internal annotation tool for K number assignment of KEGG 
GENES using SSEARCH computation results in KEGG SSDB 
[ 1 ]. BlastKOALA accepts users’ amino acid sequence data and 
assigns K numbers by the same algorithm after  BLAST   search 
against KEGG GENES. The BlastKOALA top page is a query 
form for (1)  FASTA  -formatted query sequence data fi le, (2) 

3.3  Plant-Related 
Brite Hierarchies

3.4  Using  Genome   
Annotation Service
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taxonomy group used for adjusting sequence similarity scores, (3) 
KEGG database to be searched such as “all organisms” and 
“eukaryotes only,” and (4) your e-mail address. Once the form is 
submitted you will immediately receive an email. You must click on 
the link in the email to initiate your job. Once the job is completed 
you will receive another email containing the link to access the 
result page. You can now view or download the list of K numbers 
assigned and perform  KEGG Mapper   analyses using the Reconstruct 
Pathway, Reconstruct Brite and Reconstruct Module tools ( see  
next section).  

   KEGG mapping is the process to map molecular datasets, espe-
cially large-scale datasets generated by genomics, transcriptomics, 
metabolomics, and other high-throughput experiments, to the ref-
erence knowledge base of KEGG molecular networks ( KEGG 
pathway map   s  , BRITE functional hierarchies and KEGG mod-
ules). It is not simply an enrichment process; rather it is a set opera-
tion to convert molecular datasets to molecular networks enabling 
biological interpretation of cellular and organism-level functions. 
The web interface for KEGG mapping is called  KEGG Mapper   
(  www.kegg.jp/kegg/mapper.html    ) consisting of various tools as 
summarized in Table  4 . The mapping is based on the KEGG object 
identifi ers (Table  2 ) such as K numbers for KO entries, org:gene 
identifi ers for KEGG GENES entries and C numbers for KEGG 
COMPOUND entries. In other words, external identifi ers of 
genes, proteins, small molecules, etc. must fi rst be converted to the 
KEGG object identifi ers.

   There are four types of  KEGG Mapper   tools. First, the basic 
Search tools (Search Pathway, Search Brite and Search Module) are 
used to search query data against KEGG pathways, Brite hierar-
chies and KEGG modules. The found data are marked in red. 
Second, the Search&Color tools (Search&Color Pathway, 
Search&Color Brite and Search&Color Module) are variants of 
the basic Search tools, where query data may be associated with 
specifi cation of any background and foreground colors. The found 
data are highlighted with this color specifi cation. The tools in the 
third type (Color Pathway, Color Pathway WebGL, and Join Brite) 
do not involve database search and are used with a given  KEGG 
pathway map   or a given Brite hierarchy. The Color Pathway tools 
accept numerical values that may be converted to gradation of 
specifi ed coloring or 3D projection of bar charts in WebGL graph-
ics. The Color Pathway tools also accept tab-delimited multiple 
data, such as multiple data points in a time-series measurement of 
gene expressions. The Join Brite tool combines a binary relation 
fi le and a Brite hierarchy fi le by an operation similar to the join 
operation in the relational database. For example, the drug-target 

3.5  Using  KEGG 
Mapper  
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relationships in the KEGG DRUG database can be viewed in a 
well-organized manner by mapping to the ATC drug classifi cation 
(  www.kegg.jp/brite/br08303_target    ). 

 The Reconstruct tools in the fourth type (Reconstruct Pathway, 
Reconstruct Brite and Reconstruct Module) have been developed 
especially for genome annotation and comparison. In order to 
make the tools compatible with the BlastKOALA and KAAS out-
put fi les, the fi rst column contains user-defi ned gene identifi ers, 
which are not actually used in the mapping process. Only the K 
numbers in the second column are used. The mapping result is 
presented with green coloring used in organism-specifi c pathway 
maps. The BlastKOALA service mentioned above contain direct 
links to these Reconstruct tools. Alternatively, the K number list of 
the BlastKOALA result fi le may be stored locally and uploaded 
through the  KEGG Mapper   interface. The Reconstruct Pathway 
and Reconstruct Brite tools can be used for multiple genomes, 
such as comparing pathways of different species or combining 
human and gut-microbiome pathways. The Reconstruct Module 

   Table 4  

  KEGG mapper tools   

 Tool  Query data  Reference knowledge 

 Search Pathway  kid (K number, org:gene, C number, etc.)  KEGG PATHWAY database 

 Search Brite  kid (K number, org:gene, C number, etc.)  KEGG BRITE database 

 Search Module  kid (K number, org:gene, C number, etc.)  KEGG MODULE database 

 Search&Color Pathway  kid – attribute (color) relations  KEGG PATHWAY database 

 Search&Color Brite  kid – attribute (color) relations  KEGG BRITE database 

 Search&Color Module  kid – attribute (color) relations  KEGG MODULE database 

 Color Pathway  kid – attribute (color, numerical value) 
relations 

 Single  KEGG pathway map   

 Color Pathway WebGL  kid – attribute (numerical value) relations  Single  KEGG pathway map   

 Join Brite  kid – attribute (text) relations  Single BRITE hierarchy 

 Reconstruct Pathway  user-defi ned id – K number  KEGG PATHWAY database 

 Reconstruct Brite  user-defi ned id – K number  KEGG BRITE database 

 Reconstruct Module  user-defi ned id – K number  KEGG MODULE database 

   kid  KEGG object identifi er ( see  Table  2 )  
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tool reports not only complete modules but also incomplete 
modules with a few missing genes, which may help improve 
genome annotations.   

4       Notes 

     1.    The pathway of phenylpropanoid biosynthesis contains a 
characteristic reaction sequence pattern of hydroxylation by 
cytochrome P450 followed by O-methylation, which is defi ned 
as the reaction module RM027 (  www.kegg.jp/kegg/reaction/
rm027.html    ). While KEGG modules are functional units of 
genes defi ned by KO identifi ers (K numbers), reaction modules 
are chemical units obtained by purely chemical analysis without 
using any gene/protein data and defi ned by reaction class iden-
tifi ers (RC numbers) [ 5 ]. The reaction class represents a group 
of reactions with the same local structure transformation pat-
terns and accommodates global structural differences of 
metabolites.   

   2.    It is interesting to note that there are cases where reaction mod-
ules and KEGG modules coincide on the metabolic pathways 
suggesting coevolution of chemical and genomic aspects of 
metabolic networks [ 6 ]. A case in point is the reaction module 
RM001 for 2-oxocarboxylic acid chain extension. There are, at 
least, fi ve known KEGG modules that correspond to this reac-
tion module as summarized in the Brite hierarchy fi le ko00003 
(  www.kegg.jp/brite/ko00003    ). Furthermore, paralogous 
genes are found for reactions with the same reaction class in dif-
ferent KEGG modules. These observations suggest that reac-
tion modules have a potential to characterize unknown paralogs, 
which is especially useful in analyzing plant genomes with many 
paralogs and plant metabolism with many diversifi ed pathways. 
As indicated in the pathway map of 2-oxocarboxylic acid metab-
olism (  www.kegg.jp/pathway/map01210    ) there are many 
unknown genes for the reaction module RM030 for glucosino-
late synthesis, which may hopefully be identifi ed by predictive 
annotation using the empirical relationships between reaction 
modules and KEGG modules.   

   3.    The following tools at GenomeNet may be of interest for 
chemical analysis of small molecules and reactions: 
SIMCOMP  (  www.genome.jp/tools/simcomp/    ) for chemi-
cal structure similarity search [ 8 ] and PathPred (  www.
genome.jp/tools/pathpred/    ) for prediction of microbial 
biodegradation pathways and plant second metabolite bio-
synthesis pathways [ 9 ].         

KEGG Bioinformatics Resource for Plant Genomics and Metabolomics
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    Chapter 4   

 Plant Pathway Databases       

     Pankaj     Jaiswal      and     Björn     Usadel     

  Abstract 

   Pathway databases provide information about the role of chemicals, genes, and gene products in the form 
of protein or RNA, their interactions leading to the formulation of metabolic, transport, regulatory, and 
signaling reactions. The reactions can then be tethered by the principle of inputs and outputs of one or 
more reaction to create pathways. This chapter provides a list of various online databases that carry infor-
mation about plant pathways and provides a brief overview of how to use the pathway databases such as 
WikiPathways Plants Portal, MapMan and the cereal crop pathway databases like RiceCyc and MaizeCyc, 
that were developed using the Pathway Tools software.  

  Key words      Biological pathway   s    ,    Plant pathway   database   s    ,    Molecular interaction   s    ,   Metabolic Pathways  , 
   Signaling pathway   s    ,    Regulatory pathway   s    ,    Transport pathway   s    ,    WikiPathways    ,    MapMan    ,    RiceCyc    , 
   MaizeCyc    ,    Gramene database    ,   Comparative pathway analysis  

1      Introduction 

 After the genomes and transcriptomes are sequenced, researchers 
are often looking for ways to analyze their genomics datasets to 
address the biological questions under investigation. Most com-
mon analyses include gene function, gene–gene interaction, and 
pathway enrichment. Many large and small scale studies have 
focused on identifying genetic and molecular interaction networks 
involving development, regulatory, signaling, and metabolic path-
ways. Plant databases like Gramene (  http://www.gramene.org/    ), 
KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia for Genes and  Genomes  ;   http://
www.genome.jp/kegg/    ); Plant  Reactome   (  http://plantreactome.
gramene.org    ),  MapMan   (  http://mapman.gabipd.org/    ), MetaCyc 
(  http://www.metacyc.org    ), Plant Metabolic Network (  http://
plantcyc.org    ), and BioCyc (  http://www.biocyc.org    ) are excellent 
integrated resources for studying the metabolic pathways for plants 
(Table  1 ). Similarly much of the regulatory gene–gene interaction 
networks are stored in databases of molecular interactions such as 
BAR (  http://bar.utoronto.ca    ), ARANet  (  http://www.functionalnet.
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org/aranet/    ), RiceNet  (  http://www.functionalnet.org/ricenet/    ) 
IntAct (  http://www.ebi.ac.uk/intact/    ) and BIND (  http://bind.
ca    ), to name a few (Table  1 ).

   All of these resources try their best to integrate the most cur-
rent information. The process involves manual and computational 
curation efforts, continuous monitoring of new publications, and 
providing updates on additional interactors. However, despite 
their best efforts, no single resource is complete with all the desired 
content and may not provide all the tools necessary to analyze their 
data. Therefore, in this chapter, we would like to highlight three of 
the widely used plant pathway platforms, namely, the Pathway- 
Tools based plant metabolic pathway/genome database PGDBs 
(for example,  RiceCyc   [ 1 ] and  MaizeCyc   [ 2 ]), the  MapMan   [ 3 ] 
and the  WikiPathways   [ 4 ,  5 ]. All three provide unique features and 
can be used in online and offl ine (desktop) mode. PGDBs and 
MapMan are developed using a mix of computational and manual 
curation and may allow users to edit the content. WikiPathways, 
on the other hand, with very little centralized content manage-
ment oversight, allows full control over the data to researchers 
including editing existing and adding new pathway content. All 
three platforms are described in the following sections, to help 
users guide through their workfl ow. Since these resources and 
tools undergo frequent updates, we encourage researchers to fol-
low the most updated help documents provided by these resources 
to keep up with the latest developments.  

2    Materials 

   The plant PGDBs provide a platform to search and browse the 
pathways assembled from metabolic and transport reactions. These 
reactions are built on the principles of linking inputs and outputs 
in the form of gene products (catalysts/transporters) and small 
molecules (compounds). Every instance of the compound is saved 
in the database only once, thus making sure that the same com-
pound (often associated with different subcellular location) is used 
in multiple reactions, either as a precursor or derivative. This allows 
connecting various reactions and pathways to create a network to 
study and follow the fate of the molecule in a cellular system. 
Plants, on the other hand, have also undergone, multiple evolu-
tionary events in nature or due to man-made experiments of plant 
breeding, leading to genome duplication. This leads to the avail-
ability of multiple gene copies in the genome either as (homologs) 
paralogs or homeologs. Often these homologs, due to their phylo-
genetic relationship, continue to preserve their core function, such 
as catalyzing the same biochemical reaction, leading to multiple 
homologs assigned to the same reaction. Alternatively, similar to 
the single instance of the compound and its associations to 

2.1  Pathway 
Tools-Based Pathway/ 
Genome   Database   
(PGDB)
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reactions, often gene products (peptide) are mapped to multiple 
pathways and reactions shown by the same catalyst properties 
(same reaction but different pathways or same reaction, but differ-
ent subcellular location). Such association building process pro-
vides researchers a mechanism to study the role of genes and gene 
products, their function and expression that may be regulated 
spatially or temporally as a result of evolutionary implications on 
plant's, adaptation, development, and response to growth 
environment. 

 Because plants have undergone different kinds of environment 
and man-made adaptations, inter and intra-specifi c comparisons 
reveal subtle differences in collection of genes, genetic variation, 
pathways, reactions, catalysts, quality and quantity of small mole-
cules. Therefore, it is not advisable to study the pathways and net-
works from a single reference point of view as we often fi nd in 
published research articles. PGDB platform allows creation of spe-
cies/strain-specifi c genome-scale pathway and small molecule 
databases to address the specifi c nuances of the biology. A good 
number of plant species specifi c PGDBs have been developed using 
the same software platform for plants (Table  1 ) and other organ-
isms [ 6 ] ( see   Note 1 ). 

 The species-specifi c PGDB provide options for pathway search, 
browse, and visualization (Fig.  1 ), tools for pathway-based analyses 
of functional genomics datasets, such as those generated in tran-
scriptome, proteome, and metabolome studies. If the user has 
access to the online portal (Table  1 ) or the local desktop version 
hosting multiple species-specifi c PGDBs, the tools allow species 
specifi c comparison as well. For long-term availability, many of the 
plant PGDBs are available from the iPlant Collaborative (iPlant) 
infrastructure (Table  1 ) in collaboration with the Gramene project 
( see   Note 1 ).

       MapMan   [ 3 ,  7 ] represents a platform specifi cally dedicated to plant 
pathways and processes (Fig.  2 ). However, unlike the Wikipathways 
platform (described in Subheading  2.3 ), there are centralized cura-
tors to improve the general consistency of the pathways and to 
centrally annotate genes and metabolites into a specialized ontol-
ogy allowing these to be painted onto pathway diagrams. Recently, 
MapMan has merged with the German Plant Primary  Database   
thus guaranteeing its long term availability. Whilst the manual 
curation effort in MapMan focuses on reference species with a well 
annotated genome, MapMan supports several dozen plant species 
and a recently developed extension called Mercator [ 8 ] allows for 
the automatic classifi cation of whole plant transcriptomes and/or 
proteomes to be classifi ed into the MapMan pathway scheme. 
MapMan uses more than 50 hand drawn pathway diagrams ( see  
 Note 2 ), and features more than 2000 ontology terms, many of 
which represent individual enzymes in order to make visualizations 

2.2   MapMan  
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more appealing for biologists and to aid the user to quickly grasp 
the pathway by relying on drawing pathway diagrams similarly as in 
textbooks. Whilst focusing on the visual representation of the data 
comprising not only metabolic pathways, but also on general bio-
logical processes such as, RNA transcription, protein degradation, 
and signaling. Many metabolic enzymes and reactions have been 
linked already which can be queried online at   http://mapman.
gabipd.org/web/guest/mapcave    . In addition, data for several 
species curated by the MapMan collaborator site managed by the 
researchers in Slovenia, can be explored at   www.gomapman.org    .

  Fig. 1    ( a ) Screenshot of the Pathway tools-based pathway database (PGDB) search interface provided by the 
 Gramene database  . Since each species has its own pathway database, users are required to fi rst select the 
species of interest from the  top right hand side option  next to the quick search box or from the drop-down 
menu they would see by hovering the mouse cursor on the ‘Search’ option in the navigation bar. Once the 
species is selected, there are several options to search any one item and/or combine several searches to cre-
ate their own fi lters. The home link on the navigation bar provides direct access to species specifi c pathway 
databases from a drop-down menu. Similarly the ‘Tools’ section on the navigation bar provides options to 
visualize and analyze data, including the OMICs viewer. ( b ) A screenshot of the rice cellular overview painted 
with the expression data example described in Subheading  3.1 . On the  left  a summary of the uploaded data 
and color keys are shown and on the main panel the pathways are grouped by their categories, like biosyn-
thetic, catabolic, transport (placed on the periphery of the cellular overview), etc. Hovering the mouse cursor 
over a pathway depicted by nodes connected by colored lines provides brief information about the pathway 
and hyperlinks to pathway detail page. In this diagram  red  color means upregulated and  gray color lines  mean 
down regulated.  Blue colored lines  did not have data mapped to the reactions       
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  Fig. 2    Using  MapMan   comprises three stages ( a ) Data preparation where the user loads the experimental data 
fi le, and a mapping fi le for the plant species of interest. Then the user chooses a pathway to display the data. 
In the second stage the user can change visualization parameters and use the pathway diagrams to build 
hypotheses. Finally ( c ) the user might use clustering and or enrichment tools to get a better idea. This can be 
interlinked with ( b ) as for example clusters can be dragged into pathway diagrams to investigate which path-
ways these comprise       

       With the growing trend of limited funding for dedicated human 
curators, the onus is now shifting towards developing machine 
learning techniques (automation) and involving authors of journal 
publications as expert science freelancers, thus encouraging them 
to curate the information generated in their publications and main-
tain the updates by reviewing additional publications. Therefore, 
by direct involvement of the research community in data curation, 
the resources are aiming to improve data quality and content ( see  
 Note 3 ). In order to achieve this goal, the current plant pathway 
databases need to develop best practices of curation and the cura-
tion tools similar to the Wikipedia style platform. The tool should 
be conveniently available to users for editing. One such resource 
for curating pathways and their analysis is the  WikiPathways   
(  http://www.wikipathways.org    ), which is also ideal for curation 
and maintenance of plant pathways [ 4 ] by the Plant Biology 

2.3   WikiPathways  
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research community. WikiPathways is a freely available online por-
tal that allows browsing and statistical data analysis by anonymous 
users. The registered members of the research community are 
encouraged to participate in the data quality administration and 
curation of new and existing pathways ( see   Note 3 ). The process 
involves regular updates, and the tool provides ease of editing and 
data management. WikiPathways, developed as a community cura-
tion portal, currently hosts more than 1900 pathways from 25 spe-
cies. These include several pathways on its Plants Portal (  http://
wikipathways.org/index.php/Portal:Plants    ) for Arabidopsis, rice, 
and maize. This portal is a useful resource for the plant biology 
research community in providing a central platform for pathway 
curation (Figs.  3  and  4 ).

  Fig. 3    ( a ) A screenshot of the Plants Portal of the  WikiPathways  . Users can go to the website   www.wikipath-
ways.org     and ( i ) click the Plants Portal link to visit the portal, ( ii ) browse the species specifi c pathways, and ( iii ) 
register/login to start editing the content. ( b ) A screenshot of the curated maize vitamin B3 (niacin), NAD, and 
NADP biosynthesis featured pathway with links for registered users to have access for editing and ( iv ) options 
to download in GPML, ( v ) references to similar information from other database resources, and ( vi ) download 
options in standard pathway data exchange formats such as the SBML, Biopax level-3, gene list in text format 
and for downloading the high resolution image in SVG and other formats (Fig Reproduced with permission from 
GARNet   http://www.garnetcommunity.org.uk/newsletters    )       
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3         Method 

    As mentioned above PGDBs provide basic functionalities of search, 
browse, and visualize the pathways, reactions, and compounds 
(Fig.  1 ). These functionalities have been described in detail in the 
 RiceCyc   [ 1 ] and  MaizeCyc   [ 2 ] publications ( see   Note 1 ). For most 
updated features, please follow the help documents. In the follow-
ing section, we describe how to use the OMICs viewer tool. 

 For analyzing the gene expression, metabolite and/or pro-
teomics data, a user needs to have a datafi le similar to the fi le avail-
able in supplementary Table 3   http://www.thericejournal.com/
content/6/1/15/additional     [ 1 ]. The expression data fi le needs to 
be opened in software like MS Excel and saved as a tab-delimited 
text fi le, then go to the expression analyses OMICs viewer tool 
available from any online PGDB webserver (Table  1 ) such as those 
provided by Gramene   http://pathway.gramene.org/expression.
html    . Follow the instructions listed in sequential order as follows. 
Also review the details provided in the yellow highlighted section 
of the OMICs Viewer tool page available from the above listed 
URL ( see   Note 1 ).

 ●    Select the species from the top right hand corner. In this exam-
ple select ‘ Oryza sativa japonica  group’.  

 ●   Select/browse your data fi le with expression data. For example 
the tab delimited data provided the supplementary Table 3 
  http://www.thericejournal.com/content/6/1/15/addi-
tional     [ 1 ] ( see   Note 1 ).  

3.1  Pathway 
Tools-Based Pathway 
 Databases  

  Fig. 4    A screenshot of the desktop pathway editor and analysis tool PathVisio. A similar editor is also provided 
by the  WikiPathways   portal for online editing (Reproduced with permission from GARNet   http://www.garnet-
community.org.uk/newsletters    )       
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 ●   Select ABSOLUTE/RELATIVE. In this example ‘ABSOLUTE’  
 ●   Select if you want relative data from two columns or treating 

absolute data from each column. In this example, select ‘a sin-
gle data column’.  

 ●   Select Data value: select 0-centered/1-centered scale. In this 
example 1-centered scale.  

 ●   Data columns (numerators in ratios): type the column 
number(s) which have expression data. Remember the tool 
interprets the column #1 in your fi le as column#0 which con-
tains the gene/compound_ID/name/synonym. Ideally your 
data starts from column #1 onwards (same as column #2 in 
your fi le). In this time series example, let’s say if we you are 
interested in analyzing the fi rst four time points, type digits 
from 1 to 4 (one digit per row) by identifying your fi rst four 
data columns.  

 ●   If users want to do a relative data analysis, one is allowed to 
identify the denominator data column after listing primary 
numerator data column(s)  

 ●   Choose a color scheme of your choice by selecting either, full 
spectrum, computed from data provided (default) and defi ne 
your own cutoff/thresholds. In this example, select the three 
color scheme with a threshold of 5.  

 ●   Select which type of overview you would like to see painted 
with your data. For example, a cellular overview (default) of all 
the pathways and reactions, genome/chromosomal view, or 
simply generate a table view with your suggested threshold. In 
this example, select the default cellular overview.  

 ●   Hit the ‘Submit’ button. It would generate a cellular overview 
and display the expression pattern of genes mapped to indi-
vidual reactions in the previously selected color scheme (Fig. 
 1 ) ( Note : a large data set may take a longer time to load the 
data and return results).  

 ●   Once you see the returned results, by hovering your cursor 
over the reaction and the pathway a user can fi nd hyperlinks to 
detail information page.  

 ●   Independent of the source of the online portal (Table  1 ), if the 
plant PGDB was generated using the Ptools software, the 
OMICs viewer tool would work exactly the same way, since all 
these portals run the same software and the database to serve 
their respective pathway datasets.     

   When users want to use  MapMan   to visualize expression informa-
tion, metabolite and or protein accumulation on pathway data, all 
they need to do is to download the MapMan package. This com-
prises the actual MapMan software written in Java that runs on any 

3.2   MapMan  
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platform, pathway diagrams as well as accompanying “mapping 
fi les” which classify individual genes into the MapMan ontology. 
In the cases where the species of interest is not supported by 
MapMan, users can generate an automated custom annotation 
based on the Mercator tool [ 8 ] by submitting  FASTA   formatted 
sequences online. After having loaded the provided or custom gen-
erated 'mapping fi le', the users can benefi t from the supplied path-
way diagrams by loading their own datasets in Excel or text format. 
The fi le to be loaded into MapMan needs to be formatted in such 
a way that each line in the fi le begins with the identifi er of an ana-
lyte (transcript, metabolite, etc.) and the following columns give 
numerical values for the behavior of the analyte in different condi-
tions. In each case the numerical value should be log transformed, 
e.g., by referring it to a reference or simply by providing log fold 
changes. To give an example a typical line could be comprised of 
At1g53500, −2.0, 1.0, 2.0, telling MapMan that the Arabidopsis 
gene At1g53500 is downregulated fourfold in the fi rst condition, 
upregulated twofold in the second condition and upregulated 
fourfold in the last condition, assuming log2 was used. In order to 
identify these conditions the fi rst line should contain column head-
ings, but this is not strictly necessary in which case MapMan will 
simply treat these conditions as anonymous. The data are then 
mapped onto the pathway where each analyte is represented by 
symbols which are color coded according to the log fold change 
supplied in the experimental data fi le supplied by the users. To 
visualize time courses, the user only needs to select multiple time 
points from a set making MapMan change into a line plot display. 

 Since,  MapMan   is ontology-based, it is thus also possible to 
test for an enrichment of upregulated or downregulated genes by 
invoking the built-in enrichment testing module [ 9 ]. 

 In cases where the user wants to improve or change the anno-
tation of individual genes, the underlying “mapping fi le” can sim-
ply be opened in Microsoft Excel, Libre Offi ce or in a text based 
editor and changed there ( see   Note 2 ). The “mapping fi le” simply 
describes one association per line, comprising the  MapMan   
“Bincode”, the human readable name of this ontological item, the 
gene/metabolite/protein name, the description of this item to be 
displayed in MapMan and fi nally the data type, usually T for tran-
scripts or M for metabolites. Again an example might be 10.1.10, 
cell wall.precursor synthesis.RHM, At1g53500, mum4 or rhm2 
involved in UDP-rha synthesis, T. This tells MapMan that the gene 
At1g53500 is to be placed into the Bincode 10.1.10, whose human 
readable description is cell wall.precursor synthesis.RHM, whereas 
the gene description would be “mum4 or rhm2 involved in 
 UDP- rha synthesis” and that this is actually a transcript (T), thus 
MapMan will visualize this using a square. 
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 If the user wants to generate their own pathway, they simply 
have to load a graphical representation of the pathway diagram to 
be displayed which can be generated in any typical image process-
ing programs or in Microsoft PowerPoint. Whilst bitmap formats 
such as png or jpeg are supported, it is advisable to save the path-
way diagram in svg format as this allows lossless scaling of the path-
way diagram and export in publication ready quality of 300 dpi or 
more ( see   Note 2 ). After import into  MapMan   the diagram is 
annotated by clicking on positions on the pathway and adding a 
particular MapMan Bincode at a particular position relying on the 
MapMan ontology read from the “mapping fi le” (see above). Once 
this is done the pathway can be saved and/or even distributed via 
the MapMan website by contacting the website administrator or by 
using the MapMan forum. Since, MapMan does not directly map 
genes or metabolites, but uses the ontology terms representing 
genes or metabolites; therefore, each pathway generated using the 
canonical ontology can thus be used for any plant species. 

 In cases where an additional pathway necessitates an extension 
of the ontology, the user can simply do so in the “mapping fi le” or 
even devise a completely new ontology specifi c for a pathway of 
interest. However an extension of the existing ontology where 
enzymes from one pathway are usually grouped together is advis-
able, as in such a case the resulting data can be made available to 
the community and be incorporated into future  MapMan   releases.  

   For the users interested in curation, the actual networks drawn 
using the online version of the pathway editor provided by the 
 WikiPathways   and their stand alone Java application PathVisio (Fig. 
 4 ) [ 10 ], involves simple network data standards that allow drawing 
nodes (gene products, catalysts, metabolites, etc.) and edges (inter-
action types) connecting the nodes that can be extracted in stan-
dardized network exchange formats such as BioPax, SBML, and 
 Simple Interaction Format  (SIF). PathVisio the standalone pathway 
editor can be downloaded from the website   http://www.pathvisio.
org     and installed locally on the desktop. Following the instructions 
provided in the help documents and a set of tutorials (  http://www.
pathvisio.org/wiki/PathVisioTutorials    ), data nodes (genes and 
metabolites) and interactions (edges/connectors) between two 
nodes can be drawn ( see   Note 3 ). The interaction arrows represent 
activation/upregulation, and T-bars represent inhibition/down-
regulation. A set of genes with the same function (for example the 
paralogs or isozymes) can be grouped together. Similarly, genes 
encoding for the subunits of a protein or functional complex can be 
grouped as complex, where necessary. Each gene node is labeled 
with gene symbol and the metabolite one with the name of the 
metabolite. Each node, depending on its type (gene/metabolite) 
wherever possible must have reference database IDs, e.g., gene IDs 
refer to the Gramene and Ensembl Gene IDs for plants species 

3.3   WikiPathways  
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Arabidopsis/rice/maize/etc. Metabolites are referred to either 
CAS numbers or ChEBI IDs depending on their availability in 
these resources. Additional One or more references to PubMed lit-
erature IDs and any useful comments in free text format can be 
added to either or all of nodes, edges or the pathway. Despite the 
use of community standards in the curation of these networks, they 
do not limit the community curators and authors from curating 
their own style, for example, nodes and edges/interactions can be 
color-coded to refl ect functional classifi cation such as external stim-
ulus, subcellular localization, and self-interactions. Considering 
that some of the pathways drawn by the individuals may not be 
public, users are allowed to create and save their own pathway draw-
ing and use them for gene expression analysis by using the desktop 
version of PathVisio available from   http://www.pathvisio.org    . As 
and when the time permits, registered users of WikiPathways can 
upload their pathway diagram data saved by the desktop version of 
PathVisio in the GPML format to the online portal and choose to 
keep it private, share it with other registered users and/or make it 
public ( see   Note 3 ). More recent updates and help can be sought by 
following the PathVisio tutorial (  http://www.pathvisio.org/docu-
mentation/tutorials/tutorial-1/    ) and WikiPathways (  http://www.
wikipathways.org/index.php/Help:Tutorial    ). 

 In addition to drawing the pathways the information provided 
in the diagrams can also be used for pathway enrichment and gene 
expression analysis. For gene expression analysis, users need to map 
the expression of genes to the subset chosen in the pathways. This 
is done by either using the Pathvisio (  http://www.pathvisio.org    ) 
and/or by GenMAPP-CS (  http://www.genmapp.org/beta/gen-
mappcs/    ) [ 10 ,  11 ] tools. Tools work by downloading the species 
specifi c gene database provided through the BridgeDb [ 12 ,  13 ] 
framework (  http://www.bridgedb.org    ), to visualize and analyze, 
the expression data stored in a CSV/tab-delimited text fi le. For 
more details on how to perform the gene expression analysis follow 
the help documents and guides from PathVisio (  http://www.
pathvisio.org/documentation/tutorials/tutorial-2/    ) and 
GenMAPP-CS (  http://opentutorials.cgl.ucsf.edu/index.php/
Tutorial:ExpressionAnalysisGenMAPP-CS    )   

4    Notes 

     1.    Pathway Tools

 ●    Even though we have used the examples from Gramene, 
almost all the online resources listed in Table  1  serving the 
Pathway Tools based PGDB, work similarly. Differences 
may include the look and feel of the webpages, besides the 
methods used in compiling the primary annotations for 
building the pathway annotations.  
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 ●   The functionalities presented in this chapter are based on 
the version 17 of Pathway Tools provided by the SRI 
International. Different websites providing pathway tools 
based on this tool may be served using a version older than 
17.0 or a much newer version. In the newer version though 
basic functionalities remain the same, the additional options 
are provided to paint and visualize the expression data.  

 ●   We encourage users to get a licensed copy of the Pathway 
Tools software from SRI International to run on their local 
server and desktop version. This desktop version of the 
software allow users additional features (  http://metacyc.
org/desktop-vs- web-mode.shtml    ) such as fl ux balance 
analysis, interspecifi c pathway comparison in cellular over-
view, and metabolite tracing. The local installation also 
allow users to edit and add the pathways by following the 
software’s help guideline. However, if the users end up 
editing contents of an existing species-specifi c database 
available for local use from various sources (Table  1 ), we 
encourage users to submit their edits to the source pro-
vider for future integration in the PGDB as part of com-
munity contribution.  

 ●   The Expression analysis tool does not perform the analysis 
of raw data. Users would have to run additional third party 
software to analyze their experimental data. This tool only 
maps the gene, compound, IDs and names to reactions 
and paints the expression profi le of the genes and com-
pounds for visualizing the expression differences.  

 ●   For advanced users, the Pathway-Tools based species-spe-
cifi c online pathway databases, also provide the data via 
webservices. For more details follow the webservices docu-
mentation at   http://biocyc.org/web-services.shtml    . This 
website provides a generic outline. The URL to access the 
data objects in ptools-xml format may need customization 
depending on the online source of the data a user may be 
interested in querying.      

   2.     MapMan  

 ●    While pathways in  MapMan   can be drawn as described 
above in MapMan sections, it is currently not possible to 
directly draw pathway diagrams in MapMan simply due 
to the fact that it is diffi cult to reproduce user friendly 
image manipulation programs such as PowerPoint and 
Adobe Illustrator. However, in the case that this was of 
great user interest this functionality would be added in a 
future version.  
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 ●   At the moment it is not yet possible to export the database, 
including reaction information in SBML format.  

 ●    MapMan   is dual licensed since 2014 (CC-BY-ND and 
CC-BY-SA-NC) allowing completely free use, reuse, and 
modifi cation by academic users, provided they cite 
MapMan and use in the commercial fi eld, however with-
out the possibility to make any changes or extensions.      

   3.     WikiPathways  
 ●    While Wikipathways do provide information on the plant 

pathways it does not have a full or a large number of plant 
pathways. Therefore, unlike gene expression and pathway 
enrichment analyses that can be performed on Wikipathways 
for humans with large number of annotated pathways, the 
plant dataset is still in its infancy.  

 ●   Since Wikipathways allow registered users to create, edit, 
and add new pathway datasets, it encourages plant biolo-
gists to contribute their data/knowledge to help improve 
the curated pathway data defi ciency.  

 ●   If a plant species is not already listed, users would have to 
request its addition to the list and its genome database (via 
BidgeDB) prior to adding pathways from this new 
species.  

 ●   For advanced users interested in accessing the data pro-
grammatically through webservices, please follow the 
instructions provided at   http://www.wikipathways.org/
index.php/Help: WikiPathways  _Webservice    .            
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    Chapter 5   

 The Plant Ontology: A Tool for Plant Genomics       

     Laurel     Cooper     and     Pankaj     Jaiswal      

  Abstract 

   The use of controlled, structured vocabularies (ontologies) has become a critical tool for scientists in the 
post-genomic era of massive datasets. Adoption and integration of common vocabularies and annotation 
practices enables cross-species comparative analyses and increases data sharing and reusability. The Plant 
Ontology (PO;   http://www.plantontology.org/    ) describes plant anatomy, morphology, and the stages of 
plant development, and offers a database of plant genomics annotations associated to the PO terms. The 
scope of the PO has grown from its original design covering only rice, maize, and  Arabidopsis , and now 
includes terms to describe all green plants from angiosperms to green algae. 

 This chapter introduces how the PO and other related ontologies are constructed and organized, 
including languages and software used for ontology development, and provides an overview of the key 
features. Detailed instructions illustrate how to search and browse the PO database and access the associ-
ated annotation data. Users are encouraged to provide input on the ontology through the online term 
request form and contribute datasets for integration in the PO database.  

  Key words      Bioinformatics    ,    Ontology    ,    Plant anatomy    ,    Plant development    ,    Comparative genomic   s    , 
   Genome   annotation    ,    Transcriptomics    ,    Phenomics    ,    Semantic web    

1      Introduction 

 All areas of modern science are encountering the problem of data 
overload, and plant science is no exception. Currently, there are 
more than 60 sequenced plant genomes in various states of com-
pletion [ 1 ], and about 40 of those are hosted by Phytozome, the 
Joint  Genome   Institute’s comparative plant genomics portal 
(  http://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html#    ), and the num-
ber is growing. In addition, many  de novo  and reference-guided 
transcriptomes are becoming available for novel and reference 
plant species [ 2 – 7 ]. The fi rst sequenced plant genome was the 
model plant  Arabidopsis thaliana , with a small genome size of 135 
Mb, arranged in fi ve chromosomes [ 8 ]. Recently sequenced exam-
ples of more complex plant genomes are  Eucalyptus grandis  [ 9 ], 
Norway Spruce ( Picea abies ) [ 10 ], and the common bean  Phaseolus 
vulgaris  [ 11 ], economically and agronomically important species. 
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Along with this increasing deluge of genomic and comparative 
data is a massive amount of transcriptome data on the expression 
of individual genes and groups of genes. Therefore, the complexity 
of the genomic datasets is increasing as well. 

 Efforts are underway to develop means to encourage sharing of 
these large datasets, such as the emerging format ISA-TAB [ 12 ] 
and data repositories such as those at Gigascience (  http://www.
gigasciencejournal.com/    ),  NCBI  ’s Sequence Read Archive (SRA; 
  http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra    ), the Transcriptome Shotgun 
 Assembly   Sequence  Database   (TSA;   http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/genbank/tsa    ), the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO;   http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/    ), ArrayExpress (  http://www.ebi.ac.
uk/arrayexpress/    ), Dryad (  http://datadryad.org/    ) and others. 

 In order to retrieve, analyze, and search the large datasets, 
mechanisms must be implemented to relate the datasets to one 
another, and to allow cross-species comparative analyses. Datasets 
need to be described using a standardized set of metadata with a 
common vocabulary shared between them. Efforts are underway 
to defi ne such minimum information standards in many fi elds of 
biology [ 13 – 15 ]. Metadata, often described as “data describing 
the data” [ 16 ], provides the information necessary for relating 
datasets to each other, but one of the challenges of effective meta-
data use is ensuring that related fi elds are comparable between 
experiments [ 17 ]. For example, precisely defi ning the source of a 
plant tissue sample, a treatment, an experimental condition, or 
a related gene expression observation is complicated by different 
terminologies used for various types of experiments and plant spe-
cies. The use of controlled vocabularies or “ontologies” can miti-
gate these problems and allow data sharing and integration across 
various plant genomics resources, and comparisons both within 
and between species to be made. 

   In the world of computer science and bioinformatics, an ontology 
is a representation of a body of knowledge that exists about objects 
in a domain of interest, the categories of those objects, and their 
inter-relationships. The categories of objects, or “classes,” are a 
conceptualization of the knowledge that exists about the objects 
[ 18 ]. The terms in the ontology are the agreed-upon labels for the 
classes and the subclasses, which are the categories of objects 
described by the ontology. The ontology constitutes a controlled 
and structured vocabulary of terms to represent the knowledge 
about the types of entities within a given domain [ 19 ,  20 ]. The use 
of ontologies has gained increasing importance as the number, 
complexity, and size of biological datasets have increased [ 17 ].  

   One of the earliest pioneers in the development and use of ontolo-
gies for biology was the Gene  Ontology   (GO;   http://www.geneon-
tology.org/    ), developed in the late 1990s [ 21 ,  22 ]. The GO has 
become an established standard for describing the functions of genes 

1.1  What Is 
an  Ontology  ?

1.2  Background: 
Development 
of GO and PO
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and gene products and is utilized in many plant genomic databases 
and resources such as TAIR (  https://www.arabidopsis.org/    ), 
MaizeGDB (  http://www.maizegdb.org/    ) [ 23 – 25 ], and Ensembl 
Plants (  http://plants.ensembl.org    ) [ 26 ]. In addition, GO functional 
gene annotations are commonly presented in plant genome [e.g., 
[ 27 – 29 ]] and transcriptome [e.g., [ 2 ,  30 – 32 ]] studies. 

 Early development of the Plant  Ontology   (PO) arose out of the 
efforts of individual model angiosperm research communities to 
describe the anatomy and growth stages of  Arabidopsis thaliana  
[ 33 ], maize [ 34 ], and rice [ 35 ]. As the potential for comparative 
genomics grew with the increasing amounts of plant genomics data 
becoming available, the Plant Ontology [ 36 ] was developed to pro-
vide terminology to describe plant anatomy and morphology [ 37 ] 
and developmental stages [ 38 ]. Expansion of the PO to accommo-
date emerging model plants and needs of the user community has 
continued for the past several years, and now includes terms to 
describe anatomy and developmental stages of all green plants [ 20 ]. 
The goal of the PO is to serve as a reference ontology and annota-
tion database for all green plants, from algae to angiosperms. 

 The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the concept of 
ontologies and to provide an overview of the status of the Plant 
 Ontology  . We will introduce how the PO and related biological 
ontologies are organized, and how to search and browse the ontol-
ogy terms and the associated annotation data. In addition, we will 
demonstrate how to provide input on the ontology terms, and 
how users can utilize and/or contribute annotated datasets. 
Throughout the chapter, ontology terms and relations are printed 
in  italics . This article describes the PO in reference to Release #20 
(August 2013).   

2    Materials 

   The PO consists of two interconnected branches (also called 
aspects), which together describe the morphological and anatomi-
cal structures such as  plant organ ,  whole plant , and  plant cell , and 
the stages of development of these plant structures (including the 
 whole plant ) (Fig.  1 ). Each branch is organized hierarchically under 
a single root class:  plant anatomical entity  (PAE) and  plant 
 structure development stage  (PSDS), respectively. Similar to a taxo-
nomic tree, in an ontology graph, the classes found towards the 
root of the tree are the most general, with increasing granularity as 
you move farther from the root [ 20 ].

     The classes in  PAE  branch (Fig.  1a ) describe the morphological 
and anatomical structures of a plant and are defi ned based on their 
structure and location, rather than their function [ 20 ], following 
the principles set out in the Foundational Model of Anatomy 

2.1  The Plant 
 Ontology   (PO)

2.1.1  The Plant 
Anatomical Entity (PAE) 
Branch
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(FMA) [ 39 ]. For example, the common  plant organ , the  root , is 
defi ned as: “A  plant axis  (PO:0025004) that lacks  shoot axis nodes  
(PO:0005004), grows indeterminately, and is usually positively 
geotropic,” rather than being defi ned based on the root functions: 
absorption of water and inorganic nutrients, anchoring the plant 
body to the ground, and supporting it, storage of food and nutri-
ents, and vegetative reproduction, which are added as a comment 
to support the defi nition. The  plant anatomical entity  branch is 
further divided into three main subclasses (1)  plant anatomical 
space ; (2)  portion of plant substance ; and (3)  plant structure , which 
are based on existing terms from the Common Anatomy Reference 
 Ontology   (CARO) [ 40 ]. 

  Fig. 1    Upper level structure of the two branches of the Plant  Ontology  . The Plant Ontology (PO) is made up of 
two interconnected branches organized hierarchically under a root class  Plant Anatomical Entity or Plant structure 
development stage . The classes are linked by relationships (read in the direction of the  arrows ) with the most 
general classes towards the top. Examples are shown of only the  is _ a  and  part _ of  relations. This image was 
based on the PO Version #20 (Released August 2013) and was created using OBO-Edit [ 49 ]. ( a ) The  Plant 
Anatomical Entity  ( PAE ) branch has three upper-level subclasses:  plant structure ,  plant anatomical space , and 
 portion of plant substance , which together describe all the anatomical and morphological parts of a plant. The 
largest subclass  plant structure  has 13 direct subclasses, which each have many subclasses (not shown in 
fi gure). ( b ) The  plant structure development stage  branch describes the developmental stages of all  plant 
structures , including the  whole plant . There are six direct subclasses, which describe the developmental 
stages of the classes of  plant structures , including the  whole plant        
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 The subclass  plant anatomical space  has 35 subclasses which 
describe plant parts such as an  axil ,  locule , or  stomatal pore  and 
other spaces that are part of a plant, and surrounded by one or 
more anatomical structures [ 20 ]. This class only includes those 
spaces generated by developmental, morphogenetic, or other 
physiological processes, and excludes those such as random spaces 
between leaves or branches. The other main subclass of the PAE, 
 portion of plant substance , has 14 subclasses which describe entities 
that are produced by the plant, but are not structures themselves 
such as  plant cuticle ,  cuticular wax ,  plant sap , and  cutin . 

 By far the largest group, the  plant structure  class, with 1212 
subclasses (Release #20; as of Aug. 2013) describes all the tradi-
tional plant parts, such as  plant organ ,  plant cell , and  whole plant , 
and is grouped into 13 upper-level subclasses (Fig.  1a ), including 
some special classes needed for categorization such as  multi - tissue 
plant structure  and  collective plant structure . These terms will not 
be familiar to plant biologists, but are necessary to provide a com-
plete and inclusive structure and to support interspecifi c compari-
sons of plant structures. The vast majority of the common plant 
structures found in angiosperms, gymnosperms, and pteridophytes 
are described in the PO, and the ontology has been expanded from 
its original mandate to also describe the non-vascular plants such as 
bryophytes and green algae [ 19 ].  

   The PSDS branch of the PO is organized hierarchically under the 
root class  plant structure development stage  (Fig.  1b ). It describes the 
stages of development of specifi c  plant structures , including those of 
the  whole plant , and more or less mirrors the hierarchy of the  plant 
structure  branch of the PO, with some special classes needed for 
categorization such as  collective plant organ structure development 
stage  and  collective phyllome structure development stage . 

 The  whole plant developmental stage  class describes the plant life 
cycles of both vascular and non-vascular plants through the two-
phase alteration of generations; the  gametophyte development stage  
and the  sporophyte development stage . In bryophytes, the dominant 
haploid gametophyte and a minor diploid sporophyte phase [ 41 ] are 
in contrast to the developmental patterns of angiosperms and gym-
nosperms, where the dominant stage is the  sporophyte development 
stage . The  sporophyte development stage  starts with  plant zygote stage , 
which begins after GO: fertilization  (a GO  biological process  term) has 
occurred, and continues through the  sporophyte senescent stage , and 
eventually death of the plant ( see   Note 1 ). Currently the  plant struc-
ture development stage  is under active development and enrichment, 
and consists of 289 terms as of Release #20 (August 2013).  

   In addition to the ontology itself, the annotation database (Table  1 ) 
is a key feature of the Plant  Ontology  , and other ontologies such as 
the Gene Ontology [ 22 ,  42 ]. The annotations are essentially links 

2.1.2  The Plant Structure 
Development Stage 
(PSDS) Branch

2.1.3  The PO Annotation 
 Database  
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or “associations” between PO terms and plant genomics data 
sourced from datasets from around the world. As of Release #20 
(Aug. 2013), the PO annotation database contains 142,446 unique 
data objects representing genes, gene models, proteins, RNAs, 
germplasm sources, and quantitative trait loci (QTLs), which form 
about 2.25 million annotations to PO terms, as many of the data 
objects are annotated to more than one PO class [ 20 ]. The annota-
tion datasets come from ten different data sources; primarily from 
collaborating model organism database groups, although some are 
added directly by the POC curation team, and some are contrib-
uted directly by authors (Table  1 ). The scope of the data encom-
passes 22 different plant species, ranging from the moss 
 Physcomitrella patens  to  Arabidopsis  and  Zea mays .

    Table 1  
  List of the sources that provided annotation datasets to the PO database   

 Source  Plant species  Type of data 
 # Associations 
to PO terms 

 MaizeGDB   Zea mays   genes and gene 
products; germplasm 

 1,495,156 

 TAIR   Arabidopsis thaliana   genes and gene products  532,679 

 Rensing lab and 
cosmoss 

  Physcomitrella patens   genes and gene products  81,875 

 Jaiswal lab   Oryza sativa  (japonica subgroup)  genes and gene products  73,952 

 Gramene   Oryza sativa   genes and gene 
products; QTL 

 29,867 

 Sol  Genomics   
Network (SGN) 

  Lycopersicon esculentum  (tomato)  genes and gene 
products, germplasm 

 18,949 

 Jaiswal lab   Fragaria vesca  (strawberry)  genes and gene products  9561 

  Maize   Genetics   
Cooperation 
Stock Center 

  Zea mays   germplasm  5070 

 PO curators   Vitis vinifera  (grape)  genes and gene products  3675 

 NASC (European 
Arabidopsis 
Stock Centre) 

  Arabidopsis thaliana   germplasm  1897 

 Sol  Genomics   
Network (SGN) 

  Solanum insanum / Solanum 
melongena  (eggplant) 

 genes and gene 
products, germplasm 

 873 

 AgBase   Gossypium hirsutum  (cotton)  genes and gene products  472 

 Various  Other species  genes and gene 
products, germplasm 

 206 

 Total:  2,254,233 

   See  Table  3  for links  
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       The Plant  Ontology   follows the guidelines established by the 
Open Biological and Biomedical  Ontologies   (OBO) Foundry ini-
tiative (  http://www.obofoundry.org/about.shtml    ) [ 43 ]. The OBO 
Foundry is a collaboration among science-based ontology develop-
ers that aims to establish a set of best practices for ontology devel-
opment, with the goal of creating a suite of orthogonal, interoperable 
reference ontologies in the biomedical domain [ 43 ]. In 2013, the 
PO was accepted as a full member OBO Foundry Ontology (  http://
www.obofoundry.org/wiki/index.php/Results_of_OBO_
Foundry_Reviews    ). 

   All the classes in the ontology are assigned a unique, seven-digit, 
zero-padded integer and which is prefi xed by “PO:” (Fig.  2a ). This 
identifi er (ID) is unique and is not shared by any other ontology, 
so it is recognizable worldwide. Additionally, the identifi ers are 
never reused, if a term is obsoleted, the ID is retired. If two classes 
are merged, then one of the IDs becomes an alternate identifi er 
(alt_id). The PO ID corresponds to a universally unique Uniform 
Resource Locator (URL;    http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/PO_
XXXXXXX    ). These URLs are resolvable via the Ontobee website 
(  http://www.ontobee.org/index.php    ).

      Classes in the PO are named following the OBO Foundry naming 
conventions. The preferred term or name (or “label” in OWL for-
mat) is designed to be clear and unambiguous, singular, positive, 
noun form rather than adjective (e.g., “embryo” rather than 
“embryonic”) and lower case ( see   Note 2 ). Synonyms are added 
where needed for several purposes, using one of the standard four 
scopes: narrow, broad, exact, or related [ 19 ] (Fig.  2a ).

    1.     Narrow : Used to supply a species-specifi c names so that users 
such as plant breeders can relate their terms to the PO hierar-
chy, e.g.,  subterranean tuber axillary vegetative bud  has narrow 
synonym “potato eye.”   

   2.     Broad : Used when the synonym may apply to two or more PO 
classes, e.g., both  awn  and  trichome  have the broad synonym 
“bristle.”   

   3.     Exact : Used when the same plant structure can have more 
than one name, e.g.,  anther wall  has exact synonym “pollen sac 
wall.” Additionally, translations into other languages are listed 
as exact synonyms. The PO lists both Spanish and Japanese 
translations as exact synonyms; e.g., anther wall has exact syn-
onym “pared de la antera” (Spanish) and “葯壁” (Japanese).   

   4.     Related : Used when the word or phrase has been used inter-
changeably with the primary name in the literature, e.g.,  phel-
lem  has related synonym “cork.”    

2.2  Key Elements 
of the Plant  Ontology   
and Other Related 
Bio-ontologies

2.2.1  Unique Identifi ers

2.2.2  Term Names 
and Synonyms
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     In accordance with the OBO foundry principles, all the classes in 
the PO have textual (human-readable), English language 
 defi nitions, while a smaller number also have a “logical” or 
computer- readable defi nition.  

   The goal is to have all textual defi nitions structured as Aristotelian 
defi nitions [ 44 ], which means that they are of the  genus – differen-
tia  form. The  genus  portion comes from the parent class and the 

2.2.3  Standardized 
Defi nitions

2.2.4  Defi nitions 
in  Genus –
 Differentia  Form

  Fig. 2    Elements of an ontology term, for example  fl ower  PO:0009046. The key elements of a PO term are 
shown for the PO term  fl ower . The identifi er (ID) is a unique, seven-digit integer, prefi xed by “PO”. The alternate 
ID is assigned when two terms are merged. Term defi nitions are carefully written with the assistance of experts 
in botany and ontology design, and may include references to other ontology terms. The “xref” indicates the 
related SourceForge tracker, which can be accessed as a link from the term page. ( a ) The OBO-Edit [ 49 ] fl at 
fi le version of the PO term  fl ower  shows the key elements in a textual form. ( b ). The graphical hierarchy for the 
term  fl ower , with the relationships between the two ontology branches shown. Plant structures such as  fl ower  
are linked to the appropriate developmental stage term through the relation  participates _ in . This is read: 
 fl ower participates _ in fl ower development stage , following the direction of the arrow. Images based on the 
Plant  Ontology   Version #20 (Released August 2013) and was created using OBO-Edit [ 49 ]. ( c ) Protégé screen-
shot of the term  fl ower . The Protégé software (  http://protege.stanford.edu/    ) is used to edit and view the OWL 
[ 51 ] version of the ontology. This view shows the main elements of the PO term  fl ower , as well as the class 
hierarchy on the  left hand side        
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 differentia  is that characteristic that makes it a unique structure. 
For example: 
  fl ower  (PO:0009046) 

 “A determinate reproductive shoot system ( genus ) 
that has as part at least one carpel or at 
least one stamen and does not contain any 
other determinate shoot system as a part.” 
( differentia ) 

 Many defi nitions also have one or more comments which may 
provide additional information or examples (Figs.  2a  and  4a ). 
Many of the defi nitions will also have a literature citation, which 
may link out to the reference on PubMed or on the PO-Refs page 
(  http://wiki.plantontology.org/index.php/PO_references    ).  

   The long-term goal of the PO is to have what is known as a “logi-
cal defi nition” [ 22 ,  45 ,  46 ] for all the classes in the ontology. While 
a free text defi nition is useful to human users of the ontology, it is 
not easily interpreted by a computer. Also known as a “cross product”, 
a “logical defi nition” combines two ontology classes in with a spe-
cifi c relation in a  genus – differentia  form, similar to that of the tex-
tual defi nition. Logical defi nitions are structured in a way that 
promotes both consistent formulation of the defi nitions and auto-
matic reasoning provides automated support for reasoning tasks 
such as classifi cation, debugging, and querying the ontology [ 47 ], 
for example: 
  embryo plant structure  (PO:0025099) 

  text defi nition : “A  plant structure  that is part 
of an  plant embryo .” 

 logical defi nition (cross-product): 

  intersection _ of : PO:0009011 !  plant structure  

  intersection _ of :  part _ of  PO:0009009 !  plant 
embryo   

   The relationships between the classes are the feature that distin-
guishes an ontology from a simple glossary (Table  2 ). These relation-
ships have specifi cally defi ned characteristics and domains [ 48 ] and 
along with the classes, they form the basis of a directed acyclic graph 
[ 22 ] (Figs.  1  and  2b ). This hierarchal structure is a visualization of 
the parent–child relationships between the classes at various levels of 
granularity. The relations allow human users and computers to navi-
gate through the ontology, and query the annotation data. The rela-
tions used by the PO are based on the OBO relations ontology 
(  https://code.google.com/p/obo-relations/    ), a modifi ed version 
(in Web  Ontology   Language (OWL)) of the Relation Ontology [ 48 ]. 
The most important relations are  is _ a  (OWL  subclass _ of ) and  part _ of . 
The PO also currently uses eight other types of relations (Table  2 ), 

2.2.5  Logical Defi nitions

2.2.6  Relationships 
Between  Ontology   Classes
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namely,  has _ part ,  derives _ by _ manipulation _ from ,  develops _ from , 
 adjacent _ to ,  participates _ in ,  has _ participant  and  located _ in , 
 preceded _ by . A more detailed description can be found on the PO 
Relations wiki page (  http://wiki.plantontology.org/index.php/
Relations_in_the_Plant_Ontology    ).

      The PO offers ontology terms, synonyms, defi nitions, and comments 
through two web services (  http://plantontology.org/software/po_
webservices    ) to software developers who wish to use the PO in anno-
tation and curation tools for mobile or desktop applications. There 
are two types of PO web services available at this time: (1)  Term 
Search : provides term name and synonym search results, given a par-
tial term name or synonym. (2)  Term Detail : provides extensive 
details on multiple pieces of term data, given a PO accession ID. 

 These services could be used, for example, in applications that 
allow users to provide PO terms as keywords for image annotation, 

2.2.7  PO Web Services

    Table 2  
  Relations used in the Plant  Ontology   (PO)   

 Relation  Example(s) 
 Number of 
assertions 

  A is _ a  B   stem is _ a shoot axis ;  epidermis is _ a portion 
of plant tissue  

 1691 

  A part _ of  B   stem internode part _ of stem ;  epidermal cell 
part _ of epidermis  

  851 

  A has _ part B    infl orescence has _ part fl ower ;  meristem 
has _ part meristematic cell  

  56 

  A derives _ by _ manipulation _ from  B   cultured leaf cell 
dervies _ by _ manipulation _ from leaf  

   6 

  A develops _ from  B   apical hook develops _ from hypocotyl ; 
 trichoblast develops _ from epidermal initial  

  132 

  A adjacent _ to  B   anther wall middle layer adjacent _ to anther 
wall endothecium  

  13 

  A participates _ in  B   paraphysis participates _ in gametophyte 
development stage  

  38 

 A  has _ participant  B   seed trichome development stage 
has _ participant seed trichome  

  22 

 A is  located _ in  B   embryo sac located _ in plant ovary ovule     5 

 A is  preceded _ by  B   fl oral organ formation stage preceded _ by 
fl ower meristem transition stage  

  10 

   A  and  B  represent ontology terms in the PO. The number of assertions (times a relation is used) in the PO is provided 
in the last column (based on the plant_ontology_assert.obo fi le, Release #20, August 2013:   http://www.plantontology.
org/docs/release_notes/index.html    ). For a more detailed description of the relations, see the Relations Wiki page: 
(  http://wiki.plantontology.org/index.php/Relations_in_the_Plant_Ontology       )  
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gene and phenotype curation, adding markups on scientifi c literature, 
and help autofi ll/autocomplete the database query searches. 
Future development will include a web service delivering PO 
annotation data in a similar manner. Full documentation is  available 
on the Plant  Ontology   website software page: (  http://plantontol-
ogy.org/software/po_webservices    ) [ 20 ].   

   Historically the PO, like many other ontologies in the OBO 
Foundry, has been developed in Open Biomedical  Ontology   
(OBO) format (OBOF;   http://www.geneontology.org/GO.for-
mat.obo-1_2.shtml    ) using the OBO-Edit software (  http://
oboedit.org/    ) [ 49 ] (Figs.  1  and  2a, b ). The OBO format is a 
human-readable, fl at fi le (Fig.  2a ), which models a subset of the 
OWL format, described above, and can more or less be mapped to 
OWL [ 50 ]. 

 A widely used language for ontology development and repre-
sentation is the Web  Ontology   Language (OWL) [ 22 ,  51 ]. OWL is 
supported by many tools, such as an Application Programmer 
Interface (OWLAPI) [ 52 ] and several tools called reasoners [ 47 ], 
designed to perform automated classifi cation and consistency check-
ing [ 19 ]. Protégé is a free, open-source software platform (  http://
protege.stanford.edu/    ) available for OWL ontology development, 
with a web version [ 53 ], as well as desktop versions (Fig.  2c ). 

 As a convenience to the users of the PO, the ontology fi les are 
available in both OBOF and OWL format from the download 
page:   http://plantontology.org/download    . Future development 
of the PO will transition to an OWL environment to take advan-
tage of the broader toolset and semantic capabilities. The ontol-
ogy and the associated annotation data can also be accessed 
through the ontology web browser (  http://www.plantontology.
org/amigo/go.cgi    ), which was developed based on that of the 
Gene  Ontology   [ 54 ].  

   An image segmentation and annotation tool (AISO) has been 
recently developed in the Jaiswal lab (  http://jaiswallab.cgrb.ore-
gonstate.edu/software/AISO    ) for the annotation of images with 
ontology terms. It is a freely available, Java-based, interactive pro-
gram that can be run on a curator’s desktop and can be used to 
segment and label digital images. AISO is semantically linked to 
Plant  Ontology   terms through a lightweight web service, allowing 
users and curators to easily select and annotate appropriate plant 
terms to segmented images. In addition, metadata can be added, 
such as taxonomic information and collection information. Labeled 
images can be saved locally and optionally exported to HTML for 
publication on the web. Future development of AISO will include 
expansion to include additional ontologies, such as the Plant Trait 
Ontology (TO) and the Gene Ontology (GO) (see below).  

2.3  Languages 
and Software Tools 
for  Ontology   
Development

2.4  Software 
for Annotation 
of Image Segments 
with  Ontologies   
(AISO)
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   In addition to the PO, there are a number of other ontologies 
available that may be of interest to plant biologists who wish to 
annotate plant data. Classes from these cooperating ontologies can 
be in combination with PO classes for data annotation. Several 
websites are available that host “look-up” services, such as the 
European  Bioinformatics   Institute -  Ontology   Lookup Service 
(EBI-OLS) (  http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ontology-lookup/    ), National 
Center for Biomedical Ontology’s (NCBO) Bioportal (  http://
bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies    ), and the OBO Foundry 
(  http://www.obofoundry.org/    ). 

   As mentioned above, the Gene  Ontology   (GO;   http://www.
geneontology.org/    ) is the oldest and most well-known ontology 
[ 21 ,  22 ]. The domain of the GO covers three very important areas 
of biological sciences, arranged in three branches;  molecular func-
tion ,  cellular component , and  biological process . Terms in the  molec-
ular function  branch describe the actions of a gene product at the 
molecular level. These terms are often used to annotate plant gene 
products to relate them to their role in the plant. The  cellular-
  component  branch describes the part of a cell or its extracellular 
environment in which a gene product is located. The PO and GO 
cooperate in the description of cellular components, as all plant 
structures that are part of a  plant cell  are GO classes, for example 
 chloroplast  (GO:0009507). This prevents any redundancy in the 
ontologies. The GO  biological process  branch includes classes that 
describe the collection of molecular events that are related to the 
functioning of living organisms, and includes many plant-specifi c 
classes, for example  seed germination  (GO:0009845). These pro-
cesses are important markers of plant growth and development and 
are referenced in many of the defi nitions in the plant structure 
development stage ( see   Note 1 ). 

 The GO Consortium offers a number of tools and resources to 
explore and analyze the GO data (  http://amigo.geneontology.org/
amigo/software_list    ), including a number of tools to perform term 
enrichment (  http://www.geneontology.org/page/go-enrichment- 
analysis        ) on a gene list of interest ( see   Note 3 ).  

   The Plant Trait  Ontology   (TO;   http://crop-dev.cgrb.oregonstate.
edu/amigo/TO    ) was developed as an attempt to move away from 
the description of phenotypes using free text, which cannot be eas-
ily indexed or searched by a computer [ 35 ]. The TO describes 
measurable or observable characteristics of a plant, or part of a 
plant, or of a stage of plant growth and development. The traits are 
described by TO classes in a “pre-composed” fashion of an entity 
and its attribute, and in some cases, a value. The plant entities 
described are drawn from the PO and plant-relevant portions of 
the GO, and the attributes and values are terms drawn from the 

2.5  Other  Ontology   
Resources for Plant 
Biology

2.5.1  The Gene 
 Ontology   (GO)

2.5.2  Plant Trait 
 Ontology   (TO)
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Phenotypic Qualities Ontology (PATO) (see below). The TO is 
currently under active development and the future goal of it is for 
the development of a true reference Plant Trait Ontology [ 55 ].  

   The Phenotypic Qualities  Ontology   (PATO;   http://www.obo-
foundry.org/cgi-bin/detail.cgi?id=quality    ;   http://obofoundry.
org/wiki/index.php/PATO:Main_Page    ) provides defi ned classes 
to describe a “quality” ( Q ), (which is essentially the combination 
of an attribute, such as  color , and a value such as  red ) [ 56 ] of an 
anatomical entity ( E ), such as the PO term  fl ower . This method of 
description is referred to as an “EQ statement” ( phenotype  =  entity  
( E ) +  quality  ( Q )) and can be displayed in a human-readable form, 
where the numeric IDs are not shown. For example, the PO term 
 fl ower  can be annotated with the relevant PATO terms;  red  
(PATO:0000322) or  yellow  (PATO:0001263), i.e.,  E  =  PO : fl ower 
Q  =  PATO : red .  

   A number of ontologies are being developed to describe environ-
mental conditions, such as the Environment  Ontology   (EnvO; 
  http://www.environmentontology.org    ) and the Plant Experimental 
Conditions Ontology (EO;   http://crop-dev.cgrb.oregonstate.
edu/amigo/EO    ). The EnvO is a controlled, structured vocabu-
lary that is designed to support the annotation of any organism or 
biological sample with environment descriptors [ 57 ]. EnvO con-
tains classes for biomes, environmental features, and environmental 
material, whereas EO describes the treatments, growth conditions, 
and/or study types used in various types of plant biology experi-
ments. These classes can be utilized along with the PO to describe 
the conditions under which a plant was treated in a particular 
experiment, or its natural environment.    

3    Methods 

 Users can browse the PO to fi nd terms of interest and the associ-
ated annotation data, using fi lters to restrict the results. Alternatively, 
you can search the ontology directly by term name or by annota-
tion using the search box (Fig.  3a ). The Advanced Search (Fig.  3b ) 
feature allows you to search for more than one term or data object 
type at a time. The SourceForge tracker (Fig.  5 ) allows users to 
request new terms or suggest changes to existing terms. The Plant 
 Ontology   encourages users to annotate their data with ontology 
terms and submit their annotations to the PO database. This will 
increase the visibility of the data and promote sharing among the 
plant genomics community. Feedback on the ontology and the 
website is also encouraged.

2.5.3  Phenotypic 
Qualities  Ontology   (PATO)

2.5.4   Ontologies   
for Describing 
the Environment
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         1.    Start by visiting the PO website:   http://plantontology.org/       
   2.    To browse the Plant  Ontology  , select  Browse PO  from the 

PO home page (Fig.  3a ).   
   3.    On the  Term View  page, you can expand nodes marked with 

a plus sign (+) to see child terms (similar to the  Term Lineage  
panel (Fig.  4a )—see below).

       4.    The type of relationship to the parent term is indicated by the 
icon to the left of the PO ID. The relationship icons are listed 
in the legend on the right hand side of the page.   

   5.    You can fi lter the tree by aspect, i.e., PO branch—either  Plant 
Anatomy  or  Plant Development Stage .   

   6.    If you are interested only in annotations from a particular 
source, you can fi lter by one or more data source—e.g., TAIR, 
RAP-DB, MaizeGDB, etc.   

   7.    You can access the list of annotations by clicking on the num-
ber in square brackets (see below; Fig.  4a ).      

3.1  Browse 
the  Ontology  

  Fig. 3    Browse and search the ontology and annotation database. ( a ) The Plant  Ontology   website provides entry 
points for browsing, and searching and useful links for navigation. Users can enter either term names or anno-
tation data types in the  Search Box  in the center panel. To browse the ontology, the  Browse PO  link will take 
you to the Tree View pages. The  Navigation menu  on the  left hand side  has links to search the ontology, visit 
internal and external resources, provide feedback, and request new terms. ( b ) By selecting  Advanced Search  
you can search for more than one term or annotation at a time, or upload a text fi le with your query terms. 
( c ) On the  Search Results  page, users can select fi lters and navigate to the page(s) of interest       
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       1.    Start by visiting the PO website:   http://plantontology.org/       
   2.    Enter an ontology term (e.g.,  fl ower ,  leaf ,  seed germination 

stage ) in the search box and select  PO terms . You can also 
specify  Exact Match  which is helpful to limit the search 
results (Fig.  3a ).   

   3.    The  Search Results  (Fig.  3c ) page will allow you to choose 
from the possible terms, or you can fi lter by Aspect ( Ontology   
Branch).   

3.2  Search 
by Term Name

  Fig. 4     Ontology   browser detail for PO term  fl ower  and the associated annotation data. ( a ). The  Term Detail  
panel ( upper ) of the ontology browser page displays the term name, identifi er (Accession PO ID) synonyms, 
translations, any alternate identifi ers, defi nition, and any associated comments. There are also a number of 
links at the top of each page for navigation and a search box. The  Term Lineage  panel ( lower ) shows the 
ontology in tree hierarchy form with the most general terms at the  top  and the most granular ones towards the 
 bottom . You can browse the ontology hierarchy, by clicking on the “+” signs to the  left  of the terms; these 
indicate that there are child terms associated. Relations between the terms are indicated by the  small colored 
icons  and are explained on the legend. Links to the  Term Annotation  data are after the term names—indicated 
by the  number in square brackets , e.g., [76,910]. ( b ). The  Term Annotations page  provides options to fi ltering 
the annotations by species, data source, and types of evidence. Additional links will direct the user to more 
information about the annotation data, source publications, data provider websites, and in some cases, links 
out the GO database       
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   4.    The  Term Detail  page (Fig.  4a ) lists all the information about 
the term, such as the defi nition, synonyms, and any comments.   

   5.    The  Term Lineage  panel (Fig.  4a ) provides a browsable over-
view of the ontology hierarchy, with links to the annotation 
data after the term names—indicated by the number in brack-
ets, e.g., [76,910].   

   6.    Selecting the number in brackets after  fl ower  will take you to 
the  Term Annotations  page (Fig.  4b ), where you can 
browse the annotations or fi lter by species, data source, or 
evidence code.   

   7.    Selecting the fi lter  Direct Annotations  restricts the results to 
those annotated directly to  fl ower  and ignores any annotations 
on child terms ( see   Note 4 ).   

   8.    Links from the annotation objects will take you to additional 
information such as the  Annotation Information Page , 
source references on PubMed, and links out to the source data 
provider website or database. In some cases, there may be a 
link out to the GO annotation as well.   

   9.    Selecting some or all of the annotation objects and selecting 
 Get Annotation Summary  will provide a list of the other PO 
terms those objects are annotated to.      

       1.    You can search for a specifi c gene or an identifi er (e.g.,  COIN , 
 cold inducible , AT1G05260), or group of genes of interest, for 
example “ MADS ” genes, by entering the name and selecting 
 Annotations  below the search box (Fig.  3a ).   

   2.    The  Annotation Search Results  page (Fig.  4b ) will allow you 
to fi lter by species, data source, evidence code, aspect (ontol-
ogy branch).   

   3.    Links from the individual annotation objects will take you to 
additional information such as the  Annotation Information 
Page , references on PubMed, and links out to the data source 
( see   Note 5 ).      

       1.    From the PO main page (Fig.  3a ) or the top of any page, you 
can select the  Advanced Search  option (Fig.  3b ).   

   2.    From here you can search for more than one term or annota-
tion at a time, or upload a text fi le with your query terms.   

   3.    Select  Search Type  (Terms or Annotations) and the search 
fi elds you wish to include.   

   4.    Select appropriate fi lters to narrow the results—you can fi lter 
by Aspect (branch), species, data source, or evidence code, or 
a combination of them   

   5.    The results will be shown on the  Annotation Search Results  
(Fig.  4b ) page, as described above.      

3.3  Search 
for a Specifi c Gene 
of Interest

3.4  Advanced Search 
for a List of Terms 
or Genes
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   The PO is a highly collaborative effort, with many groups and 
individuals who contribute to the development and refi nement 
of the ontology terms and defi nitions (Table  3 ). Term requests 
and comments on existing terms are logged and tracked through 
the PO SourceForge Term request tracker (  https://sourceforge.
net/p/obo/plant-ontology-po-term-requests/    ) (Fig.  5 ). The 
Tracker provides valuable documentation about when and why 
changes were made to the PO. There is a link  Request PO  
(Fig.  4a ) at the top of the any page, or from the Navigation 
menu on the home page (Fig.  3a ), which will take you to Tracker. 
In addition, the majority of the terms in the PO are associated 
with one or more trackers, and links from the  External 
References  panel on the term page (Fig.  4b ) will take you to the 
appropriate tracker page.

    Similar SourceForge Term Request Trackers are also used by 
the other ontologies mentioned here. Term requests and com-
ments for the GO, TO, PATO, EO, and EnvO can be requested by 
going to the appropriate web page (Table  3 ). In an effort to pre-
vent spam, you must register on the tracker website and create a 
login in order to comment or to request a new term, but your 
login is good for all fi ve of the bio-ontologies listed here (except 
EnvO;  see   Note 6 ). This allows users to track their submissions and 
follow the outcomes, and engages the domain-expert users in the 
ontology development process.

    1.    Go to   https://sourceforge.net/p/obo/plant-ontology-po-
term-requests/       

   2.    If you are new to SourceForge, click “Join” to register, or log 
in (Fig.  5a ).   

   3.    To fi nd an existing term request, you can enter a search term 
in the box. You can restrict the search to a specifi c group of 
subjects by clicking the appropriate one from the list on the left 
hand side, or use a preconfi gured search (Fig.  5b ).   

   4.    To post a comment on a tracker, type it in the box and click 
post (Fig.  5c ).   

   5.    If you do not fi nd the request you are looking for, you can cre-
ate a new one using the  Create Ticket  button. Supply a short, 
self explanatory name such as “New term needed:  Suggested 
Name ” (Fig.  5d ).   

   6.    You can also add a free text label, such as “New term Request.”   
   7.    Click on  Save    
   8.    The request will be sent as an email to all the PO curators 

and other interested community members, including the 
submitter.    

3.5  Request 
 Ontology   Terms, or 
Suggest Changes 
to Existing Terms 
Using the SourceForge 
Term Request Tracker
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      Table 3  
  List of useful links   

 Name  Link address 

 Plant  Ontology   Home page    http://www.plantontology.org/     

 PO project members    http://plantontology.org/node/220     

 PO web browser    http://www.plantontology.org/amigo/go.cgi     

 PO collaborators and contributors    http://plantontology.org/node/8     

 PO download page    http://plantontology.org/download     

 PO SourceForge Term tracker    https://sourceforge.net/p/obo/
plant-ontology-po-term-requests/     

 PO Subversion (SVN) repository    http://palea.cgrb.oregonstate.edu/viewsvn/Poc/trunk/
associations/     

 PO Feedback page    http://plantontology.org/contact     

 PO Relations wiki page    http://wiki.plantontology.org/index.php/Relations_in_the_
Plant_ Ontology       

 PO References Wiki page (PO-Refs)    http://wiki.plantontology.org/index.php/PO_references     

 Details of Release #20, August 2013    http://www.plantontology.org/docs/release_notes/index.html     

 PO Annotations wiki page    http://plantontology.org/contacttp://wiki.plantontology.org/
index.php/Category:Annotations     

 PO web services    http://plantontology.org/software/po_webservices     

 Annotation of Image Segments with 
 Ontologies   (AISO) software 

   http://jaiswallab.cgrb.oregonstate.edu/software/AISO     

 IPlant Collaborative    http://www.iplantcollaborative.org/     

 IPlant mirror site of Plant  Ontology      http://iplant.plantontology.org/     

 Open Biological and Biomedical  
Ontologies   (OBO) Foundry 

   http://obofoundry.org     

 OBO Foundry Initiative    http://www.obofoundry.org/about.shtml     

 OBO Foundry Reviews    http://www.obofoundry.org/wiki/index.php/Results_of_
OBO_Foundry_Reviews     

 Gene  Ontology   (GO)    http://www.geneontology.org/     

 GO SourceForge Term tracker    http://sourceforge.net/p/geneontology/ontology-requests/     

 Go Consortium tools and resources    http://amigo.geneontology.org/amigo/software_list     

 GO Term Enrichment Tool    http://www.geneontology.org/page/go-enrichment-analysis     

 Gene  Ontology   annotation fi le 
format (gaf 2 format) 

   http://www.geneontology.org/page/
go-annotation-fi le-gaf-format-20     

 Plant Trait  Ontology   (TO) Browser    http://crop-dev.cgrb.oregonstate.edu/amigo/TO     

 TO SourceForge Term Tracker    http://sourceforge.net/p/obo/plant-trait-ontology-to-requests/     

(continued)
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Table 3
(continued)

 Name  Link address 

 The Plant Experimental Conditions 
 Ontology   (EO) 

   http://crop-dev.cgrb.oregonstate.edu/amigo/EO     

 EO SourceForge Term Tracker    http://sourceforge.net/p/obo/
plant-environment-ontology-eo/     

 Phenotypic Qualities  Ontology   
(PATO) 

   http://www.obofoundry.org/cgi-bin/detail.cgi?id=quality     

 PATO Wiki Main Page    http://obofoundry.org/wiki/index.php/PATO:Main_Page     

 PATO SourceForge Term tracker    http://sourceforge.net/p/obo/
phenotypic-quality-pato-requests/     

 Environment  Ontology   (EnvO)    http://www.environmentontology.org     

 EnvO Google Code Issues Tracker    https://code.google.com/p/envo/issues/list     

 European  Bioinformatics   Institute - 
 Ontology   Lookup Service 
(EBI-OLS) 

   http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ontology-lookup/     

 National Center for Biomedical 
 Ontology   (NCBO) Bioportal 

   http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies     

 Ontobee    http://www.ontobee.org/index.php     

 OBO relations ontology    https://code.google.com/p/obo-relations/     

 Protégé website    http://protege.stanford.edu/     

 OBO-Edit software    http://oboedit.org/     

 OBO Flat File Format Specifi cation, 
version 1.2 

   http://www.geneontology.org/GO.format.obo-1_2.shtml     

 The Arabidopsis Information 
Resource (TAIR) 

   https://www.arabidopsis.org/     

  Maize   Genetics   and 
 Genomics   Database   (MaizeGDB) 

   http://www.maizegdb.org/     

  Physcomitrella patens Resource  
(cosmoss) 

   http://www.cosmoss.org/     

 Solanaceae  Genome   Network (SGN)    http://solgenomics.net/     

 Gramene: A comparative resource 
for plants 

   http://www.gramene.org/     

 Nottingham Arabidopsis Stock 
Centre (NASC) 

   http://arabidopsis.info/     

  Maize   Genetics   Cooperation Stock 
Center (MGCSC) 

   http://maizecoop.cropsci.uiuc.edu/     

 AgBase    http://www.agbase.msstate.edu/     

(continued)
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         1.    Select appropriate data of interest—the best is gene expression, 
or mutant gene studies where careful attention has been paid 
to the selection of plant samples and stages of development.   

   2.    Contact the Plant  Ontology   curators (see below) to collabo-
rate on efforts to annotate the relevant study. They can answer 
questions and help select the appropriate plant structure and 
developmental stage terms.   

   3.    Create a mapping table between the terms used in the study 
and the relevant PO terms (see examples on   http://wiki.
plantontology.org/index.php/Category:Annotations    ). 
Determine PO annotations for the  plant structure developmen-
tal stages , as well as the  whole plant developmental stages    

   4.    Request any needed PO terms and fi x any issues with existing 
terms and defi nitions for your specifi c plant species, by using 
the PO SourceForge Tracker (see above).   

   5.    In collaboration with the PO curation team, help create appro-
priate database cross-references (dbxrefs) to the expression 
data—e.g., MaizeGDB, TAIR, CRIBI, RAPDB, or other 
source, so that the PO can provide a link to the data. If you do 
not have an online database, the PO curation team can assist 
you by suggesting archiving sites.   

3.6  Contribute Plant 
 Genomic   Data 
Annotations 
to the Plant 
 Ontology   Database  

Table 3
(continued)

 Name  Link address 

 Grape  Genome   Database   (hosted at 
CRIBI) 

   http://genomes.cribi.unipd.it/grape/     

 The Rice Annotation Project 
(RAP-DB) 

   http://rapdb.dna.affrc.go.jp/     

 Ensembl Plants    http://plants.ensembl.org     

 Phytozome    http://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html#     

 Gigascience    http://www.gigasciencejournal.com/     

 Sequence Read Archive (SRA)    http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra     

 Transcriptome Shotgun  Assembly   
Sequence  Database   (TSA) 

   http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/tsa     

 Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)    http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/     

 ArrayExpress    http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/     

 Dryad    http://datadryad.org/     

  Links to various pages and resources mentioned in the text, including collaborating plant database groups that contrib-
ute substantial annotation data to the PO database  
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   6.    Create the appropriate 16 column spreadsheet listing the PO 
IDs and the associated genes, gene models, proteins, etc., 
using the Gene  Ontology   annotation fi le format (gaf 2 format; 
  http://www.geneontology.org/page/go-annotation-file-
gaf-format- 20        ). Usually, we recommend authors make one fi le 
for anatomy terms, and one for development terms.   

   7.    Use column 16 to add additional information to the annota-
tion, if needed. These can be notations about plant structures 
that are  part _ of  another plant structure, or that occur during a 
particular growth stage. For example, a gene expressed in a  leaf 
base  should also have a column 16 annotation to the specifi c 
type of leaf (e.g.,  leaf base  part_of  vascular leaf ). These should 
be added as an additional line in the annotation fi le, directly on 

  Fig. 5    The SourceForge PO term request tracker. The PO SourceForge PO term request tracker (  https://
sourceforge.net/p/obo/plant-ontology-po-term-requests/    ) is the main site for requesting new terms or sug-
gesting changes. ( a ) If you are new to SourceForge, click “Join” to register, or else log in. ( b ) To fi nd an existing 
tracker, you can enter a search term in the box. You can restrict the search to a specifi c group of subjects by 
clicking the appropriate one from the list on the  left hand side , or use a preconfi gured search. ( c ) To post a 
comment on a tracker, type it in the box and click “post”. ( d ) If you do not fi nd the ticket you are looking for, 
you can create a new one using the  Create Ticket  button. Supply a short, self explanatory name such as “New 
term needed:  Suggested Name ”. You can also add a free text label, such as “New term Request”       
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the specifi c parent term, as the annotations will generally not 
propagate through these on the browser.   

   8.    Transfer the fi les to tab delimited text fi le and upload to the PO 
Subversion (SVN) repository (  http://palea.cgrb.oregonstate.
edu/viewsvn/Poc/trunk/associations/    ). If you are a regular 
contributor, the PO curation team will help you set up access to 
the PO SVN repository. Otherwise, the annotation fi les can be 
sent to the PO curator who is handling the submission.   

   9.    Annotations will be tested on the PO-beta site with the appro-
priate ontology version to test the links and the fi le loading.   

   10.    If all is well, the new annotations will be loaded with the rest 
of the annotation data at the next PO release, and will be acces-
sible through the PO website.      

       1.    Start by visiting the PO website:   http://plantontology.org/    .   
   2.    Click on the  Feedback  link (  http://plantontology.org/contact    ) 

at the top of the home page (Fig.  3a ) or in the  Navigation Menu .   
   3.    Fill in the required information (name, email address, subject) 

and select the appropriate category (feedback on ontology or 
website).   

   4.    You can provide additional details in the  Message  box.   
   5.    Fill in the code depicted in the image. This is required to pre-

vent spam.   
   6.    Click on the  Send e - mail  button.   
   7.    The message will be sent to the PO curation team, and you can 

expect a response within 2–3 business days.       

4    Notes 

     1.    The  plant structure developmental stages  does not defi ne the 
developmental processes which occur during the stages, as 
these are described in the  biological process  branch of the Gene 
 Ontology  .   

   2.    The PO works to resolve issues where the same name is used 
to describe different plant structures. For example, the term 
 leaf  is commonly used to describe the  vascular leaf  structure 
found in angiosperms, gymnosperms, and ferns, as well as the 
similar leaf-like non-vascular structure called a  phyllid  found in 
bryophytes. In order to differentiate the vascular and non-vas-
cular types of leaf structures, we created the general parent 
term  leaf  and created two child terms,  non - vascular leaf  (syn-
onym: phyllid) and  vascular leaf . The term  non - vascular leaf  
has no  is _ a  child terms in the PO.   

3.7  Providing 
Feedback
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   3.    Unlike the GO enrichment tool offered by the Gene  Ontology   
for fi nding and/or summarizing genome annotation and gene 
expression data, the PO does not provide such a tool, but we 
are looking at ways to implement it in the future.   

   4.    When you search for annotations on a particular PO term, the 
browser returns annotations on any  is _ a  and  part _ of  child 
terms as well. They are listed separately in the browser 
window.   

   5.    Similar to many other websites, on the PO website many of the 
pieces of information are hyperlinked to additional pages, and 
in most cases, there are more than one way to get to the vari-
ous pages of results.   

   6.    The EnvO tracker is not on SourceForge, but on a Google 
Code (listed in Table  3 ). You can use a Gmail or Google 
account as the login for this site.         
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    Chapter 6   

 Ensembl Plants: Integrating Tools for Visualizing, 
Mining, and Analyzing Plant Genomics Data       

     Dan     Bolser     ,     Daniel     M.     Staines     ,     Emily     Pritchard     , and     Paul     Kersey      

  Abstract 

   Ensembl Plants (  http://plants.ensembl.org    ) is an integrative resource presenting genome-scale informa-
tion for a growing number of sequenced plant species (currently 33). Data provided includes genome 
sequence, gene models, functional annotation, and polymorphic loci. Various additional information are 
provided for variation data, including population structure, individual genotypes, linkage, and phenotype 
data. In each release, comparative analyses are performed on whole genome and protein sequences, and 
genome alignments and gene trees are made available that show the implied evolutionary history of each 
gene family. Access to the data is provided through a genome browser incorporating many specialist inter-
faces for different data types, and through a variety of additional methods for programmatic access and 
data mining. These access routes are consistent with those offered through the Ensembl interface for the 
genomes of non-plant species, including those of plant pathogens, pests, and pollinators. 

 Ensembl Plants is updated 4–5 times a year and is developed in collaboration with our international part-
ners in the Gramene (  http://www.gramene.org    ) and transPLANT projects (  http://www.transplantdb.org    ).  

  Key words      Databases    ,    Genome    browser    ,    Genomics    ,    Transcriptomics    ,    Functional genomic   s    , 
   Comparative genomic   s    ,    Genetic    variation    ,    Phenotype    ,    Crops    ,    Cereals    

1      Introduction 

 Against a backdrop of probable population growth and 
environmental degradation, humankind needs to improve the 
effi ciency and sustainability of land use. A potential avenue to achieve 
this is crop improvement, where signifi cant advances may be possi-
ble if we can exploit new knowledge of genetic potential obtained 
through the use of large-scale technologies for nucleotide sequenc-
ing and phenotyping.  Genome  -wide association studies (GWAS) 
can translate the raw data from these approaches into molecular 
quantitative trait loci (QTLs) and variant based markers, which can 
be used to facilitate crop improvement via methods such as marker 
assisted breeding [ 1 ], genomic selection [ 2 ], association genetics [ 3 ], 
genetic modifi cation [ 4 ] and, where appropriate, genome editing [ 5 ]. 
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 Driven by this need, and facilitated by ongoing improvements 
in the available technology, the number of newly sequenced plant 
genomes is growing exponentially year on year, with approximately 
30 new plant genomes sequenced in 2012 [ 6 ]. However, a rela-
tively small number of crop species together account for a very 
large fraction of global agronomic output. For example, 50 % of 
global crop production in tonnes can be accounted for by just four 
crops: wheat, rice, maize, and sugar cane [ 7 ]. The top 20 culti-
vated crop species comprise more than 80 % of production, 6.6 out 
of 8 billion tonnes produced globally in 2011. It is likely, there-
fore, that the genomes of all economically important crops will be 
sequenced, assembled, and annotated in the near future. 

 Ensembl Plants is a part of Ensembl  Genomes   [ 8 ], a genome 
centric resource, that utilizes reference genome sequences as a 
framework to integrate variant, functional, expression, marker, and 
comparative data for a number of plant species through a consis-
tent set of interactive and programmatic interfaces. The organiza-
tion of the data and the provision of an associated toolset aim to 
facilitate basic and translational biological research. In particular, 
the development of a reference catalogue for plant genetic diver-
sity, and its linkage to phenotypic data, is badly needed to acceler-
ate crop improvement programs and an increasing range of data 
sets have been incorporated into Ensembl Plants for this purpose. 

 Ensembl Plants is developed in collaboration with the Gramene 
project (  http://www.gramene.org    ) [ 9 ] in the United States and we 
collaborate closely with 10 important European genomics and 
informatics groups in the transPLANT project (  http://www.trans-
plantdb.org    ). Through these efforts, we aim to use common, ref-
erence, traceable data across multiple portals with different remits 
and user communities.  

2    Materials 

   Ensembl Plants is primarily implemented in the open-source 
relational database management system MySQL, a data storage 
engine designed to support data consistency and fl exible views. 
The overall data structure is modular, with different data (e.g., 
core annotation, comparative genomics, functional genomics, vari-
ation data) modeled by distinct schemas. The complete release 
comprises a separate database instance for each reference genome 
for each module for which the relevant data type is available. 

 The core genomics schema is modeled on the central dogma of 
biology, linking genome sequence to genes, transcripts, and their 
translations, each of which can be decorated with functional anno-
tation. Much annotation in Ensembl Plants takes the form of cross 
references, reciprocal web links to entries in other resources that 
either represent the primary source of the biological entity shown 

2.1   Database   
Schema and Structure
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in Ensembl or which may provide additional information about it. 
Cross references to entries in external resources describing functional 
entities such as domains, reactions, and processes allow these 
entries to serve as controlled vocabularies for functional annota-
tion within Ensembl. Ancillary tables in the core schema keep track 
of identifi ers between successive versions of the genome assembly 
and gene build. The schemas for specialist data types each contain 
a copy of the most important tables in the core schema (which 
allows effi cient querying), together with additional, domain- 
specifi c tables. This model allows for rapid schema evolution where 
necessary, for example in data domains where the available infor-
mation is itself in a state of rapid fl ux, without decreasing the sta-
bility of the core schema. 

 The databases can be downloaded for local installation or alter-
natively a public mySQL server provides access. Programmatic 
access is supported through the existence of two Application 
Programming Interfaces, which allow users to discover and access 
data through an abstraction layer that hides the detailed structure 
of the underlying data store. One is written for the Perl program-
ming language, while the other uses the language-agnostic 
Representational State Transfer (REST) paradigm. 

 Interactive access is provided through a multifunctional 
genome browser. In addition to displaying data from the associ-
ated schemas, the browser can also be confi gured to access external 
data fi les, which can improve response times when querying large 
data, and which additionally allow users to visualize their own data 
in the context of the public reference. A list of data formats and 
types that can be uploaded to the browser is given in Table  1 .

   In addition to the primary databases, Ensembl Plants also pro-
vides access to denormalized data warehouses, constructed using the 
BioMartBioMart tool kit [ 10 ]. These are specialized databases opti-
mized to support the effi cient performance of common gene- and 
variant-centric queries, and can be accessed through their own web-
based and programmatic interfaces. Finally, a variety of data selec-
tions are exported from the databases in common fi le formats and 
made available for user download via the fi le transfer protocol (FTP).  

     The set of genomes currently included in Ensembl Plants is given 
in Table  2 . Generally, gene model annotations are imported from 
the relevant authority for each species ( see  references in Table  2 ). 
After import, various automatic computational analysis are per-
formed for each genome. A summary is of these is given in Table  3 . 
Additionally, specifi c datasets are imported and analyzed according 
to the requirements of individual user communities. These datasets 
typically fall into two classes, sequence alignments and derived 
positional features, such as variant loci. Variation datasets incorpo-
rated are listed in Table  4 . Details of other datasets incorporated 
can be found through the homepage for each species within the 
Ensembl Plants portal.

2.2  Overview 
of Data Content

2.2.1  Reference 
 Genomes   and 
Associated Data

Ensembl Plants
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        The program InterProScan [ 11 ] is used to predict the domain 
structure for each predicted protein sequence. In addition, genes 
are annotated with functional information using terms from the 
Gene  Ontology  , Plant Ontology, and other relevant ontologies. 
Names and descriptions imported from the most authoritative 
source for each genome and cross references to relevant objects in 
other databases are added.  

   The Ensembl Plants variation module is able to store: variant loci 
and their known alleles, including single nucleotide polymor-
phisms, indels, and structural variations; the functional conse-
quence of known variants on protein-coding genes; and individual 

2.2.2  Core Functional 
Annotation

2.2.3  Variation

     Table 1  
  List of formats currently supported for user-supplied data. For details,  see    http://plants.ensembl.org/
info/website/upload/index.html       

 Format  Type of data (and notes) 

  BAM    Sequence alignments (no upload required, index required). 
   http://plants.ensembl.org/info/website/upload/large.html#bam-format     

  BED    Genes and features. 
   http://plants.ensembl.org/info/website/upload/bed.html     

 BedGraph  Continuous-valued data. 
   http://plants.ensembl.org/info/website/upload/bed.html#bedGraph     

 BigBed  Genes and features (no upload required, indexed  BED  ). 
   http://plants.ensembl.org/info/website/upload/large.html#bb-format     

 BigWig  Continuous-valued data (no upload required). 
   http://plants.ensembl.org/info/website/upload/large.html#bw-format     

 DAS  Genes and features. 
   http://plants.ensembl.org/Help/Glossary?id=77     

 Generic  Genes and features. 
   http://plants.ensembl.org/info/website/upload/generic.html     

 GFF/GTF  Genes and features. 
   http://plants.ensembl.org/info/website/upload/gff.html     

 PSL  Sequence alignments. 
   http://plants.ensembl.org/info/website/upload/psl.html     

 TrackHub  Collections of tracks. 
   http://plants.ensembl.org/info/website/upload/large.html#hubs     

 VEP  Variation coding consequences. 
   http://plants.ensembl.org/info/website/upload/var.html     

  VCF     Variants   (no upload required, index required). 
   http://plants.ensembl.org/info/website/upload/large.html#vcf-format     

 WIG  Continuous-valued data. 
   http://plants.ensembl.org/info/website/upload/wig.html     
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     Table 2  
  List of genomes currently available in Ensembl Plants   

 Species  Brief description  Chr/Pan  Size Mb  No. genes 

  Amborella 
trichopoda  

 An important evolutionary reference 
point in the evolution of plants [ 22 ] 

 No 
 P 

 706  27,313 

  Arabidopsis 
lyrata  

 A close relative of  A. thaliana  making a 
useful evolutionary reference [ 23 ] 

 Yes  207  32,667 

  Arabidopsis 
thaliana  

 A model plant [ 24 ]  Yes 
 P 

 120  27,416 

  Musa acuminata   Banana is an economically important food 
crop and the fi rst non-grass monocot 
genome to be sequenced, providing an 
important data point for evolutionary 
comparison [ 25 ] 

 Yes  473  36,525 

  Hordeum vulgare   Barley is an economically important 
crop and an important model of 
environmental diversity for 
development of wheat [ 26 ] 

 Yes  4706  24,211 

  Brachypodium 
distachyon  

 A model cereal [ 27 ]  Yes  272  26,552 

  Brassica rapa   Representative of an economically 
important and evolutionarily 
interesting group of vegetable 
crops [ 28 ] 

 Yes  284  41,018 

  Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii  

 A model green algal genome and 
evolutionary reference point in the 
evolution of plants [ 29 ] 

 No 
 P 

 120  14,416 

  Cyanidioschyzon 
merolae  

 A model red algal genome and 
evolutionary reference point 
in the evolution of plants [ 30 ] 

 Yes 
 P 

 16  5009 

 Grape 
  Vitis vinifera  

 An economically important crop and 
model dicot genome [ 31 ] 

 Yes 
 P 

 486  29,971 

  Maize   
  Zea mays  

 An economically important crop, 
accounting for over 10 % of global 
agricultural production [ 32 ] 

 Yes  2067  39,475 

  Medicago 
truncatula  

 A model organism for legume biology 
[ 33 ] 

 Yes  314  44,115 

  Setaria italica   Millet is an economically important 
food crop and model of C4 photosynthesis 
[ 34 ] 

 Yes  406  35,471 

  Physcomitrella patens   A model moss genome and 
evolutionary reference point in the 
evolution of plants [ 35 ] 

 No 
 P 

 480  32,273 

(continued)
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Table 2
(continued)

 Species  Brief description  Chr/Pan  Size Mb  No. genes 

  Populus trichocarpa   Poplar is an economically important 
source of timber and a model tree [ 36 ] 

 Yes  417  41,377 

  Solanum tuberosum   Potato is an economically important 
food crop, accounting for 
approximately 5 % of global 
agricultural production [ 37 ] 

 Yes  811  39,021 

  Prunus persica   Peach is an economically important 
deciduous fruit tree in the 
Rosaceae family [ 38 ] 

 No  227  28,087 

 Rices  An economically important food crop, 
accounting for nearly 10 % of global 
agricultural production 

   Oryza 
brachyantha  

 A disease resistant wild rice [ 39 ]  Yes  261  32,038 

   Oryza glaberrima   African rice [ 40 ]  Yes  316  33,164 

   Oryza sativa 
Indica  

 Short grain rice [ 41 ]  Yes  427  40,745 

   Oryza sativa 
Japonica  

 Long grain rice [ 42 ]  Yes 
 P 

 374  35,679 

  Selaginella 
moellendorffi i  

 A model lycophyte genome and 
evolutionary reference point in the 
evolution of plants [ 43 ] 

 No  213  34,799 

  Sorghum bicolor   An economically important and widely 
grown cereal, particularly in 
Africa [ 44 ] 

 Yes  739  34,496 

  Glycine max   Soybean is an economically important 
crop, model legume, and one of the 
most important sources of animal feed 
protein and cooking oil [ 45 ] 

 Yes  973  54,174 

  Solanum 
lycopersicum  

 Tomato is an economically important 
food crop and a model for fruit 
ripening [ 46 ] 

 Yes 
 P 

 782  34,675 

 Wheats  An economically important food crop, 
accounting for over 20 % of global 
agricultural production 

   Aegilops tauschii   The diploid progenitor of the bread 
wheat D-genome [ 47 ] 

 No  3314  33,849 

    Triticum aestivum     Hexaploid bread wheat [ 48 ]  No  4460  108,569 

   Triticum urartu   The diploid progenitor of the bread 
wheat A-genome [ 49 ] 

 No  3747  34,843 

  The Chr/Pan column indicates whether or not the genome has been assembled into chromosomes (Yes or No) and if 
the species is included in the pan-taxonomic comparison (P). Note that the three wheat and four rice genomes are 
grouped together  
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   Table 3  
  A list of the standard computational analyses that are routinely run over all genomes in Ensembl 
Plants   

 Pipeline name  Summary 

  Repeat   feature 
annotation 

 Three repeat annotation tools are run, RepeatMasker (with species-specifi c 
repeat libraries), Dust, and TRF ( see  Fig.  2 ). 

   http://ensemblgenomes.org/info/data/repeat_features     

 Noncoding RNA 
annotation 

 tRNAs and rRNAs are predicted using tRNAScan-SE and RNAmmer, 
respectively. Other ncRNA types are predicted by alignment to Rfam models 
( see  Fig.  2 ). 

   http://ensemblgenomes.org/info/data/ncrna     

 Feature density 
calculation 

 Feature density is calculated by chunking the genome into bins, and counting 
features of each type in each bin ( see  Fig.  1 ) 

 Annotation of 
external cross 
references 

  Database   cross references are loaded from a predefi ned set of sources for each 
species, using either direct mappings or by sequence alignment. 

   http://ensemblgenomes.org/info/data/cross_references     

  Ontology   
annotation 

 In addition to database cross references, ontology annotations are imported 
from external sources [ 18 ,  19 ]. Terms are additionally calculated using a 
standard pipeline [ 11 ]. 

   http://ensemblgenomes.org/info/data/cross_references     

 Protein feature 
annotation 

 Translations are run through InterProScan [ 11 ] to provide protein domain 
feature annotations ( see  Fig.  5 ). 

   http://ensemblgenomes.org/info/data/protein_features     

 Gene trees  The peptide comparative genomics (Compara) pipeline [ 17 ] computes feature 
rich gene trees for every protein in Ensembl Plants ( see  Fig.  4 ). 

   http://ensemblgenomes.org/info/data/peptide_compara     

 Whole genome 
alignment 

 Whole genome alignments are provided for closely related pairs of species 
based on LastZ results. Where appropriate, Ka/Ks and synteny calculations 
are included. 

   http://ensemblgenomes.org/info/data/whole_genome_alignment     

 Variation coding 
consequences 

 For those species with data for known variations, the coding consequences of 
those variations are computed for each protein-coding transcript [ 12 ]. 

   http://plants.ensembl.org/info/docs/tools/vep/index.html     

genotypes, population frequencies, linkage and statistical associa-
tions with phenotypes. A variety of views allow users to access this 
data and variant-centric warehouses are produced using BioMart. 
In addition, the  Variant   Effect Predictor tool allows users to upload 
their own data and see the functional consequence of self-reported 
variants on protein-coding genes [ 12 ]. In the case of the polyploid 
bread wheat genome, heterozygosity, inter-varietal variants and 
inter-homoeologous variants are all reported separately.  

Ensembl Plants
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    Table 4  
  List of some of the species-specifi c public datasets that are included in Ensembl Plants. There are 
two types of dataset, (1) sequence sets that are aligned to the genome (Fig.  2 ) and (2) variation 
datasets that are imported into the Ensembl variation architecture (Fig.  5 ). As the type and number 
of aligned datasets is large and continuously under revision, they will not be listed here. Instead 
 see  the homepage of the species of interest for an up-to-date list   

 List of variation datasets 

 Species  Dataset 

  Arabidopsis 
thaliana  

 Several variation studies are included: (1)  SNP   identifi ed from the screening of 
1179 strains using the Affymetrix 250k Arabidopsis SNP chip and resequencing 
of 18 Arabidopsis lines, (2) variations from 392 strains from the 1001  Genomes   
Project [ 50 ].  Phenotype   data has also been added from a GWAS study of 107 
phenotypes in 95 inbred lines [ 51 ] 

  Brachypodium 
distachyon  

 Approximately 394,000 genetic variations have been identifi ed by the alignment 
of transcriptome assemblies from three slender false brome ( Brachypodium 
sylvaticum ) populations [ 52 ] 

  Hordeum vulgare   Variations from two sources: (1) WGS survey sequence from four cultivars, Barke, 
Bowman, Igri, Haruna Nijo and a wild barley,  H. spontaneum , (2) RNA-Seq 
was performed on the embryo tissues of nine spring barley varieties, Barke, 
Betzes, Bowman, Derkado, Intro, Optic, Quench, Sergeant, and Tocada [ 26 ] 

  Oryza glaberrima   Variation from two (unpublished) sources: (1) 20 diverse accessions of  Oryza 
glaberrima  and (2) 19 accessions of its wild progenitor,  Oryza barthii , 
collected from geographically distributed regions of Africa 

  Oryza sativa 
Indica  

 Variations from two sources: (1) a collection of approximately four million  SNPs   
based on a comparison of the Japonica and Indica genomes [ 53 ], (2) SNPs 
derived from the OMAP project based on alignments to  O. glaberrima ,  O. 
punctata ,  O. nivara , and  O. rufi pogon  

  Oryza sativa 
Japonica  

 Variations covering four distinct studies: (1) a collection of approximately four 
million  SNPs   based on a comparison of the Japonica and Indica genomes [ 53 ], 
(2) SNPs derived from the OMAP project, (3) a  SNP   variation study involving 
1311 SNPs across 395 accessions [ 54 ], and (4) OryzaSNP, a large-scale SNP 
variation study involving ~160 K SNPs in 20 diversity rice accessions [ 55 ] 

  Sorghum bicolor   Variations from a study of agroclimatic traits in the US sorghum association 
panel, comprising approximately 265,000  SNPs   [ 56 ] 

  Vitis vinifera    SNPs   identifi ed by resequencing a collection of grape cultivars and wild Vitis 
species from the USDA germplasm collection [ 57 ] 

  Zea mays   Variations from HapMap2, incorporating 55 million  SNPs   and indels from 103 
individuals [ 58 ] 

   Two types of pairwise genome alignment are available in Ensembl 
Plants, generated using either LASTZ [ 13 ] (or its predecessor, 
BLASTZ [ 14 ]) or translated  BLAT   (tBLAT) [ 15 ], followed by 
downstream processing. LASTZ is typically used for closely related 
species, and tBLAT for more distant species. The method of 

2.2.4  Comparative 
 Genomics  
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 alignment affects the coverage of the genomes, with tBLAT 
expected to mostly fi nd alignments in coding regions. The raw 
output from LASTZ or tBLAT comprises a pair of aligned 
sequences (a “block”); in the next step, non-overlapping, collinear 
sets of blocks are identifi ed and a fi nal step “nets” together com-
patible chains to fi nd the best overall alignment for the reference 
species [ 16 ]. For highly similar species, an additional calculation 
defi nes high-level syntenic blocks between chromosomes. 
Alignment data is made available both graphically and for down-
load, as described below. 

 The Ensembl Gene Tree pipeline [ 17 ] is used to calculate evo-
lutionary relationships among members of protein families. 
Clusters of similar sequences are identifi ed, then for each cluster 
several different programs are run, each of which attempts to rec-
oncile the relationship between the sequences with the known evo-
lutionary history. The TreeBeST program is used to construct a 
fi nal consensus tree, which allows the identifi cation of orthologues, 
paralogues, and, in the case of polyploid genomes, homoeologues. 
In addition to a plant-specifi c analysis, a number of plant genomes 
are included in a pan-taxonomic analysis, containing a representa-
tive selection of sequenced genomes from all domains of life which 
is constructed to show the relationships among members of widely 
conserved gene families.    

3    Methods 

 There are many entry points and possible paths through the 
Ensembl Plants genome browser, supporting different use cases. 
Some common paths are presented below, with notes to indicate 
alternative paths and entry points. Although some details are nec-
essarily omitted ( see   Note 1 ), following the instructions in the fi nal 
section, Subheading  3.4 , will allow a user to fi nd more information 
on any of the topics discussed. 

   The Ensembl Plants browser allows users to navigate to a region of 
interest, confi gure the view to show specifi c features, attach their 
own data, and share the resulting view. 

       1.    Navigate to   http://plants.ensembl.org    .   
   2.    Select a species of interest from either the “Popular” shortlist, 

the “Select a species” drop down menu, or via the “View full 
list of all Ensembl Plants species” link ( see   Notes 2 – 5 ).      

3.1  Browsing 
a  Genome  : Visually 
Integrating Public 
Datasets and User 
Data on a Common 
Reference

3.1.1  Navigating 
to a Species Homepage 
in Ensembl Plants

Ensembl Plants
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       1.    On the species homepage, click the “View karyotype” icon 
( see   Notes 5  and  6 ).   

   2.    Click a chromosome and select “Chromosome summary” 
from the pop-up menu ( see   Note 7 ). The chromosome sum-
mary view (Fig.  1 ) gives a high-level, density-based overview 
of the organization of the plant’s chromosome.

       3.    Click and drag to select a small region of the chromosome and 
select “Jump to region overview” from the pop-up menu 
( see   Note 7 ). The region overview is a confi gurable view showing 

3.1.2  Enter the  Genome   
Browser 
from a Chromosome 
Overview

  Fig. 1    The chromosome summary, shown here for  Arabidopsis thaliana  chromosome 1, gives a bird’s eye view of 
the chromosome structure, showing density histograms for genes, ncRNAs, pseudogenes, repeats, and variations. 
The GC ratio is plotted as a trend line on the repeat density histogram. A region of interest can be selected by 
clicking and dragging, allowing the user to jump in to the genome browser at a given chromosomal region       
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selected sequence features for a large region of the genome, 
i.e., anything above 500 kbp ( see  Figs.  2  and  3 ).

        4.    For a more detailed view, allowing the full set of features to be 
displayed, select “Region in detail” from the left hand menu.   

   5.    Zoom in using the “Drag/Select” option or the zoom widget 
( see  Fig.  2  and  Note 8 ).      

  Fig. 2    The upper “region overview” image shows a 200 kbp slice of chromosome 1 from  Arabidopsis thaliana . 
Genes are color coded by type, protein coding, ncRNA, pseudogene, and “other”, in this case representing trans-
posable elements. This high-level overview also includes blocks of synteny against rice and grape, with numbers 
indicating the syntenic chromosome. A 20 kbp window of the upper image is expanded in the lower “region in 
detail” image, showing tracks of various types, including an attached  BAM   fi le with expression data in Bur-0 
( blue / grey ), precomputed EST alignments ( green ), gene models (colored by type), IncRNAs included via DAS, a set 
of small insertions from the 1001 genomes project (colored by transcript consequence), structural variations ( black  
and  red ), and repeats ( grey ). The zoom widget between the two views can be used to controls the lower view and 
the cog icon at the top left of each image can be used to confi gure the visible tracks and other display settings       
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       1.    Click the confi guration “cog” icon above the region in detail 
image to open the confi guration menu for the image ( see  Fig.  2  
and  Note 9 ). The confi guration menu shows the set of cur-
rently visible “active” tracks by default, with all available tracks 
categorized into the track menu on the left ( see  Fig.  3 ).   

   2.    Tracks can be selected from the menu on the left and turned 
on or off individually or in groups ( see   Notes 10 – 12 ). Tracks 
are available that display genome sequence and assembly 
information, additional gene model and variation datasets, 
and precomputed sequence alignments including ESTs, RNA-
Seq experiments, repeat features, oligo-probe, and marker sets 
( see  Fig.  2 ). Some of this data is precomputed and hosted in 
Ensembl Plants, while other data is hosted on remote servers 
and loaded dynamically. Users can also confi gure the browser 
to load their own data.      

3.1.3  Confi guring 
the Tracks and Features 
Shown on the  Genome   
Browser

  Fig. 3    The track confi guration dialogue for the region in detail view in Ensembl Plants. By default the active tracks 
are listed, allowing details to be viewed using the circular  i  icons on the  right . Tracks are grouped into types in the 
 left hand menu , allowing groups to be explored and activated in bulk. Tracks can be selected to show details of 
the genome sequence and assembly, gene model and variation datasets from the community, and precomputed 
sequence alignments including ESTs, RNA-Seq experiments, repeat features, oligo-probe, and marker sets. 
Tracks can be searched by name or description using the search box on the  top right . Once a selection has been 
made, the user clicks the  arrow  on the  top right  to confi rm and exit the dialogue       
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        1.    Click the “Add your data” button in the left hand of the region 
in detail page ( see   Note 13 ).   

   2.    A dialogue will ask you to name and specify the fi le format 
(data type) of your data. The site supports a number of differ-
ent fi le formats for upload and visualization of data on the 
genome (Table  1 ), including sequence alignments, features, 
continuous- valued data, and variations.   

   3.    After selecting a fi le format, the option to select a fi le from 
your computer, provide a URL, or paste in your data will 
appear ( see   Notes 14  and  15 ).   

   4.    Click Upload, and follow the resulting link to see an example 
data point from your data, or simply click the tick mark (top 
right) and the browser image will redraw to include your newly 
added track.   

   5.    Click the “Share this page” button under the left hand menu 
to generate a bookmark for your current confi guration that 
can be shared.       

   Ensembl Plants allows users to search for a gene of interest, and 
display and download associated data, including transcript models, 
gene sequence, external database references, GO terms, protein 
domains, and gene trees. Variation data and associated variant- 
centric information can also be explored. 

       1.    Search for a gene of interest on the Ensembl Plants homepage, 
e.g., “ARF” ( see   Note 16 ).   

   2.    Pull up the gene summary page for a gene by clicking on its 
name in the search results ( see   Note 17 ). The gene summary 
page shows a localized image of the different transcripts of the 
gene depicting the UTR, exon, and CDS structure of the gene. 
The transcript table provides links and summary information 
for the alternative transcripts and gene products. Tabs at the 
top of the page can be used to switch between location-, gene-, 
and transcript-centric views of the selected gene. Various 
 gene- centric views can be selected using the left hand menu 
( see   Note 18 ) including pages for viewing sequence, function, 
and comparative information for the gene and, where avail-
able, associated variation, regulation, expression, literature, 
and phenotype information.      

       1.    Select “Sequence” from the left hand menu. The gene sequence 
is shown with a confi gurable number of fl anking bases. Exons 
of the selected gene are highlighted in bold red, while exons of 
any overlapping genes are highlighted in peach.   

   2.    Click “Export data” in the left hand menu ( see   Note 18 ). 
Various export formats are available including  FASTA   and  GFF3  . 

3.1.4  Adding User- 
Supplied Data

3.2  Exploring 
a Gene: Sequence, 
Functional, 
Evolutionary, 
and Variation Analysis

3.2.1  Finding a Gene 
of Interest

3.2.2  View 
and Download Gene 
Sequence
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Specifi c options, such as soft or hard masking of repeats, can be 
confi gured for certain formats ( see   Note 19 ).   

   3.    Select a transcript by clicking on the transcript ID in the tran-
script table at the top of the page and select “Exon”, 
“cDNA”, or “protein” under the “Sequence” section of the 
left hand menu.   

   4.    Similar confi guration and export options are available for each 
of these transcript-specifi c sequence views as for the gene 
sequence view.      

       1.    Select “External references” from the left hand menu. External 
references link from the gene page in Ensembl Plants to the 
source database as well as several widely used databases for 
gene and/or protein information, including EntrezGene and 
 UniProt  .      

       1.    Select “GO: biological process” from under the “ Ontology  ” 
section of the left hand menu to see the biological process 
terms that have been associated with the gene from the Gene 
Ontology (GO) ( see   Note 20 ). A table gives details of each 
term annotated to the gene and information about how the 
annotation method.   

   2.    Click the “Ancestry chart” tab to view the annotated terms in 
the context of the full ontology. Specifi c terms can be used to 
retrieve lists of annotated genes using BioMart, as described in 
Subheading  3.3.1 . Similar views are available for terms anno-
tated from other ontologies, including the other two domains 
of the Gene  Ontology   [ 18 ] and the three domains of the Plant 
Ontology [ 19 ].   

   3.    Use the transcript table to select a protein translation for the 
gene by clicking on the protein ID. This will open the tran-
script tab on the protein summary view. The protein summary 
shows the predicted domain structure of the translation from 
InterPro [ 20 ], incorporating domain families from 11 separate 
databases.   

   4.    Click a domain to bring up the pop-up menu. The pop-up 
menu links each domain back to the domain family in the 
source database.      

       1.    Select “Gene tree (image)” from under the “Plant Compara” 
section of the left hand menu of the gene tab (Fig.  4 ). The gene 
tree is the result of a phylogenetic analysis of the gene family to 
which the current gene belongs. The multiple sequence align-
ment of the family is shown schematically on the right, with the 
tree on the left. Collapsed branches of the tree are represented by 
colored “wedges” that summarize information within that part 
of the subtree ( see   Note 21 ).

3.2.3  View  Database   
Cross References

3.2.4  Functional 
Annotation,  Ontology   
Terms, and Functional 
Domains

3.2.5  Evolutionary 
Information
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       2.    Click on a “wedge” (or on its root node) to expand a branch 
using the pop-up menu.   

   3.    Click on a branch node to see its underlying data, including 
the taxonomic range of the species within the node. Branch 
nodes are classifi ed into speciation (blue) and duplication 
(red) indicating the most parsimonious evolutionary events 
consistent with the alignment and the known species taxonomy 
( see   Note 22 ).   

   4.    Click the name of a protein to jump to the associated transcript 
summary page for that protein in the given species.      

       1.    Select “Variation image” from under the “ Genetic   Variation” 
section of the left hand menu ( see   Note 23 ). The image gives an 
overview of all the variations within the transcript in the context 
of the functional domains assigned to the protein (Fig.  5 ).

3.2.6  Variation 
Information

  Fig. 4    The gene tree shows the result of a phylogenetic analysis of the gene family to which the current gene 
( red ) belongs. The multiple sequence alignment of the family is shown schematically on the  right , with the tree 
on the  left . Collapsed branches of the tree are represented by “wedges” that summarize information within 
that part of the subtree. A  blue node  indicates speciation, separating orthologues. A  red node  indicates duplica-
tion, separating paralogues. The tree can be colored by functional annotation, in this case, highlighting in  green  
those genes that have been annotated with protein methyltransferase activity (GO:0008276), an enzyme that 
catalysis of the transfer of a methyl group (CH3-) to a protein       
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       2.    Select “Variation table” from the left hand menu. A table of 
variations is shown, broken down by consequence type 
( see   Note 24 ). Consequence types classify variations by the 
effects that each allele of the variation has on the transcript 
[ 12 ] using terms defi ned by the Sequence  Ontology   [ 21 ].   

   3.    Click “Show” on one of the consequence types to get a detailed 
table of all variations within the transcript of that consequence 
type, e.g., missense variants.   

   4.    Click on the ID of the variation in the detailed table to get to 
the variation-centric pages for that variation.   

   5.    Click “Explore this variation” to access the various variation- 
centric pages for the selected variation.   

   6.    Click the “Individual genotypes” icon to get the genotype of 
the variation in any associated samples.       

   There are several methods for bulk analysis of data in Ensembl 
Plants ( see  Table  5 ). These are illustrated with fi ve examples: the 
use of the web-based BioMart data mining tool to identify all genes 
associated with a particular GO term and download the results as 
TSV; a Perl API script that retrieves a gene, its orthologues, and 
their GO terms; a REST API script to perform the same task; use 
of the FTP site to bulk download sequences and gene annotations; 
and direct connection to the Ensembl  Genomes   MySQL server.

          1.    From   http://plants.ensembl.org    , click on the BioMart link in 
the top bar.   

   2.    To search for genes, choose “Ensembl Plants Genes” from 
the fi rst drop down menu, and then select the name of the 

3.3  Data Mining 
and Programmatic 
Access

3.3.1  Batch Retrieval 
of Genes Using  Ontology   
Terms in BioMart

  Fig. 5    The transcript variation image for the  Hordeum vulgare  MLOC_42.1 protein-coding transcript. The image 
gives an overview of all the variants within the transcript in the context of the functional domains assigned to the 
protein.  Upper boxes  highlight the amino acid change, where applicable, and  lower boxes  give the alleles.  Variants   
are color coded according to their consequence type, missense, synonymous, and positional. A full list of conse-
quence types is given here:   http://www.ensembl.org/info/genome/variation/predicted_data.html    . The tran-
scripts, features, and variations can be clicked to explore more information about each object       
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species (and gene build) from the second drop down menu 
( see   Note 25 ).   

   3.    Click on “Filters” in the left hand menu to choose the criteria 
to use in your query ( see   Note 26 ).   

   4.    To pick GO terms, expand the “Gene  Ontology  ” fi lter, check 
“GO term accession”, and enter the GO term of interest ( see  
Fig.  6 ).

       5.    Click on “Attributes” to choose what data to show in your 
results ( see   Note 27 ).   

   6.    To show gene names and descriptions, expand the “Gene” 
attribute and check “Gene name” and “Gene description”. To 
show GO term details, scroll down, expand the “External” 
attribute, and check “GO term accession”, “GO term name”, 
and “GO term evidence code” ( see  Fig.  6 ).   

   7.    To view results in the browser, click “Results”.   
   8.    To download all results to your computer as a compressed tab 

separated fi le, select “Compressed fi le (.gz)” and “TSV” from 
the menus and click “Go”.      

       1.    Install the Ensembl Perl API ( see   Note 28 ).   
   2.    Load the Registry object with details of genomes available 

from the public Ensembl  Genomes   servers: 
           use warnings;  
           use strict;  
           use Bio::EnsEMBL::Registry;  

3.3.2  Retrieval of Genes 
and GO Annotation Using 
the Perl API

   Table 5  
  A list of the different types of batch analysis available over the data in Ensembl Plants   

 Resource  Description 

 BioMart  A data mining tool for batch retrieval of gene-related data. Accessible via web 
interface and a language-independent REST API. 

   http://ensemblgenomes.org/info/access/biomart     

 Perl API  A comprehensive Perl-based API for accessing all types of data available 
within Ensembl Plants. 

   http://ensemblgenomes.org/info/access/api     

 REST Service  A language-independent API for retrieving data from Ensembl Plants. 
   http://ensemblgenomes.org/info/access/rest     

 FTP download  Pre-generated genome-scale data fi les in a variety of commonly used formats 
(e.g.,  FASTA  ,  GFF3  ,  VCF  ). 

   http://ensemblgenomes.org/info/access/ftp     

 Direct MySQL access  Public access to Ensembl  Genomes   MySQL databases. 
   http://ensemblgenomes.org/info/access/mysql     
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           Bio::EnsEMBL::Registry->  
  load_registry_from_db(  

  -USER => 'anonymous',  
  -HOST => 'mysql.ebi.ac.uk',  
  -PORT => '4157',  

  );    

   3.    Find the DEAR3 gene from  A. thaliana : 
           # gene to look for  
           my $gene_name = 'DEAR3';  

           # species to look for  
           my $species = 'arabidopsis_thaliana';  

           # get a gene adaptor to work with genes from 
the species  

           my $ga = Bio::EnsEMBL::Registry->  
  get_adaptor($species, 'core', 'gene');  

           # fi nd the gene with the specifi ed name using 
the adaptor  

           my ($gene_obj) =  
  @{$gene_adaptor->  

  fetch_all_by_external_name($gene_
name)};    

   4.    Find all orthologues from Tracheophytes in the plant Compara: 
           # compara database to search in  
           my $division = 'plants';  
           # get an adaptor to work with genes from compara  
           my $gene_member_adaptor = Bio::EnsEMBL::Registry->  
  get_adaptor($division, 'compara', 'GeneMember');  
           # fi nd the corresponding gene in compara  
           my $gene_member = $gene_member_adaptor->  
  fetch_by_source_stable_id(  

  Fig. 6    Using BioMart to perform complex queries and retrieve data in bulk. The  left hand  image shows various 
fi lters that can be used to restrict the data returned. The  right hand  image shows the various attributes that 
can be selected in the results       
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  'ENSEMBLGENE',  
  $gene_obj->stable_id,  
  );  
           # get an adaptor to work with homologues in compara  
           my $homology_adaptor = Bio::EnsEMBL::Registry->  
  get_adaptor($division, 'compara', 'Homology');  
           # fi nd all homologues of the gene  
           my @homologies =  
  @{$homology_adaptor->  
  fetch_all_by_Member($gene_member)};  
           # fi lter out homologues based on taxonomy and type  
           @homologies = grep {  
  $_->taxonomy_level eq 'Tracheophyta' &&  
  $_->description =~ m/ortholog/  
  } @homologies;    

   5.    Find each orthologous protein: 
           foreach my $homology (@homologies) {  
  # get the protein from the target  
  my $target = $homology->get_all_Members->[1];  
  my $translation = $target->get_Translation;  
  print  
  $target->genome_db->name, ' orthologue ',  
  $translation->stable_id, "\n";  
  }    

   6.    For each translation, print information about GO annotation: 
           # fi nd all the GO terms for this translation  
           foreach my $go_term (@{$translation->  
  get_all_DBEntries('GO')}) {  
  # print some information about each GO annotation  
  print  
  $go_term->primary_id, ' ', $go_term->description;  
  # print the evidence for the GO annotation  
  print  
  ' Evidence: ', (join ', ', map {$_->[0]}  
  @{$go_term->get_all_linkage_info}), "\n";  
  }       

       1.    Create an HTTP client and a helper function for invoking a 
REST endpoint: 
           use strict;  
           use warnings;  
           use JSON;  
           use HTTP::Tiny;  
           use Data::Dumper;  
           # create an HTTP client  
           my $http = HTTP::Tiny->new;  
           my $server = 'http://beta.rest.ensemblgenomes.org';  

3.3.3  Retrieval of Genes 
and GO Annotation Using 
the REST API
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           # function for invoking endpoint  
           sub call_endpoint {  
  my ($url) = @_;  
  print "Invoking $url\n";  
  my $response = $http->  
  get($url, {headers =>  
  {'Content-type' => 'application/json'}  
  });  
  return decode_json($response->{content});  
  }    

   2.    Find homologues of  A. thaliana  DEAR3 gene: 
           # fi nd homologues of A. thaliana DEAR3 gene  
           my $gene = 'DEAR3';  
           my $species = 'arabidopsis_thaliana';  
           my $division = 'plants';  
           my $url =  
  join(“/”, $server, ‘homology/symbol’, $species, $gene).  
  “?content-type=application/json&$compara=$division";  
           # call url endpoint and get a hash back  
           my $homologue_data = call_endpoint($url);  
           # parse the homologue list from the response  
           my @homologues = @{$homologue_data->{data}[0]
{homologies}};  
           # fi lter out homologues based on taxonomy and type  
           @homologies = grep {  
  $_->taxonomy_level eq 'Tracheophyta' &&  
  $_->description =~ m/ortholog/  
           } @homologies;    

   3.    Print some information about the orthologous protein: 
           for my $homologue (@homologues) {  
  my $target_species = $homologue->{target}{species};  
  my $target_id = $homologue->{target}{protein_id};  
  print "$target_species orthologue $target_id\n";  
  }    

   4.    For each translation, print information about GO annotation 
using the xrefs/id endpoint: 
           my $url =  
  join(“/”, $server, xrefs/id).  
  “ ? c o n t e n t - t y p e = a p p l i c a t i o n / j s o n ; e x t e r n a l _
db=GO;all_levels=1";  
           my $go_data = call_endpoint($url);  
           for my $go (@{$go_data}) {  
  print  
  $go->{display_id}, ' ', $go->{description},  
  ' Evidence: ', join(', ', @{$go->{linkage_types}}),  
  "\n";  
           }       
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       1.    Navigate to   http://plants.ensembl.org/     and click on 
“Downloads” in the top bar.   

   2.    From the right-most box (entitled “Download databases & 
software”), click “Download data via FTP  ”    .   

   3.    Downloads are grouped by species in alphabetical order in the 
main table. To fi nd your species of interest, either navigate 
through the table page by page, or type the name of the species 
into the “Filter” box in the header of the table.   

   4.    For a given species, click on “ FASTA   (protein)” to go to 
the FTP directory containing peptide data in FASTA format. 
The fi le with the extension “.pep.all.fa.gz” contains all peptide 
sequences for that species ( see   Note 29 ).      

       1.    Use your MySQL client to connect to host “mysql.ebi.ac.uk”, 
port 4157 as the user “anonymous,” e.g., mysql --user anony-
mous --port 4157 --host mysql.ebi.ac.uk   

   2.     Databases   are named for the relevant Ensembl and Ensembl 
 Genomes   releases, e.g., arabidopsis_thaliana_core_22_75_10 
comes from release 22 of Ensembl Genomes, using version 75 
of the Ensembl platform and based on release 10 of the TAIR 
assembly and annotation.   

   3.    The schemas for different Ensembl databases are described in 
  http://www.ensembl.org/info/docs/api/index.html    .       

    Overall help and documentation for the website including FAQs, 
tutorials, and detailed information about the project, datasets, and 
pipelines that we run can be found under the “Help” and 
“Documentation” links at the top of every page. Context-sensitive 
help for specifi c views can be found under the circular  i  icons that 
appear next to the page headers. Details of specifi c datasets can be 
found in the infobox for each track in the browser or confi guration 
pages. Detailed information for each species can be found on the 
species homepage. If the available documentation cannot answer 
your question, a helpdesk is provided (mail   helpdesk@ensemblge-
nomes.org     with your query). 

 The following list of pages can be used as a starting point for 
learning more about the Ensembl browser. 

 There are various “Train online” resources related to Ensembl 
and Ensembl  Genomes  :

 ●       h t tp ://www.eb i . a c .uk/t r a in ing/on l ine/cour s e/
ensembl-genomes-non-chordates-quick-tour    
 –    The Ensembl  Genomes   Quick Tour.     

 ●     h t tp ://www.eb i . a c .uk/t r a in ing/on l ine/cour s e/
ensembl-browsing-chordate-genomes      

3.3.4  Retrieval of All 
Peptide Sequences 
Using FTP

3.3.5  Direct Access 
to MySQL

3.4  Learning More 
and Getting Help
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 ●     h t tp ://www.eb i . a c .uk/t r a in ing/on l ine/cour s e/
ensembl-fi lmed-browser-workshop    
 –    Two Ensembl browsing courses.     

 ●     h t tp ://www.eb i . a c .uk/t r a in ing/on l ine/cour s e/
ensembl-fi lmed-api-workshop    
 –    The API training course.       

 And additional online documentation:

 ●      http://www.ensembl.org/info/website/index.html    
 –    A starting point for information about using the website     

 ●     http://www.ensembl.org/info/website/tutorials/index.html    
 –    A list of Ensembl tutorials and worked examples     

 ●     http://www.ensembl.org/info/website/upload/index.html    
 –    Clips and documentation focused on adding custom tracks 

to Ensembl     
 ●     http://www.ensembl.org/info/website/control_panel.html    

 –    All about the Ensembl control panel (referred to here as 
the confi guration menu).     

 ●     http://www.ensembl.org/info/website/glossary.html    
 –    A glossary of terms used in the browser.         

4    Notes 

     1.    For example, the methods here don’t cover the  BLAST   or 
Sequence Search entry points, nor any of the dedicated 
Ensembl “Tools” such as the  Assembly   converter, Region 
Report, or  Variant   Effect Predictor.  See    http://plants.ensembl.
org/tools.html    .   

   2.    You can login to customize the list of “popular” genomes 
shown on the Ensembl Plants homepage.   

   3.    The species drop-down menu is grouped into broad taxo-
nomic levels.   

   4.    The full list of species also shows which types of data are avail-
able for each species. Use the key to see which species has a 
variation, comparative, and alignment data (typically EST or 
RNA-Seq).   

   5.    Icons are used on the species homepage to link in to the genome 
browser and its associated gene- and transcript- centric pages.   

   6.    The karyotype icon is only available for genomes with 
chromosome- scale assemblies ( see  Table  2  for the full list of 
genomes and their assembly status).   
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   7.    The pop-up menus provide context-sensitive information and 
links for the sequence features in the browser. The menu will 
typically pop-up when clicking features or clicking and drag-
ging on the browser image.   

   8.    The detail pane will show when the region selected is less than 
or equal to between 200 and 500 kbp, depending on the 
species.   

   9.    Any image can be confi gured by clicking the confi guration “cog” 
icon above it. Alternatively, all the confi gurable items on a page 
can be confi gured from a single “tabbed” menu by selecting the 
“Confi gure this page” button under the left hand menu.   

   10.    Depending on the feature type different visualization styles 
may be selected, such as having labeled or unlabeled features 
or weather or not to collapse overlapping features. For the full 
list of available styles,  see    http://www.ensembl.org/Help/
Faq?id=335    .   

   11.    Tracks can be rapidly searched using the track name or description 
by using the “Find a track” search box in the upper right of the 
confi g menu ( see  Fig.  3 ).   

   12.    Information about each track is available by clicking the circular 
 i  icon to the right of each track.   

   13.    This button will change from “Add your data” to “Manage 
your data” once any data has been added.   

   14.    You are allowed to upload smaller fi les (up to 5 MB). Larger 
data fi les may be attached by URL.   

   15.    Attached fi les may require an additional index fi le ( see  Table  1  
for details).   

   16.    By default, the search on the Ensembl Plants homepage will 
return matches to genes across all species. You can select a spe-
cifi c species to search against before searching, or fi lter the 
results by species after searching.   

   17.    The gene summary page may also be accessed from the genome 
browser by clicking on a gene and clicking the gene identifi er 
in the pop-up menu.   

   18.    The left hand menu changes to provide different options on 
the location, gene, and transcript views.   

   19.    Sequence can be exported in HTML, text, or compressed text 
format.   

   20.    Functional annotations from the Gene  Ontology   (GO) and 
the Plant Ontology (PO) are attached to genes, transcripts, 
and translations from various sources. For more details,  see  
  http://ensemblgenomes.org/info/data/cross_references    .   
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   21.    The tree can be highlighted by functional annotation using the 
table of annotations above the tree. Selecting an annotation in 
the table will highlight the branches of the tree where that 
annotation has been applied ( see  Fig.  4 ).   

   22.    Tables of orthologues, paralogues, and, where appropriate, 
homoeologues are available from options in the left hand menu.   

   23.    If variation data has not been made available for the selected 
species ( see  Table  4 ), the variation options will be greyed out. 
In this case you can attach variation data to the reference in 
 VCF   format ( see  Subheading  3.1.4 ) and perform VEP analysis 
using the VEP tool (  http://plants.ensembl.org/tools.html    ).   

   24.    The color coding used in the table is the same as that used in 
the region view of the genome browser ( see  Fig.  2 ) and the 
variation image ( see  Fig.  5 ). The complete list of consequence 
types is given here:   http://www.ensembl.org/info/genome/
variation/predicted_data.html       

   25.    Alternatively, choose “Ensembl Plants Variation” to query 
over variation datasets.   

   26.    Filters are available for genomic region, gene attributes, 
ontology terms, comparative genomics, functional domains, and 
variation types.   

   27.    There are fi ve broad classes of attributes to choose from, 
Features (used in the example), Homologs (to select data from 
gene trees), Structures (to obtain gene structure information), 
Sequences (for various DNA or peptide sequences), and 
Variation (for variation data).   

   28.    Instructions for installing the Ensembl Perl API can be found 
here:   http://www.ensembl.org/info/docs/api/api_installa-
tion.html       

   29.    Direct FTP access is also possible from   ftp://ftp.ensembl.org/
pub/current/plants     with data organized by type and species. 
For instance,  A. thaliana   FASTA   sequence is available from 
  ftp://ftp.ensemblgenomes.org/pub/current/plants/fasta/
arabidopsis_lyrata/pep/             
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of Plants Genomes and Pathways       
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  Abstract 

   Gramene is an integrated informatics resource for accessing, visualizing, and comparing plant genomes and 
biological pathways. Originally targeting grasses, Gramene has grown to host annotations for economically 
important and research model crops, including wheat, potato, tomato, banana, grape, poplar, and 
 Chlamydomonas . Its strength derives from the application of a phylogenetic framework for genome com-
parison and the use of ontologies to integrate structural and functional annotation data. This chapter 
outlines system requirements for end users and database hosting, data types and basic navigation within 
Gramene, and provides examples of how to (1) view a phylogenetic tree for a family of transcription factors, 
(2) explore genetic variation in the orthologues of a gene with a known trait association, and (3) upload, 
visualize, and privately share end user data into a new genome browser track. 

 Moreover, this is the fi rst publication describing Gramene’s new web interface—intended to provide 
a simplifi ed portal to the most complete and up-to-date set of plant genome and pathway annotations.  

  Key words      Plant genome    ,    Reference genome   s    ,    Comparative genomic   s    ,    Phylogenetics    ,    Gene homology    , 
   Synteny    ,    Genetic    variation    ,    Structural variation    ,    Plant pathway   s    

1      Introduction 

 Gramene (  http://www.gramene.org    ; Fig.  1 ) is a curated online 
resource for comparative functional genomics in socioeconomi-
cally important crops and research model plant species, currently 
hosting over 30 completely sequenced plant reference genomes 
(Table  1 ; [ 1 – 31 ]). Each plant genome features community-based 
gene annotations provided by primary sources and enriched with 
supplemental annotations from cross-referenced sources, func-
tional classifi cation, and comparative phylogenomics analysis per-
formed in-house. Increasing amounts of genetic and structural 
variation data derived both from data repositories and through col-
laboration with large-scale resequencing and genotyping initiatives 
are also available for visualization and analysis (Table  2 ; [ 32 – 40 ]). 

http://www.gramene.org/
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Furthermore, plant pathway databases generated by applying both 
manual curation and automated methods complement available 
sequence-based gene annotations. Most advantageous to plant 
researchers and bioinformaticians is that, by using a core set of 
consistently applied protocols, Gramene offers a reference resource 
for basic and translational research in plants.

     Gramene is driven by several platform infrastructures or mod-
ules that are linked to provide a unifi ed user experience. Its  Genome   
Browser (  http://ensembl.gramene.org    ; Fig.  2 ) takes advantage of 
the Ensembl project’s infrastructure [ 41 ] to provide an interface 
for exploring genome features, functional ontologies, variation 

  Fig. 1    Gramene’s homepage       
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   Table 1  
  Plant reference genome sequences in Gramene build 41 (May 2014)   

 Species 
  Reference 
genome   status   Assembly/  gene space annotation 

 Literature 
references 

  Aegilops tauschii  
(goatgrass, wheat 
D-genome 
progenitor) 

 Complete draft  GCA 000347335.1/2013-12-BGI  Jia et al. [ 1 ] 

  Amborella trichopoda   Complete draft  AMTR1.0 (GCA_000471905.1)/
2014-01-AGD 

 Amborella  Genome   
Project [ 2 ]; 
Chamala et al. [ 3 ] 

  Arabidopsis lyrata   Complete draft  v.1.0/2008-12-Araly1.0  Hu et al. [ 4 ] 

  Arabidopsis thaliana   Complete draft  TAIR10/2010-09-TAIR10  Arabidopsis  Genome   
Initiative [ 5 ] 

  Brachypodium 
distachyon  

 Complete draft  v1.0/2010-02-Brachy1.2  The International 
Brachypodium 
Initiative [ 6 ] 

  Brassica rapa  
(Chinese cabbage) 

 Complete draft  IVFCAASv1/bra_v1.01_SP2010_01  Wang et al. [ 7 ] 

  Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii  (green 
algae) 

 Complete draft  v3.1 (GCA_000002595.2)/
2007-11-ENA 

 Merchant et al. [ 8 ] 

  Cyanidioschyzon 
merolae  (red algae) 

 Complete draft  ASM9120v1/2008-11-ENA  Matsuzaki et al. [ 9 ] 

  Glycine max  
(soybean) 

 Complete draft  V1.0 (GCA_000004515.1)/
JGI-Glyma-1.1 

 Schmutz et al. [ 10 ] 

  Hordeum vulgare  
(barley) 

 Complete draft  030312v2/IBSC 1.0  The International 
Barley  Genome   
Sequencing 
Consortium [ 11 ] 

  Medicago truncatula   Complete draft  GCA 000219495.1/
2011-11-EnsemblPlants 

 Young et al. [ 12 ] 

  Musa acuminata  
( banana ) 

 Complete draft  MA1/2012-08-Cirad  D’Hont et al. [ 13 ] 

  Oryza barthii   Complete draft  O.barthii_v1 (GCA_000182155.2)/
OGE-MAKER 

 OGE/OMAP (NSF 
award #1026200) 

  Oryza brachyantha   Complete draft  Oryza brachyantha.v1.4b 
(GCA_000231095.2)/OGE-MAKER 

 Chen et al. [ 14 ] 

  Oryza glaberrima   Complete draft  AGI1.1/2011-05-AGI  OGE/OMAP (NSF 
award #1026200) 

  Oryza glumaepatula   Complete draft  Oryza_glumaepatula_v1.5 
(GCA_000576495.1)/OGE-MAKER 

 OGE/OMAP (NSF 
award #1026200) 

(continued)
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Table 1
(continued)

 Species 
  Reference 
genome   status   Assembly/  gene space annotation 

 Literature 
references 

  Oryza meridionalis   Complete draft  Oryza_meridionalis_v1.3 
(GCA_000338895.2)/OGE-MAKER 

 OGE/OMAP (NSF 
award #1026200) 

  Oryza nivara   Complete draft  Oryza_nivara_v1.0 
(GCA_000576065.1)/OGE-MAKER 

 OGE/OMAP (NSF 
award #1026200) 

  Oryza punctata   Complete draft  Oryza_punctata_v1.2 
(GCA_000573905.1)/OGE-MAKER 

 OGE/OMAP (NSF 
award #1026200) 

  Oryza sativa ssp. 
indica  

 Complete draft  ASM465v1 
(GCA_000004655.2)/2010-07-BGI 

 Yu et al. [ 15 ]; Zhao 
et al. [ 16 ] 

  Oryza sativa ssp. 
japonica  (rice) 

 Complete draft  IRGSP-1.0/MSU7 (IRGSP-1.0)  International Rice 
 Genome   
Sequencing [ 17 ]; 
Kawahara et al. 
[ 18 ] 

  Physcomitrella patens  
(moss) 

 Complete draft  ASM242v1/2011-03-Phypa1.6  Rensing et al. [ 19 ] 

  Populus trichocarpa  
(poplar) 

 Complete draft  JGI 2.0/2010-01-JGI  Tuskan et al. [ 20 ] 

  Prunus persica  
(peach) 

 Complete draft  Prupe1_0 
(GCA_000346465.1)/2013-03 

 Verde et al. [ 21 ] 

  Selaginella 
moellendorffi i  
(spikemoss) 

 Complete draft  v1.0/2011-05-ENA  Banks et al. [ 22 ] 

  Setaria italica  
(foxtail millet) 

 Complete draft  JGIv2.0/JGIv2.1  Bennetzen et al. 
[ 23 ]; Zhang et al. 
[ 24 ] 

  Solanum lycopersicum  
(tomato) 

 Complete draft  SL2.40/ITAG2.3  Tomato  Genome   
Consortium [ 25 ] 

  Solanum tuberosum  
(potato) 

 Complete draft  3.0/SolTub 3.0  Potato  Genome   
Sequencing 
Consortium [ 26 ] 

  Sorghum bicolor   Complete draft  Sorbi1/2007-12-JGI (Sbi1.4)  Paterson et al. [ 27 ] 

   Triticum aestivum    
(bread wheat) 

 Complete 
chromosome 
survey 

 IWGSP1/MIPS2.1  International Barley 
 Genome   
Sequencing 
Consortium et al. 
[ 11 ]; Brenchley 
et al. [ 28 ] 

(continued)
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data, and comparative phylogenomics. Since 2009 Gramene has 
partnered with the Plants division of Ensembl  Genomes   [ 42 ] to 
jointly produce this resource, each benefi ting from the other’s 
proximity to research communities in the USA and Europe, respec-
tively. This collaboration has also facilitated timely adoption of 
innovative tools and software updates that accompany frequent 
version releases by the Ensembl project [ 41 ].

   Since the last edition of this volume in 2007 [ 43 ], Gramene 
has also become a portal for pathway databases developed and 
curated internally or mirrored from external sources. Two pathway 
platforms are currently supported: (1) Gramene’s Pathway Tools 
(  http://pathway.gramene.org    ; Fig.  3 ) to emphasize the annotation 
of metabolic and transport pathways [ 44 – 46 ], and (2) Plant  Reactome   
(  http://plantreactome.gramene.org    ; Fig.  4 ) to facilitate the anno-
tation of metabolic and regulatory pathways. The Pathway Tools 

Table 1
(continued)

 Species 
  Reference 
genome   status   Assembly/  gene space annotation 

 Literature 
references 

  Triticum urartu  
(einkorn wheat, 
A-genome 
progenitor) 

 Complete draft  ASM34745v1 (GCA 
000347455.1)/2013-04-BGI 

 Ling et al. [ 29 ] 

  Vitis vinifera  (grape)  Complete draft  IGGP_12X/2012-07-CRIBI  Jaillon et al. [ 30 ]; 
Myles et al. [ 31 ] 

  Zea mays  (corn)  Complete draft  B73 RefGen AGPv3/5b+  Schnable et al. [ 31 ]; 
Wei et al. [ 31 ] 

  Leersia perrieri  
(chr. 3s) 

 Partial  454.pools.2012Feb/2012-10-CSHL  OGE/OMAP (NSF 
award #1026200) 

  Oryza granulata  
(chr. 3s) 

 Partial  454.pools.2012Feb/2012-10-CSHL  OGE/OMAP (NSF 
award #1026200) 

  Oryza 
longistaminata  
(chr. 3s) 

 Partial  OGE.2012Jul/2012-10-CSHL  OGE/OMAP (NSF 
award #1026200) 

  Oryza minuta BB  
(chr. 3s) 

 Partial  BAC.Sanger.1.1 (May 2011)/
CSHLv3.1 

 OGE/OMAP (NSF 
award #1026200) 

  Oryza minuta CC  
(chr. 3s) 

 Partial  BAC.Sanger.1.1 (May 2011)/
CSHLv3.1 

 OGE/OMAP (NSF 
award #1026200) 

  Oryza offi cinalis  
(chr. 3s) 

 Partial  BAC.Sanger.1.1 (May 2011)/
CSHLv3.1 

 OGE/OMAP (NSF 
award #1026200) 

  Oryza rufi pogon  
(chr. 3s) 

 Partial  454.pools.1.1 (Jul 2010)/CSHL  OGE/OMAP (NSF 
award #1026200) 
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platform [ 47 ] supports the implementation of pathway databases 
in the BioCyc collection [ 48 ] to which Gramene has contributed 
 MaizeCyc   [ 45 ],  RiceCyc   [ 44 ], SorghumCyc [ 46 ], and BrachyCyc 
[ 46 ]. In addition, this resource mirrors six databases for  Arabidopsis  
(AraCyc [ 49 ]), medicago (MedicCyc [ 50 ]), poplar (PoplarCyc 
[ 51 ]), potato (PotatoCyc [ 52 ]), coffee (CoffeaCyc [ 52 ]), and 
tomato (LycoCyc [ 52 ]), as well as the MetaCyc [ 48 ] and PlantCyc 
[ 51 ] reference databases (Fig.  3 ). The Plant Reactome is based on 
the Reactome data model and visualization platform [ 53 ]. It cur-
rently hosts manually curated rice and  Arabidopsis  pathways, and 
gene homology-driven inferred pathway projections for the maize 
and  Arabidopsis thaliana  reference genomes. It will continue to 
grow with the addition of data for new species and broader coverage 
of molecular interactions.

    Table 2  
   Genetic   and structural variation data in Gramene build 41 (May 2014)   

 Species   Variants    Source  Studies 

  Arabidopsis thaliana   14,234,197  250K  SNPs   × 1179 accessions  Atwell et al. [ 32 ] 
 SV: 13,667  1001 genomes project: 411 

resequenced accessions 

  Brachypodium 
distachyon  

 327,988  394K  SNPs   × 3 accessions of 
 Brachypodium sylvaticum  

 Fox et al. [ 33 ] 

  Oryza glaberrima   7,704,409  Resequenced 20 accessions & 19 
accessions of its wild progenitor 
( Oryza barthii ) 

 OGE/OMAP (NSF 
award #1026200) 

  Oryza sativa ssp. 
japonica  

 3,332,525  160K  SNPs   × 20 accessions  McNally et al. [ 34 ] 

 1311  SNPs   × 395 accessions  Zhao et al. [ 35 ] 
 ~4 M BGI Japonica vs. Indica  SNPs    Yu et al. [ 36 ] 

  NCBI   dbSNP 
 OGE/OMAP (NSF 

award #1026200) 

  Oryza sativa ssp. 
indica  

 4,747,883  ~4 M BGI Japonica vs Indica  SNPs    Yu et al. [ 36 ] 
  NCBI   dbSNP 
 OGE/OMAP (NSF 

award #1026200) 

  Sorghum bicolor   257,153  265K  SNPs   × 336 SAP lines  Morris et al. [ 37 ] 
 SV: 64,507  Structural variants from  Database   of 

 Genomic    Variants   archive (dGVA) 
 Zheng et al. [ 38 ] 

  Vitis vinifera   457,404  Resequencing USDA germplasm 
collection 

 Myles et al. [ 31 ] 

  Zea mays   50,719,843  HapMap1: NAM founder lines  Gore et al. [ 39 ] 
 HapMap2: 103 pre-domesticated & 

domesticated lines 
 Chia et al. [ 40 ] 
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    The  Genomes   and Pathway modules enable species-specifi c and 
cross-species data downloads for discrete region(s), gene(s) or gene 
feature(s) via the  Genome   Browser, and pathway-centered downloads 
via the Pathways portal and Plant  Reactome  . In addition, project data 
is available for customizable downloads from the GrameneMart utility 
(  http://ensembl.gramene.org/Tools/Blast?db=core     [ 54 ]), nucleo-
tide and protein sequence alignments via  BLAST   (  http://ensembl.
gramene.org/Tools/Blast?db=core    ), bulk downloads via fi le transfer 
protocol (FTP) at Gramene (  ftp://ftp.gramene.org/pub/gramene     
and Ensembl Genomes (  http://ensembl.gramene.org/info/web-
site/ftp/index.html    ), and programmatic access via Ensembl’s REST 
application programming interface (API) and public MySQL (  http://
www.gramene.org/web-services     [ 55 ]). Since March 2013, the web-
site, database, and its contents are being updated quarterly and updates 
can be followed from the Gramene news portal (  http://www.
gramene.org/blog    ) and by browsing the site’s release notes (  http://
www.gramene.org/release-notes    ). 

 This chapter summarizes updates to the Gramene website and 
database since reported in the last edition of this volume [ 43 ].  

  Fig. 2    Gramene Ensembl  Genome   Browser homepage (Ensembl software v75)       
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2    Materials 

   A computer with internet access and a standard web browser such 
as Mozilla/Firefox, Internet Explorer, Chrome, or Safari.  

   Gramene is a web-based application that allows users to search and 
view biological data, making use where appropriate of graphics 
viewers such as the Ensembl genome browser or the Pathway Tools 
Omics viewer. Data is maintained in distinct relational databases 
(MySQL), and users connect to the site using a standard web 
browser. User queries for static (HTML) and dynamic content are 
negotiated by the Apache web server via the Solr search platform 
and a middleware layer written in Perl. Bulk downloads of data are 
provided through FTP sites at Gramene and Ensembl  Genomes  .  

2.1  Hardware 
and Software 
Requirements 
for Users

2.2  Gramene System 
Components

  Fig. 3    Gramene’s BioCyc pathways homepage.   http://pathway.gramene.org           
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   The minimum hardware confi guration required for a local installation 
of Gramene consists of a desktop or server with a multicore CPU, 
4GB of memory, and 500GB of disk space. Installation inside a 
virtual machine is possible. A recent distribution of Linux is 
required, such as Redhat/CentOS 6 or Ubuntu 12.x. Software 
packages required include Apache web server ( see   Note 1 ), Perl, 
PHP, MySQL, OpenJava, Drupal, and Apache Solr. Many of these 
can be installed via the distribution package management system 

2.3  Local Installation 
of Gramene

  Fig. 4    Gramene’s Plant  Reactome   homepage.   http://plantreactome.gramene.org           
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(yum, apt-get). Solr can be downloaded from the Apache Solr 
website. For specifi c installation instructions, contact Gramene 
developers at   feedback@gramene.org    .   

3    Methods 

   Gramene is powered by multiple modular platforms. The main entry 
point for the system is through the front web homepage (  http://
www.gramene.org    ; Fig.  1 ). Every Gramene page contains the main 
navigation bar and module-specifi c navigation bars if applicable, a 
simple search form that can be refi ned to interrogate the different 
data modules, a link to the homepage and another to our Contact 
page. The main navigation bars are found at the top and left side of 
each Gramene content page and constitute the main entry point to 
the search module (Search), genome browser ( Genomes  ), pathway 
databases (Pathways), bulk data sets (Download), information about 
the project (About) and its collaborators (Collaborators), outreach 
events and educational materials (Outreach), and legacy data and 
resources (Archive). The Contact link is set up to provide the user a 
feedback page where the URL from the page that the user was 
viewing at the time of the response is automatically included in the 
message. The interfaces within Gramene are interactive, providing 
the user with links to external reference databases as well as links to 
internal modules within Gramene.  

   Within the constraints of this chapter, it would not be possible to 
go through all of the Gramene interfaces. Instead, these examples 
provide sample queries and walk through using Gramene to obtain 
information and facilitate genomic research. These and additional 
examples focused on comparative analysis of plant metabolic and 
regulatory pathways as well as plant gene expression analysis are 
available from Gramene’s Outreach page (  www.gramene.org/
outreach    ). Herein we will only demonstrate one of many possible 
ways to explore the Gramene website to address a given query and 
encourage users to discover other ingenious ways to solve them. 

  Exercise 1. View a phylogenetic   tree for a family of transcription 
factors  

 In this exercise, we will navigate a phylogenetic tree for plant 
genes in the TCP family of transcription factors centered on the 
maize gene  tb1  (teosinte branched 1 [ 56 ]). We will then generate a 
list of homologues (i.e., orthologues and paralogues) for this gene, 
highlight species-specifi c homologues with particular Gene  Ontology   
(GO) annotations in the tree, and download images and tables with 
the results. On the Gramene homepage, type “tb1” in the search 
box on the top of the page. Once the results appear, narrow your 
target by specifying “ Zea mays ” under Species. The resulting link 
will conduct you to the maize  tb1  gene page of the Ensembl genome 

3.1  Basic Navigation 
of the Gramene 
Website

3.2  Example Uses 
of Gramene
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  Fig. 5    Gramene Ensembl genome browser pages: ( a ) Species and ( b ) Location (e.g., maize  tb1  gene)       
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  Fig. 6    Gene-centric Gramene Ensembl genome browser pages: ( a ) Gene, ( b ) Transcript, and ( c ) Variation pages 
(e.g., maize  tb1  gene;  SNP   variant PZE01264848659)         
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browser. Note the four distinct tabs on the top of this page: Species 
(Fig.  5a ), Location (Fig.  5b ), Gene (Fig.  6a ), and Transcript 
(Fig.  6b ); an additional Variation page (Fig.  6c ) may be accessed for 
species with variation data in Gramene ( see  Table  2 ). Each of these 
tab views will be discussed in more detail below. Common to the 
Location, Gene, Transcript, and Variation pages, as well as the views 
available therein, are customizable tracks, links to internal pages, and 
contextual links to data sources outside of Gramene. Actions enabled 
for each of those pages and their embedded views include (1) con-
fi guring and resizing, (2) uploading and managing user-provided 
data for graphic display, (3) exporting or downloading data, and (4) 
sharing pages and images. For example, you may customize the 
tracks on display by selecting the “Confi gure this page” instruction 
on the left side navigation bar or upon clicking on the “Confi gure 
this image” icon on the top left corner of an image. A new browser 
window will pop up listing all available data tracks for the browser 
view that you wish to customize. Data tracks are grouped by cate-
gory; click on a category to see the complete list of available tracks 
for that category (e.g., “mRNA and protein alignments” may 
include tracks for EST clusters, cDNAs, and protein features from 
various species, sources, or methods). A track gets activated for dis-
play on the browser by clicking on the square preceding its name 

Fig. 6 (continued)
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and selecting a desired “track style”. Favorite tracks may be set and 
the order of tracks may be changed. Save your selections and close 
the pop-up window by clicking on the check mark on the top right 
corner. The browser will automatically refresh itself and your selected 
tracks should now be visible.

    Gramene Ensembl  Genome   Browser pages:

    1.    The Species page ( Zea mays  for this example; Fig.  5a ) contains 
detailed information about the reference genome assembly and 
gene annotation; comparative genomics data including phylo-
genetic gene trees, whole-genome alignments, and synteny 
views; gene regulation (microarray) data; genetic and struc-
tural variation; and links to download data sets in bulk.   

   2.    The Location page (Chr 1: 265,811,311–265,813,044 in the 
B73 maize AGPv3 assembly; Fig.  5b ) offers several scalable 
views on the left side navigation bar, e.g., karyotype or whole- 
genome view, chromosome summary, region overview, region 
in detail (expanded red box from the region overview), as well 
as comparative genomics views, which include multi-species 
alignments, region comparisons, and synteny views. Semantic 
zooming is available for each “region” view.   

   3.    The Gene page (TB1; Fig.  6a ) provides a summary of data 
available for a given gene, as well as an extensive list of features 
including splice variants ( see  also Transcript page), exon/intron 
marked-up sequence, associated ontology terms and literature 
references, external references, comparative genomic align-
ments, expandable gene trees, orthologues and paralogues, 
and genetic/structural variation. The Plant Compara Gene 
Trees are derived from a pre-computed phylogenetic analysis 
of protein- coding genes from all Gramene species, plus several 
representative animal genomes used as outgroups. The Pan- 
taxonomic Compara Gene Trees sample species more broadly 
across taxa represented by the Ensembl  Genomes   project, 
including bacteria, fungi, protists, and metazoa, and include 
only a subset of representative plant species held within the 
 Gramene database  .   

   4.    The Transcript page (TB1-201; Fig.  6b ) includes sequence 
data, external cross-references (including oligo probe sources), 
supporting protein/EST evidence, GO associations, variation, 
and protein domains and features. If variation data is available 
for a given gene, each variant will have its own Variation page 
( see  below). The Variations table under the Protein Information 
category provides a complete list of the transcript’s variants 
with alleles, functional consequence, relative position in the 
protein’s amino acid sequence, ambiguity code, and actual 
affected codons/amino acids, if any. Moreover, for species like 
 Arabidopsis  in which the same set of variants have been geno-
typed in different populations, tabular and graphic “population 
comparisons” are available from the Transcript page.   
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   5.    The Variation page (e.g., PZE01264848659 for  tb1 ; Fig.  6c ) 
includes the variant’s genomic context, functional conse-
quences in all transcripts, individual genotype data, as well as 
allele/genotype frequency by population tables. Note that if 
several transcripts are available for a given gene, the same vari-
ant may have different functional consequences in each tran-
script as per its relative location in the corresponding protein 
product.    

  To view the phylogenetic tree for the TCP family of transcrip-
tion factors, go to the  tb1  Gene page and click on the “Gene tree 
(image)” view. In the “Highlight annotations” table, both InterPro 
and GO terms are enabled by default; uncheck the box for GO 
terms to show only InterPro domains. From the list, select 
IPR005333, which is the InterPro ID for the complete TCP 
domain ( see   Note 2  for visualizing the complete protein domain 
structure of the maize  tb1  gene). Figure  7a  displays the collapsed 
view of the tree with all the clades highlighted. Click on “View fully 
expanded tree” from the “View options” at the bottom of the page. 
Except for a handful of genes, all the genes in the tree image will 
light up because of the prevalence of the TCP domain. We may also 
highlight orthologues and paralogues between two species. For 
example, let’s fi nd the sorghum orthologue with highest similarity 
to maize  tb1 . From the maize gene’s page, select “Plant Compara 
Orthologues” and enter “sorghum” in the “Filter” box on the top 
right corner of the orthologues table (Fig.  7b ). In the “Compare” 
column, click on the “Gene tree (image)” link for the sorghum 
orthologous gene (Sb01g010690), and upon full expansion of the 
tree, you will see TB1 and SB01G010690 highlighted in different 
shades of red, maize within-species paralogues in different shades of 
blue, and sorghum paralogues highlighted in black (Fig.  7c  shows 
the collapsed view of the highlighted tree). Note that by clicking on 
any speciation tree node, a pop-up inset will appear with various 
parameters describing the tree, as well as options to selectively col-
lapse nodes and view a sub-tree in other formats like  FASTA  .

    Exercise 2. Explore genetic variation in the rice orthologues of a maize 
gene with a known trait association  

 We will now explore genetic variation in the rice orthologues 
of the maize lycopene epsilon gene ( lcyE ). Specifi cally, we will 
determine whether the non-synonymous substitution mapping to 
nucleotide 210 relative to the start codon of the transcript with the 
longest genomic span (LCYE-201 or GRMZM2G012966_T03), 
which was found to be associated with provitamin A accumulation 
in the maize kernel [ 57 ], is also present in its rice orthologues. 

 Go to the maize  lcyE  gene page as done for the  tb1  gene. From 
the gene and transcript pages, you may visualize all its genetic 
variants in tabular (“Variation table” option in the left side navi-
gation bar; Fig.  8a ) or graphic form in their genomic context 
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  Fig. 7    Exercise 1: visualization of a phylogenetic tree for the TCP family of transcription factors centered on maize 
TB1. ( a ) Collapsed view of the tree highlighting all gene products that include the TCP InterPro domain (IPR005333). 
( b ) Filtered view of sorghum orthologues of TB1. ( c ) Gene tree image for TB1 highlighting its sorghum orthologues 
(e.g., SB01G010690) and within-species paralogues (maize and sorghum, respectively); speciation nodes shown 
in  black , duplication nodes shown in  red . Also shown is  inset  that pops up upon clicking on any node       
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  Fig. 8    Exercise 2: exploring genetic variation in a rice gene while looking for conservation of a maize  SNP   
variant (PZE08137569063) associated with provitamin A accumulation in the kernel [ 57 ]. ( a )  Genetic    variation   
in the maize  lcyE  gene in tabular form, and ( b ) graphic form       
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(“Variation image” option; Fig.  8b ). The Variation table groups 
variants by functional consequence; by clicking on the “Show” 
option for a given category (e.g., missense variant), you will get a 
list of the variants with other data like genomic position, alleles, 
relative amino acid position (if affected), etc. The Variation image 
displays the same information as the table in graphic form, plus the 
relative location of known protein domains. However, if you know 
the  SNP   identifi er, the simplest way to fi nd all the available infor-
mation for a given variant is to select the “Variations” option under 
“Protein Information” as it lists all variants by identifi er. The SNP 
variant associated with provitamin A accumulation identifi ed by 
Harjes  et al  [ 57 ] is PZE08137569063. As shown in the “Genotype 
frequency” (Fig.  9a ) view available from the Variation page, this 
variant has alleles G and T with variable genotype frequencies in 13 
maize or teosinte populations, including HapMap2 (“Zmays”).

    Now, let’s identify the closest rice orthologues of the  lcyE  gene by 
proceeding as described above in the “Gene tree (image)”. The 
“Orthologues” view allows users to download all or a selected set of 
orthologous genes (by using the fi lter box on the top right corner of 
the table), as well as to view and download the corresponding protein 
sequences and/or pairwise alignments. To download nucleotide 
sequences or download all the genetic variants for the orthologues, 
users could go to each individual gene’s page and proceed as described 
above (i.e., go to the Variation table/image and download the data 
directly from the table/image or click on “Export data” option on the 
left sidebar menu). Alternatively, users may download for each species 
the same DNA/protein sequence and variation data using, respec-
tively, the “Plant Genes” and “Plant Variation” databases in the 
GrameneMart utility (  http://ensembl.gramene.org/biomart/mart-
view/    ; Fig.  9b ). Users may visually compare all the species in the gene 
tree by selecting “Gene tree (alignment)” in the left sidebar menu or 
view pairwise genomic alignments with the “ Genomic   alignments 
(text)” option. Alternatively, users may use a multiple alignment pro-
gram such as ClustalW to visually compare the rice orthologous gene 
sequences, and realize that (1) this site has not been found to be poly-
morphic in  O. sativa Japonica  and  Indica , (2) there is a sequence gap 
around this position in  O. glaberrima , and (3) the ancestral G allele is 
the one present at this position in the  O. nivara ,  O. glumaepatula , 
and  O. punctata  orthologous genes. 

 Further genomic analysis may be performed with the Ensembl 
“Tools” available at   http://ensembl.gramene.org/tools.html     and 
other links from Gramene’s archival Diversity pages at   http://
archive.gramene.org/diversity/tools.html    . 

  Exercise 3. Upload, visualize, and share your own data into a new 
genome browser track  

 The Ensembl genome browser allows users to upload their own 
data and visualize it on a custom track. Data may be formatted in 
various fi le formats including GFF, GTF,  BED  ,  BAM  ,  VCF  , 
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  Fig. 9    (a) Genotype frequency data for PZE08137569063 in 13 maize or teosinte populations from HapMap2 
and the Panzea 2.7 GBS data release Gramene. (b) Genotype data for Gene sequences, orthologous/paralogous 
gene lists, and gene variants available for customized download via the GrameneMart       
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bedGraph, gbrowse, PSL, WIG, BigBed, BigWig, and TrackHub. 
Some data like GFF annotations may be directly uploaded from a 
local machine. Large data fi les like BED/BAM alignments or BigWig 
graphic display confi gurations need to be uploaded onto a local 
server that is accessible to the browser via a URL. Another way to 
share third-party data is via a DAS (Distributed Annotation System) 
registry, which would need to be set up by a software engineer. 

 Test data sets consisting of  BAM   alignments and CpG methyla-
tion for B73 and Mo17 maize lines used in the study by Regulski 
et al. [ 58 ] are available from the Gramene outreach pages to upload 
and visualize for this exercise. To upload the data simply click on the 
“Add/Manage your data” option on the left bar menu of any genome 
browser page (Fig.  10a ). This action will take you to the upload page 
(Fig.  10b ) where you need to specify the format of the fi le you intend 
to upload (formats and test sets are also described in the “Help on 
supported formats, display types, etc.” link therein). To visualize cus-
tom data in a new browser track, make sure that your track is turned 
on in the confi guration menu and you are looking at a region that 
includes the new data you have just uploaded. The BAM alignments 
and CpG methylation ratios are shown in Fig.  10c .

4        Notes 

     1.    Apache 2.x is not supported yet due to signifi cant differences 
in the persistent Perl interpreter module (mod_perl).   

   2.    For the complete protein domain structure of a gene, go to the 
Transcript page and select “Domains & features”. By clicking on 
a particular “Display all genes with this domain” link, you will 
get a list of all genes in the same species that contain any given 
InterPro domain. To download the list, click on the “Download” 
icon to the right of the Filter box.         
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  Fig. 10    Uploading and managing user-provided data to display as a new genome browser track. ( a ) Pop-up 
window upon clicking on the “Add/Upload Data” link from the Gene page. User selects species and fi le format 
for the data to be uploaded. ( b ) Preloaded  BAM   alignments and CpG methylation ratios. New track shows CpG 
methylation data in the selected gene region       
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    Chapter 8   

 PGSB/MIPS Plant Genome Information Resources 
and Concepts for the Analysis of Complex Grass Genomes       

     Manuel     Spannagl    ,     Kai     Bader    ,     Matthias     Pfeifer    ,     Thomas     Nussbaumer    , 
and     Klaus     F.  X.     Mayer      

  Abstract 

   PGSB (Plant Genome and Systems Biology; formerly MIPS—Munich Institute for Protein Sequences) has 
been involved in developing, implementing and maintaining plant genome databases for more than a 
decade. Genome databases and analysis resources have focused on individual genomes and aim to provide 
fl exible and maintainable datasets for model plant genomes as a backbone against which experimental data, 
e.g., from high-throughput functional genomics, can be organized and analyzed. In addition, genomes 
from both model and crop plants form a scaffold for comparative genomics, assisted by specialized tools 
such as the CrowsNest viewer to explore conserved gene order (synteny) between related species on 
macro- and micro-levels. 

 The genomes of many economically important Triticeae plants such as wheat, barley, and rye present 
a great challenge for sequence assembly and bioinformatic analysis due to their enormous complexity and 
large genome size. Novel concepts and strategies have been developed to deal with these diffi culties and 
have been applied to the genomes of wheat, barley, rye, and other cereals. This includes the GenomeZipper 
concept, reference-guided exome assembly, and “chromosome genomics” based on fl ow cytometry sorted 
chromosomes.  

  Key words      PlantsDB    ,    Wheat genome    ,    Barley genome    ,    GenomeZipper    ,    CrowsNest synteny browser    

1      Introduction 

 Within the fi rst section of this chapter we describe peculiarities of 
Triticeae genomes and their consequences for genome assembly 
and analysis. Strategies and concepts to overcome analytical limita-
tions associated with large genome size and complex genetics are 
outlined and results from the analysis of the bread wheat genome 
are highlighted. 

 In the second part of the chapter we introduce the content, 
technical setup, and architecture of the plant genome resources 
available at PGSB/MIPS. This includes the PGSB/MIPS  PlantsDB   
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database platform as well as tools and views for the (comparative) 
analysis of plant genomes and transcriptome data.  

2    Materials 

   Allohexaploid bread wheat (  Triticum aestivum    L. , 2 n  = 6× = 42, 
AABBDD) is one of the world’s major crops, which provides raw 
material for myriad industrial products and contributes essentially 
to livestock feeding and human nutrition accounting for approxi-
mately 20 % of daily consumed calories [ 1 ]. In particular with 
regard to global environmental, demographic, and economic 
changes, understanding genome structure, gene composition, and 
transcriptional regulatory mechanisms is crucial for the identifi ca-
tion and improvement of agricultural and industrial important 
traits to ensure global food security [ 2 ]. However, the comprehen-
sive analysis of the bread wheat genome and transcriptome has 
been substantially hampered by the absence of a suitable reference 
genome sequence. While ongoing improvement of next- generation 
sequencing (NGS) [ 3 ] technology allows the cost-effi cient and 
rapid generation of sequence resources, large genome size (17.1 
Gbp) [ 4 ] and high degree of repetitive elements (>80 %) [ 5 ] are a 
bottleneck for bioinformatic analysis and genome assembly. 
Moreover, allohexaploid bread wheat was formed by two indepen-
dent hybridization events that brought together three diploid 
genomes (A, B, and D genome). As a consequence, homeologous 
sequences, especially in protein-coding regions, appear to be highly 
similar among each other [ 6 ]. The high similarity and redundancy 
in the pool of NGS whole-genome shotgun sequencing data 
impedes distinguishing homeologous sequence copies and leads to 
collapse of homeologous sequences when using traditional assem-
bly concepts. 

 Two main approaches were used for the large-scale genome 
analysis of bread wheat. The fi rst one combined low-coverage, 
long-read (454) whole-genome shotgun sequencing technology 
with a novel assembly concept on the basis of an orthologous gene 
framework [ 7 ]. Complementary, a second effort was undertaken 
by the International Wheat Sequencing Consortium (IWGSC) 
using fl ow-sorting technology to isolate DNA of individual 
chromosome- arms, which were subsequently sequenced using 
 Illumina   technology and assembled separately de novo [ 8 ]. 

   To analyze the gene repertoire of the complex and highly repetitive 
bread wheat genome we developed and applied an orthologous 
group assembly (OA) strategy. This strategy uses low and medium 
coverage, long-read (Roche 454) whole genome shotgun data and 
can be readily applied to other, previously uncharacterized poly-
ploid genomes. Homeologous gene copies from the three wheat 

2.1  Analyzing 
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Wheat  Genome  
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subgenomes tend to collapse in a standard de-novo assembly 
approach due to their overall high sequence similarity. A stringent 
assembly protocol was developed, which makes use of rare sequence 
polymorphisms, to generate sequences of distinct homeologous 
genes. Using this approach distinct gene copies encoded by the A, 
B, and D genomes could be distinguished and a total of 94,000–
96,000 wheat genes were estimated [ 7 ]. 

 The orthologous group assembly makes use of conserved 
sequence homology to closely related and—in part—fully sequences 
plant organisms with smaller genome size and lower repeat con-
tent. Orthologous genes from multiple reference species were clus-
tered and one representative gene model per group was selected as 
an orthologous group representative (OGR). Raw sequence reads 
from the NGS sequencing were aligned against each OGR defi ning 
“in-silico sequence capture bins” which were then independently 
assembled using stringent parameters. These assembly parameters 
were derived and evaluated from in-silico simulations of whole 
genome sequencing experiments. The resulting sub-assemblies 
were then used to estimate gene copy numbers in wheat and facili-
tate downstream analysis. 

   Orthologous gene groups were computed with the OrthoMCL 
[ 9 ] software for the reference genomes of three grass genomes 
( Brachypodium distachyon  [ 10 ],  Sorghum bicolor  [ 11 ], and  Oryza 
sativa  [ 12 ]) originating from different grass subfamilies plus pub-
licly available barley full-length cDNAs [ 13 ]. One representative 
gene model was selected from each of the orthologous gene 
clusters.  

   To effectively associate raw 454 sequence reads to the orthologous 
gene representatives, repetitive sequences had to be fi ltered out 
fi rst. In the masking step, about 77 % of the raw sequence reads 
were removed, reducing complexity and search space signifi cantly. 
Raw reads were aligned to orthologous gene representatives with 
BLASTX [ 14 ] using different alignment identity thresholds to 
refl ect evolutionary distances between bread wheat and the refer-
ence species.  

   Individual assemblies were computed for all orthologous groups 
with the Newbler de novo assembly software [ 15 ]. The Newbler 
algorithm generates longer contigs based on overlaps between 
reads for which the minimum alignment identity ( mi ) needs to be 
defi ned in advance [ 16 ]. The minimum alignment identity param-
eter has a strong infl uence on the number of homeologous gene 
copies determined as very stringent mi values would overestimate 
copies due to sequencing errors whereas low mi values could cause 
homeologous gene copies to collapse in the assembly. As a conse-
quence, two distinct methods were used to select for optimal  mi  

 Defi ning an Orthologous 
Gene Set

 Aligning Sequence Reads 
to Orthologous Gene 
Representatives

 Generating Gene-Centric 
“Sub-assemblies” Using 
the Newbler Assembler
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parameters in the assembly of raw reads mapped to orthologous 
groups representatives.  

   To determine optimal assembly parameters for the Newbler algo-
rithm, we conducted two distinct simulations: (a) simulation of a 
whole-genome sequencing experiment for a diploid reference 
genome of similar genome size and repeat and gene content and 
(b) in-silico generation of a hexaploid gene set with similar 
sequence identity differences as observed for the homeologous 
genes in bread wheat.  

   The repeat-masked genome sequence of maize (ZMb73, version 
5b.60 [ 17 ]) was used as a reference to simulate an orthologous group 
assembly with a fi nished, large genome and adjust assembly parame-
ters based on observed and expected gene family sizes. We fi rst deter-
mined gene family sizes from clustered maize protein sequences with 
the ones from the reference species used for the wheat analysis. From 
the resulting gene groups, all clusters with at least one maize gene and 
exactly one OGR were selected. The ratio between maize gene copies 
and OGR provides a reference value for the subsequent analysis. 

 After that, an in-silico dataset of raw 454 sequencing reads 
with fi vefold genome coverage was generated from the maize ref-
erence assembly [ 18 ]. This dataset was then used to perform an 
orthologous group assembly according to the protocol described 
before testing minimum overlap identities between 97 %  mi  and 
100 %  mi . For each orthologous group and all  mi  parameters, the 
corresponding gene copy numbers for “simulated” maize was 
computed and compared to the observed “real-world” gene clus-
ter compositions as determined in the OrthoMCL [ 9 ] clustering 
before. In consequence, this comparison allows estimating a best 
fi t for the  mi  parameter, which approximates best the maize gene 
copy numbers for each cluster.  

   Another evaluation of assembly parameters, which is complemen-
tary to the method outlined just before, also considers the effect of 
polyploidy on gene family size in a simulation of a whole genome 
sequencing experiment. Here, rice transcript sequences were 
aligned against the orthologous gene representatives, determining 
the rice copy number for each OGR. Each rice transcript which 
aligned to an OGR was then triplicated and random single nucleo-
tide variants (SNVs) were introduced to simulate the sequence 
similarity of the homeologous genes in the polyploid wheat 
genome. Again, raw 454 sequencing reads with fi vefold genome 
coverage were generated in-silico from the triplicated rice tran-
scripts and mapped against their OGR. The mapped reads were 
assembled with varying minimum overlap identities between 97 % 
 mi  and 100 %  mi  and gene copy numbers were determined for 
each orthologous group. 

 Estimating Appropriate 
 Assembly   Parameters

 Simulation of a Whole 
 Genome   Sequencing 
Experiment

 Simulation of a Polyploidy 
Gene Catalogue
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 Observed gene copy numbers widely differ depending on the 
minimum identity overlap parameters applied in the assembly of 
raw reads on OGRs. With both evaluation approaches, raw 454 
reads coming from distinct gene copies were collapsed using 97 % 
 mi , whereas 100 %  mi  (requiring perfectly conserved alignment 
overlaps) clearly results in an overestimation of the gene family 
sizes. Using a 99 % alignment identity threshold we observed an 
almost perfect agreement in the 1:1 relationship between the 
expected and observed gene family size in the maize simulation, as 
well as in the 1:3 relationship in the polyploidy simulation. Using 
this parameter in the assembly of reads mapped to OGRs allows for 
a compensation of sequencing errors, while maintaining distinct 
gene copies with high sequence similarity in coding regions.  

   Not only the large genome size complicates the analysis of the 
bread wheat genome but also its complex, allo-hexaploid genome 
structure. It is important to not only separate homeologous gene 
copies in bread wheat but also to classify coding sequences accord-
ing to their subgenome origin (in wheat:  A ,  B , and  D  subgenomes 
respectively). Applications of this classifi cation include the design 
of subgenome specifi c markers and other breeding strategies as 
well as open questions in the evolution and domestication of bread 
wheat. 

 The orthologous group assembly approach (introduced above) 
uses a fi vefold 454 whole genome sequence survey of the bread 
wheat genome to construct gene sub-assemblies, without being 
able to classify them into A, B, and D subgenome directly. In prin-
ciple, a direct separation can only be facilitated with experimental/
physical separation of individual chromosomes through fl ow 
cytometry [ 19 ] ( see  also next section). However, at the time of 
undertaking the analysis sorted sequences were only available for 
wheat linkage group 1 [ 5 ]. 

 Therefore, an alternative approach was developed to assign 
wheat sub-assembly sequences to their subgenome affi liation. To 
facilitate classifi cation, genome sequences were generated for the 
diploid progenitor of the wheat D subgenome,  Aegilops tauschii  
[ 20 ], as well as for the close relative of the A subgenome  Triticum 
monococcum  ( NCBI   archive SRP004490.3), and cDNA sequence 
assemblies were produced for  Aegilops speltoides  (Trick & Bancroft, 
unpublished data), a member of the  Sitopsis  section to which the 
putative B genome donor has been proposed. Expecting that 
A-related sub-assemblies are more related to  T. monococcum  
sequences, D-related sub-assemblies to  Ae. tauschii , and B-related 
sub-assemblies to  Ae. speltoides , sequence similarities of the 
 sub- assemblies to each of these datasets would defi ne and discrimi-
nate their homeologous origin. 

 Sequence similarities of each sub-assembly sequence to the 
wheat progenitor sequences were computed using  BLAST   [ 14 ] 

 Sub-genome Classifi cation 
of Bread Wheat Transcripts 
Using a Machine Learning 
Approach
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and only sub-assemblies with hits to all three wheat progenitor 
sequences were considered for further classifi cation. While the clas-
sifi cation into A, B, or D subgenome derived transcripts seemed 
possible for many sub-assemblies using fi xed similarity cutoffs, this 
approach showed unsatisfactory specifi city for the majority of 
genes. 

 As a consequence, a number of different machine learning 
approaches were investigated and evaluated for their performance. 
A key factor is the identifi cation and preparation of both a training 
and test data set. For that, chromosome sequences from the wheat 
linkage group 1, separated by subgenome using fl ow-sorting of 
chromosomes, were utilized [ 5 ]. Depending on highest sequence 
homology wheat sub-assemblies were assigned to the A, B, or D 
subgenome of wheat chromosome group 1. Finally, corresponding 
similarities to  T. monococcum ,  Ae. speltoides , and  Ae. tauschii  
sequences were identifi ed for each sub-assembly to create a train-
ing set and to learn parameters for the genome-wide classifi cation 
of the remaining wheat sequences. 

 A number of machine learning algorithms were tested with this 
training set such as Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes, Decision 
Trees, and Support Vector Machine algorithms from the WEKA 
package [ 21 ] and results were evaluated by stratifi ed k-fold cross- 
validation. The best compromise between precision and recall was 
observed using Support Vector Machines (SVM). This trained 
SVM classifi er was used to classify the set of wheat sub-assemblies 
into A-, B-, or D-related sequences. As a result, the homeologous 
subgenome relationships could be resolved for two-thirds of the 
sub-assemblies and have been assigned to either A-, B-, or 
D-subgenome with high classifi cation probability. The remaining 
one-third was considered as unreliable predictions including, for 
example, cases with identical matches for a sub-assembly sequence 
to all three progenitor sequence sets [ 7 ].   

     To overcome the challenges of genome-wide analysis in the bread 
wheat genome, one fundamental concept has been the reduction of 
overall genome complexity onto the level of individual chromosome 
arms [ 22 ]. Utilizing fl ow-cytometric sorting, wheat chromosome 
arms can be separated and purifi ed with high accuracy [ 23 ,  24 ] pro-
viding a basis for chromosome-based construction of BAC libraries 
[ 25 ,  26 ] or high-throughput NGS sequencing [ 8 ,  27 – 32 ]. 

 As only chromosome 3B can be sorted by size alone, the 
remaining chromosome arms were derived from double diteloso-
mic stocks of aneuploid bread wheat lines of hexaploid bread wheat 
cultivar “Chinese Spring” [ 23 ,  24 ,  33 ]. Within the IWGSC frame-
work [ 8 ], the chromosome-based sequencing libraries were gener-
ated, sequenced with high-depth  Illumina   technology applying 
different mate-pair library sizes and de novo assembled. Although 
a large proportion of the repetitive sequences were collapsed and 
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the chromosomes only fragmentary assembled, the chromosomal 
survey sequences (CSS) represented more than 60 % of the 
sequence of the bread wheat genome. However, this data set con-
stitutes an important step towards a high-quality reference genome 
sequence and a comprehensive understanding of the bread wheat 
genome. Moreover, it dramatically increases the resolution of cur-
rent genomic analysis and provides valuable genomic sequence 
resource allowing the homeologous-specifi c annotation of 
(protein- coding) genes, structural comparisons and gene expres-
sion analysis in an important hexaploid cereal.  

   Structural annotation of functional, (protein-)coding genes is one 
of the basic steps of each genome analysis project. For the annota-
tion of the CSS assembly, a homology-based (extrinsic) consensus 
gene modeling and annotation pipeline has been implemented uti-
lizing high-quality protein annotations of related grass genomes 
barley [ 34 ],  Brachypodium  [ 10 ], rice [ 12 ] and sorghum [ 11 ], pub-
lically available full-length (fl ) cDNA sequences [ 35 ] and a multi- 
organ  RNA-seq  uencing library (Fig.  1 ).

   Size and repetitivity of the bread wheat genome constitutes a 
major bottleneck in computation of spliced-alignments of query 
sequences against the assembled genome sequence. As part of 
 PlantsDB   the MIPS  Repeat   Element  Database   (mips-REDat [ 36 ]) 
encompasses a large amount of sequences of known repeat 

 Consensus Gene Modeling 
and Gene Annotation

  Fig. 1    Schematic workfl ow of the gene annotation for bread wheat       
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elements, which allows using nucleotide homology search to mask 
and fi lter for repetitive genomic regions. Besides considerable 
reduction of the search space and computational complexity, this 
pre-processing also avoids the false positive annotation of repeat- 
associated elements due to spurious seeds during the alignment of 
reference proteins. 

 In a three-step annotation protocol, fi rst, wheat cDNA 
sequences and reference plant proteomes were aligned against the 
genome assembly. The resulting spliced-alignments were strin-
gently fi ltered for transcript structures leading to truncated protein 
translations, interrupted by internal (nonsense) stop codons. These 
may represent non-function gene fragments or pseudogenes result-
ing from transposable element activity, a frequent feature of 
Triticeae genomes [ 5 ] or refl ecting gene degeneration as a conse-
quence of the polyploid evolution of bread wheat [ 37 ]. Transcript 
structures were separately assembled for the wheat transcriptome 
sequencing data resampling fi ve organs. The previously defi ned 
annotation, which has been constructed using proteomes of the 
reference plant genomes, was supplied as backbone annotation to 
guide the assembly of the mapped short  RNA-seq   reads. This 
proved especially valuable for the detection and annotation of non- 
or only low expressed genes. Finally, a consensus gene and tran-
script set was created and, thereby, redundant transcript structures 
annotated in multiple tissues clustered based on shared intron 
boundaries. 

 However, genomic characteristics of the bread wheat genome, 
like the high abundance of gene fragments and pseudogenes [ 5 , 
 7 ], as well as technical limitations, like split genes on multiple con-
tigs in the CSS assembly, require further stringent post-processing 
of the obtained transcript structures. On the basis of the degree of 
conservation of peptide sequence homology between predicted 
wheat peptides and reference plant proteins, the annotated tran-
scripts classify into low confi dence (LC) and high confi dence (HC) 
gene categories. While predicted genes of the HC class are most 
probable intact, functional protein-coding transcripts, the LC 
genes accumulate deteriorated gene (-fragments) or transcriptional 
active (noncoding) regions.  

   The established genome sequence assembly and gene annota-
tion constitute a big step for the analysis of the bread wheat 
genome. Especially the separation of homeologous sequence 
copy enables to investigate the retention, loss or gain of genes, 
to screen genome-specifi c contributions to gene families of 
interest and to unravel phylogenetic relationships. Moreover, 
the CSS assembly is a suitable reference genome sequence for 
the application of high- throughput next generation sequencing 
technologies and to profi le homeologous-specifi c transcrip-
tional activity.  

 Novel Perspectives 
for Homeologous-Specifi c 
 Genome   and Transcriptome 
Analysis
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   An important application for many gene-centric analyses is the 
genome-wide identifi cation of protein families and orthologous 
groups shared with closely related species. In most cases, sequence 
homology-based Markov cluster (MCL) algorithms were utilized 
to group homeologous genes, orthologs, or very close paralogs [ 9 , 
 38 ]. For example, these approaches allowed unraveling incongru-
ous composition of protein families on a chromosome arm level in 
bread wheat suggesting inherited differences in gene families in the 
diploid progenitor genomes or evolutionary mechanisms acting 
differently on particular homeologous chromosomes, chromo-
some arms or chromosomal segments. With availability of more 
and more Triticeae genome sequences, which includes the diploid 
progenitor genomes  T. urartu  [ 39 ] and  Ae. tauschii  [ 40 ], com-
parative protein family clustering also unraveled the degree of gene 
loss and retention in the hexaploid genome and to identify genome- 
and lineage specifi c genes. Besides these genome-wide consider-
ations, the bioinformatics analysis provided valuable resources for 
a targeted analysis of agricultural and industrial important wheat 
traits.  

   Protein families often contain unbalanced numbers of genes from 
the A, B, and D genomes. The identifi cation of homeologous 
genes, that are present as a single copy in each wheat subgenome, 
enables direct comparative analysis, like the evolutionary relation-
ships, protein sequence divergence or differences in homeologous 
gene expression regulation. A conservative approach for the com-
putation of “triplets” used pairwise bidirectional protein blast 
searches between the A, B, and D gene sets and led to the detec-
tion of more than 7000 triplets including >20,000 wheat HC 
genes, which were functionally annotated (gene ontology, PFAM 
domains, human readable gene descriptions).  

   The discovery of single nucleotide sequence variations (SNVs) 
between bread wheat and related diploid and tetraploid genomes is 
particularly important for effi cient marker development and breed-
ing strategies. Favorable economics of NGS allowed to sequence 
representative genomes for the A (e.g.,  T. urartu , 2 n  = 2× = 14), B 
(e.g.,  Ae. speltoidis , 2 n  = 2× = 14) and D ( Ae. tauschii , 2 n  = 2× = 14) 
genome lineages and tetraploid pasta wheat ( T. turgidum , 
2 n  = 4× = 28, AABB) and to obtain a set of draft genome assem-
blies. These draft genome assemblies prove to be particularly useful 
for a direct comparison against wheat coding sequences and to 
delineate SNVs. The superimposition of SNVs identifi ed in pair-
wise comparisons between bread wheat and each subject genome 
allowed to delineate genome-specifi c or shared SNVs, which were 
used for reconstruction of phylogenetic relationships among wheat 
genomes of the A, B, and D genome lineages and to measure the 
impact of nucleotide substitutions on protein function by analysis 

 Protein Family Analysis

 Homeologous Gene Triplets

 Comparative Analysis 
of Diploid, Tetraploid, 
and Hexaploid Wheat 
 Genomes  
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of synonymous and nonsynonymous nucleotide substitutions with 
Grantham score matrices.  

   Analysis of wheat gene expression with both, microarray technol-
ogy and high-throughput mRNA-sequencing ( RNA-seq  ), until 
recently was restricted to a global perspective since discrimination 
of homeologous transcripts and genome-assignment was limited. 
With the availability of the CSS wheat assembly, RNA-seq reads 
can now be aligned against the genomic sequences and, conse-
quently, assigned to their genome-of-origin. However, stringent 
fi ltering of ambiguously mapped reads (i.e., more than one map-
ping location) and fi ltering of paired-end reads with dissonant 
alignments (i.e., to sequences of different chromosomes) is neces-
sary for an accurate computation of gene expression. Besides the 
global characterization of the wheat transcriptome, in particular 
comparative expression analysis of gene expression between home-
ologous genes forming triplets permits to elucidate genome- 
specifi c differences and to identify signifi cantly differential 
expressed homeologs. This might help to gain a detailed under-
standing of gene associations and contributions of individual wheat 
genomes to protein abundances in different organs, tissues and cell 
types or under specifi c environmental infl uences.    

   Whole genome shotgun sequencing in large and complex genomes 
still faces the challenge of downstream assembly and positional 
ordering of sequence contigs along chromosomes. While this chal-
lenge has largely been solved for smaller and less complex genomes 
in e.g., Triticeae highly fragmented assemblies with 100,000’s of 
individual assemblies persist. On the other hand pronounced syn-
teny among the grasses, embracing evolutionary distances of 50 
million years, has been demonstrated [ 41 ]. In the  GenomeZipper   
concept syntenic conservation among grasses over larger evolu-
tionary distances, available high-density marker maps and the avail-
ability of fully sequenced reference genomes are exploited to 
deduce a virtual, approximated gene order (Fig.  2 ). Albeit 
 limitations are apparent the virtual ordering can be seen as an 
intermediate step towards the goal of completely sequenced (and 
thus ordered) genomes and chromosomes.

   The approach uses a molecular marker scaffold along with 
shotgun sequence data and reference genomes. For barley, rye and 
wheat the fully sequenced genomes of  Oryza sativa  (rice) [ 12 ], 
 Brachypodium distachyo n (Brachypodium) [ 10 ] and  Sorghum 
bicolor  (sorghum) [ 11 ] were routinely used. Since chromosome 
sorting from aneuploidy deletion or substitution lines is routinely 
used for chromosomal shotgun/survey sequencing (CSS) in a fi rst 
step the corresponding syntenic regions in the model/reference 
genomes are deduced. Shotgun reads or assemblies from the 
respective chromosomes under investigation are compared against 
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the repeat masked model genomes ( BLAST  ). Corresponding 
regions attract most of the similarity matches and are identifi ed 
using visual inspection and match density measuring metrics. These 
syntenic regions are selected and interlinked with a given marker 
scaffold of the genome under investigation. Markers are associated 
with corresponding (likely orthologous) genes in the reference 
genome(s) using a best reciprocal match (best bidirectional hit 
(BBH)) criterion and thus give a direct and sequence based inter-
connection between the genome under investigation and the 
respective reference genome(s). This does not only defi ne syntenic 
intervals by the anchor points and the genes located in these in the 
intervals on the respective model genome(s) but also interlaces the 
corresponding and overlapping regions among the different refer-
ence genomes used. Anchoring and, derived from the sequential 
order of genes in fully sequenced reference genomes, virtual 

  Fig. 2    Schematic overview about the  GenomeZipper   concept. The GenomeZipper approach exploits pro-
nounced synteny among grass genomes and combines a marker framework with a positional information of 
orthologous genes in fully sequences reference genomes. Marker data are connected to corresponding 
(orthologous) genes in the reference genomes using best bidirectional hit criteria (BBH). Scaffold intervals 
between marker tagged anchor points are derived and are used as a template to order and associate BBH hits 
from shotgun data/assemblies in the species of interest. The resulting order is synteny informed and can be 
seen as a virtual or approximative gene order       
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ordering of genes in the inter-marker space subsequentially allows 
to scan the remaining CSS for BBH genes and position them along 
the reference genome directed template. 

 Meanwhile the  GenomeZipper   concept has been applied for a 
variety of cereal genomes, namely barley, wheat, rye,  Aegilops  and 
 Lolium  [ 20 ,  30 ,  42 – 45 ]. The resulting data generate large tables of 
virtual order, coordinates and sequences along the chromosomes 
that due to complexity and size exceed the size limitations of tradi-
tional publications. Consequently browsable and navigatable views 
of the various  Genome   Zipper derived orders for genomes and 
chromosomes are also made available through the  PlantsDB   infor-
mation portal at   http://mips.helmholtz-muenchen.de/plant/tri-
ticeae/genomes/index.jsp    . The views enable various search axis 
using keyword searches, searches along the physical/genetic axis as 
well as homology based searches and candidate gene searches.   

3    Methods 

   The PGSB/MIPS  PlantsDB   system has been designed as an infor-
mation resource for plant genome data. Its aim is to structure and 
communicate plant genomic data and assist the comparative analy-
sis of both model and crop plant genomes. PlantsDB currently 
hosts dedicated instances for the plant model organisms  Arabidopsis 
thaliana ,  Oryza sativa  (Rice),  Medicago truncatula ,  Zea mays  
( Maize  ),  Solanum lycopersicum  (Tomato) and many more. To 
accommodate data and analysis results from the complex genomes 
of barley, wheat and rye, an instance specifi cally attributed to 
Triticeae was generated within PlantsDB. 

 Many plant genome datasets stored within PGSB/MIPS 
 PlantsDB   were generated in collaborative efforts. Ongoing and 
long-term involvement in numerous international plant genome 
projects results in highly curated datasets such as gene predictions, 
repetitive element libraries or in the fi nishing and anchoring of 
complex plant genome sequences (e.g., wheat and barley). These 
curated datasets represent a fundamental data resource for experi-
mental plant biologists and breeders. 

 Beside information on individual genetic elements, their physi-
cal and functional properties and information about the underlying 
nucleotide or amino acid sequence, more and more combinatorial 
and comparative queries become important to address more com-
plex scientifi c questions. To assist these, specialized tools and inter-
faces were developed or integrated in  PlantsDB  , including the 
synteny browser CrowsNest and an expression browser. 

   Datasets generated within modern plant genome analyses are typi-
cally complex and datatypes may be heterogenous and hard to 
integrate with others. The  PlantsDB   database architecture has 

3.1  PGSB/MIPS 
 PlantsDB  : A Resource 
for the Management 
and Comparative 
Analysis of Plant 
 Genome   Data

3.1.1   PlantsDB   System 
Architecture and Design
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been set up with a modular data structure to accommodate newly 
emerging datatypes and to be able to establish new connections 
between existing and/or new datatypes. Incorporation of con-
trolled vocabulary, ontologies (such as Gene Onthology, GO) [ 46 ] 
and the defi nition of standardized data (exchange) formats accounts 
for seamless data integration although data integration and man-
agement often still requires signifi cant manual curation efforts in 
practice. 

 The core data is stored in an ORACLE relational database 
management system. A modular approach has been chosen for the 
implementation of MIPS plant genome resources. To manage 
these data modules in a component-oriented manner, a multi-tier 
architecture following the J2EE standard has been implemented. 

 The core of the system is constituted by a fl exible and generic 
data model for the representation of genome sequence and annota-
tion. Three basic entities are defi ned:  Clone ,  Contig  and 
 GeneticElement. Clones  store sequence and attached information 
that relates to a physical clone. To assemble a representation of a 
genome sequence, clone sequences are processed to remove over-
laps and redundancy, ambiguous sequence or vector contamination, 
and then stored as  Contigs . The  Contig  data module also stores 
information on how to assemble individual clones into longer con-
tigs and pseudomolecules representing whole chromosomes. 

 The third data module,  GeneticElement , stores all genetic ele-
ments anchored on the genome sequence: Protein coding genes, 
noncoding RNAs, repeats, sequenced markers, transposons, etc. 
GeneticElements can consist out of subelements, e.g., exons, 
introns, UTRs or domains that constitute a particular  GeneticElement . 
This way, all  GeneticElements  associated to a gene (promoter, tran-
script, alternative transcripts, regulatory elements, cDNA matches, 
etc.) can be identifi ed through a single group entry. 

 For every plant species, a separate physical instance of all three 
generic data modules is created to ensure scalability and separation 
of name spaces. 

  Plant genome   databases and resources are non-isolated fi elds 
but data, species, tools/interfaces, or objectives potentially com-
plement or intersect each other. To facilitate database cross talk 
and help users in aggregating distributed and/or heterogenous 
data, several strategies were proposed over the last few years. 
 PlantsDB   implements webservices for the remote access to its data 
and services as developed by the BioMOBY consortium (  www.bio-
moby.com    ) [ 47 ,  48 ]. Moreover, PlantsDB is part of the trans-
PLANT consortium, an EU initiative to facilitate trans-national 
infrastructure and interconnection of plant genome data (  www.
transplantdb.eu    ). Within that project, an international plant 
genome resource registry is maintained by PlantsDB and cross- 
search functionality was implemented between major European 
plant genome databases.  
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   All datasets stored within  PlantsDB   are made accessible for search, 
download, and (comparative) genome analyses. 

 To browse data, the user can navigate in a genome-oriented 
way. Assuming one would e.g., start from the chromosome list, all 
contigs anchored to each chromosome can be retrieved. A contig 
report contains detailed information on the entry as well as links to 
sequence, external database records, a list of annotated genetic ele-
ments or a graphical viewer. The genetic element list links to 
reports on the protein genes or other features. Sequences can be 
viewed and downloaded as HTML, XML or  FASTA   format. For 
protein coding genes, unspliced, spliced (transcript) and coding 
DNA sequences as well as protein sequences are available. 
Moreover, cross-references in the reports allow easy access to 
entries in external databases associated with the entry (e.g., rele-
vant literature in PubMed). 

 Alternatively, complete lists of all sequenced contigs, all genetic 
elements or all elements of a selected type are available for brows-
ing. To visualize and browse genetic elements on a specifi ed contig 
or chromosome, Gbrowse [ 49 ] views have been integrated for 
some species. 

 Search options include search by name, free text or sequence. 
The free text search option allows inspection of the content of all 
text fi elds, and it is available for individual genomes or across all 
databases.  BLAST   [ 14 ] is used as a homology search engine. The 
target databases for similarity searches include genomic sequences 
(such as scaffolds or chromosomes) and genetic elements (such as 
coding sequences). 

 The download section of  PlantsDB   provides access to various 
data downloads via the FTP protocol. This includes  FASTA- 
formatted-->  sequence fi les for genomic sequence and protein- 
coding genes. 

 To address structural genome characteristics of plants such as 
conserved gene order between many monocot plant genomes, cus-
tom tools such as the  CrowsNest  synteny viewer were developed 
and integrated with other views such as gene reports or precalcu-
lated gene family results. 

 MIPS  PlantsDB   can be accessed at   http://mips.helmholtz- 
muenchen.de/plant/genomes.jsp    .  

   CrowsNest is a synteny viewer that allows comparisons on the basis 
of genetically and physically anchored genomes. It enables to visu-
alize syntenic segments, orthologous and homologous gene pairs 
for selected plant genome comparisons (Table  1 ). The CrowsNest 
tool is online accessible at:   http://mips.helmholtz-muenchen.de/
plant/crowsNest/    .

     CrowsNest offers different levels of detail when comparing up to 
three genomic datasets (one target and one or two reference data-
sets). To illustrate these levels an example is used (Fig.  3 ) in which 

3.1.2   PlantsDB   Analysis 
Tools, Web Interface, 
and Data Retrieval

3.1.3  CrowsNest: A Tool 
to Explore and Visualize 
Syntenic Relationships 
in Plants

 From  Genome  -Wide 
Comparison to Gene-Gene 
Comparisons
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the  Brachypodium distachyon  (target) genome is compared with 
the  Oryza sativa  (reference) genome.

      The highest level of detail is displayed as a circular layout (Fig.  3a, 
b ) showing a comparison of all target chromosomes with the 
respective syntenic regions on the reference chromosomes. This 
includes orthologs and homologs shared between the genomes. 

 In Fig.  3a  the target chromosomes (here: Bd1–Bd5) are all 
consecutively displayed. Syntenic regions to the reference 
 chromosomes are mapped onto them and are color-coded for bet-
ter differentiation. For each target chromosome the distribution of 
features (e.g., introns, exons, transposable elements) is highlighted 
in the innermost circle if this data is available. In an optional view 
paralogs can be displayed, and the Z-score [ 44 ] as a measure for 
synteny at a certain region on the chromosome can be displayed. 

 In Fig.  3b  reference (Os1–Os12) and target (Bd1–Bd5) chro-
mosomes are all displayed in a circular layout and syntenic regions 
between them are displayed as ribbons. The ribbons are color- 
coded according to the reference chromosomes for better 
differentiation. 

 The syntenic regions between the target and reference genomes 
can also be displayed in a linear layout (Fig.  3c ). The target chro-
mosomes (Bd1–Bd5) are linearly aligned and syntenic regions are 
displayed as tracks aside of them. The tracks are again color-coded.  

   For a single target chromosome, a more detailed view can be 
selected in which this chromosome is compared against chromo-
somes from the reference genome(s). In this view different regions 
can be displayed: syntenic, orthologous and homologous (if 

 All Target Versus All 
Reference Chromosomes

 Single Target Against 
Multiple Reference 
Chromosomes

   Table 1  

   Genome   comparisons online available in CrowsNest (May 2014)   

  Genome   A   Genome   B 

  Brachypodium distachyon    Oryza sativa  

  Brachypodium distachyon    Sorghum bicolor  

  Oryza sativa    Sorghum bicolor  

  Hordeum vulgare    Brachypodium distachyon  

  Hordeum vulgare    Aegilops tauschii  

  Hordeum vulgare    Oryza sativa  

  Phoenix dactylifera    Elaeis guineensis  

  Capsicum annuum    Solanum lycopersicum  
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  Fig. 3    Different levels of detail accessible via the CrowsNet tool, here comparing the  Brachypodium distachyon  
(target) genome with the  Oryza sativa  (references) genome datasets ( a ). On the basis of orthologous glue pairs, 
( b ) and ( c ) depicts the distribution of orthologous genes by comparing all chromosomes (here: bd1). ( e ) high-
lights micro-synteny in a selected region between chromosome 1 in  Brachypodium  and chromosome 7 in rice       
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available). Figure  3d  shows an example in which the target chro-
mosome (Bd1) is compared against multiple reference chromo-
somes (Os3, Os6, Os7). Syntenic regions are shown as lines 
between the chromosomes and the quality of the syntenic relation-
ship is represented by the color of the lines. The color gradient 
ranges from blue (low quality) to orange (high quality).  

   CrowsNest further allows to inspect the genomic context of a spe-
cifi c gene residing in the region of interest (Fig.  3e ). If a target and 
a reference chromosome share a relevant amount of orthologous 
genes, a comparison on a portion of these two chromosomes can 
be performed. This is done by selecting a linkage between target 
and reference chromosomes in the previous view. The quality of 
the syntenic relationship is represented by colored links between 
them. Zooming and panning functions allow a further inspection 
of the selected region. From there, links to MIPS  PlantsDB   are 
provided to obtain additional information about the gene (e.g., 
sequence information, gene family assignment and anchoring 
information).    

    RNA-seq   is a Next-Generation Sequencing [ 3 ] technology that 
provides insights into the RNA present at a defi ned time. It also 
allows drawing conclusions on e.g., alternative splicing and the 
abundance of alternative splice forms. Broadly applied RNA-seq 
pipelines for handling RNA data like Tophat [ 50 ] and  Cuffl inks   
[ 51 ] generate huge amounts of data, which imposes severe 
 challenges (and limitations) on communication and sharing of 
the results. To facilitate this, we have developed the RNASeq
ExpressionBrowser [ 52 ], a  web- based tool for the search and 
 visualization of RNA-seq expression data (accessible at   http://
mips.helmholtz-muenchen.de/plant/RNASeqExpression
Browser    ). 

 The tool is implemented as a portable stand-alone software 
platform that enables incorporation and visualization of  RNA-seq   
derived expression data for non-genome wide scans but for visual-
ization and inspection of genes and regions of interest. 

 It allows searching for genes either by domain annotation, 
sequence similarity or gene list, and returns its results in form of 
detailed reports. 

 The RNASeqExpressionBrowser provides three different ways 
to access the processed  RNA-seq   datasets: it allows either the 
wildcard- search based on keywords, a  BLAST   search against the 
project associated sequences, or a search based on a gene list. 

   The search methods are displayed in Fig.  4 . For the search via gene 
identifi er, the gene name can be queried. Additionally, it is possible 
to search for genes using a prefi x followed by the wildcard charac-
ter “%”. The keyword search fi eld allows queries based on the gene 

 Comparison on Gene Level

3.2  RNASeq- 
ExpressionBrowser

3.2.1  Annotation: 
Keyword Search
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  Fig. 4    Entry page of the RNASeqExpressionBrowser ( a ). Keyword search, allows to search by gene identifi ers, 
keywords, or domain information. ( b ) A  BLAST   sequence search is provided where a threshold for the Expect 
(E) Value can be selected. ( c ) Also a search by gene identifi ers is provided       

description. Suggestions are provided via an autocomplete function, 
when at least three characters were provided by the user.

   We also allow a Gene ontology (GO) term search. The Gene 
 Ontology   Consortium [ 46 ] aims at standardizing the representa-
tion of gene and gene product attributes across species and data-
bases. The search is based on providing the ID (e.g., GO:0006556) 
rather than descriptive free-text (e.g., ‘S-adenosylmethionine bio-
synthetic process’), but RNASeqExpressionBrowser provides in 
addition an ID-to-term mapping. The search makes use of the GO 
hierarchy. Therefore, when searching a very general term, this can 
lead to increased search time. Additionally, other domain 
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information can be integrated and searched. For other domain 
information the search term has to fully match to the provided 
domain terms (e.g., ‘IPR008147’).  

   RNASeqExpressionBrowser provides a nucleotide  BLAST   search 
against all project associated sequences. This allows searching mul-
tiple nucleotide sequences against the project associated sequences. 
When matches were found, the search result reports the sequence 
identity, the match length and the underlying BLAST score. In 
addition, a link to the expression profi le is included. 

  Search results :  Report page  
 In the RNASeqExpressionBrowser, the results are presented as 

different views—a tabular overview (Fig.  5 ) listing all genes cov-
ered by the respective analysis. Upon selection of individual genes 
of interest a detailed view on the expression characteristics as well 
as structural and functional annotation information can be collated 
and summarized.

   Genes in the tabular search results view can be reordered by 
selecting the corresponding column header. In the detailed view 
expression and annotation information for a selected gene are 
given. In the detailed view, the expression information is displayed 
both as a bar chart and in tabular form. Additional annotations, 
e.g., domains and gene ontology annotations are displayed. Links 
to external databases can be integrated.       
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    Chapter 9   

 MaizeGDB: The Maize Genetics and Genomics Database       

     Lisa     Harper     ,     Jack     Gardiner    ,     Carson     Andorf    , and     Carolyn     J.     Lawrence     

  Abstract 

   MaizeGDB is the community database for biological information about the crop plant  Zea mays . Genomic, 
genetic, sequence, gene product, functional characterization, literature reference, and person/organiza-
tion contact information are among the datatypes stored at MaizeGDB. At the project’s website (  http://
www.maizegdb.org    ) are custom interfaces enabling researchers to browse data and to seek out specifi c 
information matching explicit search criteria. In addition, pre-compiled reports are made available for 
particular types of data and bulletin boards are provided to facilitate communication and coordination 
among members of the community of maize geneticists.  

  Key words      Maize    ,    Database    ,    Genetics    ,    Genomics    ,    Genome    ,    Model organism database    

1      Introduction 

 MaizeGDB is the repository for and interface to maize biological 
data. Many diverse types of public data can be found at MaizeGDB, 
such as: DNA sequence, genome assemblies, genetic maps, cytoge-
netic maps, haplotype maps, genetic mapping panels, genes and 
other loci, gene models, transcripts, ESTs, mutations, alleles, 
stocks, QTLs,  SNPs  , BACs, probes, gene products, proteins, path-
way data, microarray data, expression atlas, RNAseq, microRNAs, 
insertion elements and stocks, images of mutants, images of gel 
patterns, references, people, organizations, tutorials, curated list of 
maize projects and resources, and community information such as 
history of the community. Formed in 2002 [ 1 ] by the fusion of 
two databases MaizeDB [ 2 ,  3 ] and ZmDB [ 4 ]; MaizeGDB is now 
a sequence centric one stop shop for maize biological data [ 5 ]. The 
MaizeGDB also provides a full featured  Genome   Browser which 
includes many custom tracks [ 5 ]. Data enters MaizeGDB in one of 
several ways: (1) Information from primary literature is entered via 
manual curation, (2) Data provided directly from maize  researchers 
assisted by MaizeGDB, and (3) Data provided by other databases 
such as  NCBI  , Gramene, and PlantGDB. 

http://www.maizegdb.org/
http://www.maizegdb.org/
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 MaizeGDB personnel work with generators of large datasets to 
get the data into a format that can be served and accessed at 
MaizeGDB. In addition to collecting, storing and making available 
maize data, workers at MaizeGDB also develop custom tools to 
interact effi ciently with the truly enormous and complex datasets 
now available. “Big Data” is the catchphrase used to describe infor-
mation sets that have extreme volume, variety, velocity, and com-
plexity (reviewed at   http://blogs.sap.com/analytics/2012/04/11/
big-data-for-small-companies/    ). Traditional and even current data 
management applications are not designed to handle this data load. 
As it is used currently, “Big Data analysis” conveys the concept of 
extreme information management. Although large datasets are the 
aspect of Big Data management that is most obvious, large (and 
often fairly simplistic) datasets like genome-wide  SNP   datasets are 
actually the least interesting to serve and covey the least biologically 
relevant meaning. By comparison, the complexity aspect of Big Data 
management involves recapitulating biological meaning and is an 
aspect of the emerging discipline that MaizeGDB was a forerunner 
in addressing well. The depth and breadth of data at MaizeGDB 
continue to be a unique aspect of the data resource relative to other 
online repositories of biological information. 

 In addition to serving maize data and tools for interacting with 
the information, MaizeGDB personnel also provide services to the 
maize research community. Bulletin boards for news items, infor-
mation of interest to cooperators, a curated list of maize projects 
and resources that focus on the scientifi c study of maize, an edito-
rial board’s recommended reading list, and educational outreach 
items are among the webpages made available through the 
MaizeGDB site ( see  Table  1 ). In addition, workers at MaizeGDB 
provide technical support for the  Maize    Genetics   Executive 
Committee and the Annual Maize Genetics Conference.

   Information about the history of MaizeGDB and the technical 
aspects of project’s operation are described elsewhere [ 1 ,  5 – 8 ]. 
Reported here are the types of data and tools that are made avail-
able at MaizeGDB, some generalized search strategies that can be 
applied across various datatypes, and some specialized example 
usage cases. Mechanisms for adding data to the database also are 
described in detail.  

2    Materials 

 This section lays out in detail the types of data stored at MaizeGDB. 

   One item that relates directly to MaizeGDB’s mission is to serve as 
the long term steward of whole genome sequence assemblies from 
any  Zea mays  subspecies and inbreds. We house or maintain cur-
rent links to:

2.1   Genomic   
Sequence Data
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    1.    Sequences from various maize inbred lines, including all versions 
of the B73 Reference  Genome    Assembly  . Sequences from 
other inbred lines are shown in relationship to the inbred B73. 
These are accessible through MaizeGDB’s GBrowse-based 
Genome Browser.   

   2.     SNPs   and fl anking genomic sequences from different maize 
inbred lines, and access to larger databases such as Panzehhha 
(  http://www.panzea.org/    ) and dbSNP (  http://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/ SNP  /    ).   

   3.    BAC sequences from the minimum tiling path of the B73 
Reference  Genome    Assembly  , as well as contig information for 
both within BACs, and between BACs.   

   4.    Molecular probe sequences and detection/amplifi cation methods 
for RAPDs, ESTs, SSRs, RFLPs, AFLPs, overgos, and other 
genomic DNAs.    

   Table 1  
  Bulletin boards and static pages   

 Page title and web address  Content description 

 News column  News bulletins are displayed in the right margin. Older 
items are accessible through a link near the bottom    http://www.maizegdb.org/     

 Tutorials  Written and video tutorials that explain how to use 
various tools on the MaizeGDB website    http://outreach.maizegdb.org     

 Data Contribution “How To” Guide  Displays sources of currently stored data and how 
researchers can contribute their own data    http://www.maizegdb.org/contribute_data     

 Editorial Board  A list of noteworthy publications selected monthly by 
the MaizeGDB Editorial Board    http://www.maizegdb.org/hot_new_papers     

 Cooperators’ page  Page of links to resources supporting the cooperative 
spirit shared among maize researchers    http://www.maizegdb.org/cooperators     

  Maize    Genetics   Cooperation—Newsletter  Makes accessible online copies of the MNL and 
provides information on how to receive hard copies    http://www.maizegdb.org/mnl     

  Maize    Genetics   Executive Committee  Provides details on the membership, goals, function, 
and history of the MGEC    http://www.maizegdb.org/mgec     

  Maize    Genetics   Conference  Centralized resource for current and past  Maize   
 Genetics   Conferences which includes dates, 
locations, registration information, and abstract 
submission forms 

   http://www.maizegdb.org/maize_meeting/     

  Maize   Research Projects List  A curated list of maize projects and links to their 
respective project sites and resources generated    http://www.maizegdb.org/popcorn/search/     

 MaizeGDB/National Corn Growers Podcasts 
(  http://www.maizegdb.org/    ) 

 An ongoing series of podcasts that educates 
MaizeGDB’s stakeholders on the value of maize 
research and the need to make all the data 
publically available 

MaizeGDB: The Maize Genetics and Genomics Database
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     With Next Generation Sequencing technologies, there has been a 
fundamental change in how maize researchers ask and address bio-
logical questions. It is now possible to generate large DNA/ RNA 
seq  uence-based data sets at costs that were previously unthinkable. 
Because of this, these large datasets (often termed “Big Data” 
though, as mentioned above, large datasets are only one aspect of 
what constitutes Big Data) can contain millions, and even billions 
of data points. Access to these large data sets is currently problem-
atic. Active research is ongoing in many fi elds to evolve methods of 
access and display to handle large datasets. Currently at MaizeGDB, 
various large datasets can be accessed through portals to other 
databases.

    1.    RNAseq primary data is stored at the  NCBI   Sequence Read 
Archive (SRA,   http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra    ), and served 
at MaizeGDB primarily as graphs of expression at each locus 
on the  Genome   Browser.   

   2.    Access to billions of  SNPs   and fl anking sequences from differ-
ent maize inbred lines is currently available through Panzea 
and will eventually be accessible directly from MaizeGDB.   

   3.    Proteomic data on the developing maize kernel made accessi-
ble through the  Maize   Proteome Project (  http://maizeprot-
eome.ucsd.edu/    ).    

         1.    Loci including (but not limited to) genes, chromosomal seg-
ments, centromeres, introns, probed sites, and quantitative 
trait loci (QTL).   

   2.    Variations including known mutant and non-mutant alleles at 
a given locus, chromosomal structural variations, cytoplasmic 
variations, DNA polymorphisms, rearrangements, transposi-
tions, etc.   

   3.    QTL experiment environmental conditions, parental stocks, 
agronomic traits of interest, locus summaries, and raw data fi les.   

   4.    High resolution genetic maps including nested association 
maps, hapmaps, and intermated population maps.   

   5.    Over 2000 genetic maps, including both composite and indi-
vidual maps, cytogenetic and cytological maps along with 
associated data including mapping panel descriptors, population 
size, and source information.   

   6.    Seed stock (accession) descriptors consisting of a unique iden-
tifi er (the stock name) and known synonyms, the stock source 
(e.g., an individual researcher’s name or an organization name 
like the “ Maize    Genetics   Cooperation—Stock Center”), and 
associated locus linkage group assignments, genotypic varia-
tions, karyotypic variations, phenotypes, and parental stock 
identifi ers.      

2.2  Large Datasets

2.3   Genetic   Data
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       1.     Metabolic pathway   data can be accessed through CornCyc, 
(  http://corncyc.maizegdb.org    , developed in collaboration 
with the Plant Metabolic Network, PMN) and  MaizeCyc   
(  http://maizecyc.maizegdb.org    , developed in collaboration 
with Gramene).   

   2.    Gene products with associated Enzyme Commission (EC) 
numbers, expression, induction conditions, subcellular local-
ization data, metabolic pathway, known metabolic cofactors, 
mass (kDa), and links to loci that encode them.   

   3.    Phenotypic descriptions that include trait descriptions and 
affected tissue types/organs (body parts) alongside mutant 
images.      

       1.     Ontologies   are hierarchically related controlled vocabularies 
that serve to enable communication across different databases 
and data sets.  Ontology   terms from many different established 
ontologies, such as the Gene Ontologies [ 9 ], the Plant Ontology, 
and the Trait Ontology [ 10 ], are assigned to data as appropriate. 
Where appropriate, phenotypes are described using Entity-
Quality (EQ) statements which utilize the strengths of many 
different ontologies.   

   2.    Terms and term defi nitions that describe stored data of various 
types.   

   3.    Additional controlled vocabularies that are the set of terms that 
describe a given process or datatype. For example, terms of type 
“Developmental Stage” make up one controlled vocabulary.      

       1.    References from primary literature, the  Maize    Genetics   
Cooperation—Newsletter, and abstracts from the Annual 
Maize Genetics Conference; associated with virtually all other 
data types.   

   2.    Contact information records for cooperators, authors, and 
organizations.       

3    Methods 

 This section outlines the various ways to fi nd and interact with data 
at MaizeGDB. 

   Navigating data to fi nd specifi c, useful pieces of information is not 
always a simple task. Learning to use the tools that will enable 
facile data navigation is, therefore, a good use of time. By learning 
the general methods for browsing and searching MaizeGDB, the 
time required to locate information will be decreased, allowing for 
more to be spent testing hypotheses at the bench. In each of the 

2.4  Gene Product 
and Functional 
Characterization 
Descriptions

2.5  Terms, 
Controlled 
Vocabularies, 
and  Ontologies  

2.6  Literature 
References 
and Person/
Organization Records

3.1  Interrogation 
Tools
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following sections, descriptions for each type of search are provided 
and general techniques for effi ciently and effectively navigating the 
MaizeGDB interface are described. 

   The fastest and easiest way to navigate to data of interest at 
MaizeGDB is by using the search feature located on the right side 
of the horizontal green toolbar across every page. Clicking on 
“Search” will open the simple search box where you can enter your 
search term. If “all data” remains selected in the drop down menu, 
virtually all data will be searched simultaneously. Much faster 
searches can be done by selecting the data type from the dropdown 
menu. Press the button marked “Go!”, or the enter or return but-
ton on your keyboard to start the search. Below, instructions are 
given to fi nd the genetic position of the  bronze1  ( bz1 ) locus, its 
gene model and how to visualize the gene model on the genome 
browser.

    1.    Go to   http:// www.maizegdb.org    .   
   2.    Locate the green menu bar at the top of the page, and click 

“search” on the right hand side.   
   3.    Read the note that appears in the popup window.   
   4.    Specify criteria to locate records about  bronze1  by selecting 

“locus/loci” from the dropdown menu and by typing  bz1  into 
the fi eld to the right. Click the button marked “Go!”.   

   5.    The locus page for  bz1  gene is fi rst in the results list. Click the 
link to the  bz1  gene.   

   6.    If a gene model has been linked to the bz1 locus, it will be 
present next to the ear of corn. Some gene models have yet to 
be linked to loci. On this page, scroll down to see the list of 
BACs, overgos, and other probes known to mark the  bz1  locus.   

   7.    To see the  bz1  gene model on the  Genome   Browser, look in 
the “Overview” box. Scroll down to “Associated Gene 
Models”, and click the “Genome Browser” link.   

   8.    To download sequence, the GBrowse2 tools can be used: in 
the search box at the top of the view, select “download deco-
rated  FASTA   fi le” or “Download Sequence File” from the pull 
down menu on the left side.    

     Questions asked by biologists are complex, so tools that query the 
database must enable complex queries to be made. MaizeGDB has 
grouped like data types into “data centers” (e.g., Genes/Gene 
models, Alleles and Polymorphisms, Expression, Images, Maps, 
 Phenotypes  , Sequences, References). This allows researchers to use 
custom queries that more effi ciently search specifi c data types. For 
example, the search algorithms are different when searching for a 
reference, versus a sequence, versus a phenotype, so the advanced 

3.1.1  Interrogation Tools: 
Embedded Simple Search

3.1.2  Interrogation Tools: 
Advanced Search of Data 
Centers

Lisa Harper et al.
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search boxes allow different inputs. These custom searches also 
allow more logical display of the results. 

 Each of the Data Centers can be selected from the “Data 
Center” drop down menu on the green horizontal bar at the top 
of most pages. Often used Data Centers are also shown as a button 
in the center of the home page. Data Center names are linked to a 
page that explains the Data Center and makes available a Simple 
Search (similar in function to the search available through the 
search bar described above), an Advanced Search (if relevant, dis-
cussed more fully in this section), and a Discussion of the Data 
Type (written at a level comprehensible by the general public). The 
Expression Data Center is an exception: currently, this Data Center 
brings together many offsite tools to access and analysis expression 
data from various plant sites. 

 To demonstrate the use and functionality of the various Data 
Centers’ Advanced Search tools, here are two examples of their use 
from two disparate Data Centers. 

  The Gene/Gene Models Data Center . In this Data Center’s 
Advance search box, you can search for genes by name, type, 
known phenotypes, gene products, by chromosome or by a com-
bination of these parameters. Below the Advanced search box is a 
box where you can search for genes and gene models by sequence 
using  BLAST  . Below that is a very useful box that allows users to 
download all gene between two genome coordinates, between 
coordinates of two markers or BACs, or download all genes on 
individual BACs. These search features are useful for researchers 
performing map based cloning. Next is a search box where you can 
enter a list of gene model names or transcript IDs (up to 8000), 
and retrieve their sequence. Lastly on this Data Center page are 
lists of useful links for accessing and downloading more gene and 
gene model information. 

  The Maps Data Center . There are over 2000 genetic maps of 
maize, and fi nding an appropriate map can be challenging for 
researchers. At the top of the Maps Data Center is a “Handy 
Reference” that describes the most commonly used genetic maps, 
and how they where constructed. On the Maps Data Center, you 
can search for genetic maps that contain markers of interest, that 
are from particular sources (individuals, companies and public 
institutions) or by mapping panel, or by a combination of these 
variables. Once a map has been chosen, information about that 
map can be found on its page. Below the advanced Search box, are 
links to the most commonly used genetic maps.  

   The  P r O ject  P ortal for corn (POPcorn) was developed as a single 
entry point for researchers to explore maize projects and resources 
that have been developed by maize researchers worldwide to 
advance maize research [ 11 ]. Currently, POPcorn contains 159 
projects and 137 resources. Projects and resources are distinguished 

3.1.3  Interrogation Tools: 
Finding Projects 
and Resources
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from each other in that projects are generally knowledge driven 
with distinct deliverables and a specifi c endpoint. In contrast, 
resources, which often extend beyond the lifetime of the project, 
provide either biological stocks (either DNA based or seed) or soft-
ware tools for navigating the data that has been developed by 
POPcorn projects. The central idea driving the development of a 
single access point for maize projects and resources was that not 
only would this save maize researchers time and effort in locating 
projects that might otherwise be over looked, but also to make sure 
that when the funding period ended, that valuable data and tools 
are maintained long term. Currently, POPcorn serves the maize 
community in three capacities: (1) POPcorn allows localization and 
utilization of community databases and large scale data sets with a 
single search. Curated POPcorn projects and resources can be 
searched by keyword, investigator, institution, category, and coun-
try. (2) POPcorn allows single or multiple DNA sequence searches 
(via  BLAST  ) that access all POPcorn associated DNA sequence 
databases (~45 are currently represented) and returns a single, col-
lated output for easy viewing. (3) POPcorn provides a mechanism 
for preserving raw data and associated annotations contained within 
POPcorn for migration to MaizeGDB for long-term storage. An 
important feature of POPcorn is that it is still actively curated even 
though project funding (NSF DBI 074804) has ended. MaizeGDB 
curators spend a few hours each month looking for new projects 
and resources while an automated utility checks URLs and send an 
email to alert curators that a particular link has become inactive. 
These curation efforts ensure that POPcorn will continue to be a 
relevant resource to the maize community.  

   The maize community spans a timeline of over 80 years and has a 
rich tradition of sharing community resources, both physical and 
intellectual. Not surprisingly, maize as both an applied and model 
research organism has benefi tted from the cohesiveness of the maize 
community. One of MaizeGDB’s primary objectives is to serve as a 
clearing-house for organizational information of interest to the 
maize community.  Maize   researchers can access the MaizeGBD 
community page from the menu bar on the home page. Contact 
information for maize researchers (Cooperators) as well as the 
Maize Executive Committee can be located. Information on the 
Annual Maize  Genetics   Conference, including direct links to regis-
tration and hotel accommodation’s can be obtained. In addition, 
researchers can get directions and guidelines on contributing their 
data to MaizeGDB or becoming a community data curator. 
Information on the Maize Genetics Newsletter, current job listings, 
and the Maize Editorial Board’s recommended readings are also 
available.   

   MaizeGDB provided open source and custom tools to allow users 
to drill down to the data the way they need to view it and use it. 

3.1.4  Interrogation Tools: 
Accessing the  Maize   
Community

3.2  Analysis Tools
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   MaizeGDB created a powerful customizable  BLAST   tool which 
can be easily accessed from the home page through the BLAST 
pull down menu, by selecting BLAST in the Tools pull down 
menu, or by using the BLAST button in the center of the page. 
Using webservices, MaizeGDB BLAST can search locally stored 
sequences, all GenBank datasets (ESTs, GSS, HTGS, etc.), and 
many other sequence databases such as all gene model builds, all 
sequence assemblies, repeat databases, all known loci, microarray 
probes, transcription factors, and more. Selection of datasets to 
query is at the users’ discretion. MaizeGDB BLAST will accept up 
to fi ve input queries with a combined length of no more than 
35,000 bp. Some web services may reject queries of this maximum 
size; if that happens the results page will show an error for that 
target host/data set. Longer query sequences or a large number of 
sequences can be aligned to the reference sequence assembly using 
another tool called   ZeAlign     (described below). MaizeGDB BLAST 
has four clearly delimited steps: Step 1: Input your sequences (Raw, 
 FASTA  , or GenBank IDs), and indicate the sequence is nucleotides 
or amino acids. Step 2: Select Datasets: MaizeGDB offers a wide 
variety of sequence datasets to search. This allows users to have a 
single place to BLAST where they can hit multiple databases at 
once. Each dataset is explained by hovering over the title of the 
dataset. Step 3: Select BLAST parameters: by choosing one of the 
preset options, or by modifying the advanced settings. An explana-
tions for each option is available by hovering over the option title. 
Step 4: Select output type: MaizeGDB offers three possible out-
puts layouts; The standard BLAST text output (like the BLAST 
output at  NCBI  ), The BLAST table output, and a expanded table 
output created by MaizeGDB for maximum integration with the 
website. Results can be displayed, or emailed, or both.  

   Users that generate a large number of sequences can use the 
MaizeGDB developed ZeAlign tool to align their sequences to the 
current genome  Assembly  . This tool can also be used to remap 
older data to a newer genome assembly. ZeAlign is a  BLAST   tool, 
but unlike the regular MaizeGDB BLAST tool, ZeAlign allows up 
to 20,000 sequences to be aligned to a genome assembly. This tool 
is often used before researchers put their data on their own custom 
genome browser track which can be either private, or can be sub-
mitted to MaizeGDB for review and if approved, then for public 
viewing. ZeAlign can be reached by selecting it from the BLAST 
pull down menu on the green bar across the top of every page.  

   MaizeGDB users can access fi ve genome browsers covering three 
genotypes from the MaizeGDB home page: (1) MaizeGDB/B73, 
(2) Maizesequence.org/B73, (3) Genomaize/B73, (4) Phytozome/
Mo17, (5) and QuerySequenceVisualizer/Palomero Toluqueño. 
The MaizeGDB  Genome   Browser uses a semi- customized version 
of GBrowse2 and is actively supported by MaizeGDB personnel. 

3.2.1  Analysis Tools: 
 BLAST  

3.2.2  Analysis Tools: 
ZeAlign

3.2.3  Analysis Tools: 
 Genome   Browser
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The MaizeGDB genome browser allows access to archived 
sequence assembly versions (such as the original BAC-based 
sequence of B73 and B73 RefGen_V1), and fully supports the two 
most recent versions which currently are the B73_RefGen_V2 and 
B73 RefGen_V3 maize genome assemblies. This is critical to many 
MaizeGDB users as researchers often become vested in a particular 
version of the genome assembly. Genome version stability is essen-
tial for them to complete their research projects—especially those 
taking a positional cloning approach towards gene cloning. The 
current installation of GBrowse2 at MaizeGDB contains over 50 
tracks that provide information on genome diversity, gene expres-
sion, gene models, genetic maps, DNA insertions, and repetitive 
elements. In addition to the standard GBrowse2 features such as 
the option to create snapshots and generate community and/or 
private tracks, MaizeGDB has created maize-specifi c documenta-
tion and tools tabs. The documentation tab introduces new users 
to various features in GBrowse2, whereas the maize specifi c tools 
tab gives users access to maize specifi c tools, such as  BLAST  , chro-
mosomal bin, and incongruence viewers that have been embedded 
within the GBrowse2 environment.  

   Not all genes in the maize genome have been identifi ed, and not 
all in silico gene models have been linked with genes previously 
identifi ed by classical genetics. Often researchers identify new 
genes based on mutant phenotype, genetically map them, and then 
want to identify their sequence. MaizeGDB provides the Locus 
Lookup and Locus Pair Lookup tools [ 12 ] to locate a genomic 
sequence interval where a gene of interest may reside, based on its 
position on the genetic map. This tool can be used if you have a 
genetic position for your gene of interest relative to one of several 
MGDB’s composite genetic maps. The tool works by fi nding the 
nearest genetically mapped loci that fl ank the input locus and have 
an association with the B73 genome sequence, and returns those 
coordinates. Since many classically identifi ed genes do have 
sequence coordinates, the Locus lookup tool goes through a hier-
archical process: 

 Upon given the input coordinates, the tool:

    1.    checks if the locus is associated to any gene models and the 
coordinates for the gene model are returned, else   

   2.    checks physical map coordinates to fi nd out whether the locus 
is already placed. If so, the physically mapped locus coordinates 
are returned, else   

   3.    checks the locus record at MaizeGDB to fi nd out if any placed 
BACs are known to detect the locus and that BAC is returned 
within its genomic context, else   

   4.    genetically mapped probes that are nearest the input locus are 
identifi ed, the tool checks whether those probes have known 

3.2.4  Analysis Tools: 
Locus Lookup and Locus 
Pair Lookup
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genomic coordinates (working outward until appropriate 
probes are identifi ed) and fi nally the region of the genome 
contained by the identifi ed probes is reported with bounding 
probes shown in red.     

 The Locus Lookup tool will locate the genome region around 
one genetically mapped locus, while the Locus Pair Lookup allows 
the user to enter two genetically mapped loci and returns the 
genome sequence coordinates that include both loci and the region 
between them. The Locus lookup tool can be accessed from the 
home page by clicking the large "Locus Lookup" button, or by 
selecting this under the “Tools” drop down menu.  

    Metabolic pathway   s   hosted at MaizeGDB can be accessed through 
either the expression or metabolic pathways quick links on the 
MaizeGDB homepage. Currently MaizeGDB hosts two independ-
ent, but complementary metabolic pathway viewers,  MaizeCyc   
developed by Gramene [ 13 ,  14 ], and CornCyc, created by the 
Plant Metabolic Network which were both computationally 
inferred using either the Pathway Tools Software suite (MaizeCyc) 
or the Ensemble Enzyme Prediction Pipeline (E2P2. CornCyc). 
For MaizeCyc, MaizeGDB curators provided 772 literature-based 
GO term annotations, while for CornCyc, they provided curations 
on the auxin, brassinosteroid, and gibberellin pathways. The 
MaizeCyc and CornCyc respective pipelines identified similar 
numbers of enzymatic reactions and pathways. However, the two 
differ in that MaizeCyc contains a larger numbers of transporter 
proteins and reactions while CornCyc identifies over 4000 spliced 
protein variants. MaizeCyc and CornCyc were developed using 
different stringencies for their respective pipeline so it is not sur-
prising their output differs with respect to the number of protein 
functions identified. Taken together, these two approaches are 
highly complementary and provide a more robust resource than 
either would alone: MaizeCyc identifies more enzymes and path-
ways but at lower accuracy, whereas CornCyc identifies fewer, but 
at a higher accuracy.  

   The expression data center at MaizeGDB houses both gene expres-
sion data as well as a collection of tools designed to facilitate its 
analysis. It can be reached either through the expression quick link 
on the MaizeGDB home page or from the data centers pull down 
menu at the top of the home page. The primary focus of the 
expression data center is to provide MaizeGDB users with access to 
a suite of complementary utilities that have been developed by 
external groups to leverage atlas style, genome-wide, gene expres-
sion data sets that have been generated by either high density 
microarrays or  RNA seq  uencing. The gene expression tools acces-
sible from MaizeGDB accommodate virtually any approach that a 
researcher might take towards leveraging expression data. The 

3.2.5  Analysis Tools: 
Cyc  Databases  

3.2.6  Analysis Tools: 
Expression Data Center
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maize eFP browser, developed by researchers at the University of 
Toronto [ 15 ] uses a pictogram approach to display the level of 
gene expression across a series of maize pictures representing over 
60 maize tissues or cell types. It also allows the gene expression 
patterns of genes to be compared across tissues. This is particularly 
useful in comparing closely related homologs and identifying tissue 
specifi c expression patterns. The  MapMan   utility developed at the 
Max Planck Institute for Molecular Plant Physiology projects gene 
expression data on to a large collection of biochemical processes 
and metabolic pathways [ 16 ]. Users can compare and contrast two 
tissues or treatments across a range of metabolic pathways and 
quickly identify gene expression differences within specifi c steps in 
a biochemical pathway. MapMan is particularly well suited for con-
trol vs. experimental treatments such as mutant vs wild type or 
abiotic stress treatments where major shifts in metabolic pathways 
might be expected. The qTeller (QTL Teller) utility, which was 
developed by James Schnable and Mike Freeling at the University 
of California-Berkeley, allows users to view expression levels of 
genes within a user specifi ed chromosomal interval. qTeller, which 
draws upon a large corpus of publically available gene expression 
data, also allows the expression levels of syntenic orthologs of rice, 
sorghum, Setaria, and Brachypodium to be compared which facili-
tates cross species comparisons of genes within a syntenic interval. 
Due to these unique features of QTeller, it is the expression analysis 
tool of choice for positional or QTL cloning projects.  

    Maize   has a large genome (about 2.7 gigabases [ 17 ]), many diverse 
lines with different DNA content, and the B73 reference sequence 
assembly is in flux. The B73 inbred line of maize was sequenced in 
a BAC by BAC approach (pubmed/19965430). First, a BAC 
library was made, then the identification of genetically mapped 
probes on each BAC allowed BACs to be aligned to the IBM 
genetic map, creating a high information content fingerprint 
(HICF) physical map. From this, a minimum tilling path of BACs 
was selected, and these BACs were sequenced, starting in 2005. 
Thus, the order of the sequences of each BAC is determined by the 
IBM genetic map. Since 2005, the density of markers per BAC 
(i.e., the complete sequence of the BAC) has increased, and the 
IBM genetic map has improved. The Incongruency tool allows 
users to check genomic regions for inconsistencies between the 
current genome assembly and the current IBM map (ISU 
Integrated IBM 2009 map). Where there is a discrepancy, it is dif-
ficult to determine which version is correct, however, the tool indi-
cates a region of the genome assembly where the assembly itself 
needs improvement and serves as a warning to researchers to be 
careful with interpreting data in these regions. The Incongruency 
tool can be accessed from any page using in the TOOLS drop 
down menu.  

3.2.7  Analysis Tools: 
Incongruency Tool
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   Sometimes users want to see all the data available in a small region 
of the genome. While the  Genome   Browser is an excellent way to 
get data in a known sequence region, the Bin Viewer allows users 
to get data in a defi ned genetic region. Each maize chromosome is 
divided into 7–12 regions that are each about 20 centiMorgans 
[ 18 ]. To view all data in each bin, users can get to the Bin Viewer 
from the home page by clicking the centrally located Bin Viewer 
button, or selecting it from the “Tools” drop down menu. The Bin 
Viewer is a particular good way to visualize QTL data.   

   MaizeGDB pulls sequence and other data from many sources. 
Other datasets are classifi ed as one of three types: large datasets, 
small datasets, and notes. Large datasets are generally added to the 
database in bulk by members of the MaizeGDB Team, and are 
contributed by researchers directly. To contribute a large dataset to 
the project (or to fi nd out whether the dataset you have generated 
constitutes a “large” or “small” dataset), use the feedback button 
at the top of any MaizeGDB page to make an inquiry. 

 Researchers can add “notes” to records. To add such a note, log 
in to the site using the “annotation” link displayed at the top right of 
any MaizeGDB page. Once logged in, click the “Add your own 
annotation to this record” link shown at the top of virtually all data 
displays. You may also add GO annotation in this way. Small datasets 
can be added to the database by researchers directly by way of the 
MaizeGDB Community Curation Tools. The method for adding a 
small dataset is explained below, using a newly published reference 
as the example usage case. The citation for our pretend reference is as 
follows: 

 Lawrence, CJ. (2005) How to use the reference curation module 
at MaizeGDB.  Plant Physiology  9:3–4.

    1.    Click on the “annotation” link at the top of any MaizeGDB 
page. Click the link to “Create an Annotation Account” and fi ll 
out all information required. Be sure to check the box to become 
a MaizeGDB curator before clicking the submit button.   

   2.    A confi rmation email along with a Community Curation manual 
will be sent once the new account has been activated.   

   3.    To begin adding data to the database, click on the link marked 
“tools” toward the top right of any MaizeGDB page.   

   4.    Toward the bottom of this page click the link marked 
“Playground Community Curation Tools”.   

   5.    Log in using the newly created username and password.   
   6.    Click the link toward the center of the page to download the 

curation tools’ user manual for future reference.   
   7.    In the left bar, click the link marked “Reference.”   
   8.    Fill in the title and select “article” as the reference type. 

(Because you are working at the “Playground Community 

3.2.8  Analysis Tools: 
Bin Viewer

3.3  Ways to Add 
Data to the  Database  
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Curation Tools” feel free to make up pretend information for 
the purposes of this exercise.) When in doubt of what informa-
tion to put into a given fi eld, click on the buttons labeled with 
a question mark.   

   9.    Fill in the year, volume, and pages information. For the “In 
Journal” fi eld note the label “Lookup Field—Enter a Search 
String.” Fill in the journal title.   

   10.    Click the link beneath the “Author” heading to “Add Authors.”   
   11.    Half way down the page is a text fi eld where the name of an 

author can be typed to locate a person record to associate with 
the new reference. For this example, type  Lawrence .   

   12.    Lawrence is the fi rst (and only) author on this imaginary pub-
lication, so leave the dropdown menu with “Author” selected, 
and type the number  1  into the box labeled “Order.” Press the 
“Submit & Continue” button.   

   13.    Note that “Lawrence, CJ” is available in the dropdown menu. 
Select this item from the dropdown menu that has replaced the 
typing fi eld for Author, scroll to the bottom of the page, and 
click the button labeled “Add to List of Authors.”   

   14.    Note that “Lawrence, CJ” now appears in the list of authors at 
the top of the page. Click the button marked “Author List 
Complete.”   

   15.    Scroll to the bottom of the page and press the button marked 
“Submit & Continue.” Returned in place of the “In Journal” 
search string are available instances of matching journal names. 
Select the records “Plant Physiol”.   

   16.    Click the button at the bottom of the page marked “Insert 
into  Database  .”    

  The newly created record enters a queue for approval by a 
worker at MaizeGDB. Once the record has been approved, it will 
become available through the MaizeGDB interface after the next 
database update. Other curation tool modules function similarly, 
and a detailed manual is available through the curation tools.  

   Personnel at MaizeGDB aim to be responsive to the questions and 
requests of people who use this resource. At the top of every page, 
on the horizontal green bar, is a feedback button. When used, it will 
record the page from which the feedback was initiated. Users can ask 
questions, make comments, and point out errors. MaizeGDB 
strongly encourages everyone to use the feedback button often!  

   MaizeGDB provides written, video, and in-person tutorials on a 
broad range of topics all relating to interacting effectively with data 
at MaizeGDB [ 19 ,  20 ]. All tutorial and FAQ information can be 
found in the outreach section on the bottom left of the home page, 
Links to the MaizeGDB Facebook and Twitter pages are also there.      

3.4  Leave Feedback

3.5  Outreach
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    Chapter 10   

 WheatGenome.info: A Resource for Wheat Genomics 
Resource       

     Kaitao     Lai      

  Abstract 

   An integrated database with a variety of  W eb-based systems named WheatGenome.info hosting wheat 
genome and genomic data has been developed to support wheat research and crop improvement. The 
resource includes multiple Web-based applications, which are implemented as a variety of Web-based sys-
tems. These include a GBrowse2-based wheat genome viewer with BLAST search portal, TAGdb for 
searching wheat second generation genome sequence data, wheat autoSNPdb, links to wheat genetic maps 
using CMap and CMap3D, and a wheat genome Wiki to allow interaction between diverse wheat genome 
sequencing activities. This portal provides links to a variety of wheat genome resources hosted at other 
research organizations. This integrated database aims to accelerate wheat genome research and is freely 
accessible via the web interface at   http://www.wheatgenome.info/    .  

  Key words       Triticum aestivum     ,    Integrated database    ,    Comparative map    ,    Genetic   map    ,    Genome   viewer    , 
  Second-generation DNA sequencing  

1      Introduction 

 Next-generation high-throughput DNA sequencing (NGS) tech-
nologies, also known as second-generation sequencing (SGS) tech-
nologies, have provided fascinating opportunities for the analysis 
of plants on a genomic scale [ 1 ,  2 ]. Wheat is an example of a major 
polyploid crop with large genome and high complexity presenting 
signifi cant challenges for analysis [ 3 ]. Bread wheat (  Triticum aesti-
vum   ) is an important crop plant and staple food worldwide [ 4 ]. 
Here I describe public resources for the study of the emerging 
wheat genome.  

David Edwards (ed.), Plant Bioinformatics: Methods and Protocols, Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 1374,
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2    Materials and Methods 

   Despite the signifi cance of wheat for food globally, its complex and 
large genome impedes efforts in genome sequencing. Berkman 
et al. have assembled genomic regions representing unique and low 
copy regions for isolated chromosome arms. These genomic regions 
include syntenic builds for chromosomes 7A, 7B, and 7D [ 5 – 7 ]. 
The syntenic builds represent gene containing contigs which dem-
onstrate similarity with genes from related species, and represent 
around 4 % of the total assembly. These genomic regions, contain-
ing all or nearly all genes for these chromosomes, have been assem-
bled, and the majority of these genes have been ordered and aligned 
based on synteny with  B. distachyon ,  O. sativa , and  S. bicolor  [ 7 ]. 
The majority of wheat contigs, which are outside of the syntenic 
builds, are also included in the WheatGenome.info database.  

   Grasses not only provide the bulk of nutrition for humans, but also 
produce a source of sustainable energy [ 8 ].  Brachypodium  is a 
member of the Pooideae subfamily. The diploid ecotype of 
 Brachypodium distachyon  has the smallest reported genome size in 
the Poaceae [ 9 ] and this was the fi rst member of the Pooideae 
subfamily to be sequenced (published by The International 
Brachypodium Initiative).  B. distachyon  is an important model for 
developing new energy and food crops [ 10 ].  

   Clustering of protein sequence space based on sequence similarity 
provides information for reducing overrepresentation of 
sequences. The UniRef ( UniProt   Reference Clusters) provide 
clustered sets of sequences from UniProt Knowledgebase 
(UniprotKB) and selected UniProt Archive records. UniRef90 are 
constructed by clustering UniRef100 sequences at the 90 % 
sequence identity level [ 11 ]. The UniRef90 database was down-
loaded from the UniProt website, and the wheat chromosomes 
and extra contigs were compared with the UniRef90 database 
using  BLAST  . Uniref90 protein annotation can provide biological 
information related to specifi c genes or traits.  

   To obtain a greater understanding of wheat genome diversity, we 
have identifi ed intervarietal single nucleotide polymorphisms 
( SNPs  ) between 16 Australian bread wheat varieties, which include 
AC Barrie, Alsen, Baxter, Chara, Drysdale, Excalibur, Gladius, 
H45, Kukri, Pastor, RAC875, VolcaniDDI, Westonia, 
Wyalkatchem, Xiaoyan 54, and Yitpi. These 16 Australian bread 
wheat varieties were sequenced using whole genome shotgun 
 Illumina   paired read sequencing [ 12 ]. Lai et al. have aligned these 
paired reads to the draft assemblies of chromosomes 7A, 7B, and 
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2.2   Brachypodium 
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2.3  Uniref90 
Annotation

2.4  Intervarietal 
 SNPs   Between 16 
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7D. A total of over 4,018,311 intervarietal SNPs have been identi-
fi ed between these 16 Australian wheat varieties [ 13 ].   

3    Methods and Workfl ow 

 The WheatGenome.info integrated database and portal can be 
split into distinct sections: the generative pipeline, the data storage 
component, and the visual interface (Fig.  1 ). In pipeline process-
ing,  BLAST   tools were used for comparison with genome refer-
ences and annotation. Annotated genetic maps were generated in 
CMAP. All of the processed data is stored in a MySQL relational 
database using customized schema for data storage. Users interact 
with each Web-based system through their respective portals.

     The entry page of wheatgenome.info provides four links. The 
introduction link provides summary information about the initia-
tive of this wheatgenome.info project. The second link provides 
the details of this project, including the purpose of this project, the 
method of whole-genome shotgun (WGS) to help wheat genome 
sequencing, and the challenges of wheat genome sequencing. The 
third link provides a summary page of links to different wheat 
genome references in the GBrowse 2 viewer, and the links to the 
 TAGdb  ,  BLAST   portal, and wheat genome CMap (Fig.  2 ). The 
fourth link provides resources, and external wheat databases and 
information from other research teams.

3.1  The Entry 
Page—A Summary 
and a Gateway

Wheat Genome Group 7
(V0.1 and V2.0),

Brachypodium distachyon
genes, PE reads of 16
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Wheat Genome
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V2.0)

Wheat Genome
Group 7

(V2.0), Syntenic
Block and EST

annotation

Wheat Genome
Group 7

(V0.1, V0.4 and
V2.0)

Wheat 454
transcriptome data

Data was assembled using
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GenBank ad SwissProt
using BLAST

Uniref90 database was
compared with Group 7,
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  Fig. 1    Flowchart demonstrates the general workfl ow of wheatgenome.info integrated database       
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      GBrowse2 is a genome browser that allows users to visualize DNA, 
protein, or other sequence features within the context of a refer-
ence sequence, for example, a chromosome or contig [ 14 ]. This 
web portal applies GBrowse2 to host wheat group 7. GBrowse2 is 
a interactive generic genome browser for genome sequence data 
and aligned annotation [ 15 ,  16 ]. Predicted genes, Uniref90 genes 

3.2  GBrowse2 
Viewer for Wheat 
 Genomes  

   Fig. 2     Wheat  Genome   Databases   list       
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[ 17 ] as well as intervarietal  SNPs   between 16 Australian wheat 
varieties have been annotated on each wheat chromosome arm 
(syntenic build). 

 The data fi le for GBrowse2 is based on a General Feature 
Format (GFF), which is organized into nine columns, separated by 
tabs [ 14 ]. The user can type in chromosome or contig name (or 
with length range) in the search box. The results would present the 
related information within the context of the searched sequence. 

 The display panel has several sections (Fig.  3 ). The top section 
displays the overview of the searched chromosome or contig. Users 
can drag and select the range of sequence region, the bottom sec-
tion (details section) presents the DNA regions, proteins, and 
other sequence features within the selected region. The detail sec-
tion is a sliding window, which can be dragged and moved left or 
right to view other regions of the chromosome or contig.

   When the user selects a sequence to display, the detail section 
will display Uniref90 proteins, the assembled contigs,  Brachypodium 
distachyon  genes and their exons, and the intervarietal  SNPs   
between 16 Australian wheat varieties. All of the sequence features 
provide links to a detail page. When the user clicks any of these 
sequence features, the detail page will be displayed with feature 

  Fig. 3    Example of the detailed information for the wheat genome 7AS sytenic build from the reference view 
of GBrowse2. Several tracks of annotation are available, including Uniref90, Genes, Contigs,  SNPs  , and 
Exons [ 17 ]       
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name, type name, description, reference position, length, and its 
full sequence. 

 Wheat GBrowse2 also provides the facility to “Download 
Track Data” and a related confi guration button. The user can 
select GFF version for the output fi le and can get the download the 
GFF fi le which includes information within the selected range of 
chromosome or contig of interest.  

    TAGdb   is a Web-based query tool for aligning query sequences to 
a database of  Illumina   short read sequence data [ 18 ], including 
data from multiple species, such as Barley, Brassica, and wheat. The 
wheat paired short read data library includes 16 Australian bread 
wheat varieties and Chinese Spring. In the short paired-read library 
selection box, each library is displayed in a fi xed format. This for-
mat is described as “Source Name – Read Length – Insert Size – 
Library Name.” 

 The e  TAGdb   portal page provides the user Email input text 
box, and a text box for input query sequences, and a button for 
selecting a sequence fi le. The user needs to choose a sequence 
query fi le or copy and paste query sequences in  FASTA   format. In 
the next step, the user needs to select the sequences database for 
the aligning query sequence. After choosing the species, the related 
short paired-read libraries need to be selected. These libraries can 
be multiple selected. If the user needs to select many paired-read 
libraries, they are recommended to submit multiple jobs, and for 
each job only select ten short paired-read libraries or less. 

  TAGdb   works in an automatic workfl ow. When a job is sub-
mitted, the system will automatically send an email to the user with 
a unique job reference number, and start to align the query 
sequence with selected short reads using MEGABLAST [ 19 ]. This 
e-mail will provide a link to the job status web page. 

 Once the job has been completed, the  TAGdb   system will send 
another e-mail to inform the user that the job has completed and 
provide link to the results (Fig.  4 ).

   In the result page,  TAGdb   presents the alignment of short 
reads from wheat libraries visually using OpenLayers. The result 
view has been separate two sections. The top section is a sliding 
window. User can drag and move this window and view the details 
of the alignment on the bottom section. Each aligned paired-read 
from query sequences are represented with single or paired 
coloured arrows.  

   The wheat  BLAST   GBrowse2 portal performs BLAST alignment 
between a single query and the genome reference. This portal pro-
vides parameter drop boxes and an input box. The user can select 
the E-value threshold. Its default value is 1E−4. Max hits is defi ned 
as 15 by default. 

3.3   TAGdb   
for Interrogating Short 
Read Sequence Data

3.4  Wheat 
 Genome   As
sembly   BLAST   
GBrowse2 Portal
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 Sequence data input is similar to  TAGdb   system. The user 
needs to select the sequences database for aligning the query 
sequences. These libraries can be multiple selected. After  BLAST   
alignment has completed, the web portal will present a page to 
display the standard BLAST result. Each alignment result displays 
the alignment score and HSP. The user can click score link and the 
page will forward the alignment details. The user can click the HSP 
value and the related GBrowse2 view for this range of the genome 
and sequence features will be displayed.  

   The CMap system provides a generic, extensible Web-based com-
parative map viewer for demonstrating and comparing genetic and 
physical maps from any species [ 20 ]. Wheat CMap system has 
linked the assembled wheat chromosome arm information with the 
sequenced genomes of  Brachypodium distachyon  and rice, as well as 
a genetic map of the D genome donor of hexaploid wheat,  Aegilops 
tauschii  [ 17 ]. 

 Wheat CMap provides a summary interface linking to the 
wheat CMap viewer, administration, tutorial document, map 
search and feature search functionalities [ 17 ]. The user can select 
the reference species as wheat, and reference physical sequence 
map or genetic map, and then add a physical sequence map or a 

3.5  Wheat 
 Genome   CMap

   Fig. 4     Screenshot of  TAGdb   result page demonstrating the alignment of short reads from wheat variety Chinese 
Spring to a sample query sequence [ 17 ]       
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genetic map as second map on the left side or right side of the fi rst 
map. CMap links the same features between two physical or genetic 
maps (Fig.  5 ).

      The effective visualization of links between genetic and physical 
maps becomes a challenge when these maps become more abun-
dant [ 17 ]. If the links are demonstrated within three maps, the 
effective visualization would be depreciated. The CMap3D tool is 
developed based on CMap for the visualization and comparison of 
multiple physical or genetic maps [ 21 ]. 

 In the CMap3D viewer (Fig.  6 ), the multiple physical or 
genetic maps are displayed in virtual space. The view of links 
between any two of these maps is also displayed.

3.6  Wheat 
 Genome   CMap3D

   Fig. 5     An inter-species comparison between a physical map of the wheat 7DS syntenic build chromosome, a 
genetic map of  Aegilops tauschii  chromosome 7D, and physical map of the  Brachypodium distachyon  chromo-
some 3 (between 39 Mbp and 45 Mbp) using CMap       
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      AutoSNPdb [ 22 ,  23 ] is developed based on autoSNP [ 24 ,  25 ] and 
SNPServer [ 26 ]. AutoSNPdb provides an extensible and user- 
friendly graphical interface supporting a variety of queries to iden-
tify  SNP   polymorphisms related to specifi c genes or traits. 

 The AutoSNPdb portal page provides a drop box for selecting 
the species. When wheat is selected, AutoSNPdb would process 
the wheat database. The action list provides links to the main func-
tions of wheat AutoSNPdb. 

 The fi rst link provides a database search function using keyword(s). 
The display options are also provided. The second link provides search 
function for  SNPs   between selected cultivars (varieties). The user 
needs to select primary and secondary cultivars and SNPs between 
these are then displayed. The third link provides a search function for 
SNPs homologous to reference genomic locations. The user can spec-
ify the range and position on the selected chromosome and the result-
ing SNPs will be displayed. The fourth link provides  BLAST   searches 
against the wheat consensus assembly sequences. 

 The above links display the related consensus assembly 
sequence results. The search result interface displays list of consen-
sus assembly sequences with annotation associated with the search 
term. The user can select any of these consensus assembly sequences 
to view the aligned reads and  SNPs   in a visual interface (Fig.  7 ), 
and related GenBank, gene ontology, and  Swiss-Prot   annotations.

3.7  Wheat 
autoSNPdb

   Fig. 6     An interspecies comparison between a physical map of the wheat 7DS syntenic build chromosome, a 
genetic map of  Aegilops tauschii  chromosome 7D, and physical map of the  Brachypodium distachyon  chromo-
some 3 (between 39 Mbp and 45 Mbp) using CMap3D [ 17 ]       
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   Fig. 7     The wheat autoSNPdb web interface displaying the wheat sequence assembly, and predicted  SNPs   as 
vertical bars [ 17 ]       
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    Chapter 11   

 User Guidelines for the  Brassica  Database: BRAD       

     Xiaobo     Wang    ,     Feng     Cheng    , and     Xiaowu     Wang      

  Abstract 

   The genome sequence of  Brassica rapa  was fi rst released in 2011. Since then, further  Brassica  genomes 
have been sequenced or are undergoing sequencing. It is therefore necessary to develop tools that help 
users to mine information from genomic data effi ciently. This will greatly aid scientifi c exploration and 
breeding application, especially for those with low levels of bioinformatic training. Therefore, the  Brassica  
database (BRAD) was built to collect, integrate, illustrate, and visualize  Brassica  genomic datasets. BRAD 
provides useful searching and data mining tools, and facilitates the search of gene annotation datasets, 
syntenic or non-syntenic orthologs, and fl anking regions of functional genomic elements. It also includes 
genome-analysis tools such as BLAST and GBrowse. One of the important aims of BRAD is to build a 
bridge between  Brassica  crop genomes with the genome of the model species  Arabidopsis thaliana , thus 
transferring the bulk of  A. thaliana  gene study information for use with newly sequenced  Brassica  crops.  

  Key words     BRAD  ,   Brassica database  ,    Genome   sequences  ,    Genomic   syntenic  ,    Comparative genomic   s    , 
  Brassicaceae  ,    Brassica  crop  

1       Introduction 

 The  Brassica  database (BRAD) is a Web-based resource focusing 
on genome-scale genetic and genomic data for Brassicaceae mem-
bers, especially important  Brassica  crop species [ 1 ]. BRAD was ini-
tially built using fi rst whole genome sequencing and related datasets 
of the  Brassica  A genome species  Brassica rapa  [ 2 ]. It has since 
extended to include all available  Brassicaceae  genomes. In general, 
BRAD provides datasets of complete genome sequences, predicted 
genes and associated annotations, noncoding RNAs, transposable 
elements (TE), orthology to  A. thaliana , genetic markers, and 
linkage maps of the available  Brassica  genomes. BRAD provides 
useful search and data mining tools, these include the ability to 
search across annotation datasets, search for syntenic or non- 
syntenic orthologs, and search fl anking regions of a certain target; 
it also includes tools such as  BLAST  , GBrowse, and  Synteny   visu-
alization. BRAD allows users to search using numerous kinds of 
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keywords; these include  B. rapa  or  A. thaliana  gene IDs, physical 
positions, or genetic markers. BRAD is continuously updated with 
newly available sequenced  Brassica  genomes and related informa-
tion. There are six major sections of the BRAD website (Fig.  1 ): 
Home, Browse, Search, Tools, Download, and Links.

2        User Guidelines for Different Sections of BRAD 

   This section provides a brief introduction of BRAD and the direc-
tion of its future development (Fig.  2 ). The “News section” in the 
right sidebar is designed to inform users of the latest BRAD 
updates. The information page linked from “Contact” allows the 
user to contact the support team to fi nd help with any questions 
they have related to using BRAD.

      BRAD provides genetic markers of  B. rapa  [ 3 ] for map construc-
tion in different  B. rapa  populations; it also includes gene families, 
fi ve groups of genes related to different metabolic pathways, tran-
scription factors, and morphological diversity of  B. rapa  pheno-
types. A brief introduction to the Wang lab is also given (Fig.  3 ). 
The “Browse overview” webpage provides more detailed informa-
tion of this section.

      For each marker present in the “Browse” genetic markers and 
maps section, the genetic and physical position, primer informa-
tion, and parental populations are provided. Accession to data fol-
lows the order: chromosome selection → population 
specifi cation → detailed marker information → click on marker ID 
for primer information. An example of clicking Chr (chromosome) 
A01 on the picture or on the menu in the left sidebar is shown in 
Fig.  4 , and the output result shown in Fig.  5 . Information on pop-
ulation, chromosome, and marker number is provided in the out-
put table. After clicking on marker number “34” of  B. rapa  
population RCZ16_DH a list is given of these markers (Fig.  6 ). 
More detailed information for each marker, such as primer 
sequence, length, and position is obtained by clicking on the 
marker ID, e.g., KBRH139B23-1 (Fig.  7 ).

2.1  Home: BRAD 
Homepage

2.2  Browse: 
 Genomic   Markers 
and  Phenotypes   of 
 B. rapa 

2.2.1  Markers and Maps

  Fig. 1    BRAD navigation. There are main six main sections navigable from the BRAD menu bar: Home, Browse, 
Search, Tools, and the resources: Download, and Links       
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         Glucosinolate genes [ 4 ], anthocyanin genes [ 5 ], resistance genes, 
fl owering-related genes [ 6 ], auxin-related genes, and the main 
gene families and transcription factors can be determined from the 
 B. rapa  genome. Users are required to follow the same three steps 
outlined in Subheading  2.2.1 . Figure  8  shows 30 auxin-related 
genes belonging to the ARF gene subfamily. Clicking the gene ID, 
e.g., “ Bra013748 ” will pop out a search navigation window pro-
viding links to the following gene information: Annotations, 
 Genome   browse, Syntenic paralogs, Non-syntenic At-Br orth, 

2.2.2  Genes of Important 
Pathways or Function 
Families

  Fig. 2    Homepage. This section provides a short introduction to BRAD, and features daily news updates on the 
right sidebar       

  Fig. 3    Browse. This section of BRAD gives access to datasets of gene families, genetic markers, and maps of 
 B. rapa        
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Gene sequence, Flank regions, and accessions to the CoGe (com-
parative genomics) website (  https://www.genomevolution.org/
CoGe/    ). Detailed information of these functions is illustrated in a 
later section of this report.

       This section is designed to annotate predicted genes in  Brassica  
and to give users a comprehensive understanding of any genes of 
interest. There are fi ve main parts in the “Search” section: annota-
tions, syntenic gene pairs, non-syntenic At-Br orthologues, ele-
ment of fl anking regions, and gene and protein sequences. 

   Seven kinds of annotation datasets are provided for the predicted 
genes of  B. rapa : Swissprot annotation, Trembl annotation [ 7 ], 
KEGG annotation [ 8 ], InterPro domain annotation [ 9 ], Gene 
 Ontology   of  Brassica  [ 10 ], and orthologous genes (best hit of 

2.3  Search: 
Annotations, Syntenic 
Genes, and  Genomic   
Regions

2.3.1   Annotations

  Fig. 4    Distribution of genomic blocks on ten chromosomes of  B. rapa . Clicking each bar retrieves marker 
information for the corresponding chromosome       

  Fig. 5    Output table of  B. rapa  population, chromosome, and marker number information for chromosome A01       
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BLASTX) between  B. rapa  and  A. thaliana  (Fig.  9 ). These datas-
ets can be used to annotate gene models from different aspects, 
such as nucleotide sequence, proteins, and domains. In the annota-
tion search section, users can fi nd genes with functions of interest 
through submitting a keyword, such as fl ower, growth, or gene 
ID; this will collect genes with related functions from the seven 
aforementioned annotation datasets. As an example: type in the  B. 
rapa  gene ID “Bra019255” and then click on the GO button. 
Further clicking on the result of an annotation dataset will provide 
annotation information of genes corresponding to the searched 
keyword. Figure  10  gives an example of an output table following 
such an event; it lists six Gene Ontology Annotation search hits 
relating to “Bra019255.” Clicking on the gene ID in the output 
table will pop out a search navigation menu, while clicking on a 
Gene Ontology ID will take the user to the AmiGO website [ 11 ] 
for more detailed annotation information.

  Fig. 6    Marker names, genetic position, physical position, and strand information for the  B. rapa  population 
RCZ16_ZH       
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  Fig. 7    Detail information for the KBRH139B23-1 marker of the  B. rapa  population RCZ16_DH       

  Fig. 8    Genes belonging to the auxin sub family ARF in  B. rapa , and their corresponding paralogs in  A. thaliana        
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        The syntenic relationship of genes between  A. thaliana  and three 
 B. rapa  subgenomes can be searched using gene IDs from either 
species. The Syntenic gene web search section (Subheading  2.3.2 ) 
gives two options for number of fl anking genes in the pull-down 
menu, allowing 10 or 20 genes fl anking both sides of the searched 
gene to be displayed. For example, typing in the gene ID 
“AT4G23980” and setting the fl anking gene number to 10 will 

2.3.2   Syntenic Gene

  Fig. 9    The gene annotation search interface. BRAD includes seven different gene annotation datasets. Search 
results for the  B. rapa  gene  Bra019255  are shown in the above example       

  Fig. 10    Gene ontology (GO) of the  B. rapa  gene  Bra019255 . Clicking on a GO item directs the user to the AmiGO 
database       
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output the table shown in Fig.  11 . The heading of the output table 
includes abbreviations as “LF,” which denotes the least fractioned 
subgenome in  B. rapa , while “MF1” means the medium fraction-
ated subgenome and “MF2” represents the most fractionated sub-
genome [ 2 ,  12 ,  13 ]. The targeted gene is shaded dark green in the 
center of the table, and each  A. thaliana  gene corresponds to 1, 2, 
or 3 genes in the three subgenomes of  B. rapa ; “-” indicates that 
the gene was fractionated. Hovering the mouse over a gene ID 
displays the function annotations of  A. thaliana  genes, and pro-
vides detailed supporting information on the synteny relationships 
of  B. rapa  genes to  A. thaliana . Clicking on gene IDs listed in the 
output table triggers a small pop out window for search navigation, 
while clicking on the tandem symbol “-Tandem” shows gene 

  Fig. 11    Searching syntenic genes of  AT4G23980  between  A. thaliana  and  B. rapa  subgenomes. Mousing over 
the gene ID shown in the output table displays the gene annotation information for the  A. thaliana  gene and 
alignment information of the  B. rapa  gene       
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members of the tandem array at the bottom of the searching 
outputs.

      The datasets of non-syntenic gene pairs between  A. thaliana  and 
 B. rapa  provided here were determined under two rules. First, the 
parameters of BLASTP alignment: identity > 70 %, coverage of  A. 
thaliana  gene > 75 %, and coverage of  B. rapa  gene > 75 %. Second, 
two genes of an orthologous pair should not be a syntenic gene 
pair. A total of 17,159 non-syntenic orthologous pairs were deter-
mined. Figure  12  shows the search page for non-syntenic At-Br 
Orth. For example, a search for the “Bra019257” gene will obtain 
the results displayed in Fig.  13 . Detailed alignment information is 
shown in the output table, allowing users to consider homology 
level; a search navigation window is linked from the gene IDs out-
put in the table.

       This module was developed to help users locate functional ele-
ments distributed in the fl anking region of a target (Fig.  14 ). The 
target can be a physical position, a gene ID, or a genetic marker. 
All genomic elements, such as genes, transposons, and RNAs 

2.3.3  Non-syntenic 
At-Br Orth

2.3.4  Searching 
the Flanking Region

  Fig. 12    The non-syntenic At-Br orthologs search window       

  Fig. 13    Search result display of non-syntenic At-Br orthologs       
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(miRNA, tRNA, rRNA, and snRNA) located in the fl anking 
regions of the target are collected and displayed in an output table. 
For example, searching with the  B. rapa  marker “BrID10419” will 
output the genomic elements results shown in Fig.  15 . The tabular 
data contains the start position, stop position, and chromosome 
strand of each element, and provides population information of 
the genetic markers. The fi rst line of the search result provides a 
link to GBrowse, which helps users to visualize the target region 
under the background of the corresponding chromosome. This is 
a useful tool for studies that involve fi ne mapping of target genes 
in QTL analysis. Once QTLs have been obtained, markers can be 
aligned to genome sequences to obtain their physical positions. 
Elements in the fl anking regions of these markers can thus be 
checked to locate candidate genes or miRNAs that may be causal 
factors of the QTLs.

       This interface (Fig.  16 ) is built to help users easily obtain nucleo-
tide or protein sequences by entering their gene ID (e.g., 
“ Bra019255 ”; Fig.  17 ). The fi rst line of the output result provides 
a link to the GBrowse interface, and below this is a table listing 
gene positions. Clicking on “Gene sequence” or “Protein 
Sequence” links will bring up a new webpage with the complete 
corresponding sequence of the searched gene (Fig.  18 ).

          BLAST   and GBrowse [ 14 ] are embedded in BRAD to help users 
align and visualize the genomic datasets. 

2.3.5  Gene Sequence

2.4  Tools: Blast, 
 Genome   Browse

  Fig. 14    The fl anking region search window       
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   The standard wwwblast (  http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/staff/
tao/URLAPI/wwwblast/    ) module was adopted by BRAD to pro-
vide a  BLAST   service for users. Numerous databases were collected 
for BLAST, including genome, gene, and protein sequences of  B. 
rapa ; EST sequences of  B. rapa ,  Brassica s, and Brassicaceae 
(Cruciferaes) (Fig.  19 ). Using the “ Bra019255 ” gene sequence as 
an example, when the database of  B. rapa  genes is selected with 

2.4.1   BLAST  

  Fig. 15     Genomic   elements in the fl anking region of the  BrID10419  marker. Target items including genes, RNAs, 
transposons, and genetic markers are shown in the output table       

  Fig. 16    Gene sequence search window       
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default parameters to run BLAST, there are 83 hits of the query 
sequence (Fig.  20 ).

       GBrowse visualizes genomic elements (including genes, noncod-
ing RNAs, TEs, and genetic markers) of the  B. rapa  genome on 
one frame. Links from the genes visualized in GBrowse direct users 
to other BRAD applications. Tracks shown in the detailed section 
of GBrowse are gene models derived from  B. rapa  genome version 
1.01, and genomic elements of mRNA, CDS, genetic marker, 
transposon, miRNA, tRNA, snRNA, rRNA, and SSR (Fig.  21 ). 
Clicking on a gene icon in GBrowse returns links to its annota-
tions, the best BLASTX match to  A. thaliana , and the function 
and Gene  Ontology   (GO) of the matched  Arabidopsis  gene (Fig. 
 21 ). Additionally, the user can choose the option “Download 
Sequence File” in the menu of the confi gure panel (Fig.  22 ) to 

2.4.2   Genome   Browse 
(GBrowse)

  Fig. 17    Gene search result for the  Bra019255  gene       

  Fig. 18    Retrieved protein sequence for the  Bra019255  gene       
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retrieve the sequence of any genomic region required; an example 
is shown in Fig.  23 .

         In addition to being able to download genomic data from GBrowse, 
this section also provides links for bulk data downloads. Data 
options include genome and gene sequences, gene annotations, 
and other predicted genomic elements (Fig.  24 ). Other  Brassica  
plant datasets will be provided in BRAD as soon as they are made 
available. These datasets will be updated when necessary changes 
are made to genome references.

      BRAD makes numerous community resources available, either as 
data or through external website links. These resources include 

2.5  Download: 
 Brassica  Plant 
Datasets

2.6  Links: Other 
Brassicaceae 
Resources

  Fig. 19    Webpage for the  BLAST   service provided in BRAD       
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other databases or web resources from laboratories focusing on 
Brassicaceae studies, and information on meetings of potential 
interest to  Brassica  researchers and breeders.   

3     Discussion and Future Development 

 BRAD is a database built for studies focusing on the genetics 
and genomics of  Brassica  plants. It has specifi c functions, and 
advantages over other databases of  Brassica  plants, specifi cally its 
annotation and deep mining of the  B. rapa  genome, and its use 
of the gene information from  A. thaliana . It is aimed at helping 
scientists and breeders to use the genomic and genetic datasets 
of  Brassica  plants with utmost ease and effi ciency. BRAD will 
continuously improve its search and visualization tools, and will 
continue to integrate even more related datasets in the future.     

  Fig. 20     BLAST   alignment of the  Bra019255  gene against the  B. rapa  gene database       
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  Fig. 21     Genome   visualization using Gbrowse. Tracks shown in the detailed section are gene models, mRNA, 
CDS, genetic marker, TEprotein, transposon, miRNA, tRNA, snRNA, rRNA, and SSRs of  B. rapa  genome version 
1.0. Clicking on the icon of the gene model provides a contextual menu with links to annotations and its best- 
hit gene (BLASTX) in  A. thaliana . Clicking on other elements will lead users to detailed annotation and sequence 
information       

  Fig. 22    The  Genome   Browse panel. Gene ID, gene marker, and genome region are accepted as keywords for 
searches       
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  Fig. 23    Retrieved DNA sequence between 80,000 bp and 82,000 bp on chromo-
some A01 in  B. rapa        

  Fig. 24    Bulk data download webpage of BRAD       
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    Chapter 12   

 TAG Sequence Identifi cation of Genomic Regions 
Using TAGdb       

     Pradeep     Ruperao      

  Abstract 

   Second-generation sequencing (SGS) technology has enabled the sequencing of genomes and identifi ca-
tion of genes. However, large complex plant genomes remain particularly diffi cult for de novo assembly. 
Access to the vast quantity of raw sequence data may facilitate discoveries; however the volume of this data 
makes access diffi cult. This chapter discusses the Web-based tool TAGdb that enables researchers to iden-
tify paired read second-generation DNA sequence data that share identity with a submitted query sequence. 
The identifi ed reads can be used for PCR amplifi cation of genomic regions to identify genes and promoters 
without the need for genome assembly.  

  Key words     Second-generation sequencing  ,    Orthologous sequence   s    ,    Illumina    ,    Promoter discovery    

1       Introduction 

 New sequencing technologies outperform Sanger-based sequenc-
ing in throughput and cost [ 1 ]. Second-generation sequencing 
(SGS) platforms such as those from  Roche (454) ,   Illumina   ,  Pacifi c 
Biosciences, Ion Torrent , and third-generation sequencing (TGS) 
such as  Nanopore  Sequencing technologies produce large quanti-
ties of data. While this rapid advancement of DNA sequencing 
technologies revolutionizes research methods, it also produces 
new computational challenges. 

  Illumina   SGS data takes the form of huge numbers of short 
sequence pair reads with known orientation and estimated insert 
size. Highly redundant sequence (high coverage) data is needed 
for assembly to represent a genome. Additionally, the storage and 
interrogation of this data is becoming an increasing challenge [ 2 ,  3 ]. 
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The ability to search the huge quantity of this SGS data is made 
feasible by the development of the custom database  TAGdb  . This 
chapter discusses TAGdb for the identifi cation of SGS sequences 
that match a query sequence, to identify genes and gene promoters 
with even with low coverage data [ 4 ]. 

  TAGdb   is a Web-based query tool which enables user to align 
query sequences to a collection of existing paired short reads. The 
TAGdb system was developed using Perl and MySQL and runs on 
a public web server (  http://sequencetagdb.info/tagdb/cgi-bin/
index    ). The interface allows researchers to upload or input a 
 FASTA  -formatted nucleotide sequence up to 5000 bp long and 
select one or more paired read sequence libraries from the TAGdb 
database for comparison. The input sequence is aligned to the 
selected library using MEGABLAST [ 5 ], and the resulting short 
reads with signifi cant identity are visualized using a custom web 
interface. Each submitted job has a unique identifi er, and an e-mail 
is sent to the user once the job has completed. The processing time 
for each search varies depending on the length of the input 
sequence and number of matching reads, but generally, searches 
are completed and results are returned within 20 s to 5 min. 
TAGdb hosts data for a variety of plant and fungal species and 
additional  Illumina   paired short-read sequence data may be hosted 
on request. 

  TAGdb   is currently the only Web-based tool for searching 
short paired read sequence data. It is applicable to any species for 
which SGS data is available and particularly useful for rapid gene 
discovery in orphan or complex crop species based on homology 
to a gene from a model organism. Even in the case of poor data 
quality or high species divergence resulting in poor read coverage, 
user can employ the paired nature of SGS reads to design amplifi -
cation primers to span the read pairs from TAGdb results for 
marker discovery or gene analysis.  

2     Materials 

 With emerging sequencing technologies, supporting bioinformat-
ics tools are useful to study sequence specifi city of individual 
genome of various crops. In this view a wide range of whole- 
genome sequences of Brassica, Barley, Chickpea, Diplotaxis, 
Hirschfeldia, Lotus, Pongamia, Sinapis, Wheat, etc. are made avail-
able in  TAGdb   for searching the sequence of interest in respective 
cultivars. Additionally, on successful isolation and sequencing of 
Wheat group 7 chromosomes data (that has been used for syntenic 
builds [ 6 ]) and Chickpea chromosomes [ 7 ] (of desi and kabuli 
types) are also made available on TAGdb (Table  1 ).

Pradeep Ruperao
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   Table 1  

  Summary of sequence data available on  TAGdb     

 Data type  Volume of data (bp)  Coverage 

 Barley 

  Morex   778,370,000  0.17× 

 Brassica 

  B. nigra   1,110,000,000  1.76× 

  B. oleracea   1,160,000,000  1.67× 

  B. rapa  (chiifu)  195,260,000  0.37× 

  B. rapa  (kenshin)  427,090,000  0.81× 

 Chickpea 

 Ambar  5,354,438,000  7.23× 

 Amethyst  3.569,681,400  4.82× 

 Barwon  4,373,273,400  5.90× 

 ICC4958  5,904,799,400  7.97× 

 Chromosome A a,b   1,862,661,400  20.1× 

 Chromosome B a,b   1,799,628,400  17.2× 

 Chromosome H a,b   1,657,472,400  32.6× 

 Almaz  4,298,195,700  5.80× 

 Bumper  4,882,263,300  6.59× 

 ICC8261  6,730,454,000  9.09× 

 Kaniva  4,630,218,600  6.25× 

 Chromosome A a,c   1,038,096,342  11.2× 

 Chromosome B a,c   805,459,000  11.2× 

 Chromosome C a,c   1,961,071,032  27.1× 

 Chromosome DE a,c   3,334,063,622  20.1× 

 Chromosome F a,c   1,638,068,670  12.5× 

 Chromosome G a,c   2,023,261,302  16.2× 

 Chromosome H a,c   257,184,408  5.05× 

 Diplotaxis 

  D. tenuifolia   4,845,997,400  4.28× 

 Hirschfeldia 

  H. incana   5,190,515,200  4.59× 

(continued)
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Table 1
(continued)

 Data type  Volume of data (bp)  Coverage 

 Lotus 

 AM3  5,147,454,800  10.2× 

 As2538  6,804,059,200  13.3× 

 DIMG-20  6,590,000,000  13.1× 

 Nicotiana 

  N. alata   1,681,638,300  0.37× 

 Pongamia 

  P. pinnata   450,042,048  0.26× 

 Sinapis 

  S. alba   3,647,400,200  3.22× 

 Tetraselmis  2,779,882,820  185× 

 Wheat 

 ACBarrie  36,930,989,000  2.17× 

 Alsen  11,578,205,400  1.36× 

 Baxter  38,855,331,600  2.28× 

 Chara  22,327,794,400  2.63× 

 Chinese spring 

 Drysdale  14,915,336,000  0.88× 

 Excalibur  17,100,145,200  1.03× 

 Gladius  15,099,311,400  0.89× 

 H45  33,676,000,000  1.98× 

 Kukri  43,001,394,200  2.52× 

 Pastor  17,161,705,200  0.88× 

 RAC875  18,529,035,900  1.08× 

 VolcaniDDI  15,037,296,600  0.72× 

 Westonia  38,730,850,600  2.27× 

 Wyalkatchem  36,524,753,000  2.15× 

 Xiaoyan  18,252,000,000  1.07× 

 Yitpi  16,152,000,000  0.94× 

 Chromosome 7AS a   5,850,000,000  14.3× 

 Chromosome 7AL a   10,220,000,000  25.1× 

(continued)

Pradeep Ruperao
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3        Methods 

 To the researchers,  TAGdb   provides access to the genome sequence 
data being produced by new sequencing technologies. On identi-
fi cation of large number of pair reads matching may enable the 
local assembly of the genomic region. PCR amplifying the mapped 
read pairs allow to sequence the gene and genomic sequence fl ank-
ing the matching region of query sequence. TAGdb ( see   Note 1 ) 
currently hosts whole-genome paired read libraries of Barley, 
Brassica, Diplotaxis, Hirschfeldia, Lotus, Nicotiana, Pongamia, 
Rya, Sinapis, Tetraselmis, and Wheat.

    1.    Choose the query sequence homologous to a gene from a 
model organism for aligning query sequences to an existing 
database of paired short-read data. In this example, we use 
  Triticum aestivum    FTD gene sequence.   

   2.    First, identify the genes from National Centre for Biotechnology 
Information ( NCBI  ) (  http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/    ). Select 
“ Nucleotide  ” database from the drop-down list and type 
“  Triticum aestivum    [orgn] AND FTD-h1” in the search box 
to fi nd related sequences ( see   Note 2 ).   

   3.    Select the hit (Accession: EF428113) from the results. Click 
on “send to” dropdown list to select “File” option as 
Destination and “ FASTA  ” as format and click the “create File” 
button to download the sequences in FASTA format ( see  Fig.  1 ). 
Alternatively, select and copy sequence into clipboard by clicking 
on the link of selected  NCBI   search hit ( see   Note 3 ).

       4.    Open the  TAGdb   Web site (  http://sequencetagdb.info/
tagdb/cgi-bin/index    ) ( see  Fig.  2 ). Enter valid email address in 
provided text box and click on the “Choose File” to upload 
 FASTA   fi le or alternatively, paste FASTA format sequences in 
the provided text box ( see   Note 4 ). Select species from the list 
of species selection box to show the libraries available in library 
selection box. Select library(s) ( see   Note 5 ) and click on the 
“Start” button to start TAGdb pipeline.

Table 1
(continued)

 Data type  Volume of data (bp)  Coverage 

 Chromosome 7BS a   8,860,000,000  24.6× 

 Chromosome 7BL a   7,800,000,000  14.4× 

 Chromosome 7DS a   14,610,000,000  38.3× 

 Chromosome 7DL a   13,230,000,000  38.2× 

   a Isolated chromosome sequence data 
  b Desi type (chickpea) 

  c Kabuli type (chickpea)  

TAG Sequence Identifi cation of Genomic Regions Using TAGdb
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       5.    After starting the process,  TAGdb   sends an e-mail to the user 
stating that the job has started successfully and provides a link 
to the results web page.   

   6.    Once search is complete,  TAGdb   send a second e-mail to con-
fi rm completion, together with a link to the results.   

  Fig. 1    Retrieval and downloading of wheat drought-related sequences from GenBank       

  Fig. 2    Screenshot of  TAGdb   showing available species and paired read libraries of wheat       
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   7.    The result web page consists of two windows displaying any 
overview and zoomed region of the read alignments ( see  Figs.  3  
and  4 ). Paired reads are connected by a line, with a blue 
rectangle confi rming that the result conforms to the expected 
orientation and paired read distance.

        8.    Matching reads, together with their matching or non-matching 
read pairs, are viewed as a table or can be downloaded as a 
multi- FASTA   format fi le for further analysis.    

  Fig. 3    Screenshot of  TAGdb   showing the alignment of short reads from   Triticum aestivum    7DS. The input 
sequence is represented horizontally, with reads represented by  arrows. Arrows  are connected with a line if 
they represent paired reads       

  Fig. 4    List of TAG sequences showing signifi cant similarity with query sequence. Table showing TAG start, end 
positions, orientations, library, and type of TAG sequence       
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4       Notes 

     1.     TAGdb   is a pipeline developed in perl by integrating with 
MEGABLAST and MySQL.   

   2.    Currently  NCBI   search produces only one sequence for 
FTD- h1 in   Triticum aestivum   , but the number may increase as 
the database size increases.   

   3.    Alternatively, these sequences may be downloaded from   http://
sequencetagdb.info/tagdb/cgi-bin/download?key=testseq_
Wheat_7DS_gene    .   

   4.     TAGdb   request a  FASTA   format query sequence of up to 5000 
bp length.   

   5.    To select multiple paired read libraries, press “Crtl” key and 
select libraries.         
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    Chapter 13   

 Short Read Alignment Using SOAP2       

      Bhavna     Hurgobin       

  Abstract 

   Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have rapidly evolved in the last 5 years, leading to the 
generation of millions of short reads in a single run. Consequently, various sequence alignment algorithms 
have been developed to compare these reads to an appropriate reference in order to perform important 
downstream analysis. SOAP2 from the SOAP series is one of the most commonly used alignment pro-
grams to handle NGS data, and it effi ciently does so using low computer memory usage and fast alignment 
speed. This chapter describes the protocol used to align short reads to a reference genome using SOAP2, 
and highlights the signifi cance of using the in-built command-line options to tune the behavior of the 
algorithm according to the inputs and the desired results.  

  Key words      Next-generation sequencing    ,    Short read alignment    ,    Read map   ping    ,    Gapped alignment    , 
   Ungapped alignment    ,   Burrows–Wheeler transform ( BWT  )  ,    Nucleotides    ,    Mismatches    ,    Repeats    , 
   Match mode    ,    Seed length    ,    Genome   index   ing    ,    SNP   prediction    ,    Genomics    ,   Structural variant  

1       Introduction 

 The advent of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies has 
given rise to a vast amount of genomic data for numerous applica-
tions in life sciences. These include metagenomics [ 1 ], 
 SNP   prediction   [ 2 ] genomic structural variant detection, DNA 
methylation studies [ 3 ], mRNA expression analysis [ 4 ], cancer 
genomics [ 5 ], and personalized medicine [ 6 ]. The fi rst step prior 
to any kind of downstream analysis involves aligning DNA sequence 
fragments in the form of sequenced reads to an appropriate refer-
ence genome. The aim of sequence alignment is to fi nd the loca-
tion within the reference genome that corresponds best to the 
observed DNA sequence. The regions of similarity can be due to 
functional, structural, or evolutionary relationships between the 
sequences [ 7 ]. 

 The process of aligning reads to a reference is a multistep 
approach [ 8 ]. In the fi rst step, heuristic techniques such as the hash 
table approach or the Burrows–Wheeler Transform are used to 
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locate a small set of places in the reference genome which also 
contains the region that best corresponds to the read. When all 
the possible places have been identifi ed, slower and more accurate 
alignment algorithms such as Smith-Waterman are run on this sub-
set of places to determine the best location.  Short read alignment   
is computationally challenging, which explains why the most widely 
used alignment programs for NGS data have been specifi cally 
designed to address this issue. 

   The hash table method makes use of the hash table data structure, 
which is able to index data so that rapid searching can be per-
formed [ 9 ]. This is convenient for DNA sequencing data, which 
usually contain duplicate reads, but unlikely to contain every pos-
sible combination of the four nucleotides “A”, “C”, “T” and “G”. 
Hash-based algorithms require that a hash table is built on either 
the set of reads or the reference genome. The reference genome is 
then used to scan the table for reads or vice versa. The memory 
requirement for the hash table method differs depending on 
whether the data structure was built on the reference genome or 
the input reads. In the former case, the amount of memory will be 
constant for a given set of parameters, and will be independent of 
the number of reads used, although this may vary based on how 
complex and big the genome is. However, in the latter case, the 
amount of memory needed will be small and variable depending 
on the number and diversity of the input reads such that more 
processing time will be required to scan the entire reference 
genome when there are relatively few reads [ 8 ]. 

 More recent alignment algorithms have been designed based 
on the  BWT   approach, which uses the FM index (Full-text index 
in Minute space) [ 10 ] data structure. According to this approach, 
when a suffi x array is built using the BWT sequence instead of the 
original sequence, it becomes more effi cient. A suffi x array consists 
of the start positions of suffi xes of the genome, which have been 
sorted in a particular (lexicographic) order [ 11 ]. There are two 
steps involved when creating the FM index. In the fi rst step, BWT 
is used to reorder the sequence of the reference genome such that 
sequences that exist multiple times occur together in the data 
structure. Next, when the fi nal index is created, it is used to match 
reads to the genome. Similar to hash-based methods, once the 
reads have been associated with the region of the genome they are 
more likely to align to, more sensitive algorithms can be used to 
complete the alignment process [ 8 ]. 

 Both  BWT  -based and hash table-based methods have their 
advantages and disadvantages. BWT algorithms have been reported 
to be much faster than hash table-based approaches, even in situa-
tions where a read can map to multiple locations in the reference 
genome. This is because the reference is somehow “collapsed” 
such that repeated regions are scanned only once [ 11 ,  12 ]. 

1.1  Hash Table 
Approach 
and the Burrows–
Wheeler Transform 
( BWT  ) Approach

Bhavna Hurgobin
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The other advantage of BTW-based approaches is that the complete 
reference genome index can be stored on disk and loaded com-
pletely into memory on almost all standard bioinformatics comput-
ing clusters, but there will be a trade-off between speed and 
sensitivity [ 9 ]. However, error handling is not the forte of BWT 
algorithms, and increasing the number of errors increases the 
computational time required for mapping.  Hash table  -based 
methods on the other hand appear to better handle errors, provided 
that the errors are not uniformly spread across the read. In addition, 
seeds of highly repetitive regions are not specifi c, and therefore 
mapping of such regions can be very slow [ 11 ].  

   There are numerous NGS alignment tools available today, each 
with their own specifi cities. Therefore, which one to use for a given 
application can be tricky. There are a number of criteria that can 
infl uence the choice of the mapping tool to be used: the type of 
algorithm that is uses (hash-based or  BWT  ), whether it can use 
multiple processors at the same time, the type of read (paired-end 
or single-end) that it can process, its ability to allow gapped/
ungapped alignments, and the output format [ 13 ]. 

 One of the most commonly used short read aligners for NGS 
data is  SOAP  . The fi rst version, which was implemented in 2008 
[ 14 ] uses the hash table approach to align reads to a reference 
genome. It was specifi cally designed to detect and genotype  SNPs   
via ungapped alignment, while also supporting gapped alignments. 
In addition, it provides special features, such as the alignment of 
paired-end reads, small RNA and mRNA sequence tags. 

 The second version of  SOAP  , i.e., SOAP2 [ 15 ] provides the 
same features as the previous one but greatly improves on it by 
making use of the  BWT   approach to index the reference sequence. 
This reduces the time and memory required for the alignment of 
reads. With longer reads now being produced by sequencing 
machines, SOAP2 can process reads of up to 1024 bp in length. 
The aligner uses a “split-read strategy” when performing gapped 
and ungapped alignments simultaneously. To allow one mismatch, 
the read is split into two fragments. The mismatch can exist in, at 
most, one of the two fragments at the same time. In a similar way, 
a read is split into three fragments to search for hits that allow two 
mismatches. This approach is used to identify mutation sites on the 
reads. Apart from read alignment, SOAP2 offers additional fea-
tures including assembly of the aligned reads into a consensus 
sequence which can be used for  SNP   detection by comparing the 
assembled genome to the reference. 

 Yet another version of  SOAP   came out in 2013. This version 
called SOAP3 [ 16 ] uses the same  BWT   approach as SOAP2, but 
exploits the multi-processing capacity of a graphical processing 
unit (GPU) to considerably reduce the time taken for alignment. 
As a result, it can align reads up to ten times faster than its 

1.2   Short 
Oligonucleotide 
Analysis Package 
(SOAP)  

Short Read Alignment Using SOAP2
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predecessor. This is particularly important in the current era where 
longer reads and larger volumes of data are being produced. 
However, SOAP3 has a larger index and needs more time to load 
it, but this is circumvented by its high alignment speed. This version 
supports ungapped alignment only, allowing up to four mismatches, 
but SOAP3-dp [ 17 ], which is an improved version of SOAP3, 
allows both ungapped and gapped alignments. 

 The rest of this chapter focuses on SOAP2 as it is the most 
commonly used version in the  SOAP   series.   

2     Case Study 

 This section demonstrates how to use SOAP2 to align short reads 
to an appropriate reference genome. Choosing which fl ag to use 
for read mapping can be quite a daunting task, and will be highly 
infl uenced by the type of downstream analysis to be performed. 
SOAP2 offers a multitude of these features, and while their use is 
described in the manual (Table  1 ), one might still fi nd it tricky to 
decide when and how to use some of these features, especially if 
the user is new to read mapping. This case study will therefore give 
some advice regarding how these options should be set to suit the 
desired application.

   The dataset used for experimentation was derived from the 
data generated by Minoche et al. [ 18 ] in a study to evaluate NGS 
data from  Illumina   HiSeq2000. The entire dataset consists of 71 
million read pairs (100 bp long reads) containing 99 % genomic 
DNA of  Arabidopsis thaliana  and 1 % bacteriophage PhiX174. 
After quality evaluation of the raw reads, it was found that 
53,540,169 read pairs which constitute 74 % of all sequenced 
bases, had a Phred quality score of at least 30. This subset of reads, 
which can be found in the Sequence Read Archive (accession num-
ber SRX101463), was used for the purpose of analysis. 

 Since the reads had already been selected based on quality 
score, base trimming was not performed, and the entire read length 
was used for alignment. The reference used for read mapping was 
the complete  A. thaliana  genome sequence (Athaliana_167) ,  
which can be found on Phytozome v9.1 [ 19 ]. 

 The fi rst step in any read mapping experiment with SOAP2 
consists of creating the Burrows–Wheeler index of the reference 
genome using the “2bwt-builder” command. This is done as 
shown below: 

  $ 2bwt-builder Athaliana_167.fa  
 This command generates a total of 13 index fi les from the 

reference genome  FASTA   fi le as follows: 
  Athaliana_167.fa.index.amb, Athaliana_167.fa.index.ann, 

Athaliana_167.fa.index.bwt, Athaliana_167.fa.index.fmv, 
Athaliana_167.fa.index.hot, Athaliana_167.fa.index.lkt, 
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Athaliana_167.fa.index.pac, Athaliana_167.fa.index.rev.bwt, 
Athaliana_167.fa.index.rev.fmv, Athaliana_167.fa.index.rev.lkt, 
Athaliana_167.fa.index.rev.pac, Athaliana_167.fa.index.sa, 
Athaliana_167.fa.index.sai.  

 These can be used across multiple runs of SOAP2. Once these 
index fi les are generated, read alignment can be performed. 

    Table 1  

  Options offered by SOAP2 [ 15 ]   

 Parameter  Description 

 -a  < str>   Query a fi le, *.fq, *.fa 

 -b  < str>   Query b fi le 

 -D  < str>   Reference sequences indexing table, *.index format 

 -o  < str>   Output alignment fi le (txt) 

 -M  < int>    Match mode   for each read or the seed part of read, which 
should not contain more than two mismatches, [4] 

 0: exact match only 

 1: 1 mismatch match only 

 2: 2 mismatch match only 

 4: fi nd the best hits 

 -u  < str>   Output unmapped reads fi le 

 -t  Output reads ID instead reads name, [none] 

 -l  < int>   Align the initial n bps as a seed [256] means whole length of 
read 

 -n  < int>   Filter low-quality reads containing > n Ns before alignment, [5] 

 -r  [0,1,2]   How to report repeat hits, 0 = none; 1 = random one; 2 = all, [1] 

 -m  < int>   Minimal insert size allowed, [400] 

 -x  < int>   Maximal insert size allowed, [600] 

 −2  <  str>  Output fi le of unpaired alignment hits 

 -v  < int>   Maximum number of mismatches allowed on a read. [5] bp 

 -s  < int>   Minimal alignment length (for soft clip) [255] bp 

 -g  < int>   One continuous gap size allowed on a read. [0] bp 

 -R  for long insert size of pair end reads RF. [none] (means FR pair) 

 -e  < int>   will not allow gap exist inside n-bp edge of a read, default = 5 

 -p  < int>   Number of processors to use, [1] 

 -h  This help 
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 Running SOAP2 is fairly straightforward. The algorithm, 
which operates in the Linux environment, essentially makes use of 
command-line arguments that allow the user to tune its behavior 
according to the inputs and the desired result. The user simply 
types “soap”, followed by a combination of the parameters dis-
played in the Table  1  above. An example of a SOAP2 command is 
shown below: 

 $ soap -p 2 -l 50 -r 0 -v 2 -m 1 -x 1000 -a forward_read.fastq 
-b reverse_read.fastq -D Athaliana_167.fastq.index -o reads.
mapped -2 reads.unpaired -u reads.unmapped 

 Any SOAP2 run would result in three output fi les with the fol-
lowing extensions: (1) .mapped, (2) .unmapped, (3) .unpaired. 
The .mapped and .unpaired fi les consist of the paired-end and 
single- end reads, respectively, that have mapped to the reference, 
while the .unmapped fi le contains reads that did not map to the 
reference. Both the mapped and unpaired reads are reported in the 
 SOAP   format, which is tab-delimited and very similar to the  SAM   
(Sequence Alignment/Map) format. The fi rst line of the SOAP 
output obtained for one of the read mappings ( -r  0  -v  2) is repre-
sented in Table  2 .

   Each column representing one aspect of the mapping result as 
explained below:

    1.    ID of the read   
   2.    Full sequence of the read; the read will be reverse- complemented 

if mapped to the reverse chain of the reference.   
   3.    Quality of the sequence read; this will be reverse- complemented 

too if the read is mapped to the reverse chain of the reference.   
   4.    Number of equal best hits; reads with no hits will be reported 

as unmapped.   
   5.    This fl ag can either be “a” or “b” and is only reported when 

mapping paired-end reads to the reference; “a” corresponds 
to the forward read while “b” corresponds to the reverse read.   

   6.    Length of the read; if the read is trimmed, then the new 
trimmed length is shown.   

   7.    This fl ag can be either “+” or “−” to indicate if the read mapped 
to the forward (+) or reverse (−) chain of the reference.   

   8.    ID or chromosome number of the reference sequence   
   9.    Location in base pairs of the reference where the read was 

mapped.   
   10.    Type of hit reported; “0” refers to an exact match while “1” 

or “2” relate to the number of mismatches, followed by the 
mutation and the location on the reference where the muta-
tion occurred. In this example, there is only one mismatch 
between the reference and the read, and this occurs on the 
24th bp of the reference from position number 9931404, and 
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the mismatch is a “T” on the reference as opposed to a “G” on 
the read; the number “6” refers to the quality of “C” allele in 
the read.   

   11.    This column forms part of the CIGAR (Compact Idiosyncratic 
Gapped Alignment Report) string [ 20 ]. The letter “M” is 
used to indicate that a match/mismatch has occurred. If 
gapped alignments are performed, then there may also be an 
“I” or a “D” if an insertion or a deletion has occurred, 
respectively.   

   12.    This column is also part of the CIGAR string. The string in 
this case is “74T25”, and indicates that (1) the fi rst 74 bases 
are the same on both the reference and the read, (2) a base 
substitution occurred at position 75 on reference where a “T” 
was swapped for a “G”, and (3) the remaining 25 bases are the 
same between the reference and the read. If no mismatches are 
recorded, then this string will only show the number of bp 
that constitute the read length.      

3     Algorithmic Features of SOAP2 

 Usually, using a mapping tool’s default parameter values would 
lead to good quality output. When  -r  1  -v  5 (default options in 
SOAP2) are used, 70.5 % of reads are aligned to the  A. thaliana  
reference. However, there are situations where these parameters 
and additional ones such as  -l , - M , and  -g  may have to be tweaked 
to suit the type of downstream analysis to be performed. Therefore, 
it is important to understand the effect of using them, as well as the 
compromises that are made when using them. 

   In cases where sufficiently close reference genomes are not 
available [ 21 ], more relaxed mappings should be performed by 
allowing more mismatches. SOAP2, by default, allows fi ve mis-
matches in the read, but this value can be adjusted as per the user’s 
requirements. For instance, stringent mappings may be required in 
which case the lowest number of mismatches that the algorithm of 
choice can possibly allow should be used. This would be the same 
as using  -v  2 in SOAP2.  

   While the mapping percentage increases nonlinearly with the 
number of mismatches [ 13 ], it is important to note that there is a 
correlation between the number of mapped reads and the combi-
nation of seed length and number of mismatches allowed during 
read mapping. In SOAP2, if the  -l  parameter is not specifi ed in the 
command, then the entire read length is used as the seed by default. 
The algorithm allows a maximum of 2 mismatches in the seed 
portion of the read, which corresponds to the 5′-end, or the 

3.1  Number 
of  Mismatches   (-v)

3.2   Seed Length (-l)
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high- quality part of the read [ 7 ,  13 ]. Increasing the length of the 
seed also means reducing the size of the non-seed portion of 
the read, and vice versa. The non-seed portion of the read includes 
the 3′-end, which is the low quality region of the read. Since this 
region contains more sequencing errors, more mismatches should 
be allowed here to increase read mapping [ 7 ,  15 ]. Figure  1  which 
follows shows how varying the seed length for different values of 
 -v  impacts on the percentage of mapped reads.

   Using a seed during read alignment increases performance and 
accuracy [ 13 ]. The general trend shows an increase in the percent-
age of mapped reads for increasing values of  -l  and  -v , with the 
highest percentage of mapped reads achieved with  -v  5. Also, when 
the entire read is used as the seed, the value of  -v  does not seem to 
affect the percentage of mapped reads.  

   The  -M  parameter also appears to play a role in the stringency of 
read mappings. While allowing the least number of mismatches is 
usually preferable, using  -M  2 will also signifi cantly reduce the 
number of mapped reads (Fig.  2 ). It also appears that when the  -M  
fl ag is omitted from the  SOAP   command, the algorithm will fi nd 
the best match possible. This is the same as using  -M 4 .

       Mapping   reads to highly repetitive genomes can be very ambigu-
ous and can lead to erroneous interpretation of results. Repetitive 
DNA is present in all kingdoms of life, and in particularly high 
levels in plant genomes. The  A. thaliana  genome, for instance 
comprises repeats in the form of large segmental duplications [ 22 ]. 
 Read map   ping   to repetitive genomes is further exacerbated when 
reads align to multiple locations on the reference. Such multi-reads 
can affect downstream analyses such as  SNP   call   ing   where false 
positives and false negatives may occur [ 23 ]. 
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  Fig. 1    Effect of varying seed length (- l ) and number of mismatches (- v ) on read mapping (- r  1 and  -M  4)       
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 SOAP2 deals with multi-reads in three ways. The fi rst one is to 
discard all multi-reads. This translates as using  -r  0. This approach 
was used by Lorenc et al. [ 24 ] to call  SNPs   between four different 
hexaploid wheat cultivars across chromosomes 7A, 7B and 
7D. Apart from removing reads that map to multiple locations 
with the same affi nity, the  -r  0 option also discarded reads that 
could not be accurately positioned on the reference, thereby 
increasing the accuracy of  SNP   call   ing  . In this way they were able to 
discover more than 800,000 SNPs with a validation rate greater 
than 93 %. 

 The second way to deal with multi-reads is the “best match” 
approach, where the alignment with the lowest number of mis-
matches is reported. This equates to using  -r  1. In cases where 
more than one equally best match is found, one will be chosen at 
random and reported. The third and last option is to report all 
alignments that are found. This can be done by using  -r  2. This is 
particularly useful in applications such as copy number variant 
( CNV  ) calling [ 25 ]. 

 Depending on the nature of the dataset, - r  1 and  -r  2 may 
result in the same percentage of mapped reads, which would 
suggest that some reads have exactly one best match in the refer-
ence genome. Although this may be the case here (Fig.  3 ), it does 
not always happen.

       Gapped alignment   is another important feature that SOAP2 offers 
for paired-end reads via the -g flag. Correct alignments between 
real, related sequences may contain gaps, which could be due to 
insertion/deletion (indel) polymorphisms [ 13 ,  26 ]. Whether or 
not to allow gaps during read mapping will depend largely on the 
dataset. However, it is expected that the number of mapped reads 
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will increase when gapped alignments are performed. SOAP2 by 
default performs ungapped alignments [ 13 ] unless the - g  option is 
specified by the user in which case a continuous gap of up to 3 bp 
is permitted in one read only, while the other read should match its 
target exactly [ 7 ]. When comparing any two sequences, a  SNP   is 
more likely to occur than an indel, so the algorithm considers a 
mismatch to be less costly than a gap.      
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    Chapter 14   

 Tablet: Visualizing Next-Generation Sequence Assemblies 
and Mappings       

     Iain     Milne     ,     Micha     Bayer    ,     Gordon     Stephen    ,     Linda     Cardle    , 
and     David     Marshall     

  Abstract 

   This chapter is designed to be a practical guide to using Tablet for the visualization of next/second- 
generation (NGS) sequencing data. NGS data is being produced more frequently and in greater data vol-
umes every year. As such, it is increasingly important to have tools which enable biologists and 
bioinformaticians to understand and gain key insights into their data. Visualization can play a key role in 
the exploration of such data as well as aid in the visual validation of sequence assemblies and features such 
as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). We aim to show several use cases which demonstrate Tablet’s 
ability to visually highlight various situations of interest which can arise in NGS data.  

  Key words      Visualization    ,    Mapping    ,    Assembly    ,    Next-generation sequencing    ,    SNP   discovery    

1       Introduction 

 The development of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technolo-
gies has had far-reaching effects on both the fi elds of genetics and 
bioinformatics. NGS has provided a cheap, powerful, and popular 
approach to sequencing whole genomes quickly and in turn has 
pushed bioinformatics researchers and programmers to create new 
software for analyzing the huge volumes of sequence data such 
techniques can provide. The volume of data that can be yielded 
from a sequencing run is still increasing, with ramifi cations for the 
selection of computing hardware used in bioinformatics infrastruc-
ture. For NGS data analysis, effi cient software which maximizes 
use of disk space and computer memory is now essential. Tablet [ 1 , 
 2 ] is optimized for high-volume assembly data, even from highly 
fragmented, unfi nished genomes, and is designed to provide 
researchers with valuable insights into the results of a sequence 
assembly experiment. This chapter will take the user through fi ve 
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different commonly occurring research scenarios and describe how 
Tablet’s features can be used to assist the assessment and analysis of 
NGS sequence assembly data.  

2     Materials 

 The methods described in this chapter rely upon the use of Tablet, 
a lightweight, high-performance and memory-effi cient viewer for 
NGS assembly and alignment data. It is available for Windows, OS 
X, and Linux in both 32- and 64-bit versions. Tablet allows users 
to easily visualize their read data against reference data, including 
scaled-to-fi t and coverage overviews and an extremely fl exible main 
display allowing for visualization of the data at many different reso-
lutions. Tablet supports all major assembly formats including the 
now de-facto standard  SAM  / BAM   format [ 3 ], as well as the  GFF3  , 
 BED  , and  VCF   formats for importing of supplementary annota-
tion data. Support is included for both single-end and paired-end 
visualization where appropriate, in both stacked (one read/pair per 
line) and packed (reads/pairs packed as close to the top of the dis-
play as possible) viewing modes, as well as multiple color schemes 
to depict features such as variants, read direction, read group, and 
so on. Tablet is distributed as a self-contained installable execut-
able (with no other external dependencies) and offers periodic 
automatic update functionality to ensure that users are always run-
ning the latest version. Tablet can be downloaded from   http://ics.
hutton.ac.uk/tablet    . 

   Tablet’s user interface (UI) is comprised of many separate compo-
nents ( see  Fig.  1 ). We will refer to these components often through-
out the rest of this chapter, but fi rstly we’ll take a look at how to 
get data loaded into Tablet.

      Although Tablet supports many fi le formats, there are only three 
types of fi le that can be imported into it: fi les generated by de novo 
assembly or read mapping; reference (or consensus) fi les associated 
with a mapping; and annotation fi les that dictate points of interest 
along a reference. For example, you may have an assembly in  BAM   
format, a reference in  FASTA   format, and an annotation in  GFF3   
format. It is possible to load just an assembly (e.g.,  ACE   or  AFG   
format), in which case no separate reference sequence is required, 
or a mapping fi le on its own (e.g., BAM or  SAM   format); in the 
latter case however, a reference sequence is also required if you 
wish to compare the mapping directly against the reference.

    1.    Click on the  Open   Assembly    button located in the  Home|Data  
section of the toolbar.   

   2.    Browse for and select the assembly or mapping fi le to be 
opened.   

2.1   User Interface

2.2  Loading 
Primary Data

Iain Milne et al.
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   3.    If required, select the reference fi le to be opened. This will be 
in  FASTA   format. Tablet will only enable this option if it 
detects a mapping fi le that requires an associated reference 
(e.g., the  ACE   format embeds assembly and reference together 
into a single fi le, but mappings in  BAM  / SAM   format require a 
separate reference sequence).   

   4.    Finally, click  Open  to import the data into Tablet ( see   Note 1 ).    

  Once the data has fi nished loading, you will see a screen which 
invites you to “select a contig to begin visualization”. Do this by 
selecting a contig from the contigs list on the left hand side of the 
screen. Click any row to load and display the reads and reference 
sequence that are associated with that contig. 

 Additionally Tablet supports the loading of annotation data in 
the form of GFF fi les. To load an annotation fi le:

    1.    Click the  Import Features  button from the  Home|Data  section 
of the toolbar to open a fi le browser.   

   2.    Browse for your fi le, select it, and click open. Tablet will import 
your features and the fi rst three feature types from the fi le will 
be displayed on the feature track, which can be found below 
the reference sequence, but above the reads.   

  Fig. 1    Typical view of Tablet’s graphical user interface, showing the terminology used for the main components 
present in Tablet       
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   3.    The visible tracks can be edited by clicking on the  Select Tracks  
link located within the  Features  tab of the control panel, or by 
right-clicking on any of the actual tracks and picking the option 
from the pop-up menu ( see   Note 2 ).      

   In this section, we will briefl y describe some of the core features 
available within Tablet, and describe operations that are essential 
to working through the examples presented later in this chapter.

    1.    The reads forming an assembly/mapping are presented on the 
main canvas. It is possible to navigate around this area using the 
scrollbars or by clicking and dragging with the mouse on the 
canvas itself. The canvas only shows a subset of the overall data 
(dependent on the current zoom level)—the overview canvas 
summarizes the current contig and the viewing position of the 
main canvas, which will be highlighted with a red rectangle.   

   2.    Detailed read information is available in the reads tooltip that 
appears whenever the mouse hovers over a read. This provides 
at-a-glance details such as the read’s name, its length, orienta-
tion, pair status (for paired-end data), and so on.   

   3.    Tablet supports various methods of “packing” read data that 
affects the resultant visualization. Use the  Read Packing  but-
ton on the  Home|Visual  section of the toolbar to toggle 
between packed (all reads compressed together), stacked (each 
read displayed on a unique line), or paired-end alternatives 
where the mate pairs are visually linked before packing occurs.   

   4.    The control panel contains various tabs to access functionality 
such as selecting the visible contig, selecting and highlighting 
features or annotations, providing information on all reads 
currently on screen, providing information on read groups, 
and fi nally searching for reads across the current contig or the 
entire data set.   

   5.    The canvas tracker is displayed above the main canvas and pres-
ents elements such as the reference sequence (if provided), fea-
tures/annotations, a scale-bar, position summaries, and protein 
translations. These views are optional and can be disabled to 
allow a larger main canvas view.   

   6.    Above the canvas tracker is the overview area. This provides a 
scaled-to-fi t visual summary of all of the (currently loaded) con-
tig’s data, either in the form of a read layout similar to the main 
display or in the form of a coverage histogram that shows read 
depth across the contig. Further options for it can be found in 
the  Advanced|Overview  section of the toolbar ( see   Note 3 ).   

   7.    The  BAM   bar only appears if a BAM fi le is in use, whereupon 
it provides a graphical method to navigate around larger con-
tigs when only small subsections are loaded into Tablet’s mem-
ory at once ( see   Note 4 ).   

2.3   Using Tablet
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   8.    Finally, the menu can be used to access features such as 
confi guring advanced options for how Tablet runs. Look for 
this option under  Preferences  in the app menu if using OS 
X though.      

   To aid the reader, the data for this chapter’s use cases is available 
for automatic downloading within Tablet itself.

    1.    Click on the  Open   Assembly    button located in the  Home|Data  
section of the toolbar.   

   2.    Next, select the hyperlink labeled: “Unsure how to get started? 
Click here to open an example assembly”.   

   3.    Tablet will now present you with a list of example assemblies, 
among which will be fi ve entries associated with the title of this 
book.   

   4.    Select the appropriate entry for the use case in question and 
select  Open  to download it into Tablet.       

3     Methods 

   Visual validation of spot samples of variants from NGS data is 
an important application of assembly visualization software. 
This should form part of post-variant discovery quality control and 
will give the user an indication of the overall quality of the data 
generated. Primary variant discovery, however, should always be 
carried out using dedicated variant discovery software due to both 
the scale of the data and the complexity of the process ( see   Note 
5 ). False positive/negative variants can be identifi ed using a num-
ber of features within Tablet, and this can be used to fi ne-tune 
parameters used for variant calling and fi ltering.

    1.    Start by loading your assembly data into Tablet as described 
earlier.   

   2.    If a  GFF3   fi le with variant positions is available, import this 
into Tablet too. You can navigate through the list of variants in 
each contig by selecting it from the features list in the control 
panel. This will move the main canvas to the variant and high-
light it for a few seconds.   

   3.    Move the   Variants    slider on the  Home|Adjust  section of the 
toolbar to the right to highlight bases which differ from the 
reference sequence. This should appear to give the effect of 
darkening bases which match the reference, whilst highlight-
ing bases that differ from the reference sequence. These will 
include sequencing errors and genuine variants.   

   4.    You can also select the   Variants    color scheme either by clicking 
the  Read Colours  button on the  Home|Visual  section of the 

2.4   Example Data

3.1  Visual Validation 
of  Variants   in NGS 
Data
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toolbar and selecting it from the pop-up menu, or by directly 
selecting the scheme from the  Colour Schemes|Read Colouring  
section of toolbar. This scheme colors bases matching the ref-
erence grey and those differing from the reference red. As you 
scroll around the display, any column that has a substantial 
proportion of its bases highlighted in red is a potential candi-
date  SNP  . This allows the user to obtain an initial assessment of 
the density and distribution of variants in a given dataset ( see  
Fig.  2a ).

       5.    The  Direction  color scheme displays forward reads in light 
green, whereas reads in the reverse orientation are colored blue 
( see  Fig.  2b ). This scheme is useful in examining individual 
 SNPs   for symptoms of systematic sequencing error in  Illumina   
data. This type of systematic error is associated with both 
inverted repeats and with certain motifs in the sequence [ 6 ,  7 ]. 
Systematic error manifests itself as locations with extreme 
strand bias among the reads containing the alternate allele. In 
Tablet’s default nucleotide color scheme these locations will be 
inconspicuous and appear to be normal, robust SNPs. With 
the Direction read color scheme, reads are colored by forward 
and reverse strand direction, and in cases of systematic error it 
becomes apparent that most, if not all, of the reads containing 
the alternate allele came from the same strand ( see  Fig.  2b ). 
 Variant   calling software does not necessarily fi lter for this, and 
consequently additional annotation of variants for this is neces-
sary with tools such as syscall [ 7 ], with additional visual spot 
checks in Tablet recommended for validation.    

      SAM  / BAM   mappings of paired reads are typically annotated by 
the read mapper with respect to whether a given read is properly 
paired, or whether its mate is unmapped, mapped in a different 
contig, or at the wrong distance or orientation. Tablet extracts this 
information from SAM/BAM files and can use the  Read Type  color 
scheme to present the paired reads colored according to their clas-
sification. The default color scheme for this is as follows:

    1.    Properly paired reads: green (forward/R1 read) and blue 
(reverse/R2 read)   

   2.    Improperly paired reads (mate in different contig): yellow 
(forward/R1 read) and pink (reverse/R2 read)   

   3.    Orphaned reads (mate unmapped): red    

  In this example ( see  Fig.  3a ), it is apparent that improperly 
paired reads (yellow and pink) are prevalent at the start and end of 
this contig. This suggests that the contig is a fragment of a whole 
chromosome, and that the chromosome has been assembled 
incompletely. Reads mapped to either end are paired with reads in 

3.2  Assessing 
Reference Sequence 
Contiguity in Paired 
Read Mappings
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other contigs that represent the respective continuation of this 
contig, but have not been assembled together due to the presence 
of sequence features that prevent successful assembly (e.g., repeat 
sequences, polymorphisms, low complexity regions, gene families, 
pseudogenes).

  Fig. 2    ( a )  Illumina   short read mapping, colored up with the   Variants    color scheme.  Variant   bases that differ from 
the reference sequence are highlighted in  red . Two  SNPs   (Single  Nucleotide   Polymorphisms) are clearly visible 
as  red dotted vertical lines . The remainder of the bases colored red represents read errors.  Read data   from [ 4 ], 
reference sequence from [ 5 ]. ( b ) Illumina systematic sequencing error, as revealed by the  Direction  color 
scheme. The fi gure on the  left  shows a  SNP   in the default  Nucleotide  color scheme. The fi gure on the  right  
shows the same SNP but with the  Direction  color scheme selected. In this color scheme, forward reads are 
colored in  green , while reverse reads are shown in  blue . It is clear from the  right fi gure  that there is extreme 
strand bias, with all of the alternate alleles located on forward orientation reads only. This is one of several 
diagnostic features of Illumina systematic sequencing error [ 6 ,  7 ]. Dataset as in Fig.  2a          

Sub Figures are Overlapped, Please Check 
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   Assuming a suitable mapping fi le contained paired-end data 
has been loaded and a contig selected, then the steps needed to 
reproduce this are as follows:

    1.    Select the Read Type color scheme from the  Colour 
Schemes|Read Colouring  section of toolbar.   

   2.    Using the zoom slider on the  Home|Adjust  section of the tool-
bar, zoom out until you can see the entire contig on the main 
canvas. This will be evident by the absence of scroll bars and 
also from the reference sequence which should then be visible 
in its entirety. If this is not possible because the contig is too 
long, navigate to the start and the end separately by using the 
scrollbars, and if necessary, the  BAM   window slider above the 
overview canvas.   

   3.    You can then inspect the read colors which should provide an 
indication of whether or not most reads are properly or improp-
erly paired. If improperly paired reads are prevalent, you can 
use the mouseover tooltip to inspect these: the bottom half of 
the tooltip will display “Mate is not in this contig”, and will 
give details of which contig the mate is actually located in. 
When inspecting a number of the improperly paired reads, 
this information should consistently point to the same contig. 
This can be valuable information for cases where, e.g., a gene 
of interest is split over several contigs, and this evidence can be 
used to at least gather together its incompletely assembled 
component fragments.     
 As a further example of this ( see  Fig.  3b ) here we have a contig 

where the contig length is considerably less than the average frag-
ment length of the paired-end fragments, and this has resulted in a 
mapping where the vast majority of reads are improperly paired. 
Only a handful of reads are colored green/blue, and these repre-
sent reads from the lower end of the fragment size spectrum that 
have indeed been paired properly.  

  Fig. 3    ( a ) Paired-end read mapping, colored up with the  Read Type  color scheme. This color scheme renders 
properly paired reads in  green  (forward) and  blue  (reverse), while improperly paired reads are rendered in  yel-
low  (forward) and  pink  (reverse). Reads whose mate has not been mapped at all are shown in  red . The refer-
ence sequence in this example represents a de novo assembled genomic contig from an assembly of data 
from the  E. coli  reference strain. The prevalence of reads colored  yellow ,  pink , or  red  at the ends of the contig 
refl ects the fragmentation of the assembly, as read pairs spanning the ends of the contig are not properly 
paired with their respective mates which are located in other contigs or unmapped. Data from  NCBI   Short read 
archive (  http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/?term=ERR022075    ). ( b ) A short contig taken from the same dataset. 
The vast majority of reads in this contig are colored  yellow/pink , indicating improper pairing. This is a conse-
quence of the contig being shorter than the majority of fragments in the sequencing library, which leads to 
paired reads getting mapped in different contigs. Contigs of this type are typical of highly fragmented genomic 
assemblies. Data as for part fi gure ( a )       
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   De novo assembly of NGS reads is complex and problematic, and 
frequently results in misassemblies.  Misassemblies   can be visualized by 
mapping the reads used for the assembly onto the assembled con-
tigs, the assumption being that correct assembly will result in a 
relatively even distribution of the reads across contigs. Misassembled 
sequences disrupt the mapping of reads and this is visually apparent 
by sudden drops in read coverage because reads cannot be mapped 
across the misassembled stretch of reference sequence. In this 
example ( see  Fig.  4a ) we show an example of misassembly as 
evidenced by a drop of read coverage from approx. 100× to several 
reads only, with no single read actually spanning the misassembled 
region fully. As another example ( see  Fig.  4b ) we have a similar 
case, but this time the misassembly is related to the presence of a 
microsatellite sequence. These regions are notoriously diffi cult to 
assemble for graph-based short read assemblers as complexity is 
low and regions identical to this one may be found many times 
throughout the entire genome. The nucleotide color scheme is 
useful to fl ag this up as it renders the microsatellite as a repeating 
pattern that clearly stands out against the fl anking sequence.

   To detect low coverage regions,

    1.    Open the  BAM   fi le containing the read mapping as described 
above in the “Loading data” section.   

   2.    The color scheme chosen for viewing the data is relatively 
unimportant in this case, as coverage levels are evident in all of 
these.   

   3.    The overview canvas can display either scaled reads (the 
default) or a coverage graph. To change to the latter, right-
click anywhere in the overview canvas and select  Coverage over-
view  from the context menu.   

   4.    Visually scan the overview for obvious coverage dips. You can 
move the main canvas view onto these quickly by single-clicking 
on them in the overview canvas.      

3.3  Visual 
Confi rmation 
of  Misassembly   Using 
Coverage Dips

  Fig. 4    ( a ) Coverage drops in read alignments such as the one shown here often indicate misassembly of the 
reference sequence. The data shown here is an alignment of short reads onto a de novo assembled reference 
sequence made from the same reads. None of the reads in this region fully spans the low coverage section, 
which is contrary to expectation as the reference sequence and at least some of the reads should match each 
other exactly throughout the entire assembly. Data from the  A. thaliana  TAIR resource (  ftp://ftp.arabidopsis.org/
home/tair/Sequences/whole_chromosomes/    ), reads simulated with the Sherman read simulator (  http://www.
bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/sherman/    ). ( b ) Another coverage dip representing reference sequence 
misassembly. In this case the misassembly is the result of the presence of a microsatellite region which is 
evident as a repeating pattern of  green ,  red , and  orange  bases either side of the low coverage region. 
Microsatellite sequences are notoriously diffi cult to resolve for de novo assemblers due to the low complexity 
of the sequence, and their presence frequently results in misassembly. Data from [ 4 ]       
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   One of the major advances involving next-generation sequencing is 
RNAseq, the high-throughput sequencing of RNA samples [ 8 ]. 
RNASeq has specifi c requirements for read mapping as it is gener-
ated from spliced transcripts which don’t contain introns.  Mapping   
of RNASeq reads to a genomic reference sequence therefore requires 
the use of splice mapping software which produces split mappings 
for those reads in a sample that overlap splice junctions. Splice map-
pers such as Tophat [ 9 ] produce  BAM   fi les in which the resulting 
gaps in reads are fi lled with “N” characters, and these are readily 
visualized in Tablet as lighter stretches of characters ( see  Fig.  5 ).

   Splice mappings can be supplemented with annotation tracks 
generated on the reference sequence by ab initio gene prediction 
programs such as Augustus [ 10 ]. In most cases annotation tracks 
are supplied in the generic feature format ( GFF3  ) ( see    http://
www.sequenceontology.org/resources/gff3.html    ), and these can 

3.4  Visualization   
of Intron-Exon 
Structure with Splice 
Mappings 
and Annotation Tracks

  Fig. 5    A splice mapping of  Illumina   RNASeq reads mapped onto a genomic reference sequence. Reads were 
aligned to the reference sequence using the Tophat splice mapper [ 9 ], and the Augustus ab initio gene fi nder 
[ 10 ] was then used to generate gene prediction annotations. These were imported into Tablet as GFF fi les and 
are visible as feature tracks above the main canvas. The read mapping itself visualizes intronic gaps in the 
reads as  light grey  stretches of “N” characters that connect the exonic parts of reads. This visualization of the 
exon-intron structure is supported by the exon-intron annotation generated by Augustus, as evident by the 
agreement of the exonic parts of the reads with the EXON annotation track ( shown in pink ), and the agreement 
between the intronic “N” gaps which align with the INTRON track (shown in  dark purple  above the EXON track). 
Data from [ 11 ]       
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be imported directly into Tablet.  Visualization   of these tracks is 
extremely valuable for the purpose of mutual corroboration of the 
RNAseq evidence and the gene predictions. 

 This involves the following steps:

    1.    A  BAM   produced by a splice mapper is required (a list of splice 
mappers is available at   http://seqanswers.com/wiki/Special:
BrowseData/ Bioinformatics  _application?Bioinformatics_
method= Mapping  &Bio log ica l_domain=RNA- Seq_
Alignment        ). Load this data, its reference sequence, and the 
 GFF3   fi le as described earlier in the chapter.   

   2.    In the control panel, select the  Features  tab then click on the 
 Select tracks  link. A dialog opens where you can select which 
annotation tracks you would like to visualize by ticking the 
appropriate checkboxes. Make sure the  intron  and  exon  tracks 
are selected, then click  OK .   

   3.    Above the main canvas the selected annotation tracks should 
now be visible. Barring intron retention and alternate splice 
patterns, the intron features should coincide with stretches of 
lightly colored N characters in split reads, and exon features 
should be aligned with read sequence.      

   A variety of different applications can require that multiple samples 
are combined in a single  BAM   fi le together, rather than individual 
BAM fi les. For example, variant calling in NGS data requires that 
the variant calling tool has information on all the reads from all the 
samples for a candidate variant location. Support for this is pro-
vided in Tablet through a color scheme that utilizes  SAM  /BAM 
format read groups. 

 Read groups are a feature of the  SAM  / BAM   specifi cation that 
allow individual reads to be tagged with respect to a number of 
variables, such as sample name or sequencing platform ( see    http://
samtools.sourceforge.net/SAM1.pdf     for the SAM/BAM format 
specifi cation). Read group tags are added to BAM records in the 
optional fi eld, and this can either be done by the mapping tool 
itself, or post-mapping by tools such as  samtools merge  (  http://
samtools.sourceforge.net/    ). If read groups have been added, 
Tablet can assign different colors to each of these and these can 
then be visualized with the Read Group color scheme. 

 The required steps are as follows:
    1.    Ensure that your  BAM   fi le contains multiple samples and an 

appropriate header with read group entries. The reads in the 
BAM fi le also need to contain read group (RG) tags. If this is 
not the case, follow the instructions provided later ( see   Note 6 ).   

   2.    From the  Read Colours  button on the  Home|Visual  tab on the 
toolbar, or the  Colour Schemes  tab in the toolbar, select the 
 Read Group  option. Reads will now be colored according to 
their read group.   

3.5  Visualizing Read 
Provenance in Multi-
sample Mappings
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   3.    In the control panel, click on the  Read Groups  tab. You will see 
a list of all read groups available in the  BAM   fi le, along with the 
color they are presented by. You can customize the colors by 
double-clicking on the colored rectangle of a read group which 
brings up a color chooser window.   

   4.    You can also click  Select None  at the bottom of the  Read Groups  
tab—all the reads will be greyed out, and you can then selec-
tively click the checkbox for those samples that you would like 
to color in. This can be useful for highlighting reads from indi-
vidual samples.   

   5.    Read group identifi ers are also displayed in the tooltip when 
the cursor is moved onto a read.     
 Our fi nal example ( see  Fig.  6 ) shows reads colored by read 

group, with each read group representing a different sample. This 
data was generated using genotyping-by-sequencing technology, 
where the reference sequences represent short stretches of genomic 

  Fig. 6    Read alignment of genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) reads to a reference sequence generated from 
a short stretch of genomic DNA adjacent to a restriction enzyme cut site. The color scheme used is the 
 Read Group  color scheme and refl ects, in this case, the identity of the sample a read was derived from. 
The lightly colored bases represent alternate alleles. A single nucleotide polymorphism is clearly evident 
near the start of the alignment, and several samples are clearly homozygous for the alternate allele at the 
 SNP   site. Data from [ 12 ]       
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DNA around restriction sites. Reference sequences and reads have 
been standardized to the same length, and this allows the reads 
from each sample to be grouped together which aids visualization 
greatly (read sorting is preserved when using the “samtools merge” 
utility). The lightly colored bases represent variants that differ from 
the reference sequence at this  SNP   location, and it is clear from the 
visualization that samples are homozygous for either the reference 
allele or the alternate allele.

4         Notes 

     1.    If your operating system supports it, you may be able to load 
data into Tablet by simply dragging and dropping any assem-
bly, reference, and annotation fi les directly from a fi le browser 
into Tablet’s main interface.   

   2.    It is worth noting that the sequence IDs in the  GFF3   fi le 
should exactly match the contig names in the reference and 
assembly fi le, otherwise the annotation will not be loaded.   

   3.    Quickly toggle between the overview displays by right-clicking 
on it. Many of Tablet’s UI components support additional 
options only accessible via a right-click, especially the main 
canvas.   

   4.    Navigation when a  BAM   fi le is loaded is subtly different, as 
only the data from the currently loaded  Bam Window  is dis-
played, rather than all data within a contig. This allows for 
very rapid loading of subsections of data at the expense of 
losing the bigger picture. The grey area of the BAM bar 
shows both how much data is currently loaded from the 
entire contig (represented in blue) and also where that data 
is within the contig.   

   5.     Variant   discovery is a large and complex subject, and cannot be 
covered exhaustively in this chapter. We recommend as a 
primer the literature reviews provided in [ 13 – 15 ], all of which 
provide guidelines for the general approach to be used, as well 
as lists of variant calling software.   

   6.    Assuming samples have been mapped individually, and no 
read groups have been added by the mapping tool, use the 
“samtools merge” utility to merge the individual  BAM   fi les 
( see    http://samtools.sourceforge.net/samtools.shtml     for 
detailed instructions). This involves preparing a header fi le 
which will be added to the merged BAM fi le. The header fi le 
needs to contain the following information for each sample (a 
single line for each sample, elements separated by tab 
characters):
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    (a)    The read group tag: “@RG”.   
   (b)     A unique identifi er for the read group, e.g., “ID:sample1”. 

This needs to match the name of the  BAM   fi le for this 
sample as the read group tag will be inferred by samtools 
based on that (in this example, the BAM fi le would be 
named sample1.bam).   

   (c)    A sample name, e.g., “SM:sample1”.    
    Assuming that all  BAM   fi les that are to be merged are located 

in the current working directory, and assuming that our header 
fi le is called “header.txt”, the following command will merge all 
the BAM fi les and add the appropriate read group to each read, 
based on its original BAM fi le name: 

    samtools merge -frh header.txt myMergedFile.bam *.bam  
   If the merged  BAM   fi les were unsorted, sort and then index the 

merged BAM fi le ( see    http://samtools.sourceforge.net/sam-
tools.shtml     for detailed instructions), and then load it and its 
reference sequence as described previously.         
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    Chapter 15   

 Analysis of Genotyping-by-Sequencing (GBS) Data       

     Sateesh     Kagale    ,     Chushin     Koh    ,     Wayne     E.     Clarke    ,     Venkatesh     Bollina    , 
    Isobel     A.  P.     Parkin    , and     Andrew     G.     Sharpe      

  Abstract 

   The development of genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) to rapidly detect nucleotide variation at the whole 
genome level, in many individuals simultaneously, has provided a transformative genetic profiling 
technique. GBS can be carried out in species with or without reference genome sequences yields huge 
amounts of potentially informative data. One limitation with the approach is the paucity of tools to trans-
form the raw data into a format that can be easily interrogated at the genetic level. In this chapter we 
describe bioinformatics tools developed to address this shortfall together with experimental design consid-
erations to fully leverage the power of GBS for genetic analysis.  

  Key words      Genotyping    ,    Genotyping  -by-sequencing  ,   GBS  ,   RAD-seq  ,    Next generation sequencing    , 
   Genetic   variation    ,   Single nucleotide polymorphism  ,   InDels  ,   Reduced representation sequencing  , 
  Trimmomatic  ,    Bowtie    ,   SAMtools  ,   GATK  ,    Demultiplexing,  Read map   ping     ,   Unifi edGenotyper  , 
  HaplotypeCaller  ,   Minor allele frequency  ,   Imputation  ,   Haplotype  

1       Introduction 

 It was a signifi cant achievement when the fi rst plant genome 
sequence of  Arabidopsis thaliana  was published in 2000 [ 1 ] and 
heralded the application of genomics tools to plant research. The 
choice of this fi rst species, with one of the smallest plant genomes 
and limited dispersed repetitive DNA, was partly driven by the cost 
and effi ciency of available sequencing technologies. Today the 
transformative advances in sequencing platforms and chemistries, 
which have led to dramatic reductions in cost per base, have played 
a major role in deciphering multiple complex genomes. To date as 
many as 55 plant genomes have been sequenced and made publicly 
available [ 2 ] (  http://www.phytozome.net/    ). Combined with 
such reference genome sequences next generation sequencing 
(NGS) has allowed a multitude of new approaches to be applied to 
the identifi cation, analyses, and visualization of fundamental 
genetic variation. Identifying and utilizing natural and induced 
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genetic variation remains a prime objective in plant research with 
important implications in population genetics, evolution, and crop 
breeding. The most abundant and perhaps most informative varia-
tion that can be exploited are single nucleotide polymorphisms 
( SNPs  ) that have proven ideal markers for the study of plant 
genomes [ 3 ]. 

 A number of approaches have been described to capture 
genome wide natural and induced genetic variation by NGS. The 
majority of these approaches rely on the use of reduced representa-
tion, which delimits the portion of large and complex genomes to 
be assessed to a manageable size. Initially proposed by Altshuler 
et al. [ 4 ] reduced representation allowed a high density  SNP   map 
to be generated for a genome previously thought to be too large 
for such analyses. However, it has been the combination of reduced 
representation, NGS and multiple indexing of samples that has 
provided the ability to study extremely large genomes at reason-
able cost. The relative simplicity and cost-effectiveness of the 
genotype- by-sequencing (GBS) approach has encouraged its appli-
cation in multiple species, including both model and non-model 
plants [ 5 – 8 ]. Also the increased marker density that is offered has 
led to its growing use in the anchoring of genome sequence assem-
blies, effectively removing the necessity to generate expensive and 
error prone physical maps [ 9 – 11 ]. The only current limitation is 
the bioinformatic and computational burden that is generated, 
with regard to both data processing and storage. 

 GBS now takes many forms, the fi rst GBS data was generated 
using restriction site associated DNA sequencing (RAD-seq) [ 12 ] 
which utilized a single restriction enzyme combined with shearing 
of the digested DNA to capture a suitable portion of the genome. 
By optimizing enzyme choice and eliminating the necessity for 
DNA shearing the Cornell group simplifi ed the approach and 
allowed more extensive multiplexing, which reduced costs further 
[ 13 ]. There have been several modifi cations to the basic protocols, 
predominantly incorporating the use of two enzyme digestion, 
including 2b-RAD [ 14 ], ddRAD-seq [ 15 ], and a variant to the 
Cornell GBS approach by Poland et al. [ 6 ] that utilizes methyla-
tion sensitive enzymes to further reduce the representation of the 
target genome. There have been several reviews describing the dif-
ferent approaches to GBS in plants [ 16 – 19 ]. 

 The common feature of all the approaches is the type and vol-
ume of data that is produced, since all have exploited the  Illumina   
sequencing platforms, generating millions of sequence reads usu-
ally of 100 bp or less for each indexed sample. Thus the bioinfor-
matics pipeline described in the following chapter would be 
applicable to any of the published protocols in either single-end or 
paired-end read format. All the methods can be used in the absence 
of a reference genome; however, the use of a reference genome is 
generally far more effective in ensuring the robust identifi cation of 
genome wide  SNPs  . The following chapter will focus on the 
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analyses of GBS data where there is access to a complete or draft 
genome; although tools ( see   Publicly Available Software and 
Tools for GBS ) that have been developed to analyze GBS in the 
absence of a reference genome are listed.  

2     Materials 

 In this chapter, we discuss a  Bioinformatics   pipeline (Fig.  1 ) that is 
designed to identify genetic variants such as  SNPs   and insertions/
deletions (InDels) from NGS data generated by most major RAD 
and GBS approaches. This pipeline uses a suite of publicly available 
software and custom Perl scripts. There are alternative pipelines 
that have been developed and are listed in  Publicly Available 
Software and Tools for GBS .

         1.     Trimmomatic  (  http://www.usadellab.org/cms/?page=
trimmomatic    ) is a multithreaded command line tool that can 
be used for trimming adapter sequences and low quality regions 
from  Illumina   sequencing reads [ 20 ].   

   2.     Bowtie2  (  http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/bowtie2/index.
shtml    ) is an ultrafast short read alignment tool that can be used 
for aligning sequencing reads against a reference genome [ 21 ]. 
It should be noted that other alignment tools are available for 
this application, most commonly BWA [ 22 ].   

   3.     SAMtools  (  http://samtools.sourceforge.net/    ) is a package of 
utilities designed for manipulating alignments in the  SAM   
(Sequence alignment/Map) or  BAM   (Binary alignment/Map) 
format, including sorting, merging, indexing, and generating 
alignments in a per-position format [ 23 ].   

   4.     BCFtools  (  http://samtools.github.io/bcftools/    ) is a set of 
utilities that manipulate variant calls in the  Variant   Call Format 
( VCF  ) and its binary counterpart (BCF).   

   5.     GATK (   Genome    Analysis Toolkit) genotyper  (  http://www.
broadinstitute.org/gatk/    ) provides a wide variety of tools for 
variant discovery and genotyping [ 24 – 26 ].   

   6.     STACKS  (  http://creskolab.uoregon.edu/stacks/    ) allows de 
novo assembly of short read GBS data and the identifi cation of 
genetic variation in the absence of a reference genome [ 27 ].   

   7.     TASSEL-GBS  (  http://www.maizegenetics.net/    ) is an imple-
mentation of a GBS analysis pipeline in the TASSEL software 
package [ 28 ].      

   A set of utility Perl scripts (listed in Table  1 ) were written to per-
form various tasks associated with data processing, read alignment, 
and  SNP   discovery  . These scripts are open source and freely avail-
able upon request.

2.1  Publicly 
Available Software 
and Tools for GBS

2.2   In House Tools
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      Table 1  

  List of utility Perl scripts designed to perform various tasks associated with genetic variant discovery 
using RAD-Seq and GBS data sets   

 Perl script  Utility 

  util_barcode_splitter.pl   Demultiplexes paired-end RADseq or GBS reads based on a 
perfect match to barcodes 

  util_fi nd_uniq_reads.pl   Compares read sequences and removes duplicate reads 

  bowtie2_extract_best_global_hit.pl   Goes through the  SAM   fi les and identifi es the best hit 
from multi-mapped reads as having the top most hit 
with at least  X  = 6 (or a user defi ned cutoff) penalty 
score better than the runner up 

  bowtie2_extract_best_local_hit.pl   Goes through the  SAM   fi les and identifi es the best hit 
from multi-mapped reads as having the top most hit 
with at least  X  = 12 (or a user defi ned cutoff) penalty 
score better than the runner up 

  fi lter_vcf.pl   Performs fi ltering based on missing genotype and minor 
allele frequency 

3         Methods 

 The basic workfl ow for variant discovery using NGS data gener-
ated by RAD-seq and GBS approaches can be divided into three 
sequential steps: (1) raw data processing, (2) read alignment to a 
reference genome or de novo assembly of the sequence tags, and 
(3) variant discovery and annotation. In general, these three steps 
are shared by most of the currently availably genotyping pipelines. 
In the following subsections, each of these steps are reviewed to 
provide background information for the available bioinformatics 
tools that are customized to perform various tasks associated with 
these steps. 

   RAD-seq and GBS employ a highly multiplexed sequencing strat-
egy for constructing reduced representation libraries for the 
 Illumina   NGS platform ( see   Note 1 ). Demultiplexing is the fi rst 
key step of processing raw sequencing data, which separates reads 
into their corresponding samples based on barcode matching. 
Demultiplexing of Illumina reads is generally carried out using 
Illumina CASAVA or MiSeq reporter software; however, CASAVA 
cannot demultiplex RAD-seq and GBS reads which contain cus-
tomized inline barcodes in only one of the adapter sequences. We 
have developed a Perl script  util_barcode_splitter.pl  (Table  1 ) to 
demultiplex RAD-seq and GBS reads. 

3.1  Raw Data 
Processing
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 Raw sequencing data often contain various types of errors and 
artifacts, such as base calling errors, low quality bases, adaptor con-
tamination and duplicate reads [ 29 ]. Thus it is necessary to per-
form quality assessment and correction of reads by fi ltering or 
trimming of low quality reads or regions. There are numerous 
publicly available software that can be used for pre-processing of 
sequencing reads, such as Trimmomatic (  http://www.usadellab.
org/cms/?page=trimmomatic    ), PRINSEQ (  http://prinseq.
sourceforge.net/    ), FastqMcf  (  http://code.google.com/p/ea- 
utils/wiki/FastqMcf    ), FASTX-Toolkit (  http://hannonlab.cshl.
edu/fastx_toolkit/    ), and cutadapt (  http://code.google.com/p/
cutadapt/    ). In our pipeline (Fig.  1 ), we have adopted Trimmomatic, 
which is a fast, multithreaded command line tool that can be used 
to (1) remove adapter sequences, (2) trim leading and trailing low 
quality regions (below a user defi ned quality threshold), (3) scan 
the read with a user defi ned base-pair size sliding window and cut 
when the average quality per base has dropped below a threshold, 
and (4) keeping only those read-pairs where both reads were lon-
ger than the specifi ed minimal length. Trimmomatic is also 
designed to handle “read-through” for paired-end data. A “read- 
through” is when a fragment size smaller than the read length is 
sequenced and hence results in overlapping read-pairs that include 
both the target fragment and adapter sequence. It is essential to 
remove one of the reads in this case in order to avoid over-stating 
read-depth for variant calling. 

 Amplifi cation by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is often 
used for target enrichment during the preparation of libraries for 
next-generation sequencing. PCR duplicates resulting from the 
original DNA templates being sequenced many times can have a 
detrimental effect on the quality of variant calls especially when the 
coverage is low ( see   Note 2 ). Computational methods for the 
detection and removal of PCR duplicates have become available 
that generally rely on the observation of identical alignment posi-
tions of reads to the reference genome.   Read map   ping    being a 
computationally intensive process ( see   Note 3 ), the development 
of an alternate method for detection of PCR duplicates based on 
direct comparison of read sequences is essential, especially when 
the proportion of PCR duplicates is very high. To this end, we 
have developed a Perl script  util_fi nd_uniq_reads.pl  (Table  1 ) that 
compares read sequences and removes duplicate reads.  

   After read cleanup, alignment of short reads to a reference genome 
is the fi rst step in a high-throughput genotyping workfl ow. In the 
absence of a reference genome, paired-end sequencing data gener-
ated by RAD-seq or GBS approaches can be assembled de novo 
using software packages such as STACKS [ 27 ], UNEAK [ 30 ], or 
RApiD [ 31 ] to produce mini-contigs that can be used as a refer-
ence for read mapping and genotyping ( see   Note 4 ). In the last few 

3.2  Read Alignment 
to a Reference 
 Genome  
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years, a myriad of effi cient short-read alignment programs, such as 
MAQ [ 32 ], mrsFast [ 33 ], STAMPY [ 34 ] Bowtie2 [ 35 ], BWA 
[ 22 ], and SOAP2 [ 36 ], have been developed. Most of these widely 
used aligners utilize hashing algorithms (MAQ, mrsFast, STAMPY) 
or Burrows–Wheeler transform ( BWT  ) [ 37 ] based indexing 
(Bowtie2, BWA, and SOAP2) for short read mapping. The hash- 
based aligners use hash tables to store the information of either the 
reference genome or short reads. A major drawback of the hash- 
based aligners is that they require prohibitive amount of memory 
( see   Note 3 ). The second generation BWT-based aligners are pre-
ferred as they consume only a limited amount of memory [ 38 ,  39 ]. 

 In our genotyping workfl ow (Fig.  1 ), we have adopted Bowtie2 
which is faster, more sensitive, and more accurate than BWA and 
SOAP2 across a wide range of parameter settings [ 35 ]. Bowtie2 
supports both local and global (end-to-end) modes of alignment 
of short reads [ 35 ]. A local alignment considers only a short seg-
ment of the read and clips unaligned characters from one or both 
ends of the read to maximize the alignment score. Conversely, 
global alignment involves alignment of all characters in the read. In 
our experience, local mode of alignment of the reads is faster and 
useful for mapping reads generated by GBS, although less accurate 
(due to increased multi-mapping) than global alignment. GBS 
does not involve size fractionation of the sequencing library and 
hence sometimes results in the generation of fragments that are 
either too short to be useful or result in paired-end sequencing 
reads that overlap completely. On the other hand, the RAD-seq 
protocol includes a size fractionation step and most reads gener-
ated by this nonoverlapping approach can be aligned in an end-to- 
end manner. An example of the variation in the distribution of 
predicted enzyme sites for both RAD-seq ( Eco RI) and GBS ( Pst I 
and  Msp I), together with a representation of relative genome cov-
erage of each method, has been demonstrated for the  Brassica 
oleracea  genome [ 11 ]. RAD captured a greater portion of the 
genome with a high percentage of the potential sites being tagged 
and sequenced, while GBS coverage was impacted by the degree of 
cytosine methylation. 

 Multi-mapped reads are those that align to multiple locations 
within the reference genome sequence [ 40 ]. Most eukaryotic 

  Fig. 1     Bioinformatics   workfl ow for genetic variant discovery using next generation sequencing based genotyping 
approaches such as RADseq and GBS. The genetic variant calling pipeline comprises three major steps, includ-
ing raw data processing, read mapping to a reference genome, and variant discovery. Each of these steps is 
further divided into multiple sub-steps. The bioinformatics tools (shown in  purple ), input and output fi le formats 
( green ), and the purpose, methodology, or general outcome of each sub-step ( bullet points ) in the workfl ow are 
presented       
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organisms, especially plants with polyploid genomes, carry 
orthologous and paralogous gene families that contain multiple 
isoforms of the same gene with nearly identical or similar sequences. 
Shorter reads being less specifi c tend to have more multi-mapping 
events. In polyploid plant species, the proportion of multi-mapped 
reads ranges from 20 to 60 %. Discarding such a high proportion 
of multi-mapping reads will result in a signifi cant loss of valuable 
information. Bowtie2 searches and reports all valid alignments that 
score better than a given cutoff. We use Perl utility scripts  bow-
tie2_extract_best_global_hit.pl  or  bowtie2_extract_best_local_hit.pl  
to go through the  SAM   fi les and identify the best hit from multi- 
mapped reads as having the top most hit with at least  X  = 6 (end-
to- end) or  X  = 12 (local) penalty score better than the runner up. 
The larger the  X  score, the more confi dent a read is uniquely 
mapped but more alignments get discarded as a consequence. 

 Bowtie2 outputs alignments in  SAM   format which contains 
alignment data in human readable tab-delimited text. SAM fi les 
generally tend to be very large.  BAM  , a compressed binary version 
of SAM format, is a preferred format for the downstream variant 
detection analyses due to its relatively smaller size. We use the 
“ view ” command of SAMtools to convert mapped reads from 
SAM to BAM format. For downstream analysis the alignments in 
BAM fi les must be sorted and indexed according to the chromo-
somal positions. To achieve this, we use the sort and index utilities 
of SAMtools.  

   The next step after mapping reads to a reference genome is to call 
sequence variants ( SNPs   and InDels) from the processed  BAM   fi le. 
Multiple software tools for variant-calling are available, including 
SAMtools:mpileup/BCFtools [ 23 ], GATK [ 24 – 26 ],  SOAP   [ 41 ], 
SNVer [ 42 ], and GNUMAP [ 43 ]. A recent study performed 
systematic evaluation of these commonly used variant-calling bio-
informatics pipelines and found a very poor concordance between 
variants called by each of these methods [ 44 ]. Each of the   SNP 
   call   ing    methods is designed based on different sets of assumptions 
about the reference genome and reads, and their suitability in dif-
ferent situations depends upon various factors, including the nature 
of genotypes, presence or absence of multi-allelic SNPs, and sensi-
tivity and specifi city of detecting SNPs. In our variant-calling 
workfl ow, we have implemented two of the most commonly used 
SNP callers; SAMtools:mpileup/BCFtools [ 23 ] and GATK [ 24 , 
 25 ]. Both of these pipelines also call InDels. 

 SAMtools:mpileup computes the likelihood of each possible 
genotype by generating a consensus sequence using the MAQ 
( Mapping   and  Assembly   with Quality) model framework, which 
uses a general Bayesian framework for picking the base that maxi-
mizes the posterior probability with the highest Phred quality 
score, and outputs the information in the BCF format (binary 

3.3   Variant   
Discovery
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variant call format). However, it does not call the variants. BCFtools 
does the actual calling and estimating allele frequency by applying 
the genotype likelihood information in BCF fi les. It generates out-
put in the  VCF   (variant call format) format, which is the emerging 
standard for storing variant data. Identifi cation of InDels from 
paired-end reads is relatively more challenging than that of  SNPs   as 
incorrect placement of insertions or deletions during read align-
ment to a reference genome may lead to false positive SNPs. 
SAMtools:mpileup deploys a concept called Base Alignment 
Quality (BAQ; [ 45 ]) to provide an effi cient and effective way to 
rule out false positive SNPs caused by alignment artifacts. With the 
BAQ strategy which is invoked by default in mpileup, the probabil-
ity of a base being misaligned can be accurately measured. Although 
the combination of SAMtools:mpileup and BCFtools offers a 
straightforward way of calling SNPs and InDels, this approach is 
limited to only diploid calling as SAMtools:mpileup is designed to 
compute and handle only biallelic variants [ 45 ]. We have success-
fully used SAMtools:mpileup for variant-calling and genetic link-
age mapping of populations produced from biparental crosses 
(Bollina et al., In preparation; [ 10 ,  11 ]). 

 GATK is similar to SAMtools but utilizes additional processing 
steps, such as local realignment around InDel loci in order to clean 
up alignment artifacts, marking non-informative duplicate reads, 
and quality recalibration of both base quality and variant quality to 
improve overall accuracy of variant-calling [ 24 – 26 ,  44 ]. GATK 
includes two variant calling tools, Unifi edGenotyper and 
HaplotypeCaller. The Unifi edGenotyper uses a Bayesian genotype 
likelihood model to estimate posterior probability of allele fre-
quency at each locus. Additionally it utilizes information from 
multiple samples and supports   SNP    call   ing    from non-diploid sam-
ples. The HaplotypeCaller, which combines a local de novo assem-
bler with a more advanced hidden Markov model (HMM) 
likelihood function, outperforms the Unifi edGenotyper in discovering 
sequence variants. However, it currently supports only diploid 
calling and lacks multithreading support. 

 Filtering raw  SNP   candidates is an essential step in the geno-
typing workfl ow as its helps in reducing false positive calls made 
from biases in the sequencing data and removing those calls that 
do not fulfi l specifi c thresholds for SNP and genotype properties. 
Filtering of false positive calls based on read depth and quality 
threshold is embedded within some of the currently available vari-
ant calling pipelines such as SAMtools and GATK. We perform 
additional fi ltering based on missing genotyping calls and minor 
allele frequency (MAF). The level of missing data depends upon 
sequencing coverage which is infl uenced by the multiplexing level 
and the output from sequencing platform [ 18 ,  46 ]. Missing data 
can be reduced by sequencing at higher depth and reducing the 
multiplexing level. An alternative method for replacing missing 
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data is to impute missing values with plausible substitutes ( see   Note 5 ). 
In recent years, algorithms [ 47 – 49 ] have been developed for impu-
tation of missing genotype data with great accuracy. MAF refers to 
the frequency at which the least common allele occurs in a given 
population [ 50 ]. We use the Perl utility script  fi lter_vcf.pl  (Table  1 ) 
to perform fi ltering based on missing genotype and MAF generally 
ignoring  SNPs   with a MAF less than 5 %. The fi nal output from the 
majority of the variant calling pipelines is generally in the  VCF   
format which can be viewed using genomic viewers such as Tablet 
[ 51 ] or IGV [ 52 ] (Fig.  2 ). We have also developed Perl scripts to 
generate genotype scores in tab delimited fi le formats for ease of 
downstream processing and analysis. The last step of our genotyp-
ing workfl ow involves merging SNPs based on identical segrega-
tion patterns. The cartoon in Fig.  3  depicts the logic as well as our 
approach for creating haplotypes blocks by merging closely linked 
SNP markers with identical segregation patterns to provide a 
recombination bin framework that can be easily incorporated into 
genetic mapping analysis.

       The advent of very high throughput NGS platforms together 
with new technical methodologies to take advantage of these gains 
provided an opportunity for establishing high resolution genetic 
analysis in any species. The ability to profi le large numbers of tar-
geted loci for sequence variation in highly multiplexed sets of dis-
crete individuals provided a platform for a range of applications. 
An initial limitation for the full deployment of these approaches 
have been the dearth of readily available bioinformatics tools to 
process the raw data to yield output that can be readily incorpo-
rated into classical genetic analyses. This chapter has outlined some 
of the recently available bioinformatics resources to enable 
researchers to establish GBS applications for genetic analysis in 
their laboratories, provided an example pipeline that could be 
utilized for this purpose, and also a description of key factors that 
need to be considered in experimental design.   

4     Notes 

     1.    Assessing sequencing data requirements: In many instances 
both RAD and GBS have been attempted with a number of 
restriction enzymes. However, the choice of a particular 
enzyme and the volume of sequencing data required depends 
on several factors such as, the genome size, sample multiplex-
ing needs, GC content, frequency of the cut site (frequent to 
rare) and desired frequency of the sites throughout the 
genome. In silico analysis of a genome with a choice of an 
enzyme cut site would provide a glimpse prior to a selection. 
The RAD Counter tool provided on the RAD wiki website 
(  https://www.wiki.ed.ac.uk/display/RADSequencing/Hom

3.4   Conclusion
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  Fig. 2    Genomeviewer (IGV; Thorvaldsdottir et al. [ 52 ]) images illustrating alignment to the reference genome of 
short paired-end reads generated by RAD-seq ( a ) and GBS ( b ) approaches. The  top  two/three tracks represent the 
reference contig and positions of restrictions site(s):  Eco RI (RAD-seq) or  Pst I and  Msp I (GBS). The following tracks 
show reads from each individual library aligned back to the reference using Bowtie2. Read bases that match the 
reference are displayed in  gray  and those that do not match (sequence variants) are shown in  yellow        
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e;jsessionid=14E3C4ECD753766FC8E4EA41274A9BF1    ) 
provides the user with a simple Excel format to input relevant 
information with respect to the above parameters to establish 
the optimal experimental design to ensure appropriate read 
depth is reached.   

   2.    Removal of duplicate reads: advantages and limitations: 
Duplicate reads arising from PCR amplifi cation during library 
preparation can result in perfect copies of the DNA template 
being sequenced multiple times. The proportion of duplicate 
reads can vary enormously and duplicate reads can artifi cially 
infl ate read coverage which may have detrimental effect on the 
quality of variant calls. Hence the dataset used for variant call-
ing should include only one copy per duplicate set of reads. 
Duplicate reads can be detected and removed by comparison 
of either the read sequences or their alignment coordinates. 
However, the risk of removal of identical or almost identical 
reads arising from duplicated genomic regions, especially in 
organisms carrying polyploid genomes, poses a serious chal-
lenge. Additionally, it is impossible to differentiate duplicate 
reads arising due to amplifi cation bias and identical GBS tags 
originating from the same restriction site(s) at a particular 
genomic location. This is not an issue in the case of paired-end 

ABH--A--B 100 SNP#1
A-HA-AA-B 200 SNP#2
-BH--HA-B 300 SNP#3
AB-A-HA-B 400 SNP#4
ABH--HA-B 500 SNP#5

Scaffold1234 SNP_position

OUTPUT

ABHA-AA-B Scaffold1234_1_100_200_2
ABHA-HA-B Scaffold1234_2_300_500_3

  Fig. 3    Overview of the approach used for generating haplotypes by merging 
 SNPs   with identical segregation patterns. As per the example shown in this car-
toon, 5 RAD SNPs (at positions 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 bp) were identifi ed 
on scaffold1234.  SNP  #1 and SNP#2 have identical segregation pattern, except 
for the missing data points, so as SNP#3 to SNP#5. Instead of using all 5 SNPs 
for genetic mapping, we combine SNPs with identical scores. The locus name of 
each merged RAD SNP (haplotype) provides additional information: the fi rst part 
of the name includes the scaffold name, the next number indicates the order of 
the SNP pattern identifi ed in the scaffold, the next two numbers indicate the base 
pair positions between which this haplotype pattern was found, and the fi nal 
number indicates the count of independent SNPs that had this pattern       
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RAD tags as the additional DNA fragmentation combined 
with size fractionation step in RAD- sequencing protocol leads 
to the production of paired-end tags with at least one variable 
end. Thus we advise against removal of duplicate GBS tags, 
whereas the decision on removal of duplicate RAD tags should 
depend upon the ploidy status or the level of segmental dupli-
cation in the organism under consideration.   

   3.    Computational resources: The analysis of GBS and RAD data 
requires nontrivial computational resources. In order to reduce 
analysis time, the use of multiple CPU cores is recommended. 
Many desktop computers will be limited in the number of sam-
ples they can process by the available RAM. Additionally, the 
output of the analysis steps requires signifi cantly more hard 
disk space than that of the raw sequencing data. As an example 
of computational requirements, 96 GBS samples were pro-
cessed using 16 CPU cores for Trimmomatic, Bowtie2, and 
GATK. The total time required to process the samples was 
approximately 13 h and required at most 21GB of RAM. The 
samples were demultiplexed from 9.7GB of compressed fastq 
data and resulted in approximately 68 GB of uncompressed 
output using a pipeline optimized to reduce production of 
intermediary output fi les.   

   4.    Single-end or paired-end mapping:  Variant   calling can be done 
using either single or paired-end data with resulting benefi ts in 
increased coverage with paired-end data. It is also diffi cult to 
accurately map single reads originating from regions with sig-
nifi cantly higher sequence homology, such as repeat rich or 
duplicated genomic regions. Sequencing reads from both ends 
can partly overcome this diffi culty. Filtering of paired-end 
sequencing data based on adapter contamination and quality as 
well as length thresholds results in the generation of a small 
proportion of single end reads. In such case both single-end 
and paired-end mapping followed by merging of separately 
generated  SAM   fi les before the variant discovery step is 
possible.   

   5.    Data imputation: One issue with both RAD and GBS is the 
amount of missing data that can result from the sequencing, 
especially when this is carried out at a low level of coverage/
depth. Hopefully such an outcome can be avoided in the fi rst 
place by ensuring optimal levels of depth are reached by adopt-
ing an appropriate experimental design ( see   Note 1 ). However, 
when high levels of missing data result it is possible to adopt 
imputation approaches that are currently available for different 
experimental approaches with various population structures 
[ 49 ,  53 ]. As well, it is possible to limit the amount of missing 
data in some types of populations; for example biparental 
genetic mapping populations as described in the main text. 

Analysis of Genotyping-by-Sequencing (GBS) Data
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In this case the merging of  SNP   loci based on identical 
segregation patterns can be carried out to create haplotypes 
blocks with minimal missing data and a resultant recombination 
bin framework for genetic mapping analysis.         
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    Chapter 16   

 Skim-Based Genotyping by Sequencing Using a Double 
Haploid Population to Call SNPs, Infer Gene Conversions, 
and Improve Genome Assemblies       

     Philipp     Emanuel     Bayer      

  Abstract 

   Genotyping by sequencing (GBS) is an emerging technology to rapidly call an abundance of Single 
Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) using genome sequencing technology. Several different methodologies 
and approaches have recently been established, most of these relying on a specifi c preparation of data. Here 
we describe our GBS-pipeline, which uses high coverage reads from two parents and low coverage reads 
from their double haploid offspring to call SNPs on a large scale. The upside of this approach is the high 
resolution and scalability of the method.  

  Key words      Genotyping   by  sequencing    ,    SNPs    ,    SNP   call   ing    ,    Bioinformatics    ,    Genotyping    

1       Introduction 

  Genotyping   by  sequencing   (GBS) is a new technology which 
employs the huge amounts of sequence reads generated by 
modern sequencing technology to genotype Single  Nucleotide   
Polymorphisms ( SNPs  ). GBS calls an abundance of SNPs, which is 
useful in several different applications: trait mapping, genome-wide 
association studies, the construction of genetic maps, description 
of recombination patterns, and more. Several different GBS proto-
cols have been introduced and used in the last few years. 

 The earliest GBS-protocol is RAD sequencing (RAD-Seq). 
RAD sequencing uses restriction enzymes to over-sequence DNA 
close to restriction sites, allowing a reduced representation of 
genomes [ 1 ]. This protocol has been used to create RAD tags as a 
basis for microarrays carrying 2000 markers in three-spined stick-
leback. However, the technology carries several biases, notably a 
bias towards certain restriction sites, a bias away from calling  SNPs   
at heterozygous restriction sites, and a small bias towards 
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over- sequencing RAD loci with higher GC content [ 2 ]. To counter 
the restriction enzyme bias, other protocols use two restriction 
enzymes with different restriction sites [ 3 ]. This approach mapped 
34,000 SNPs in barley and 20,000 in wheat. 

 Other protocols directly use genome sequencing reads. The ben-
efi t of using genomic reads is that the aforementioned biases do not 
exist, and that almost all regions of the genome are sampled. However, 
there is no reduced representation of genomes, and other types of 
biases may be introduced. For example,  Illumina   reads are unders-
ampled from regions of low or high GC content [ 4 ], and PacBio RSI 
reads have a high error rate [ 5 ], possibly leading to a higher rate of 
false positive  SNPs  . One study used reads with an average coverage of 
0.02× to call 1,493,461 SNPs for 150 recombinant inbred lines of 
 Oryza sativa  [ 6 ]. Another study used a much higher coverage (on 
average: 20.6× per plant) to call 425,357 SNPs in 40  Arabidopsis 
thaliana  plants [ 7 ]. Another variant of GBS uses AFLP to reduce 
genomic complexity, and it was used to call 1409 SNPs in  A. thali-
ana  and 5583 SNPs in  Lactuca sativa  (lettuce) [ 8 ]. 

 Here we introduce our implementation of GBS which uses 
whole-genome sequencing reads from two parental individuals and 
their double haploid offspring population.  

2     Materials 

   Two sets of sequencing reads are required. To call  SNPs  , high cov-
erage reads from both parents are needed ( see   Notes 1  and  2 ). 
Ideally the coverage starts from 30× to 40×. To call genotypes this 
protocol uses low coverage reads from double haploid offspring ( see  
 Note 3 ). The coverage usually ranges from 1× to 7×. So far, this 
protocol has only been tested with  Illumina   GAII, Miseq, and 
Hiseq reads, but it should work with other sequencing technolo-
gies, as well. Reads need to be either in FASTQ or  FASTA   format.  

   All reads need to be aligned to a reference genome. How well 
assembled the genome has to be is dependent on the needs of the 
researcher ( see   Note 4 ). It is possible to assemble contigs based on 
genomic reads, and then to align the reads against these contigs. 
This might, however, lead to sampling biases in the read dataset. 
The reference needs to be in fasta format.  

   Our GBS workfl ow uses several different publicly available tools. 
To align reads against the reference, we use SOAPaligner [ 9 ] ( see  
 Note 5 ). Samtools [ 10 ] and Picard tools (  http://picard.source-
forge.net/    ) are used to convert fi le-formats, clean alignments, and 
more. SGSautoSNP [ 11 ] is used to call  SNPs   from alignments ( see  
 Note 6 ). Two simple in-house scripts are used to compare SNPs to 
alignments. Finally, Flapjack [ 12 ] is used to visualize genotypes, 
and Tablet [ 13 ] is used to visualize alignments.   

2.1  Sequencing 
Reads

2.2  Reference 
 Genome  

2.3   Software

Philipp Emanuel Bayer
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3     Methods 

   First, all reads of the two parents and of the double haploid population 
have to be aligned to the reference genome. If there are several 
different libraries, it makes sense to run one alignment per library, 
since the insert sizes often differ. We use SOAPaligner in this step, 
making sure that reads only aligning uniquely are retained. 

 soap -p 4 -r 0 -m 0 -x 1000 -a reads_R1.fastq -b reads_R2.fastq 
-D reference.fasta.index -o paired_output.soap -2 unpaired_out-
put.soap -u unmapped_output.soap 

 This will run soap with four threads, an insert size from 0 to 
1000 and will only retain uniquely aligning reads. Reads aligning 
without being paired have a higher chance of having been mapped 
in the wrong position, so only reads aligning in pairs are kept from 
this step. The following steps all require SOAPaligner’s output to 
be in bam-format, so the output’s format is changed using 
soap2sam.pl (included with SOAPaligner) and samtools. 

 soap2sam.pl paired_output.soap>paired_output.sam samtools 
faidx reference.fasta samtools view -bt reference.fasta.fai paired_out-
put.sam>paired_output.bam  samtools index paired_output.bam 

 This step will result in one bam-fi le per library.  

   For later steps, it is important to keep track which reads came from 
which cultivar. In our case, we add a tag for each cultivar to the 
front of read-names—for example, we add  TP1 - to the front of 
each read name for the cultivar Tapidor. This can be done with sed: 

 sed -i.bak 's/^/TP1-/' your_alignment.sam 
 This will create a backup of the original fi le ending in . bak  and 

overwrite  your _ alignment.sam . Next, the libraries for parental 
individuals are merged and sorted by positions. In this example, 
parent A has three libraries, and parent B has only one library. 

 java -Xmx2g -jar /path/to/MergeSamFiles.jar 
INPUT=parent_A_lib_1.bam INPUT=parent_A_lib_2.bam 
INPUT=parent_A_lib_3.bam INPUT=parent_B_lib_1.bam 
OUTPUT=parents_merged.bam SORT_ORDER=coordinate 
CREATE_INDEX=true 

 At this point it is good practice to investigate the merged bam- 
fi le using samtools or Tablet to make sure that all reads have been 
renamed correctly, and that both cultivars are present. For the 
double haploid population, it is not necessary to rename the reads, 
or to merge all fi les. Only when there are several libraries present 
for one DH-individual is merging needed, but all fi les need to be 
sorted, for example for two individuals TN01 and TN02: 

 java Xmx2g -jar /path/to/MergeSamFiles.jar INPUT=TN01_
lib1.bam INPUT=TN01_lib2.bam OUTPUT=TN01_merged.
bam SORT_ORDER=coordinate CREATE_INDEX=true java 
Xmx2g -jar /path/to/SortSam.jar INPUT=TN02_lib1.bam 
OUTPUT=TN02_lib1_sorted.bam SORT_ORDER=coordinate 
CREATE_INDEX=true 

3.1  Alignment 
of Reads to Reference 
Using SOAPaligner

3.2  Sorting 
and Merging Using 
Picard and Samtools

Skim-Based Genotyping by Sequencing Using a Double Haploid Population to Call…
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 This step will result in one sorted bam-fi le per individual of the 
double haploid population, and one sorted bam-fi le containing 
alignments of both parents.  

   Clonal reads may unnecessarily raise  SNP   scores of sequencing 
errors, leading to false positive  SNPs  . Therefore, we remove all 
clonal reads from the parental alignment fi les using Picard tools. 

 java -Xmx2g -jar /path/to/MarkDuplicates.jar INPUT=your_
alignment.bam OUTPUT=your_cleaned_alignment.bam 
REMOVE_DUPLICATES=true METRICS_FILE=metrics.txt  

   SGSautoSNP [ 11 ] is a reference-free  SNP   call  er (in other words: 
the nucleotide on the reference at the position of a possible SNP 
does not matter). The standard version of SGSautoSNP does not 
allow heterozygosity in parental individuals. In other words, only 
 SNPs   between the two parental individuals are reported; if one 
individual carries two or more alleles at the position of a SNP, the 
SNP is discarded. 

 SGSautoSNP is written in Python 2.7 and can be run in two 
ways. The fi rst is to run it with the entire dataset and specify several 
threads—each thread will process one reference chromosome or 
contig. The second is to split up the bam fi les into chromosomes 
and to run one SGSautoSNP instance per fi le. Which way to choose 
is a matter of personal preference and given resources. Researchers 
with access to clusters and job arrays might prefer the second way. 
Here, the fi rst way is presented. SGSautoSNP is run with the 
merged parental alignments, the reference the alignments were 
created with, as well as a  gff3  fi le detailing where contigs begin and 
end on the given reference chromosomes. 

 SGSautoSNP.py --bam parents_merged.bam --fasta reference.
fasta --contig_output contig_snps --chr_offset contigs.gff3 --chr_
output chromosome_output --cultivars "A,B" --cpu 1 

 This will create gff3 and  VCF   fi les starting with “contig_snps” 
and “chromosome_output”, along with a few fi les detailing statis-
tics like the total number of  SNPs  . It is of course possible to use 
other  SNP   call   ing   programs in this step.  

   Our in-house script snp_genotyping_all.pl is run to call all geno-
types for all individuals of the double haploid population. For each 
individual, the script compares the bases aligning at all known  SNP   
positions. If the bases at that position are all identical to the allele 
of parent A, the genotype  A  is assigned. If all bases that the posi-
tion are identical to the allele of parent B, the genotype  B  is 
assigned. When there are several different alleles, the genotype is 
heterozygous and an  E  is assigned. When no reads are present, no 
genotype is assigned (in our case, denoted by a -). Here is an exam-
ple with an alignment of the individual TN01,  SNPs   in the fi le 
 Reference _ snps.gff3 , known contig positions in  Reference _ contig.
gff3 , and the cultivars “A” and “B”. 

3.3  Removal 
of Clonal Reads 
and PCR Clones Using 
Picard

3.4  Calling  SNPs   
Using SGSautoSNP

3.5  Calling 
 Genotypes   Using snp_
genotyping_ all.pl
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 snp_genotyping_all.pl -b TN01_merged.bam -gff Reference_
snps.gff3 -off Reference_contig.gff3 -f Reference.fasta -o 
Reference_TN01 -c1 A -c2 B -h AB -s 1 

 This will generate three output fi les per individual, each detail-
ing the distribution of genotypes in a different way.  

   Flapjack is used to display the distribution of genotypes in the pop-
ulation. First, all results of snp_genotyping_all.pl have to be col-
lated and transformed into the format Flapjack uses. This is done 
using our in-house script parseGenotype.pl, run once per reference 
chromosome/contig. 

 parseGenotype.pl -out reference reference/*_csv 
 This will parse positions and genotypes from the output of 

subsection 3.5 and collate the data in a  dat  and a  map  fi le, ready for 
import into Flapjack.  

   There is a good chance that the above procedure results in false 
positive  SNPs  . One way to remove false positive SNPs is to remove 
all SNPs that do not segregate in the population. This is done by 
iterating over all SNPs, counting the genotypes from all individu-
als, and removing all SNPs that show only one genotype. In our 
experience, this removes about 10 % of all SNPs (data not shown). 
Not all of the SNPs removed are false positives—in some cases, 
these SNPs are located in regions that are hard to sequence due to, 
for example, a high GC count. Since the parents are sequenced at 
a much higher rate, the likelihood to sequence these regions is 
much higher than in the double haploid population. Thus, only 
few genotypes are called in the double haploid population for this 
particular  SNP  , and the SNP looks like a false positive SNP, while 
it is in reality a false negative.  

   It is possible to impute missing genotypes for individuals. Since 
recombinations are assumed to be rare, an individual’s missing 
genotype should correspond to the surrounding genotypes. 
Therefore, researchers can impute missing genotypes by inserting 
surrounding genotypes, and leaving them missing if the surround-
ing genotypes confl ict. Imputation of genotypes by comparing an 
individual to other individuals, like it is done in MACH [ 14 ] or 
Impute [ 15 ], is possible too.   

4     Notes 

     1.    Parental individuals need to be as homozygous as possible. 
Heterozygous  SNPs   are removed from the analysis by this pro-
tocol, since it is diffi cult to assign a parental genotype to them. 
Therefore, this protocol is geared towards plants with little 
heterozygosity.   

3.6  Visualizing 
 Genotypes  

3.7  Cleaning  SNPs  

3.8  Imputing 
 Genotypes  

Skim-Based Genotyping by Sequencing Using a Double Haploid Population to Call…
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   2.    The relatedness of parental individuals matters. If both parents 
are closely related, the number of  SNPs   between them will be 
very low, too low to gather insights about the distribution of 
genotypes in the offspring population. A low genotype resolu-
tion means that in the offspring population, SNPs associated 
with phenotypes, as well as smaller recombination events will 
not be observed.   

   3.    In some populations, not all individuals are actually double 
haploid. These individuals exhibit a much higher rate of het-
erozygous alleles than others, and exhibit a much higher num-
ber of recombinations. It is unclear why this happens since 
there are several possible explanations. It could be that some 
double haploid plants are contaminated with pollen from other 
plants during the selfi ng step. Contamination during any step 
of the data preparation and processing could be another source 
of this phenomenon. For the time being, we remove all indi-
viduals with many heterozygous alleles: the exact cut-off 
depends on the dataset, the reference organism, the popula-
tion, the naturally occurring heterozygosity and much more.   

   4.    The quality of the reference genome matters in some cases. For 
example, researchers using scaffolded contigs might run into 
problems when many of the contigs are misplaced, in which 
case paired reads are not aligned properly (read A aligns in 
completely different region than read B). Some tools exist to 
catch a glimpse of a reference genome’s quality, e.g., CEGMA 
[ 16 ] or REAPR [ 17 ]. It is up to the researcher to fi nd and fi x 
problems in the reference sequence.   

   5.    The choice of the alignment algorithm matters. Short read 
aligners differ in their sensitivity and accuracy [ 18 ], as well as 
in the way duplicate alignments are assessed and reported. The 
user has to make sure that with each tool, the number of 
reported reads aligning multiple times is as little as possible. 
 SNPs   based on reads that align in multiple regions may exist in 
reality, but their exact position is a choice out of several alter-
natives. Therefore, for most applications these SNPs should 
not be called in the fi rst place. Different aligners handle the 
removal of multiply aligning reads differently. For example, 
SOAPaligner has the - r 0  option which suppresses the output 
of reads aligning in several places. Users should be aware that 
some settings are treacherous—the - g 1  option of  TopHat   [ 19 ] 
just reports one alignment if there are several alignments for a 
read, making it harder to fi lter out reads that align nonu-
niquely. With most read aligners, fi ltering the resulting align-
ments using samtools [ 10 ] is the easiest approach. In most 
alignment programs, reads mapping in several regions usually 
receive a low mapping quality, here is an example to use sam-
tools to remove all reads with a mapping score below 20:  sam-
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tools view -q 20 -b your_alignment.bam>your_fi ltered_alignment.
bam  

 Other programs like BWA [ 20 ] set the  XA  fl ag when a read aligns 
multiple times, so that all reads carrying this fl ag can be 
removed using  grep  - v XA . Researchers are advised to check 
the manual of their aligner of choice.   

   6.    The choice of  SNP   call   ing   algorithm matters. The number of 
called  SNPs   as well as sensitivity and specifi city vary greatly 
between SNP calling programs [ 21 ,  22 ]. For researchers who 
want stringent results it may make sense to use only SNPs that 
are called by at least two different SNP calling programs.         
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    Chapter 17   

 Finding and Characterizing Repeats in Plant Genomes       

     Jacques     Nicolas     ,     Pierre     Peterlongo    , and     Sébastien     Tempel     

  Abstract 

   Plant genomes contain a particularly high proportion of repeated structures of various types. This chapter 
proposes a guided tour of available software that can help biologists to look for these repeats and check 
some hypothetical models intended to characterize their structures. Since transposable elements are a 
major source of repeats in plants, many methods have been used or developed for this large class of 
sequences. They are representative of the range of tools available for other classes of repeats and we have 
provided a whole section on this topic as well as a selection of the main existing software. In order to better 
understand how they work and how repeats may be effi ciently found in genomes, it is necessary to look at 
the technical issues involved in the large-scale search of these structures. Indeed, it may be hard to keep up 
with the profusion of proposals in this dynamic fi eld and the rest of the chapter is devoted to the founda-
tions of the search for repeats and more complex patterns. The second section introduces the key concepts 
that are useful for understanding the current state of the art in playing with words, applied to genomic 
sequences. This can be seen as the fi rst stage of a very general approach called linguistic analysis that is 
interested in the analysis of natural or artifi cial texts. Words, the lexical level, correspond to simple repeated 
entities in texts or strings. In fact, biologists need to represent more complex entities where a repeat family 
is built on more abstract structures, including direct or inverted small repeats, motifs, composition con-
straints as well as ordering and distance constraints between these elementary blocks. In terms of linguis-
tics, this corresponds to the syntactic level of a language. The last section introduces concepts and practical 
tools that can be used to reach this syntactic level in biological sequence analysis.  

  Key words      Repeats    ,    Transposon    ,    Indexing    ,    Algorithmics on word   s    ,    Pattern match   ing    

1      Introduction 

 A salient feature of eukaryotic genomes is the number of repeated 
sequences that they contain. Many processes contribute to this 
accumulation of genomic material. Even if the polyploidy specia-
tion mechanism were not taken into account, plant genomes are 
particularly rich in copy events that explain the remarkable range of 
their size variation and may considerably increase this size. Indeed, 
the genome length world record, 1.5 × 10 11  DNA base pairs, is cur-
rently held by a plant,  Paris japonica , an octoploid native to 
 subalpine regions of Japan. The aim of this chapter is to propose 
several methods that help identify the various repeats that populate 
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DNA sequences. The objective is more to collect and explain key 
concepts rather than to present an exhaustive and somewhat 
tedious study of the search for the various known repeat types, 
which may quickly have become obsolete. 

 In fact, due to its importance, we will describe in detail only 
the exploration of the major source of repeats, the transposable 
element (TE) super-class.  Transposable element   s   often account for 
up to 40 % of plant genomes and, for example, account for about 
60 % of  Solanum lycopersicum  and  Sorgum bicolor , and 80 % of the 
  Triticum aestivum    or the  Zea mays  genome sizes. A whole section 
is devoted to practical methods that have been developed to extract 
TEs. This includes both generic tools and tools tailored for a par-
ticular class of RNA or DNA transposons. Another important class 
of repeats in some plants, such as  Olea europaea  [ 1 ], the tandem 
(or satellite) repeats, are not treated specifi cally, although some 
pointers to  ab initio  methods for transposable elements, such as 
RepeatExplorer [ 2 ], may be useful for the search of tandem repeats 
on reduced sets of genomic reads. We refer the interested reader to 
a fi ne review on this topic in ref. [ 3 ]. 

 We then propose a more advanced section on the algorithmic 
basis of the detection of copies. This will help the reader to gain a 
better understanding of the technical terms often used in the 
description of the previous tools. All these software solutions derive 
much of their power from a crucial step, which fi nds all exact mul-
tiple occurrences of words in a sequence. We introduce the state-
of- the-art data structures that are used for this task and describe 
how approximated repeats can be searched for effi ciently from 
these. In all cases, we provide pointers to free available software. 
Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) data are tending to predomi-
nate the current technology and need to be addressed specifi cally. 
Even if NGS avoids some issues with repeat cloning in BACs, 
sequencers have a certain bias that can affect the search for repeats. 
For instance,  Illumina   GA sequencers have some diffi culties with 
GGC repeats and long inverted repeats [ 4 ] and Roche 454 
sequencers have a higher error rate on long A or T homopolymers 
[ 5 ]. Moreover, assembly is error-prone with respect to repeats, and 
we discuss to what extent it is possible to work directly at the read 
level without requiring an assembly step. The study of repeat varia-
tions is certainly the most important challenge that is currently 
addressed in advanced research on repeats by using NGS data, and 
the section ends with a small discussion on this subject. 

 We end the chapter with a more prospective section, which 
emphasizes a global and long-term approach that may be very use-
ful in the systematic study or the discovery of particular repeat 
classes. It is motivated by the fact that as knowledge on repeat 
families grows, software solutions have to be adapted to take into 
account such knowledge, at an increasing cost. The linguistic 
approach is based on the design of some specifi c language for the 
description and search of complex chaining structures, which may 
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occur in nucleic acid sequences as well as in protein sequences. In 
this paradigm, the description of the state-of-the-art knowledge is 
left to the biologist acting as modeler. Each model written in the 
representation language can then be searched in a systematic way 
in the input data, using generic software, a parser, which is able to 
recognize the occurrences of any pattern written in the language. 
Of course, the more expressive languages are more desirable but 
this has a computational cost, which may even be beyond the reach 
of any computing system if the language and models are not 
designed carefully. A fi rst subsection recalls the basic aspects of the 
theory of languages that clarify these computational limitations. 
A second subsection introduces some practical tools that may be 
experimented with for this modeling approach.  

2    Detecting Transposable Elements in Plant  Genomes   

 Many tools have been developed to search for transposable ele-
ments, forming a representative set illustrating the variety of techniques 
that can be applied for the search of genomic repeats in general. 

 The most common approach used to detect TEs is by homol-
ogy to already-known TE sequences. This means that the search 
starts from an existing database of identifi ed TE families and new 
elements are classifi ed in the family containing the most similar 
sequence. In practice, this is often done on protein coding sequences 
(e.g., reverse transcriptase) since reaching a signifi cant level of simi-
larity requires a suffi cient conservation level throughout evolution. 
In all cases, it assumes that a database of known TEs is available. 
A well-known generic database for eukaryotic consensus repeated 
sequence models is Repbase Update [ 6 ], maintained by the  Genetic   
Information Research Institute (GIRI, Mountain View, CA). 
The current version, at the date of this publication (Jul. 2014), 
contained 8300 loci related to the Viridiplantae clade. Some more 
specifi c databases exist. In Table  1 , we list a few plant transposable 

   Table 1  
  List of plant transposable element databases that cover several plant genera   

  Database   and 
reference  Content  Website 

 mips-REdat + mips- 
REcat [ 128 ] 

 All repeats + repeat type 
index (82 genera) 

   http://mips.helmholtz-muenchen.de/plant/recat/     

 Plant  Repeat    Databases   
[ 138 ] 

   http://plantrepeats.plantbiology.msu.edu/     

 MASiVEdb [ 139 ]  LTR (37 species)    http://databases.bat.infspire.org/masivedb/     

 P-MITE [ 140 ]  MITE (41 species)    http://pmite.hzau.edu.cn/django/mite/     

Finding and Characterizing Repeats in Plant Genomes
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element databases that cover several plant genera. Two of them 
cover all kinds of repeats that can appear in genomes, the most 
complete to date being mips-REdat.

   A second approach for detecting TEs, called  structure-based  
[ 7 ], tries to be less dependent on known sequences by taking 
advantage of a priori knowledge of characteristic features of trans-
poson families. For instance, LTR sequences have been analyzed 
for more than 20 years and a number of common elements have 
been discovered in their architecture: a short direct repeat string 
marking the insertion and fl anking the 5′ and 3′ extremities of the 
LTR and DNA transposons, a similar TG..CA box at each extremity, a 
polypurine tract about 12 bp in length, and various protein domains. 
All these features can serve as specifi c constraints enabling the 
detection of new elements in genomes. They usually form the basis 
of specifi c programs or scripts. We will see in the last section that 
this constrain solving problem may also be seen as an instance of a 
general pattern- matching issue, which could be treated by generic 
programs (parsers). 

 The most complex approach for detecting TEs is  ab initio , 
without any assumption of the type of transposon being looked 
for. Typically, this is used at large scale to annotate new genomes. 
For this reason,  ab initio  methods make use of the most advanced 
data structures and string algorithms. 

 Of course, it is sometimes diffi cult to clearly state the status of 
a particular method, which may incorporate several steps belong-
ing to different approaches, for instance,  ab initio  and by homol-
ogy. We have created a fourth category, pipeline, to account for 
these more complex frameworks which implement a workfl ow 
combining existing software components with their own specifi c 
glue code and possibly new contributions. 

 Most detection methods are listed on the Bergman website. 1  
Previous reviews classifi ed the software according to the detection 
method [ 7 ] rather than detected transposable element superfami-
lies. This is a valuable approach for  Bioinformatics   and for whole- 
genome annotation and we start with a comprehensive subsection 
on this issue of systematic TE search in a newly sequenced genome. 
Since biologists are often primarily interested in certain TE super-
families, looking at methods as a second step, we propose, in the 
remaining subsections, different algorithms targeting specifi c 
transposable element (TE) families and then subdividing their 
 presentation by the method itself (ab initio,  homology-based ,  struc-
tured  and  pipeline  methods). Our chapter focuses on software that 
is currently available via code downloading, a website or by e-mail. 
For each TE class and each type of method, a table summarizes the 
corresponding list of software and provides for each a reference, a 
download site and installation requirements. 

1
   http://bergmanlab.smith.man.ac.uk/?page_id=295 
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   First, we present tools that detect all TE superfamilies. These 
methods correspond to the majority of the TE detection tools. 
They generally use sophisticated algorithms to ensure an effi cient 
search of elements and the interested reader is referred to 
Subheading  3  for having more details on the way it works on com-
puters and having the possibility to compare related techniques.  

   Available  ab initio  methods are listed in Table  2 . They can be 
roughly split into two categories: methods that detect  exact repeats  
of fi xed size and assemble or extend them, and methods that 
directly detect  non-exact repeats .

   Except for Tallymer [ 8 ] and RepARK which detect a range of 
exact repeats, all methods in the fi rst group detect exact repeats of 
length  k  called  k- mers. These repeats are stored in various data struc-
tures offering a tradeoff between the required amount of memory 
and the amount of computation. These repeats are stored in various 
data structures offering a tradeoff between the needed amount of 
memory and the amount of computation. Reputer [ 9 ] and 
RepeatFinder [ 10 ] use the suffi x tree data structure for storing and 
retrieving  k- mers, while Tallymer [ 8 ] uses the more compact suffi x 
array data structure. A number of methods such as WindowMasker 
[ 11 ] use a structure that does use the fact that elements are strings, a 
hash index (not to be confused with h-index… !). RepARK counts 
 k -mers up to  k  = 31, making use of the Jellyfi sh software [ 12 ], which 
is based on a multithreaded, lock-free hash index. PClouds [ 13 ] uses 
a bit array and a hash index. A software such as RepSeek [ 14 ] uses a 
lower and an upper bound for  k  and keeps only the maximal repeats, 
those that cannot be extended without losing an occurrence. 

 Available software solutions offer various alternatives regard-
ing the choice of  k , some more practical than others depending on 
the data set: it is most often a parameter whose value has to be 
user-provided (ReAS, Repseek, REPuter and RepeatScout); it 
equals log 4  (n)  + 1 for PClouds (where  n  is the sequence size); it is 
the smallest integer that satisfi es the equation  n/4   k   < 5 for 
WindowMasker. In the case of Tallymer, it is an optimal value cal-
culated from a user-provided range fi xing the minimal and maxi-
mal values. To be more precise, Tallymer calculates this value from 
the  uniqueness  ratio, which is the ratio of  k- mers occurring exactly 
once relative to the total number of  k -mers in the genomic 
sequence. Then the selected  k  corresponds to the least value where 
the ratio does not increase signifi cantly with the increase of  k  
(infl ection point in the uniqueness ratio graph). All repeats greater 
than  k  are written out by Tallymer. RepARK assumes a Poisson 
distribution for the  k -mers unique in the whole genome and thus 
determines a frequency threshold to fi lter signifi cant  k -mers that 
occur at least twice in the genome. 

 Unlike other methods that detect repeats on genomic 
sequences, ReAS and RBR work on Whole  Genome   Shotgun 

2.1  Large-Scale 
Search 
of Transposable 
Elements

2.2  All TEs; Ab Initio 
Methods
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(WGS) and Expressed Sequence Tags (EST) data respectively. 
ReAS selects WGS that contains  k- mers with a high copy number 
and divides them into 100-bp segments centered on that  k -mer. 
ReAS clusters the WGS containing the same  k- mers and creates the 
consensus sequence of the 100-bp segments. In the RBR method, 
 k -mers are considered as repeats if their frequency is higher than a 
calculated threshold based on a binomial distribution model. 

 The next important feature for comparing these tools is the 
way they build approximated repeats from exact ones. Dynamic 
programming is a widely used method for this purpose, although it 
is not the only one and the way it is applied may vary. 

 Tools such as REPuter, RepSeek, and RepeatScout use  k -mers 
as seeds and try to  extend them on both sides . REPuter allows a fi xed 
number of mismatches and uses a dynamic programming algo-
rithm. For each repeat found, an  E- value score is computed using 
the Kurtz and Myers procedure [ 15 ] which corresponds to the 
signifi cance of mismatch repeats. REPuter also possesses a graphi-
cal interface to display the position of copy pairs along the genome, 
something that may help provide a global view of duplicated mate-
rial between chromosomes. RepSeek also extends the  k -mer seeds 
by a dynamic programming approach but accepts more errors 
(substitutions or indels). Finally, RepSeek calculates for each 
extended repeat a score based on its length and nucleotide compo-
sition. The probability for a given repeat score is computed by 
estimating the probability P(Sbest_repeat ≥ S) that the score of the 
best local alignment observed between two random sequences of 
fi xed size is larger than a given score S and is expressed as a func-
tion of the sequence length and the GC ratio. A minimum thresh-
old score is derived from this probability above which no repeats 
are expected to be found in random sequences and only repeats 
with a score higher than this threshold are kept. RepeatScout uses 
a greedy algorithm to extend the exact repeat to the right and to 
the left and build a consensus. For each extended nucleotide, the 
algorithm calculates a score that is computed by summing up local 
similarities of each sequence with the consensus and uses an 
incomplete- fi t penalty for sequences that partially match the 
 consensus. The extension is stopped when the algorithm fi nds a 
locally optimal value that does not increase after a fi xed number of 
steps (100 by default). RepARK uses a de Bruijn graph assembler 
for NGS data, Velvet [ 16 ], to get the repeat library. 

 The previous strategy can be enhanced by specifi c preprocess-
ing treatments. PClouds fi rst excludes tandem repeats. It then clus-
ters similar  k-mers  (called  ‘P-cloud core’ ) and extends them 
according to empirical user thresholds [ 13 ]. 

 Another approach considers that every relevant approximate 
repeat is made of a  mosaic of exact repeats . RepeatFinder merges 
exact repeat pairs if the gap distance between the repeats is smaller 
than the maximal allowed gap size (a user parameter to be defi ned 
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in the command line), or if one repeat overlaps another by more 
than 75 %. RepeatFinder then clusters the merged repeats that 
have a same maximal repeat or a common hit with an E-value lower 
than a user-specifi ed parameter, using WU- BLAST   [ 17 ]. 

 ReAS starts from the consensus sequence of 100-bp segments 
built on WGS clusters containing the same  k- mers. The ReAS algo-
rithm recursively extends the consensus sequence to the left or/and 
to the right if another 100-bp consensus sequence overlaps it. 

 Finally, WindowMasker [ 11 ] aims solely to  mask low complexity 
regions  and repeats in genomic sequences and it does not attempt 
to annotate or classify them. WindowMasker screens the sequence 
twice for processing repeats: the fi rst screen computes the frequency 
of each  k- mer (for the direct and reverse strands) and defi nes sev-
eral thresholds corresponding to various percentiles of the empiri-
cal cumulative distribution of repeat occurrences; the second 
screen uses a frequency-based score and masks  k- mers whose score 
exceeds the 99.5 % percentile or is between two masked k-mers 
and has a score exceeding the 99 % percentile. 

 In the second group of  ab initio  methods, no index is built and 
repeats are directly detected through the self-alignment of genomic 
sequences. These methods are thus heavily reliant on dynamic pro-
gramming and their sensitivity depends on the way in which sig-
nifi cant aligned pairs are fi ltered. PILER [ 18 ] and RECON [ 19 ] 
proceed by fi rst aligning each sequence against itself and then, in a 
second step, selecting repeats that present a high copy number or 
a score higher than a fi xed threshold. 

 In more detail, RECON (1) creates a graph  G(V,E)  such that 
vertices  V  correspond to subsequences involved in WU- BLAST   
pairwise alignments and edges  E  represent overlapping vertices in a 
global alignment; (2) removes from this graph sequences that do 
not overlap a signifi cant number of times with sequences belonging 
to the same cluster of sequences; (3) groups elements that belong 
to the same repeat family. RECON then creates a new graph 
 H(V ′ ,E ′ )  for each family such that a vertex  V ′ corresponds to a 
RECON element and each edge  E ′ corresponds to the overlap 
between two elements in a global alignment. A RECON repeat 
family is attributed to each repeat position in genomic sequences. 

 From the alignment, PILER defi nes a  pile  as a list of pairwise 
hits covering a contiguous region in sequences. PILER saves only 
hits that cluster with more than  p  instances ( p  is a user-defi ned 
parameter). An interesting original feature of PILER is that it dis-
tinguishes different categories of repeats that correspond to differ-
ent pairwise hit defi nitions (or repeat builds) and implements a 
specifi c method for each category. Thus, PILER-DF looks for  intact 
transposable elements  and aligns at least three similar piles (not hits) 
to create a repeat, with this pile alignment avoiding generating frag-
mented sequences. PILER-TR searches  TEs with terminal repeats  
(LTR retrotransposon) and aligns  banded  hits (i.e., hits separated 
by a maximum distance) to create the repeats. 
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  AAARF ( Assisted Automated Assembler of  Repeat   Families) is 
a simple Perl script that is representative of methods oriented 
towards the use of incomplete genomic information collected 
through large sets of reads. It has been tested with success on the 
maize genome, either with a sample of the TIGR Sanger reads 
(780 bp on average) or with simulated 454 reads (100 bp on aver-
age). It is most useful for trying to detect repeats from the short 
454 reads, a widespread situation for biological labs. It is possible 
to tune a number of parameters using  BLAST   [ 21 ] and ClustalW. Of 
course, it has some limitations since it is a purely de novo method 
working on highly fragmented data and it should be used with care 
particularly when discriminating families of degenerated repeats, 
such as a series of tandem repeats or a mix of non-autonomous and 
autonomous transposable elements.  

   Available  homology-based  methods are listed in Table  3 . Most of 
them make direct use of the  BLAST   software [ 17 ] and a BLAST- 
parser. Currently, these methods used three BLAST versions: 
AB-BLAST [ 22 ],  NCBI  -BLAST [ 21 ], and PSI-BLAST [ 23 ]. The 
BLAST method is a famous and widely used seed-based approach 
that looks for the presence of a query from its  k- mers and esti-
mates a E-value for the signifi cance of matches. Its principles are 
recapped in Subheading  3 . For all homology-based methods, the 
query sequence is a library of consensus sequences from TE 
copies.

    AB-   BLAST    is the new and commercial version of WU-BLAST 
(no longer supported) and is only free in a limited version available 
to academic users. The input and output fi les and the binary names 
are identical to WU-BLAST. Because there are so far no papers 
published and no source code, it is not possible to describe the 
algorithm of this new version in further detail.   NCBI    -BLAST  is a 
widely used BLAST algorithm variation. By default,  k  is set to 11 
for the DNA (or RNA) and to 3 for the proteins. PSI-BLAST is 
another version from the NCBI laboratory which is much more 
sensitive in picking up distant evolutionary relationships than a 
standard protein–protein BLAST [ 23 ]. 

 A   BLAST     parser  is a method that reads the BLAST hits and 
tries to assemble them to obtain summarized results. Since large 
scale analysis may produce an amount of results that can reach the 
amount of input sequences, such a component has a decisive role 
in practice. It determines the type of annotations that can be 
expected as a result. The language used to program the parser is an 
indication of its type of usage: Censor [ 24 ], RepeatMasker [ 25 ,  26 ], 
TESeeker [ 27 ], TransposonPSI [ 28 ], and RelocaTE [ 29 ] are writ-
ten in Perl and are routines that can be included in more complex 
workfl ows; TARGeT [ 30 ] is written in PHP as is intended for use 
only via a website. Note that, independently of languages, and per-
haps because it may be a tedious task for biologists, some authors 

2.3  All TEs; 
Homology-Based 
Methods
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   Table 3  
  List of available homology-based methods detecting all types of transposable elements   

 Software 
name 

 Website, Download site 
(ftp, forge, galaxy, or github), 
or e-mail contact  OS  Requirements  Comments 

 AB- BLAST   (wu-) 
[ 22 ] 

   www.advbiocomp.com/
blast.html     

 User’s guide 
(website) 

 Censor [ 24 ]    www.girinst.org/censor/
download.php     

 Linux, 
Mac 
OS X 

 Perl  README 
Install fi le 

 HMMER 
[ 45 ] 

   hmmer.janelia.org/      Linux, 
Mac 
OS X 

 Perl  User’s guide 
(website) 

  NCBI- BLAST       
[ 21 ] 

   ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/
executables/blast+/     

 All  No  README 
Install fi le 

 One code 
to fi nd 
them all 
[ 42 ] 

   doua.prabi.fr/software/
one-code-to-fi nd-them-all     

 All  Perl  Tutorial (zip 
fi le on 
website) 

 Process_hits 
[ 39 ] 

   processhits.sourceforge.net/      All  Perl  README 
Install fi le 

 REannotate 
[ 40 ] 

   www.bioinformatics.org/
reannotate/index.html     

 All  Perl  User’s guide 
(website) 

 RelocaTE 
[ 29 ] 

   github.com/srobb1/RelocaTE      All  Blat,  Bowtie   1, 
BioPerl, 
SAMtools 

 README 
 User’s guide 

(website) 

 Repeat
Masker [ 25 ] 

   www.repeatmasker.org/      All  Perl, Blast or 
HMMER 
or RMBlast, and 
Tandem  Repeat   
Finder 

 README 
Install fi le 

 Repeat
Runner [ 41 ] 

   www.yandell-lab.org/software/
repeatrunner.html     

 All  Perl, Blast, and 
RepeatMasker 

 README 
Install fi le 

 RetroSeq [ 43 ]    github.com/tk2/RetroSeq      Linux  Perl, bedtools lib., 
Samtools, and 
Exonerate 

 User’s guide 
(website) 

 T-lex [ 44 ]    petrov.stanford.edu/cgi-bin/
Tlex_manual.html     

 Linux  Perl, RepeatMasker, 
Maq, SHRIMP2, 
 BLAT,   Phrap, and 
FastaGrep 

 User’s guide 
(website) 

 TARGeT [ 30 ]    target.iplantcollaborative.org/      All  Web browser  User’s guide 
(website) 

 TESeeker [ 27 ]    repository.library.nd.edu/
view/27/teseeker     

 All  VirtualBox,  BLAST,   
CAP3, ClustalW2, 
and BioPerl 

 User’s guide 
(website) 

  Transposon- PSI  
[ 28 ] 

   transposonpsi.sourceforge.net/      All  Perl, Psi Blast  README 
Install fi le 

http://www.advbiocomp.com/blast.html
http://www.advbiocomp.com/blast.html
http://www.girinst.org/censor/download.php
http://www.girinst.org/censor/download.php
http://hmmer.janelia.org/
http://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/executables/blast+/
http://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/executables/blast+/
http://doua.prabi.fr/software/one-code-to-find-them-all
http://doua.prabi.fr/software/one-code-to-find-them-all
http://processhits.sourceforge.net/
http://www.bioinformatics.org/reannotate/index.html
http://www.bioinformatics.org/reannotate/index.html
https://github.com/srobb1/RelocaTE
http://www.repeatmasker.org/
http://www.yandell-lab.org/software/repeatrunner.html
http://www.yandell-lab.org/software/repeatrunner.html
http://github.com/tk2/RetroSeq
http://petrov.stanford.edu/cgi-bin/Tlex_manual.html
http://petrov.stanford.edu/cgi-bin/Tlex_manual.html
http://target.iplantcollaborative.org/
http://repository.library.nd.edu/view/27/teseeker
http://repository.library.nd.edu/view/27/teseeker
http://transposonpsi.sourceforge.net/
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give only a very brief account or do not write out their algorithm 
in the corresponding paper, something that is not favorable for the 
interpretation of results and rational improvement of software by 
the community. For example, the authors of RepeatMasker did not 
write a paper about it, although it is possibly the most widelyused 
software for TE detection.  TransposonPSI  includes a library of 
ORFs coding for transposon proteins and uses PSI-BLAST to 
detect intact coding TEs and TBLAST for slightly degenerated 
coding TEs. 

 To be more precise,  TARGeT  (Tree Analysis of Related Genes 
and  Transposons  ) is a webserver that does not only detect TEs in 
genomic sequences but also establishes a phylogeny of these ele-
ments. It fi rst uses  NCBI  - BLAST   to fi nd the TE copies, aligns 
them with MUSCLE [ 31 ] and determines consensus with the TE 
family. Finally, it launches FastTree [ 32 ] to create the phylogenetic 
tree of the TE copies.  Censor  is a BLAST-parser that can use 
AB-BLAST or NCBI-BLAST. Censor fi rst launches DUST and 
NSEQ to remove the micro- and mini-satellites from the genomic 
sequences. From the BLAST hit positions, it tries to assemble them 
based on the TE consensus families available in the RepBase data-
base. Censor fi nally calculates for each match the new similarity 
score and a hit score. The software  TESeeker  detects preferentially 
autonomous and complete transposable elements, in three steps. 
In the fi rst step, TESeeker uses NCBI-BLAST to fi nd the partial 
hits of the transposable element copies, assembles them using 
CAP3 [ 33 ] and creates new consensus using ClustalW [ 34 ]. Hits 
with  E -values higher than 1 × 10 −20  are eliminated. In the second 
and third steps, TESeeker iterates the same method with NCBI- 
BLAST, CAP3, and ClustalW, but starting from the TE consensus 
library created during the previous step.  RelocaTE  is a list of Perl 
scripts aiming at the identifi cation of given reference TE in NGS 
short reads (paired or unpaired). It produces the locations of TE 
insertions that are either polymorphic or shared between the refer-
ence and short reads. The identifi cation is based on three tools, 
 BLAT  ,  Bowtie  , and SAMtools. RelocaTE has been used to charac-
terize the amplifi cation of mPing in  Oryza sativa  [ 29 ]. 

 Like Censor,  RepeatMasker  fi rst detects and removes the 
micro- and mini-satellites, by applying Tandem  Repeat   Finder 
(TRF) [ 35 ]. RepeatMasker is very fl exible and can launch many 
 BLAST  -like software solutions: cross-match [ 36 ],  NCBI  -BLAST 
[ 21 ], AB-BLAST [ 22 ], or Decypher [ 37 ]. The NCBI laboratory 
has made available a special BLAST version for RepeatMasker 
called RM-BLAST [ 38 ]. RepeatMasker identifi es the TE super-
family of the fragmented BLAST-like hits and assembles them 
using methods tailored to each superfamily. 

 RepeatMasker is a base component used in many applications. 
There are (at least) four other methods that read the RepeatMasker 
hit outputs and reassemble them: Process_hits [ 39 ], REannotate 
[ 40 ], RepeatRunner [ 41 ], and “One code to fi nd them all” [ 42 ]. 
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 Process_hits , a Perl script that can also read a  BLAST   output, pro-
cesses a refi ned output using various formats depending on the 
user parameters.  REannotate  defragments RepeatMasker outputs 
following certain rules: the two fragmented hits have the same ori-
entation; the distance between the fi rst and the last fragment must 
not exceed a user-specifi ed parameter (default 40 kb), and the 
overlap between two fragmented hits must exceed 10 % of the ref-
erence length sequence.  RepeatRunner , written in Perl, mainly 
detects the autonomous transposable elements (those that contain 
an ORF). RepeatRunner fi rst launches BLASTX [ 22 ] and 
RepeatMasker, merges the results of both in a XML-based output 
and eventually masks the repeats in the input genomic sequence 
(like RepeatMasker). “ One code to fi nd them all ” assembles 
RepeatMasker hits into complete copies, retrieve corresponding 
TE sequences and fl anking sequences, and compute summary sta-
tistics for each TE family. 

 We end with three other methods that do not use  BLAST  -like 
output to detect transposable elements but can nevertheless be 
related to the homology-based methods, RetroSeq, T-lex, and 
HMMER. 

  RetroSeq  [ 43 ] and  T-lex  [ 44 ] detect TEs in next-generation 
sequencing (NGS) reads and are described for this reason in 
Subheading  3.3 .  HMMER  [ 45 ] is a widely used pattern-matching 
and discovery software package which creates and searches profi le 
Hidden Markov Models (profi le HMMs) against a sequence. It 
was not specifi cally designed for TE detection. Three steps are 
involved in looking for a transposable element belonging to a fi xed 
family using HMMER. One must fi rst align the known copies of 
the TE family (HMMalign) and then create the HMM profi le of 
this family (HMMbuild and HMMcalibrate). The fi nal step con-
sists in scanning the genomic sequence with the HMM profi le as a 
model (HMMsearch).  

   To our knowledge, three  structured  methods have been applied to 
detect transposable elements, SMaRTFinder and SMOTIF for the 
Copia retrotransposons in  A. thaliana  (also with SMaRTFinder) 
and STAN used for Helitrons in  A. thaliana . This is the reason for 
citing them here although these methods are not dedicated to the 
recognition of transposable elements. The corresponding tools are 
listed in Table  4 . They are generic and can be used to detect any 
biological pattern. This is the subject of Subheading  4.2 , where 
more complete parsers such as Vmatch are described.

   Apart from SMOTIF [ 46 ], SMaRTFinder [ 47 ], and Stan [ 48 ] 
use the suffi x-tree data structure. SMaRTFinder and SMOTIF fi rst 
detect all positions of each element of the motif and join the posi-
tions that satisfy the distance between the elements of the motif. 
STAN, on the other hand, creates a list of the possible sequences 
from the user motif and looks for each of them. Only STAN can 

2.4  All TEs; 
Structured Methods
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detect motifs with substitution errors and non-fi xed gaps. STAN is 
no longer maintained and a more expressive tool, Logol, can be 
used instead. It is also described in Subheding 4.2.  

   We end this section with the most elaborate tools, which chain 
several methods to enhance the repeat annotations and are listed in 
Table  5 . Apart from DAWGPAWS [ 49 ], which uses the three kinds 
of method, RepeatModeler [ 25 ], REPET [ 50 ], TriAnnot [ 51 ], 
and RISCI [ 52 ] use de novo and  homology-based  methods to detect 
TEs. All these programs are meta-tools: they launch other software 
and assemble and rewrite their results. Among TE detection soft-
ware, only RepeatMasker [ 26 ] is used by all these pipelines.

   In more detail,  DAWGPAWS,  written in PERL, launches 
LTR_STRUCT [ 53 ], LTR_seq [ 54 ], LTR_FINDER [ 55 ], 
FINDMITE [ 56 ], Find_LTR [ 57 ], TRF [ 35 ], Repseek [ 14 ], 
RepeatMasker, HMMER, TE_Nest [ 58 ], and  BLAST  . 
DAWGPAWS assembles and rewrites the output of these tools. 
After removing the tandem repeats with TRF [ 35 ],  RepeatModeler , 
also written in PERL, uses fi rst RECON [ 19 ] and RepeatScout 
[ 59 ]. Finally, RepeatModeler launches after RepeatMasker with a 
library of consensus sequences to identify and assembles the previ-
ously detected hits.  REPET  is a sophisticated method composed of 
two main pipelines. The fi rst pipeline (de novo) compares the 
genome against itself using BLASTER (a BLAST-like method 
written by the authors [ 60 ]). Then, hits are clustered with RECON, 
PILER [ 18 ] and GROUPER (also written by these authors [ 60 ]). 
A consensus sequence is created by multiple alignment [MAFFT 
[ 61 ] and MAP [ 62 ]] and then classifi ed. The second pipeline 
( homology-based ) looks for repeats using a library of sequences, for 
example the created consensus, with RepeatMasker, CENSOR 
[ 24 ] or BLASTER [ 60 ]. This pipeline also uses TRF and mreps 

2.5  All TEs; Pipeline 
Methods

   Table 4  

  List of available structure-based methods detecting all types of transposable elements   

 Software name 

 Website, Download site 
(ftp, forge, galaxy, or github), 
or e-mail contact  OS  Requirements  Comments 

 SMaRTFinder 
[ 47 ] 

   services.appliedgenomics.org/
software/smartfi nder/     

 All  C compiler  README 
Install fi le 

 SMOTIF [ 46 ]    www.cs.rpi.edu/~zaki/software/sMotif/      All  C compiler  README 
Install fi le 

 Logol [ 136 ]    logol.genouest.org/      Linux, 
Mac 
OS X 

 Ruby  User’s guide 
(website) 

Finding and Characterizing Repeats in Plant Genomes
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[ 63 ] to detect micro- and mini-satellites.  TriAnnot  [ 51 ] is an 
annotation pipeline which fi rst detects transposable elements and 
then predicts the other genetic elements. It launches BLASTX 
[ 21 ], RepeatMasker, TEAnnot [ 50 ] ( homology-based ), and Tallymer 
[ 8 ] ( ab initio  method). Finally,  RISCI  ( Repeat   Induced Sequence 
Changes Identifi er) is a set of Perl scripts specialized in the com-
parative genomics of transposons. Starting from a reference 
genome and comparative genomes, it is able to infer intra-species 
and inter-species structural variations introduced by transposons 
(e.g., Target Site duplication, inversion and truncation of repeat 
sequence or post insertion modifi cations like disruption). This 
pipeline uses RepeatMasker, Blast, and the EMBOSS module and 
the GenBank annotation fi le if made available.  

    Concerning the search and analysis of specifi c transposable ele-
ments, LTR retrotransposons (LTRR) form a large family and 
offer a rich structure that justifi es the existence of several dedicated 
tools. An overview of the most interesting ones is provided in 
Table  6 .

        LTR_MINER  [ 64 ], written in Perl, is the only homology-based 
method specialized in LTR retrotransposon detection. It launches 
fi rst RepeatMasker and WU- BLAST  , and then assembles the mul-
tiple hits of the Long Terminal  Repeat   (LTR) (e.g., the extremities 
of the retrotransposon) under some constraints: a maximal dis-
tance between hits (550 bp), a common orientation, a same LTRR 
family, and a combined length no larger than a complete 
LTRR. LTR_MINER also gives information about the probable 
age of the LTR retrotransposon insertion.  

   LTR_FINDER [ 55 ] and LTRharvest [ 65 ] detect only full length 
LTR retrotransposons while LTR_STRUC [ 53 ] and MGEScan- 
LTR [ 57 ] detect all LTRs. Aside from LTR_STRUC, LTR_
FINDER, LTRharvest, and MGEScan-LTR use the suffi x-array 
data structure to fi nd the exact maximal repeats in the genome, 
and extend/merge them into non-exact repeats. The three meth-
ods look also for LTRR signals such as Target Site Duplication 
(TSD) and PBS and PPT retrotransposon motifs. 

 In more detail,  LTR_FINDER  [ 55 ] is a web server that merges 
exact repeat pairs with a similarity score higher than a minimum 
extension threshold. LTR_FINDER combines dynamic program-
ming (Smith-Waterman algorithm) and the search of structured 
motifs like the TG..CA box and TSD, in order to adjust LTRR 
candidate extremities. Next, LTR_FINDER looks for LTRR motifs 
such as the PBS and PPT signals (by aligning the LTR retrotrans-
poson candidate with the 3′ tail of tRNAs) or LTRR protein motifs 
(using ScanProsite on protein domains such as IN and RH). 
 LTRharvest  fi rst builds the suffi x array of the genomic sequence 

2.6  LTR 
Retrotransposons

2.7  Homology-Based 
Methods

2.8  Structure-Based 
Methods

Finding and Characterizing Repeats in Plant Genomes
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using GenomeTools [ 66 ] and stores all maximal repeats that are 
longer than a user-defi ned threshold. Optionally, LTRharvest 
looks for motifs such as the TSDs, which can be derived from the 
maximal repeat occurrences, and the palindromic LTR motif, 
which corresponds to the dinucleotide palindrome in the LTR 
extremities (often TG with CA). Finally, LTRharvest checks candi-
dates that have the TSD site, together with some constraints on 
the size and similarity of the two LTRs and the distance between 
them.  LTR_STRUC , written in C++, fi rst identifi es similar pairs 
subject to a set of constraints: common matching size (larger than 
40 bp), similarity (higher than 70 %), and distance (lower than a 
user-defi ned parameter value). In a second step, LTR_STRUC 
tries to extend from the initial pair to a second pair in the 3′ direc-
tion, then the 5′ direction. The extension proceeds by looking in 
neighboring regions of fi xed size (100 bp) for a largest match pair 
that can be aligned at similar distances from the previous ones and 
greedily produces the alignment of the whole region by fi lling the 
gap by largest matches. This extension process continues until the 
similarity falls consistently below the 70 % threshold. A last step 
determines progressively the exact termini of the LTR retrotrans-
poson by calculating the number of matches in a sliding window. 
Finally,  MGEScan-LTR  [ 57 ], written in C++ and Perl, uses an 
algorithm similar to LTR_seq [ 54 ] (not available) and LTR_
STRUC. In a fi rst step, MGEScan-LTR fi nds all maximal repeat 
pairs longer than 40 bp and within a range of distances (between 
1000 and 20,000 bp). Two exact pairs are merged if they are close 
(less than 20 bp) and share a similarity greater than 80 %. In a sec-
ond step, the method scans the ORFs inside the LTR candidates 
using HMMER [ 45 ], and removes the candidates that match with 
DNA transposons. In the third step, MGEScan-LTR looks for solo 
LTRs. It clusters the LTR discovered previously and aligns them to 
create a profi le HMM of each cluster. HMMsearch, a procedure of 
HMMER, is used to discover these solo LTR retrotransposons.  

   MASiVE [ 67 ], written in Perl, is typical of the methods based on 
carefully designed specifi c models: it only detects full autonomous 
LTR of the plant-specifi c Sireviruses and takes advantage of the 
highly conserved motifs they share for a sensitive and accurate 
search. It uses Vmatch [ 68 ]— see  Subheading  4.2 —to detect clus-
ters of Sirevirus-specifi c PPT motifs, and LTRharvest [ 65 ]— see  
   Subheading  2.6 —to detect complete LTR retrotransposons. Only 
candidates that possess both hits, the right PBS site, an admissible 
distance between the different elements and include LTRS and an 
internal sequence longer than 500 bp are retained. Wise2 [ 69 ]—
 see  Subheading  2.7 —is used to detect the reverse transcriptase 
(RT) present in almost intact LTR retrotransposon.  

2.9  Pipeline Methods

Finding and Characterizing Repeats in Plant Genomes
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   The two methods that detect non-LTR retrotransposons fi rst 
launch homology-based tools, via Perl language scripts, and also 
look for non-LTR motifs to confi rm the TE candidates. They are 
listed in Table  7 .

    MGEScan-nonLTR  [ 70 ] uses dedicated HMM profi les and the 
pHMM module from the HMMER package [ 45 ] to detect auton-
omous non-LTR retrotransposons. These profi les correspond to 
the apurinic/apyrimidinic endonuclease APE, the linker and the 
Reverse Transcriptase protein domains. MGEScan-nonLTR then 
classifi es the candidates into one of the 12 known non-LTR clades. 

  RTAnalyzer  [ 71 ] launches  BLAST   to detect all non-LTR 
matches (autonomous and non-autonomous). From the hits, 
RTAnalyzer launches Matcher [ 72 ], which determines precisely 
the 5′ extremity of the non-LTR retrotransposon. From the cor-
responding 5′ Target Site Duplication (TSD), the algorithm 
extracts the 3′ TSD. Finally, RTAnalyzer determines the polyA tail, 
calculates a score from all these motifs and saves the non-LTR can-
didates that have a score higher than a threshold.  

   DNA transposons are made of a transposase gene fl anked by 
Terminal Inverted  Repeats   (TIRs) that make structure-based 
methods the best adapted for an effi cient search. The main differ-
ence between methods is the way in which TIRs are selected. All 
methods are listed in Table  8 .

      To our knowledge, there exists only one method specialized in 
homology-based detection of DNA transposons :  TRANSPO  [ 73 ]. 
It implements a fast bit-vector dynamic programming algorithm 
[ 74 ] that fi nds the position of all matches similar to a given 
sequence in a library. The set of matches are then clustered using 
the SPAT program [ 75 ].  

2.10  Non-LTR 
Retrotransposons

2.11  DNA 
 Transposons  

2.12  Homology- 
Based Methods

   Table 7  

  List of available homology-based methods detecting non-LTR retrotransposons   

 Software 
name 

 Website, Download site 
(ftp, forge, galaxy, or github), 
or e-mail contact  OS  Requirements  Comments 

 MGEScan- 
nonLTR 
[ 70 ] 

   darwin.informatics.indiana.edu/
cgi-bin/evolution/nonltr/
nonltr.pl     

 Linux, Mac 
OS X 

 Perl, C compiler, 
HMMER, 
EMBOSS package 

 README 
Install fi le 

 RTAnalyzer 
[ 71 ] 

   www.riboclub.org/cgi-bin/
RTAnalyzer/index.pl     

 All  Perl, Internet 
connexion 

 No help fi le 

Jacques Nicolas et al.
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   Five methods use the palindromic structure of their 5′ and 3′ 
extremities to detect DNA transposons: Inverted  Repeats   Finder 
(IRF) [ 76 ], MITE Uncovering SysTem (MUST) [ 77 ], Repetitive 
Sequence with Precise Boundaries (RSPB) [ 78 ], MITE-HUNTER 
[ 79 ], and MITE Digger [ 80 ]. They all look fi rst for the Terminal 
Inverted  Repeat   (TIR), and all but IRF also look for the TSDs that 
fl ank the TIR, created during the insertion of the element by a 
staggered cut in the target DNA. 

 In more detail, IRF searches TIR candidates that contain exact 
short inverted repeats (4–7 nt) that do not overlap, then extends 
them, calculates an alignment score for a larger palindromic 
arrangement and saves the candidates that obtain values higher 
than the thresholds for similarity (70 %) and length (25 bp).  MUST  
detects the TIR associated with the TSD (the minimal and the 
maximal length of TIR and TSD are user-defi ned parameters) from 
a sliding window (up to 500 bp). Candidates with a score higher 
than a similarity threshold are conserved. MUST then clusters 
them using the MCL algorithm [ 81 ] and writes out the MITE 
families that contain at least three occurrences.  RPBS  is a series of 
Perl scripts using a Blastn-based approach. It seems to have been 
essentially applied to non-autonomous transposons of the 
Miniature Inverted Transposable Elements family (MITE), but the 
core of its approach could be applied to a broader set of families. 
The principle is to build clusters of repeats (at least fi ve elements, 
less than 1500 bp) sharing high similarity ( E value < 10 −15 ) and hav-
ing precise boundaries (maximum 5 bp variation and dissimilar 
100-bp fl anking sequences <50 % identity). This software is known 
to be resource-intensive (several days of computations for large 
genomes). MITE-HUNTER and MITE Digger have been 
designed exclusively to detect MITEs. In  MITE-HUNTER,  MITE 
candidates (with their fl anking regions) are compared with each 
other by  BLAST   [ 21 ], and MITE candidates that have similar 
fl anking regions are considered to be part of a larger repeat ele-
ment and are removed. MITE-HUNTER clusters the remaining 
candidates and defi nes a representative element (exemplar) for 
each cluster (an element that has the greatest similarity with all 
other elements). BLAST is used to detect its homologs in the input 
sequences. Candidates that have many copies are then aligned. 
Homologs such that fl anking regions of the MITE sequences are 
similar (>60 %) for the majority of occurrences are assumed to be 
false positive and discarded. The TSD is predicted again for the 
remaining candidates for better accuracy. The program creates a 
consensus sequence from the clustered homologs, compares all 
consensuses (using BLAST) and clusters them again in order to 
reduce the number of clusters.  MITE Digger  is another BLAST- 
based program designed to scale large genomes by making use of 
the fact that a MITE family typically contains several hundred 
highly similar copies that are scattered all over the genome. Rather 
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than repeating for each copy TIR and TSD signature identifi ca-
tion, screening, multiple sequence alignment and clustering, the 
search is fi rst focused on a small portion of the genome and a pos-
sible family is fi ltered out as soon as the number of found copies 
reaches a threshold. For instance, the probability is very low (1 %) 
of missing 50 copies in 8 % of a genome database. Low-complexity 
regions and hits with very similar fl anking regions are discarded 
from sequences and the process is iterated.  

   There seems to be only one method to date specializing in helitron 
search:    HelSearch [ 82 ] ( see  Table  9 ). This is based on the search 
for a helitron signature in the 5′ and 3′ extremities. HelSearch 
looks for the  CT[AG][AG]T  motif (3′ termini) of the helitrons 
and the small hairpin structure (a 3′ sub-termini with a  GC -rich 
sequence) calculated using UNAFOLD [ 83 ]. It then determines 
the 5′ end (which contains the dinucleotide  TC ) from the multiple 
alignment of the potential hits. Finally, HelSearch classifi es helitrons 
based on their 3′ end similarity and uses  BLAST   to detect the frag-
mented helitrons in the input sequences.

3          Effi cient Search of  Repeats   in  Genomic   Sequences 

 Some common background appears in all the tools we have seen so 
far: in most cases, even if it seems a little remote from reality, pro-
grams are looking fi rst for  exact  repeats, often referred to as anchor 
points or  seeds . The real, approximated repeats are obtained by 
extending the search further from these seeds, by introducing ele-
mentary operations enabling the detection of copies with distant 
contents. Looking for exact and approximated repeats is part of the 
rich domain of string algorithms. In the most general setting, 
detecting repeats in genomic sequences, or in any kind of textual 
sequence, is organized on the basis of the detection of particular 
words (the queries )  in a text (the bank). This setting appears clearly 
when processing alignments in homology-based methods or look-
ing for particular motifs in structure-based methods. 

 There are basically two ways of performing such detection. 

2.14  Helitrons

   Table 9  
  Software looking for Helitrons   

 Software 
name 

 Website, Download site 
(ftp, forge, galaxy, or github), 
or e-mail contact  OS  Requirements  Comments 

 HelSearch 
[ 82 ] 

   helsearch.sourceforge.net/      All  Perl, Blast, 
ClustalW 

 README 
Install fi le 
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 In the fi rst case, the text is not preprocessed and the  query is 
searched on the fl y  in the text. For instance, this is the case when using 
the well-known “Ctrl-F” shortcut key or search function on any 
piece of software dealing with texts (text editors, web browsers, 
etc.). Beginning in the early 1970s, there are strong and interesting 
theories about fast detection on the fl y of queries in texts. This is 
known as  string-matching . The naive way to achieve string- matching 
is to compare at each position in the text the presence of each char-
acter of the query, starting from this position. Obviously, if  n  is the 
size of the text and  m  is the size of the query, this would require  n.m  
comparisons. Thinking of large texts (several gigabytes for a 
genome), and even for relatively small queries (say 1000 bp), this 
quickly becomes an issue. It is possible to decrease this  complexity 
for a linear behavior, although it will always depend of the size of the 
bank. We will not address the topic in this chapter but the interested 
reader can refer to the excellent book from Charras & Lecroq [ 84 ], 
which explores string-matching algorithms exhaustively and in a 
didactic way. A more general approach, pattern- matching, is dis-
cussed in the last section (linguistic analysis). 

 Given their huge volume, the treatment of genomic sequences 
is generally based on the second way of performing text process-
ing: the  text is preprocessed by indexation techniques.  In the previous 
section, many technical terms have been used, such as suffi x trees 
and suffi x arrays. These are structures developed for fast indexation 
and searching in texts. Research in this area has been fostered by 
developments in genomics and in Internet content querying and 
we propose a quick but up-to-date review of the key results 
achieved to date. We focus on indexing techniques which open the 
way both to fast queries and to repeat detection. 

   Imagine what would happen without indexation while looking, for 
example, for a word (query) on the Internet (bank). Your favorite 
search engine would open and then read all words of all pages of 
the whole web in order to detect the presence/absence of your 
query in each page. Estimated to a few tens or hundreds of billions 
of webpages, querying the web would simply be impossible, what-
ever the computation resources available. The same would be the 
case if the bank is a large set of genomic sequences, such as 
GenBank. For an effi cient search, indexes are necessary. An index 
is a mechanism that can answer the question: “where does this 
word occur in the bank?” within an amount of time that  does not 
depend on the size of the bank . To be precise, indexes are built once 
for a given bank (and within a time proportional to the size of the 
bank) and then the time it takes to perform every query in the 
bank depends only on the query size. Happily, indexes also have 
“side effects” which are valuable in the biological context, such as 
the effi cient detection of repeats inside or between genomes. 

3.1  The Art 
of  Indexing  
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 The main idea is to use  data-structures  to organize and struc-
ture the information initially present in the banks. A classic and 
well-known structure is the dictionary: searching for a word in a 
paper dictionary does not require reading the entire book, as words 
are organized in lexicographic order. Similarly, the data-structures 
used for indexing texts are computational objects having the same 
advantages as classic dictionaries: they enable a portion of a 
sequence to be searched quickly by avoiding all portions where this 
query could not occur. However, while genomes can easily be seen 
as particular texts, the notion of “word” is not natural in this con-
text since no general delimiter exists. This is why indexes used in 
this context are designed to answer questions regarding  any word  
in the bank. For example, consider a sequence  S  = ATGCGC
AGTTTAT as a bank, and a query  P  = GCGC: “does  P  occurs 
somewhere in  S , and, if yes, where?” In this example the answer 
would be “ P  occurs at position 3 in  S ”. From the point of view of 
strings, positions are associated to  suffi xes  of the text, that is, words 
starting at this position and ending at the end of the text. For 
instance, position 3 in  S  is associated with the word GCGCAGTTTAT 
(and  P  is a  prefi x  of this word, that is, it is placed at its beginning). 
There are a number of indexes primarily powered by this impor-
tant notion of the suffi x: automaton, hash tables, suffi x trees or 
suffi x arrays. All of these data-structures are designed to answer at 
least the fundamental question “where does  P  occur in  S ?”, but each 
has some specifi c skills either in terms of additional possibilities or 
in terms of performance (time effi ciency and memory footprint). 

 Here we propose focusing on the most well-known and most 
widely used data-structures:  suffi x trees , an “historical” data- 
structure which is no longer extensively applied in practice but 
which, in addition to useful educational and theoretical properties, 
also affords the most and the most fl exible functionalities;  suffi x 
arrays , an effi cient and elegant way to index large datasets and 
answer additional useful questions such as those related to exact 
repeats in a bank; and, lastly, the  Burrows-Wheeler transform  on 
which the compressed  FM-index  is based and which is a develop-
ment that makes it possible to build compressed suffi x arrays. Note 
that in all cases, an effi cient program code appears quite short but 
is in fact very tricky and defi nitely not within a standard program-
mer’s reach: use well-written libraries!  

   Suffi x trees are represented by a classifi cation tree structure that 
clusters the suffi xes of the indexed text. All suffi xes having a common 
prefi x are clustered in the same class under a common internal 
node that has this prefi x as a label. Any suffi x can be read along 
exactly one path from the unique root of the tree to one of its 
leaves and conversely, any path from the root to a leaf corresponds 
to a unique suffi x of the text or, equivalently, to a position in this 
text. Figure  1  shows an example of the suffi x tree of 
 S = ATTTAATAAC.  The suffi x at position 8 in the text, AAC, can 
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be read from the root to the leftmost leaf labeled  8:C  by collecting 
all the words along the path, A, A, and C.

   There are strong theories and beautiful algorithms for con-
structing suffi x trees quickly and with the lowest memory require-
ments. The most famous include the Weiner [ 85 ] and later the 
Ukkonen [ 86 ] algorithms which both propose a way of construct-
ing the suffi x tree of a sequence composed of  n  characters with a 
number of operations and a memory requirement proportional  to 
n . To be precise, storing the suffi x tree for a genomic sequence 
whose alphabet is limited to letters  A, C, G  and  T  requires in the 
worst case 20 bytes per indexed character in optimized applications 
[ 87 ].  Indexing   the human genome therefore requires 61.47 GB of 
memory. Even if the actual average amount of memory required is 
rather around 13 bytes per nucleic acid, storing the suffi x tree puts 
a strain on the main memory for large-scale applications. Applied, 
for instance, to indexing an  Illumina   run composed of 100 million 
reads of length 100 would require 130 GB of memory. In order to 
save space, it is necessary to shift the space/time tradeoff in the 
program. One option is to save the tree to hard disk rather than the 
main memory but this becomes much slower to access. The most 
recent implementations of suffi x trees have used compressed struc-
tures, to the cost of slightly slower access [ 88 ]. The corresponding 
program is available in C++ on the website [ 89 ]. 

 The suffi x tree makes it possible to answer a query in an amount 
of time proportional to the length of the query. Indeed, any word 
 P  read in the tree of an indexed sequence  S  from its root to any one 
of its leaves corresponds to a word in  S . For instance, searching for 
the word  ATT  in the suffi x tree of  S = ATTTAATAAC  can be read 
in bold in Fig.  1 , leading to a leaf labeled 1:  ATTTAATAAC  
meaning that the word  ATT  exists at starting position 1 in  S . 

 Fortunately, the suffi x tree offers many possibilities other than 
answering such simple queries. For instance, it is of great interest 
for detecting exact repeats. Indeed each  internal node  of the tree 

  Fig. 1    Suffi x-tree representation for the text ATTTAATAAC. The  top square  is the root of the tree.  Circles  are the 
leaves, and  other squares  are called “internal nodes”       
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(squares in Fig.  1 ) determines a word which has several occur-
rences. This is the case for the word  TT  in our example (path with 
grey rectangles in the Figure): the corresponding cluster contains 
leaves labeled 3 and 2, meaning that there are two occurrences of 
 TT  in  S , starting at positions 2 and 3. Moreover, simple algorithms 
can exploit the suffi x tree to fi nd easily distinct kinds of repeats: 
those having the maximal number of occurrences, the longest, 
those that are  maximal  in their length (adding a new character to 
the repeat would discard some occurrences), etc. The suffi x tree 
can be applied to more than one unique sequence, in this case it is 
called a  generalized  suffi x tree. The generalized suffi x tree is useful 
in genomics as it affords, for example, the possibility of easily deter-
mining the words that are copied between different sequences or 
chromosomes.  

    The suffi x array appeared in the early 1990s with the Manber and 
Myers paper [ 90 ]. This data-structure is much simpler than the 
suffi x tree, requires less memory space and answers the same range 
of questions. It is constructed by fi rst sorting all suffi xes of the 
indexed text and by storing the obtained set in alphabetic order, 
remembering the obtained starting positions. 

 For instance, the set of suffi xes of  S  = ATTTAATAAC is made 
of ATTTAATAAC (starting position 1), TTTAATAAC (pos. 2), 
TTAATAAC (pos. 3), TAATAAC (pos. 4), AATAAC (pos. 5), 
ATAAC (pos. 6), TAAC (pos. 7), AAC (pos. 8), AC (pos. 9), and 
C (pos. 10). Their alphabetic order is: AAC,  AATAAC , AC, 
ATAAC, ATTTAATAAC, C, TAAC, TAATAAC, TTAATAAC, 
and TTTAATAAC. Let us represent this set of suffi xes in a table:

 Position  Suffi x 

 8   AAC  

 5   AATAAC  

 9   AC  

 6   ATAAC  

 1   ATTTAATAAC  

 10   C  

 7   TAAC  

 4   TAATAAC  

 3   TTAATAAC  

 2   TTTAATAAC  

   The suffi x array may be reduced to the  Position  column of the 
previous table (the suffi xes are represented to promote better 
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understanding of the structure but are never stored in the com-
puter memory). This sole column may appear rather minimalist, 
but this simple piece of information and the original indexed 
sequence are suffi cient for effi ciently answering a query .  In its sim-
plest form, it can be found by applying a dichotomic procedure: 
(1) look for the word at the middle position of the array. If the 
query occurs at this position the search stops, or (2 )  if the query is 
alphabetically smaller than the suffi x starting at this position, recur-
sively apply the procedure to the upper part of the array, or apply it 
to the lower array. 

 For instance, searching the query  Q = AC  in the previously 
indexed text  S = ATTTAATAAC  would entail the following steps. 
First check the middle of the array. In this example, it corresponds 
to the suffi x at position 1, that is,  ATTTAATAAC . As it is alpha-
betically larger than the query  Q = AC,  the process restarts with the 
array limited to:

 Position  Suffi x 

 8   AAC  

 5   AATAAC  

 9   AC  

 6   ATAAC  

   Consider the middle line of this array: it corresponds to the 
suffi x starting position 5,  AATAAC,  which is alphabetically smaller 
than the query  Q = AC . Thus the process restarts with the lower 
part of the array. In this case, position 9, where the suffi x AC starts, 
corresponds to the searched query. With this simple procedure, at 
worse, the number of steps to be performed is log(size of the 
array) = log(size of the indexed sequence). The query time can be 
further improved by the use of a new column called the LCP, 
which provides the length of the “Longest Common Prefi x” 
between two consecutive lines in the suffi x array. For instance, if 0 
is an LCP default value for the fi rst suffi x of the array, the two lines 
of the previous suffi x array would become:

 Position  LCP  Suffi x 

 9  0   AA  C  

 6  2   AA  TAAC  

   The value 2 indicates that  AAC  and  AATAAC  start with 2 
common characters. The LCP somehow enables retrieval of the 
suffi x tree topology, and then enables answering questions related 
to repeats. In the example, LCP = 2 indicates that a repeat of size 2 
exists in the indexed text, at positions 9 and 6 given by  Position . 
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 The suffi x array (together with the LCP array) requires (for 
classic genomic analyses) 5 bytes per indexed character. Thus, 
indexing a 3.3 billion-character human genome with a suffi x array 
and its LCP would require 15.37 GB. The indexation of a hundred 
million reads of length 100 would require 46.57GB of memory. A 
good C++ code is available in the appendix of the paper [ 91 ] 
 (algorithm DC3) and two other C programs that are among the 
most advanced implementations to date are given in the appendix 
of the paper [ 92 ] (algorithms SA-IS and SA-DS). We mention the 
recent paper [ 93 ], a didactic presentation of the SA-IS algorithm 
for  Bioinformatics   specialists. Regarding access to an operational 
code in Java, please refer to [ 94 ]. A recent development in using 
suffi x arrays to look for repeats (fi nding the largest substring com-
mon to a set of sequences and fi nding maximal repeats exclusive of 
a sequence with respect to another set of sequences) is described in 
ref. [ 95 ]. The C code can be downloaded from ref. [ 96 ]. In fact, 
genomic repeats may be a source of ineffi ciency for certain imple-
mentations and care is required when choosing a program. A far 
more general use of the suffi x array data-structure is described in 
the next section with the software Vmatch [ 68 ].  

   The Burrows-Wheeler transform [ 97 ], inspired by the suffi x array, 
was the starting point of the FM-index [ 98 ,  99 ], a new powerful 
indexing approach that is now widely used in many fi elds, in par-
ticular in computational biology. The Burrows-Wheeler transform 
(  BWT   ) is a permutation of characters in a sequence that is easy to 
understand from a suffi x array. Using our previous example, 
 ATTTAATAAC , it is the sequence  TTAACAATTA , which can be 
displayed next to the suffi x array as follows:

 Position  Suffi x   BWT   

 8   AAC    T  

 5   AATAAC    T  

 9   AC    A  

 6   ATAAC    A  

 1   ATTTAATAAC    C  

 10   C    A  

 7   TAAC    A  

 4   TAATAAC    T  

 3   TTAATAAC    T  

 2   TTTAATAAC    A  

3.4  FM- Index   
and Burrows- Wheeler 
Transform
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   For each position in the suffi x array, the  BWT   corresponds to 
the letter located just before this position in the sequence (or the 
last letter for position 1). For instance, the letter indicated in the 
fi rst line is ‘T’ as it is the letter at position 8 − 1 = 7 in the text. The 
 BWT  has astonishing properties that we review here briefl y. 
Interested readers can refer to [ 97 ] for further algorithmic details. 

 A fi rst important property of the  BWT   is that this permutation 
( TTAACAATTA  in our example) is reversible: it is suffi cient to 
retrieve the indexed sequence ( ATTTAATAAC ). This is what is 
called a  self-index,  i.e., it is not necessary to keep the indexed 
sequence in the memory, it is contained in the index. 

 A second appreciable property of the  BWT   is that it is highly 
compressible. Indeed this letter organization tends to create 
stretches of letters. For instance, consider the sequence “treat peat 
pea repeats” (spaces added to help reading). Its BWT sequence is 
“eeeepprprttetataasa”. This is well-suited for compression algo-
rithms (e.g., “eeee” could be rewritten as “4e”). 

 In 2000, Ferragina and Manzini refi ned this compression 
approach to make it capable of answering queries in a text, leading 
to the FM-index (its full name, “Full-text index in Minute space” 
does not really help its understanding). To do this, they added a 
few pieces of information to the   BWT    while keeping the data struc-
ture extremely light. We cannot enter into the details of this struc-
ture, but suffi ce to know that it can be considered as a kind of 
compressed suffi x array requiring very little memory space. For 
instance, the human genome could be indexed with this approach 
using 1.23 GB, and one million reads of length 100 would require 
3.73 GB of memory. A good source for codes on the FM index 
and suffi x array indexes is the Pizza&Chili reference site [ 100 ]. 
The FM-index supports the following operations which generally 
use a tiny portion of the compressed fi le:

 ●     Locate  fi nds the position in the text of an occurrence of the 
query, in O(log c n) time, where c is a constant chosen at the 
time the FM-index is built.  

 ●    Count  computes the number of occurrences of the query, in 
time proportional to its length.  

 ●    Extract  returns the sequence of a given length starting at a 
given position in the text.  

 ●    Display  outputs for a given length  L  the  L  characters on each 
side of the occurrences of the query in the text.     

   Another frequently employed indexing data structure is the hash 
table. The hash table concept stands on a very simple idea. For 
indexing a set of names for instance, each name is converted into 
an address (called a hash value) using a function that is easy to 
compute. For instance, using a hash function that considers each 

3.5  Hash Tables 
Versus Burrows- 
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substring as a number in base 11 (each letter being coded by an 
ASCII number), “AMY” is given the address 8801 = 65 × 11 2  + 77 
× 11 1  + 89 × 11 0  and “BOB” is given the address 8921 = 66 × 11 2  + 7
9 × 11 1  + 66 × 11 0 . In an initially empty array (called the hash table), 
“AMY” is stored at position 8801 and “BOB” at position 8921. As 
it is important to save as much space as possible, it happens that 
two different names get the same hash value. For instance, imagine 
now we add the name “AYM” that also has the hash value 8921. 
This causes a collision at position 8921 that already contains the 
name “BOB”. There are several ways to manage collision, either by 
computing a new hash value for “AYM” (open addressing) or by 
storing at each position a list of name (“BOB” and “AYM”). In 
case of too many collisions, the hash table is overloaded and may 
be resized. This operation is expensive as it may reorganize all the 
already stored items. 

 Querying a hash table is fairly similar to what is done by the 
indexing algorithm. The hash value of the query is computed, and 
the content of the hash table at this position is visited in order to 
check the presence/absence of the queried object. Depending on 
the strategy used to manage collisions, either all the entries present 
in the list at this position have to be checked or new hash functions 
have to be computed for the query until it is found (match) or an 
empty position is reached (mismatch). 

 Most programming languages offer simple structures to build 
hash tables. It is easy to fi nd effi cient implementations of hash 
tables on the web (e.g., SpookyHash [ 101 ] or SparseHash [ 102 ]). 
Some tools implementing hash tables are specifi cally designed for 
routine similarity search on NGS data such as RAPSearch2 [ 103 ], 
which allows similarity searches in proteins and is fully compatible 
with Blast. Implemented in C++, the source code is freely available 
for download at the RAPSearch2 website [ 104 ]. 

 The main advantage of hash tables is their speed, in particular 
when collisions are absent or rare. Another important advantage 
stands in the fact that hash tables are dynamic and can host any 
additional piece of information for each of its items. Unlike the 
FM- Index  , any new item can be added to a hash table, even after 
its construction. In a biological context, to each  k -mer can be asso-
ciated its list of occurrences in a genome for instance. In compari-
son, the FM-Index gives only access to the occurring position(s) of 
each query. 

 The theoretical indexing and querying times (respectively 
O( n ) and O( m ) in average with  n  being the size of the bank and  m  
the size of the query) are the same for FM- Index   and hash table 
approaches. However, the application range are a bit different. 
First the hash table contains  fi xed items . For instance if items are 
 k -mers, a hash table does not allow to query  k +  1-mer or  k −1-mer. 
Moreover, these items must be  explicitly stored . For a human 
genome, storing three billion of 31-mers (coded on a binary 
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alphabet) requires nearly 22 GB of memory.  Indexing   all 31-mers 
of a human genome would thus require approximately 23 GB of 
memory using a hash table (including the array itself). In compari-
son, the FM-Index is a self-indexed compressed data structure. 
This means that the index itself contains the original sequence, and 
furthermore any  k- mer of any size could be queried using this data 
structure. Indexing a human genome using the FM-index requires 
less that 2 GB of memory. The BWA methods described in ref. 
[ 105 ] presents in details how the  Burrows-Wheeler Transform 
(BWT)   (often simply referred inaccurately as the FM-Index) can 
be used for performing the mapping of reads on a genome. 

 All the data structures presented above are designed for exact 
queries. However they are not made for answering questions such 
as “ where does Q = TAAT occur with at most one error in 
S = ATTTAATAAC ?” Some attempts to make them able to deal 
with such requests basically need to enumerate all possibilities. For 
instance, the previous request would be answered by searching all 
queries distant by at most one error with respect to  Q,  representing 
4*(size of  Q ) queries: AAAT, CAAT, GAAT, TAAT, ACAT, etc. If 
more than one error should be tolerated, then the number of que-
ries to perform explodes, making such solutions inapplicable for 
biological application. The search for approximated words requires 
additional techniques, as described in the next subsection.  

   In terms of sequence approximation, two main distances are com-
monly used: the Hamming distance in which only substitutions are 
allowed and the Levenshtein distance in which insertions and dele-
tions (called  indels ) are authorized in addition to substitutions. 
The Hamming distance between two words is particularly simple 
to compute: each couple of characters of the two words is read 
simultaneously and when the two characters differ, the distance is 
increased by one. Conversely, the Levenshtein distance (also called 
edit distance) is much more complex to measure. It involves a 
recursive organization of partial computations called  dynamic 
programming . More precisely, computing the Levenshtein dis-
tance between two sequences requires a number of comparisons 
proportional to the product of their lengths, which becomes pro-
hibitive when asking long queries in large banks. It is theoretically 
impossible to get rid of this complexity, however it is possible in 
practice to propose some techniques that look for an incomplete 
result. The goal becomes to fi nd most of the solutions at the price 
of possibly missing some of them (“false negatives”), using tech-
niques called  heuristics . One of the most famous heuristics used in 
computation biology is  BLAST   [ 17 ], which is designed to fi nd 
approximate occurrences (hits) of a query in databanks. The 
BLAST approach is representative of  seed-based algorithms.  In 
short, it uses the fact that two words similar enough exactly share 
at least some small sub-word, called the seed. For instance, 

3.6  Finding 
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consider  TACACCCTAG  and  TCACCGCTTG.  These two words 
are similar and they share the seed  CACC :

    TA  CACC  -CTAG   
    

   | |||| ||.|   

   T-  CACC  GCTTG     

 The seed-based algorithms use this simple idea in order to 
speed-up their computations. Given a query and a database, they 
fi rst search for occurrences of sub-words of the query in the data-
base. This fi rst step is performed extremely fast, using indexing 
techniques presented above. The positions where the shared seeds 
occur in the query and in the database make it possible to limit the 
search space in which the query may have a hit. A dynamic pro-
gramming computation is performed in a second step that searches 
this limited space. It is always useful to keep two warnings in mind 
when using heuristics: they may miss some solutions and default 
parameters are not always the best solution (for instance, the stan-
dard seed of size 11 is insuffi cient for fi nding weak homologies 
between ancient interspersed repeats and it is recommended to use 
7 base seeds instead). 

 In the last decade, the notion of seeds has been vastly improved. 
Of course, the smaller the seed, the less likely one is to miss some 
similarities. But this has two drawbacks: the fi ltering effect is not 
very sensitive and the computation becomes slower since there 
may be many more spurious hits that occur by chance. Two ideas 
have been developed to increase the sensitivity of a seed with a 
fi xed number of characters, allowing  spaced seeds  and using  multi-
ple seeds . Multiple seeds are sets of seeds that are looked for simul-
taneously and used together to determine an E-value of the hits. 
The principle of spaced seeds is to choose noncontiguous charac-
ters to build them. For the previous example,  C-CT-G  (“-“means 
a don’t care position in the text) has the same number of characters 
(the same  weight ) and thus the same selectivity than  CACC  but its 
sensitivity is likely to be better because it spans a longer region (6 
instead of 4). Moreover, a software program like YASS [ 106 ] offers 
the possibility of introducing  subset  seeds, i.e., to defi ne some posi-
tions where nucleic acids can only take a subset of possible values. 
For example, transition-constrained seeds (of weight ½) have to 
belong to a same class in the query and the text, either purine or 
pyrimidine. Noting  #  a match position,  -  a don’t care position, and 
 @  a transition position, the default seed of YASS, of weight 9, is 
 #@# –– ## –– # – ##@#.  Seeds of fi xed weight can be optimized for 
a range of similarity between sequences and for a user-defi ned par-
ticular family of sequences in order to maximize the hitting prob-
ability. YASS can be used online or is available for download at ref. 
[ 107 ]. It can fi lter low complexity repeats and produce the same 
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output format than  BLAST  . The paper [ 108 ] provides an example 
of YASS pairwise comparisons applied to a gene family encoding 
proteins with pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) motifs in the radish 
genome. 

 It is possible to derive a “spaced” suffi x array from a standard 
suffi x array that takes into account don’t care positions by applying 
a suitable transformation on the text [ 109 ] and the query. The 
seed-based algorithms enable the detection of repeats within a 
sequence or between sequences. Indeed, the algorithmic “engine” 
based on seeds is also adapted for comparing two long sequences 
in order to search for similar sub-sequences [local alignment [ 110 ] 
and Mummer [ 111 ]] and for comparing a sequence against itself in 
order to search for repeats inside this sequence itself as, for instance, 
is the case in the Repseek software [ 14 ].  

   The previously presented concepts are based on the use of queries 
which are smaller in length than those of the bank sequences. With 
the arrival of NGS (Next-Generation Sequencers) it is not uncom-
mon to have to deal with unassembled data. In this context, que-
ries and/or banks are composed of short sequences called reads of 
at most a few hundreds nucleotides. A set of such reads typically 
represents (all chromosomes of) an original genome. The read rep-
resentation of a whole genome is neither adapted to human, nor to 
standard automatic analyses. For example, it becomes more diffi -
cult to compute the answer to the simple query: “Does this 
sequence occur in this set of reads?” and previous indexation meth-
ods must be adapted or, more radically, new sequences must be 
designed to be able to cope with such data representation. 

 When dealing with NGS reads, in particular while looking for 
repeats in a set of reads, there are several approaches that can be 
distinguished depending on the presence of a third-party reference 
genome or not. Given a set of sequenced reads, and when a  refer-
ence genome  exists, this latter can be used as a bank and reads are 
used as queries. For each read, a  BLAST  -like search is performed in 
order to know where it occurs on the genome. This process is 
known as  read mapping . As it is applied to millions of reads, the 
mapping must be answered in a short time. Numerous methods, 
specifi c to read mapping, have been developed in the past few 
years. They are adapted to the size of the requests and to their 
expected error profi les and high similarity to the reference. A great 
deal of information can be extracted from the mapping of reads, 
especially concerning polymorphism ( SNPs   but also repeated ele-
ments). A good read mapper in the case of highly polymorphic 
genomes is the NextGenMap software [ 112 ]. The reference 
genome is indexed in a hash table. There exists a GitHub site 
including a wiki page where the code is available for downloading 
on [ 113 ]. When  no reference sequence  is available the user has two 
choices left: either reconstruct the sequence from reads (assembly 
process) and apply the reference-based approaches on this 
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assembled sequence, or use de novo methods that seek elements of 
interest directly in non-assembled reads. The de novo approaches 
are thus useful when no reference sequence exists and when the 
assembly of reads is problematic or impossible. This can be the case 
for highly complex genomes such as plant polyploid genomes. The 
polyploid nature of the genomes of most of the major species of 
agronomic interest represents a strong barrier to analysis of the 
organization and variation of repeats, either for noncoding areas or 
for duplicated genes. The only reasonable way to conduct a repeat 
study in these genomes seems to be to extract the repeat family of 
interest by careful primer design and PCR amplifi cation [ 143 ]. 
However, the emergence of successful tools for de novo detection 
of elements of interest in raw unassembled reads can be seen. For 
instance, simpler to detect than repeats, the  SNP   detection can be 
performed de novo with recent tools like Cortex [ 114 ] or dis-
coSnp [ 115 ,  144 ]. 

 We have described in the list of homology-based methods for 
TE identifi cation a software, RelocaTE, which is able to look for 
given reference TE in a set of next-generation sequencing (NGS) 
unassembled reads. Tools are now available to detect Transposable 
Elements directly from these reads. The general idea is that 
repeated elements are represented by a high number of reads and 
read frequency may be used together with sequence similarity to 
assemble and regroup them into repeat families. At least three 
methods have been designed for this purpose, RepARK [ 116 ], 
RetroSeq [ 43 ], and T-lex [ 44 ]. 

  RetroSeq  is a sophisticated method that can exploit mate pairs. 
Instead of the classic  FASTA   fi le, the input fi le of RetroSeq is a 
 BAM   format fi le. First, RetroSeq looks for discordant mate pairs: 
regions present in BAM sequences but not present in the reference 
sequence. These regions are identifi ed as transposable elements by 
aligning them against the consensus library with the Exonerate 
software [ 117 ].  T-le x fi rst uses RepeatMasker [ 26 ] to remove the 
TE present in highly repetitive regions from the list of TE inser-
tions and detects the insertion of TE copies by comparing the two 
Target Site Duplications (TSD) and the termini of the TE from the 
NGS reads with the reference sequence. T-lex detects the deletion 
of TE copies by the deletion of termini regions in NGS reads.   

4    Towards a Richer Characterization of Repeated Structures 

   As can be observed in this chapter, most of the current practice of 
pattern matching looks at effi cient ways to index and compare 
sequences. This has proved very useful and remains extremely 
important for the effi ciency of any search algorithm. However, it 
proves to be insuffi cient as the knowledge and understanding of 
some functional or structural aspects of the different repeat 
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families increases. Analysts in molecular biology progressively shift 
from mere classifi cation tasks to modeling tasks and develop com-
plex scripts in order to fulfi ll their search needs. Programming 
scripts may become a tedious task because people need to express 
various hypothetical models of sequence architectures. It is widely 
acknowledged that they may even be hard to reproduce [ 118 ]. A 
fi rst line of progress has been proposed with the birth and develop-
ment of Scientifi c Workfl ow Management Systems [SWMS, [ 119 ]]. 
To search for complex patterns such as repeats, another approach 
is to clearly separate the descriptive part (the model of the studied 
sequence family) from the way this model is searched in genomes. 
This is precisely the goal of linguistic analysis and in the rest of this 
section we deal with the key concepts in this fi eld. The description 
of patterns or languages on strings is the subject of the theory of 
formal languages. It is widely used for computer languages but can 
also be developed in the case of biological sequences. The search 
for pattern or models described in a language relies on the devel-
opment of dedicated parsers that can accept any query model in 
the language. 

 The framework of  formal languages  introduces models of a 
possibly infi nite set of sequences. The issue is to represent an infi -
nite set in a fi nite way. A standard representation, called  grammar , 
is a set of rewriting rules acting on a starting axiom. For instance, 
the following grammar (with axiom S 1 ) is able to recognize telo-
meric regions of eukaryotes like  A. thaliana , known to be com-
posed primarily of tandemly    repeated blocks  5 ′ -C(C|T)
CTAAA-3 ′:

  S   1   → C  S   2     S   2   → C  S   3     S   2   → T  S   3     S   3   → C  S   4     S   4   → T  S   5   

  S   5   → A  S   6     S   6   → A  S   7     S   7   → A  S   1     S   7   → A 

   In such a model, the left part of a rule (the head) rewrites (→) 
into its right part (the body). Note that rules use two types of sym-
bols, non-terminal symbols that have to be rewritten using any rule 
with a matching head (S  i  , i∈ [1,7] in our example) and terminal 
symbols that correspond to letters of the analyzed string (nucleic 
acids A, C, or T in our example). Any genomic sequence that can 
be generated by a fi nite application of such rules, starting from the 
axiom rule, is accepted as a telomeric region by the model. 
Conversely, it is possible to check (i.e., to parse) a given sequence 
by applying the rules from right to left on the sequence, and pos-
sibly collect some information from the parsing structure (a tree). 
For instance, the number of tandem repeats in the region will be 
the number of times S 1  occurs in the parsing tree. 

 It appears that the general form of rules has a deep impact on 
the expressiveness of the associated languages and the complexity 
of standard operations on these languages such as the membership 
of a sequence to a language or the intersection of two languages. 
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Furthermore, the categorization of rule types may be roughly 
achieved in very few classes. Thus, the rules in the example above 
are very specifi c: there exists a single, non-terminal symbol in the 
head and at most one non-terminal in the body, at the end of the 
body. It can be shown that this particular structure is characteristic 
of a well-known class of languages called  regular  languages. This 
class has been used in many pattern matching and bioinformatics 
tools [e.g., Unix grep for all types of text or ScanProsite [ 120 ] for 
proteins] and script languages (e.g., Perl) since it is possible to look 
for occurrences of any pattern in linear time (proportional to the 
length of the sequence). Often, regular expressions (e.g.,  C[C|T]
CTAAA  in our example) are used instead of grammars since they 
offer a more compact representation but this is strictly equivalent 
and just a matter of notations. Despite their high utility, regular 
languages are limited for the recognition of repeats. They can only 
recognize (or serve to model) looping structures, e.g., fi xed tan-
dem repeats. Describing, for instance, the Terminal Inverted 
 Repeats   of DNA transposons is out of reach for this class of lan-
guages. Moreover, if the element that is repeated is unknown 
(looking for some unspecifi ed tandem repeat or equivalently look-
ing for all tandem repeats in a genome for instance), it is also 
impossible to represent the structure with a regular language. 

 For the case of  palindromic repeat structures , of which the 
stem-loop structure in  RNA seq  uences is one of the prime exam-
ples, it is necessary to accept grammar rules with a body containing 
any string of terminal and non-terminal symbols. The correspond-
ing class of languages is called  context-free . For instance, recogniz-
ing the TIRs of a DNA transposon could be described by the 
following grammar:

  S   1   → A  S   2    U    S   1   → C  S   2    G    S   1   → G  S   2    C    S   1   → U  S   2    A  

  S   2   → A  S   2    U    S   2   → U  S   2    A    S   2   → C  S   2    G    S   2   → G  S   2    C  

  S   2   → A  S   2     S   2   → C  S   2     S   2   → G  S   2     S   2   → U  S   2     S   2   → ε 

   Context-free rules in this grammar (e.g.,  S   2   → A  S   2    U ) serve 
to describe the Watson–Crick pairing of nucleic bases. Thus this 
logical structure on sequences may be clearly associated with a 
meaningful structure in space corresponding to chemical bonds. 
Other regular rules (e.g.,  S   2   → A  S   2  ) describe the internal sequence 
between TIRs without further constraint. The last rule  S   2   → ε is a 
termination rule, where ε denotes the empty string. The 
 programming languages are generally context-free languages (if 
you look at the html or xhtml code of a web page for instance, you 
will see the very same structure of pairing tags that are characteris-
tic of context- free languages). This class of languages is more 
expressive but at some cost: recognizing if a model occurs in a 
sequence of size  n  may require in the worst case in the order of  n   3   
operations. 
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 The next question is to know if this class of language is suffi -
cient for biological modeling. The answer is clearly no. Consider for 
instance the description of chloroplast microstatellites. These “sim-
ple sequence repeats” that are stretches of small words (size less 
than 7 generally) are complex from the point of view of structure: 
it is not possible to decide in advance the number of copies or the 
size of copies. It requires more advanced grammatical rules, called 
 context sensitive , where the non-terminal symbol on the left and the 
body of the rule may be surrounded by as many symbols as neces-
sary (there exists a context of rule application) providing that the 
same symbols are on both sides. Other examples of context sensitive 
models in biological sequences are the pseudo-knot structures in 
RNA or the disulfi de bridge structure in proteins and the introduc-
tion of errors in repeat is another source of complexity. The cost of 
models in this category may become very high but fortunately it is 
not necessary to use the full expressive power of context-sensitive 
languages. In practice, the art of linguistic analysis entails getting 
the right tradeoff between the fl exibility of the modeling language 
and the effi ciency of model parsing. From the user’s point of view, 
a number of models have to be tried, tuning them iteratively in 
order to get a reasonable number of hits. Moreover, since parsers 
can provide not only the hits but also their internal structure, it may 
be necessary to fi lter in post-treatment structural alternatives that 
are not relevant for the biological analysis.  

     Once a language has been chosen for expressing models or pat-
terns, any model can be searched in a bank of sequences using 
dedicated software. If the language is simple and specifi c to a 
sequence family, the query may generally be described by a string 
on a special alphabet and this task is referred to as pattern match-
ing. If the language is more generic and allows the expression of 
more complex structures, it can take several rules to describe the 
language and the software is then called a  parser .  

   It is not possible here to provide an exhaustive review of the profu-
sion of specifi c tools that have been made available to bioanalysts. 
Some are specifi c to a sequence family and others to a particular 
motif type. 

 We have already cited  ScanProsite  [ 120 ] as an example of a pat-
tern matcher using motifs defi ned on a subset of regular languages. 
The current version accepts Prosite patterns, user-defi ned patterns 
in the Prosite syntax, a combination of patterns using logical oper-
ators  and ,  or  and  not , and can use contextual annotation templates 
(ProRules) to detect functional characteristics. They are searched 
either by a query in a precomputed database or with an algorithm 
called  ps-scan . A website is available on the Expasy server but for a 
large-scale independent analysis, it is possible to download the ps- 
scan Perl script [ 121 ]. A higher level parser has been developed for 
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the de novo recognition of human polymerase II promoter regions 
in ref. [ 122 ]. This study uses a two-level grammar. A regular gram-
mar fi rst allows recognition of promoter elements such as the 
TATA-box, the Initiator and the Downstream Promoter Element 
(DPE), etc. Then a context-free grammar is in charge of the recog-
nition of a correct assembly of all these elements in a reasonable 
promoter. Unfortunately, although it is likely the authors use a 
generic context-free parser for this task, no tool is made available: 
we cite it here mostly for the purposes of illustration since it is 
characteristic of the linguistic approach. 

 A number of tools are dedicated to  RNA seq  uences, in response 
to the increasing need for structure exploration in the complex 
RNA world, boosted by the recent importance of noncoding RNA 
studies. This is useful for checking structural features in retrotrans-
posons.  RNAmotif  [ 123 ] is probably the most popular in this cat-
egory as it combines a pattern description language and a language 
to tune the scoring. It has been designed for the description of 
patterns as a succession of content-constrained stems and loops, 
offering the possibility of choosing the standard Watson–Crick 
pairing ( A-U ,  G-C ) or any other user-defi ned pairing. The code is 
available for download at ref. [ 124 ]. The tool  Locomotif  [ 125 ] has 
almost the same expressiveness (slightly less) as the previous one 
but proposes interesting additional features. The fi rst is that it 
allows the user to graphically design his pattern in an editor by 
composing several stems and loops annotated with information on 
the sequence content and size. A dedicated parser is automatically 
derived from the graphical representation provided. A second fea-
ture fi lters a single matching result by optimizing a thermodynami-
cal model. A more recent tool in this category,  Structator  [ 126 ], is 
representative of this new generation of tools that fi rst use a lexical 
analysis to signifi cantly improve the parsing time in a second step. 
It makes use of an index data structure that is suited to the analysis 
of palindromic structures and is derived from those we have pre-
sented, the  affi x array .  

   Some tools have been designed for the analysis of several types of 
sequences (DNA, RNA, proteins) with a generic expressiveness, 
i.e., without targeting the recognition of a particular motif family. 
Among these general tools, two tendencies can be observed, 
effi ciency- oriented and expressiveness-oriented software. 

 One of the most advanced software solutions from the point of 
view of  effi ciency  is  Vmatch  [ 68 ], which offers a wide variety of 
search facilities in very large sequences. Vmatch is a package 
maintained since 2003 by S. Kurtz and resulting from long experi-
ence in the fi eld of indexing and pattern matching for genomic 
sequences (the initial version was called REPuter). Vmatch is free 
for academic research and can be obtained by downloading a 
license agreement form. It proposes a fl exible command language 
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with numerous constructions offering a very broad variety of pos-
sible queries. It is based on a careful implementation of enhanced 
suffi x arrays [ 127 ] for the computation of a sequence index that 
provides fast access to every substring in that sequence. If the 
search for a motif contains some rare substrings, this technique is 
particularly effi cient. As in the previous version, REPuter, Vmatch 
goes from exact to approximated strings with a fi xed number of 
mismatches by using a dynamic programming algorithm and pro-
poses a graphical interface for the bioanalyst. 

 The software Vmatch is the core search engine used in a num-
ber of more specialized tools working on specifi c sequence struc-
tures (e.g., tandem-repeats or LTR retrotransposons in MASiVE). 
It is used in some databases to generate genomic information or to 
propose extended search functionalities. For instance, in 
MIPSPlantsDB, the curation and clustering in the mips-REdat 
repeat database [ 128 ] has been achieved using Vmatch: repeats are 
put in a same cluster if they share 98 % identity and the representa-
tive of each cluster is its longest sequence, a choice that makes it 
possible to remove incomplete sequences included in a cluster rep-
resentative. PlantGDB proposes a server also based on Vmatch, 
 PatternSearch  [ 129 ], to look for short patterns with mismatches in 
 A. thaliana  or  O. sativa  genomes. 

 Another highly generic tool, although less expressive, is  Biogrep  
[ 130 ], designed by MIT with the objective of quickly recognizing 
a large set of simple motifs (typically more than 100) in biological 
sequence banks, using multi-processor optimizations. Biogrep 
allows queries in the POSIX language, a standard format of 
extended regular expressions, and can look for patterns in parallel 
on a set of processors. 

 The other approach for the analysis of biological sequences is 
more concerned with modeling the peculiarities of biological 
objects in the most relevant and  expressive  way. A major contribu-
tion in this respect is the work of D. Searls who laid the founda-
tions for research in this domain. He was the fi rst to supervise 
developments allowing users to design biological grammars and to 
apply them for the large-scale analysis of their genomic sequences 
[ 131 ,  132 ]. One of D. Searls’ key ideas is to try to fi nd a balance 
between the well-founded framework of context-free languages 
that offer a good expressivity/effi ciency trade-off, and the neces-
sity of easily describing basic biological mechanisms such as copy 
that lie at the core of genome evolution. D. Searls introduced a 
very practical object in algebraic grammars, the  string variable , 
which elegantly expresses this notion of copy (either direct or 
reverse). He has implemented the resulting logic formalism, called 
SVG—for StringVariable Grammars—, in the (no longer available) 
GenLang tool [ 133 ]. From the point of view of expressivity on 
biological sequences, this makes it possible to take into account 
not only various forms of copy, distance, position, and size 
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constraints but also hierarchical aspects of genomic structures. For 
instance, in the case of LTR Retrotransposons, the top-level rule of 
the grammar could be represented by the following expression—
this is given for the purposes of illustration only and does not pre-
tend to be fully realistic:

 LTRR→  DR:[2..6], «tg», (U5,R,U3):[80..750], «ca », 

 [1..100], pbs, [1..100], gag, [1 000..15 000], ppt, [1..100], 

 «tg», (U5:80 %, R:90 %, U3:80 %), «ca», DR . 

   In this expression, DR, U5, R, and U3 are string variables. Its 
meaning is    “the sequence is surrounded by two exact copies of a 
direct repeat (DR) of size between 2 and 6”. The LTR start with 
nucleotides “tg”, end with nucleotides “ca” and are made up of 
three parts named A, R and B with a total length between 80 and 
750. The right LTR is an approximate copy of the left one. The 
central part (R) is the most preserved—because of the hybridiza-
tion between both Rs during duplication— with a 90 % minimum 
identity level whereas U3 and U5 only need to have 80 % level 
identity. The central part of the sequence must contain at con-
strained distances a primer binding site (pbs), a group-specifi c anti-
gen (gag), and polypurine tract (ppt), which are described by other 
grammatical rules. 

 GenLang is no longer available but  PatSearch  [ 134 ] is a 
restricted tool belonging to this family. It is based on the C pro-
gram  scan_for_matches , mainly written by R. Overbeek and which 
is downloadable from ref. [ 135 ]. It allows to describe approxi-
mated strings (including IUB codes for ambiguous nucleotides 
and mismatch/indel errors), gaps and length constraints, stem/
loops structures and alternative patterns. Insofar as regards repeats, 
they can be described by a statement

    nmax  > repeat( patternident  =  pattern )  dmin .. dmax  >  nmin ,    

 where  nmin  and  nmax  are integers fi xing a range for the number 
of patterns,  dmin  and  dmax  fi x a range for the edit distance between 
repeat units, and  patternident  and  pattern  are a string variable and 
a pattern constraining the content of this variable respectively. The 
keyword frepeat has to be used instead of repeat in case of exact 
repeat. In addition, PatSearch provides an assessment of the motif 
signifi cance from a simulation experiment using Markov chains 
(estimating the number of instances that can be expected 
randomly). 

 Logol [ 136 ] is a highly descriptive language dedicated to the 
modeling of biological sequences and also derived from 
SVG. Starting from the sound basis of SVG grammars, the Logol 
language proposes several extensions—most notably by adopting a 
constraint approach—with the aim of allowing the expression of 
realistic biological motifs. Models use constrained string variables 
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(supporting overlaps, substitution, and distance errors) that can be 
subject to various transformations (e.g., inverse complement), 
gaps, and repetitions of a pattern along the sequence, negation, 
and alternatives to defi ne different possibilities. As in every formal 
grammar components can be grouped with a view to obtaining a 
high-level representation of a subset of components. 

  Repeats   may be described either with string variables or with 
special repeat constructs. 

 For example, the following model with  string variables I1  and 
 I2  can be used to look for three instances of the same string succes-
sively deriving from each other (e.g.,  I1 = aaaaa ,  I2 = aaaca  and 
 I3 = agaca ):  X1:{#[5,8],_I1},.*:{#[1,7]}, ?I1:{_
I2}:{$[1,1]},.*:{#[1,7]}, ?I2:{$[1,1]}  

 The second pattern , ?I1: {_I2}:{$[1,1]} , reads as follows: the 
expected string must be similar to the previous  I1  string ( aaaaa  in 
our example), apart from 1 mismatch ( $[1,1] ). The matched string 
( aaaca ) is saved in I2 ({_I2}) for further use in the last pattern 
( {?I2} ). This individualization of instances means it is possible to 
adjust fi ne notions of sequence evolution. 

 The following example shows how palindromic repeats for the 
recognition of stem-loops whose stem length varies between 5 and 
11 and loop size between 1 and 9 are represented. In this example, 
the Watson–Crick pairing is not required to be perfect: up to 2 
substitutions and 1 indel are allowed. 

  STEM1:{#[5,11],_IS1}, .*:{#[1,9]}, -"wc" 
?IS1 :{$[0,2],$$[0,1]}  

 The content of  STEM1  (fi rst strand of the stem) is saved in IS1, 
( _IS1 ). The second stem strand is then defi ned as the exact reverse 
complement of the previous content (that is  -"wc" ?IS1 ), except for 
2 mismatches and 1 indel. 

 The special constructor  repeat,  as in PatSearch, manages the 
characteristics of a series of occurrences. Its standard format is:

    repeat(  〈 entity 〉 , 〈 distance 〉 ) +  〈 occurrence number 〉 .     
 For instance,  repeat("acgt",[0,3]) + [7,38]  states that substring 

 acgt  is repeated from 7 to 38 times, using a spacing of at most 
three characters between two repeats. 

 Logol is available as a web application and for download on 
[ 137 ]. It includes a graphical editor. In the case of spacers in a 
model, Logol calls on an external program using indexing sequence 
techniques to directly look for positions of subsequent words. Two 
possibilities are offered by Logol to perform indexing, either 
Vmatch or Cassiopee, a Ruby tool specifi cally developed for Logol 
and which is generally not as effi cient as Vmatch but enables instal-
lation independently of Vmatch.      
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    Chapter 18   

 Analysis of RNA-Seq Data Using TopHat and Cuffl inks       

     Sreya     Ghosh      and     Chon-Kit     Kenneth     Chan     

  Abstract 

   The recent advances in high throughput RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) have generated huge amounts of 
data in a very short span of time for a single sample. These data have required the parallel advancement of 
computing tools to organize and interpret them meaningfully in terms of biological implications, at the 
same time using minimum computing resources to reduce computation costs. Here we describe the 
method of analyzing RNA-seq data using the set of open source software programs of the Tuxedo suite: 
TopHat and Cuffl inks. TopHat is designed to align RNA-seq reads to a reference genome, while Cuffl inks 
assembles these mapped reads into possible transcripts and then generates a fi nal transcriptome assembly. 
Cuffl inks also includes Cuffdiff, which accepts the reads assembled from two or more biological conditions 
and analyzes their differential expression of genes and transcripts, thus aiding in the investigation of their 
transcriptional and post transcriptional regulation under different conditions. We also describe the use of 
an accessory tool called CummeRbund, which processes the output fi les of Cuffdiff and gives an output of 
publication quality plots and fi gures of the user’s choice. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the Tuxedo 
suite by analyzing RNA-Seq datasets of  Arabidopsis thaliana  root subjected to two different conditions.  

  Key words      RNA-seq    ,    Bowtie    ,    TopHat    ,    Cuffl inks    ,    Cuffmerge    ,    Cuffcompare    ,    Cuffdiff    ,    CummeRbund    , 
   Differential gene expression    ,    Transcriptome assembly    

1      Introduction 

 In the early years of transcriptome studies, microarray technologies 
based on nucleic acid hybridization were predominately used for 
gene expression analysis. However, these technologies posed a lim-
itation in quantifying the various kinds of RNA molecules that are 
expressed by the genome under myriad biological conditions at 
different points of time. The limitation is mainly due to the reli-
ance on extensive prior knowledge of the genome [ 1 ]. The recent 
advances in Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) of DNA [ 2 ] have 
led to a burst in RNA analysis through massively parallel cDNA 
sequencing that has accelerated our understanding of the dynamics 
of genome expression and genome structural variation [ 1 ,  3 ,  4 ]. 
Methods have also been devised to directly sequence RNA on a 
massively parallel scale without intermediate cDNA generation [ 5 ] 
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in order to avoid some of the pitfalls or artifacts produced during 
cDNA synthesis from RNA strands [ 6 ], producing reads which are 
bias free and more comprehensive. High throughput  RNA-seq   
produces large volumes of data in a single experiment, which need 
to be assembled correctly in order to interpret them meaningfully. 
A large number of computation methods and tools have been 
developed for effi cient assembly, quantifi cation, and differential 
analysis of such data [ 7 ]. Of these the “Tuxedo suite” of pro-
grams— Bowtie  ,  TopHat  , and  Cuffl inks  —along with accessory 
tools and programs, like  CummeRbund  , have gained a lot of popu-
larity. The TopHat algorithm maps sequenced reads to a reference 
genome without relying on prior annotation of genes and accounts 
for alternative splicing of a primary transcript, while the Cuffl inks 
algorithm estimates transcript abundances and differential expres-
sion. Analysis of large volumes of RNA-seq data with these algo-
rithms has revealed novel isoforms and splice variants, as well as 
unannotated transcripts even in well studied biological models [ 8 ]. 

   The transcriptomic profi le of an organism at any given time or 
condition gives the set of all its transcripts and their quantities pres-
ent at the specifi c time point or condition. The transcriptome 
reveals a great deal about the functional aspects of the genome as 
well as the different kinds of biomolecules present within the cell 
or tissue. It is also very useful for studying the genetics behind 
growth, development and disease. Transcriptome studies aim at 
cataloging the different kinds of RNA in an organism, and quanti-
fying the changes in expression levels of individual transcripts with 
time or under certain conditions [ 9 ]. Previously, there have been 
two approaches for sequencing RNA: (a) The hybridization based 
approach which involved the use of microarrays [ 10 ,  11 ] and (b) 
The sequencing approach which directly determined the cDNA 
sequence using Sanger Sequencing approaches. The latter approach 
developed as an alternative to microarray technology, because 
hybridization heavily relied upon known sequenced genes and 
genomic regions. As sequencing the whole cDNA segment to pro-
duce ESTs is expensive and has huge limitations when quantifying 
expressions, many tag based high throughput sequence approaches 
were developed for expression quantifi cation. These included 
CAGE (Cap Analysis of Gene Expression) [ 12 ,  13 ], SAGE (Serial 
Analysis of Gene Expression) [ 14 ], and MPSS (Massively Parallel 
Signature Sequencing) [ 15 ,  16 ]. The advancement of high 
throughput NGS technology makes the  RNA-seq   technology fea-
sible and affordable for transcriptome profi ling. RNA-seq involves 
extracting the total RNA from a sample, then selecting an RNA 
population subset (such as poly A (+)), converting them to cDNA, 
and ligating the cDNA to specifi c adaptors at one or both ends of 
the fragment. These modifi ed fragments are then sequenced from 
one (single end sequencing) or both ends (paired end sequencing), 
with or without amplifi cation, in a high throughput NGS 

1.1   RNA-seq  
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sequencing machine. After sequencing, the RNA reads are mapped 
and quantifi ed based on a reference genome [ 17 ]. If a reference 
genome is not available, de novo transcriptome assembly can be 
carried out [ 18 ]. The RNA-seq analysis is also good for determin-
ing spliced junctions with the resolution of a single base, determin-
ing the structural variations in the genome, and locating transcript 
boundaries and novel genes and transcripts [ 9 ]. However, there 
are weaknesses in the RNA-seq technology. For example, DNA 
artifacts can be synthesized during cDNA cloning and that could 
cause misinterpretations later on. This weakness can be remediated 
by carrying out RNA-seq in replicates to even out the differences 
or account for sample variability during analysis [ 6 ,  7 ]. For a com-
prehensive review of RNA-seq, it is recommended to review the 
paper by Wang et al. [ 9 ].  

    RNA-seq   data are usually very large and require effi cient algorithms 
which use minimum computing resources for their analysis. 

 There are three main steps in the reference-based  RNA-seq   
analysis [ 7 ]:

    1.    Aligning  RNA-seq   reads to a reference genome or 
transcriptome.   

   2.    Assembling the aligned reads into transcription units, or recon-
struction of a transcriptome.   

   3.    Performing differential expression of transcripts across differ-
ent conditions or time points    

  Each of the three steps possesses different computation chal-
lenges [ 7 ]. Although there are several different algorithms and 
tools that address each of these challenges separately, in this chap-
ter, we only illustrate the popular Tuxedo Suite which contains a 
comprehensive set of programs that perform reference-based 
 RNA-seq   analysis effi ciently. The core programs for RNA-seq anal-
ysis in the Tuxedo suite are:

    1.      Bowtie    [ 19 ], an ultrafast unspliced read aligner with high 
memory effi ciency. It uses the Burrows Wheeler Transform 
[ 20 ] and FM indexing [ 21 ] to compact a reference genome 
into a data structure that is effi cient for aligning short reads 
with perfect matches.   

   2.      TopHat    [ 22 ] uses an “exon fi rst” approach to align reads. It 
uses  Bowtie   to map the short contiguous unspliced reads to a 
reference genome. The unmapped reads are then split into 
shorter fragments and then are aligned independently to iden-
tify splice junctions between exons.   

   3.      Cuffl inks    [ 23 ] uses the alignment fi le from  TopHat  , or other 
aligners which allow spliced alignments, to assemble and 
reconstruct the transcriptome. It assembles the overlapping 
“bundles” of aligned reads into transcripts using a probabilistic 

1.2  The Tuxedo Suite 
of Computational Tools

Analysis of RNA-Seq Data Using TopHat and Cuffl inks
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approach, then merges multiple conditions and estimates the 
transcript abundances using  Cuffmerge   and  Cuffcompare   
respectively ( see   Note 9 ). It can also use   Cuffdiff    to calculate 
the differential gene expression.   

   4.    Finally, an accessory tool,   CummeRbund    [ 24 ,  23 ], renders the 
 Cuffdiff   output into visual representations like bar, scatter and 
volcano plots.    

  The Tuxedo suite programs are all run in the command line. 
Alternatively, the web-based platform, Galaxy [ 25 ], provides a bet-
ter user friendly interface to run the Tuxedo suite programs but 
the free public Galaxy server is limited to analysis of smaller 
datasets.  

   The Tuxedo suite provides a comprehensive workfl ow for  RNA- 
seq     analysis. There are a number of alternative packages and tools 
that can be used in conjunction with or as an alternative to any of 
the tools in the Tuxedo suite. For example there are many other 
unspliced read aligners like SHRiMP [ 26 ] and Stampy [ 27 ] that 
follow the seed method and Smith–Waterman extension to align 
unspliced reads to the genome with high accuracy, and spliced 
aligners like MapSplice [ 28 ] and GSNAP [ 29 ]. There are also 
transcriptome assemblers like Scripture [ 30 ] (which is similar to 
 Cuffl inks   but uses a segmentation approach) and Velvet/Oases 
[ 31 ] (where Velvet assembles the reads into transcripts then 
Oases builds the transcript isoforms). Finally, transcript abun-
dance can be calculated by alternative tools like ERANGE [ 17 ], 
and NEUMA [ 32 ] and differential expression using DEGseq 
[ 33 ] and DESeq [ 34 ]. Some of these tools work with minimal 
assumption about the library construction protocol but most 
RNA-seq analysis tools require paired-end reads. A good review 
of RNA-seq tools along with explanations of the algorithms can 
be found in Garber et al. [ 7 ]. 

 The Tuxedo suite serves as a comprehensive transcriptome 
analysis solution and the algorithms are robust and accurate. They 
also have minimum computing requirements in terms of processor 
cores and memory compared to other programs. They have gained 
popularity and have been used in a number of high-profi le tran-
scriptome studies [ 35 ].   

2    Materials 

  TopHat   and  Cuffl inks   are run using Linux command line and the 
 CummeRbund   program is run in an R interactive shell. In the fol-
lowing discussion, commands that were run in a Linux shell are 
shown with a ‘$’ prefi x whereas those run in an R interactive shell 
are shown with a ‘>’ prefi x. 

1.3  Other Tools 
and Comparison 
with Tuxedo
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 The software used require, for best results, a 64-bit version of 
the operating system, with at least 4 GB of RAM. 

 Before beginning the example run, it is recommended to cre-
ate a working directory. Here we have used a directory called  exp_
run . Additionally we have downloaded all the tools and data in a 
 Downloads_tc  folder. All installation is carried out by creation of a 
 bin  directory in the user’s home directory, which is added to the 
PATH environment variable. The pre-compiled executable bina-
ries are added to this  bin  directory. 

   $ mkdir exp_run 
 $ mkdir Downloads_tc 

 $ mkdir $HOME/bin 
 $ export PATH = $HOME/bin:$PATH 
 For the purpose of this demonstration, we have chosen an 

experiment on  Arabidopsis thaliana . The raw  RNA-seq   data were 
obtained from the Sequence Read Archive (SRA) under the 
 National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)   (  http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra    ). The data are in the experiment with 
the series accession number GSE44062 in the  Genome   Expression 
Omnibus of the  NCBI   [ 36 ]. We have selected the fi rst four sample 
runs (SRR671946, SRR671947, SRR671948, and SRR671949) 
for the purpose of this demonstration ( see   Note 1 ). 

 Thus, in this demonstration, we show the differential gene 
expression in  Arabidopsis thaliana  root subjected to two different 
conditions—one is treated with KNO 3 , while the other with KCl as 
a control. There are two biological replicates for each condition 
( see   Note 2 ). 

 The data are downloaded in the SRA format and converted to 
FASTQ using the SRA Toolkit (version 2.3.4-2). The precompiled 
toolkit package is downloaded, and the locations of executables are 
added to the PATH or the bin folder of the current user. Then the 
following command is executed to convert the zipped SRA fi le to 
FASTQ: 

 $ fastq-dump --split-3 --gzip --outdir ./ --defl ine-qual ' + ' ./
SRR000000.sra 

 Here, SRR000000 represents the fi le name. 
 These FASTQ data fi les are stored in the working directory, 

with their extensions changed from  .fq  to  .fastq  
 $ cp SRR000000.fq $HOME/exp_run/SRR000000.fastq  

    Bowtie   and  TopHat   need a sequenced reference genome in order 
to align the raw  RNA-seq   reads. This genome has to be indexed 
before it is used. The Bowtie website has many pre- built indexes to 
be used for this purpose. Alternatively,  Illumina  ’s iGenome project 
provides Bowtie 1 and 2 indexes pre-built for a number of model 
organisms (  http://tophat.cbcb.umd.edu/igenomes.shtml    ). In 
this demonstration, we shall use the  Arabidopsis thaliana  TAIR 10 

2.1   RNA-seq   Data

2.2  Reference 
 Genome  

Analysis of RNA-Seq Data Using TopHat and Cuffl inks
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package assembled by the iGenome project with sequences down-
loaded from Ensembl. Users have the freedom of building their 
own Bowtie indexes for organisms whose pre-built indexes are not 
available. One can do this using the build command from Bowtie. 

 First, you have to obtain the complete sequence fi le(s), then 
move it (or them) to the Bowtie2 unpacked directory, and type out 
the following command: 

 $ bowtie2-build [options] < comma_separated_list_of_ FASTA  _
fi les > <user’s_choice_of base_name_of_bowtie2_index> 

 The output contains a set of new fi les with the user specifi ed 
base name. 

 The iGenome package for Arabidopsis (Ensembl, TAIR 10) 
downloaded, when unpacked, appears as  Arabidopsis_thaliana . 
Within it, there is an  Ensembl  directory and then a  TAIR10  direc-
tory. In the  TAIR10  directory there are three directories: 
 Annotation ,  GenomeStudio , and  Sequence . Of these the ones rele-
vant to this analysis are  Annotation  and  Sequence . The necessary 
fi les are copied out into the working directory: 

 $ cp Annotation/Genes/genes.gtf path-to-exp_run 
 $ cp Sequence/Bowtie2Index/genome.* path-to-exp_run  

     This demonstration utilizes Bowtie2-2.1.0 which can be down-
loaded from the  Bowtie   website (  http://sourceforge.net/proj-
ects/bowtie-bio/fi les/bowtie2/2.1.0/    ). Download the binaries 
for Linux 64-bit system to the  Downloads_tc  folder as a tarball and 
unpack them. 

 $ unzip bowtie2-2.1.0-linux-x86_64.zip 
 From within the unpacked bowtie2 directory, copy out the 

executable binaries into the bin folder: 
 $ cd bowtie2-2.1.0 
 $ cp * path-to-USER/bin  

   Download the Linux 64-bit binary version of Tohat-2.0.10 from 
the  TopHat   website (  http://tophat.cbcb.umd.edu/index.shtml    ) 
to the  Downloads_tc  folder as a tarball, and unpack them. 

 $ tar –xvzf tophat-2.0.10.Linux_x86_64.tar.gz 
 From within the unpacked  TopHat   directory, copy out the 

executable binaries into the bin folder: 
 $ cd tophat-2.0.10.Linux_x86_64 
 $ cp * path-to- USER/bin  

   For the  SAM   [ 37 ] (Sequence Alignment Map) tools, download 
version 0.1.19 from   http://sourceforge.net/projects/samtools/
fi les/     to the  Downloads_tc  folder as a tarball, and unpack them. 

 $ tar –xvjf samtools-0.1.19.tar.bz2 
 The  SAM   tools are installed by fi rst changing to the unpacked 

directory and then using the make command to compile the source 
code. To install SAM tools, one needs to have zlib and htslib 

2.3  Software 
and Tools

2.3.1   Bowtie   Software

2.3.2   TopHat   Software

2.3.3   SAM   Tools
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installed. The resultant ‘samtools’ binary is copied into the bin 
folder added to the PATH. 

 $ make 
 $ cp samtools $HOME/bin  

   For the demonstration analysis, we have used  Cuffl inks  -2.1.1, 
which can be downloaded from the Cuffl inks website (  http://cuf-
fl inks.cbcb.umd.edu/index.html    ). Download the Linux 64-bit 
binary version to the  Downloads_tc  folder as a tarball and unpack 
them ( see   Note 3 ). 

 $ tar –xvzf cuffl inks-2.1.1.Linux_x86_64.tar.gz 
 From within the unpacked  Cuffl inks   directory, copy the exe-

cutable binaries into the bin folder: 
 $ cd cuffl inks-2.1.1.Linux_x86_64 
 $ cp * $HOME /bin  

   The  CummeRbund   is in R script. To download it, start an R ses-
sion using the following command: 

 $ R 
 Following which, the documentation for R will appear. 

Thereafter, type the following commands to install bioconductor 
and then  CummeRbund  : ( see   Note 4 ) 

 >source(‘  http://www.bioconductor.org/biocLite.R    ’) 
 >biocLite(‘cummeRbund’)    

3    Methods and Results 

   Type the following commands to map the  RNA-seq   reads to the 
genome ( see   Note 5 ). 

 $ tophat –p 2 -i 20 -I 5000 -G genes.gtf -o SRR671946_
tophatOut genome SRR671946.fastq 

 $ tophat –p 2 -i 20 -I 5000 -G genes.gtf -o SRR671947_
tophatOut genome SRR671947.fastq 

 $ tophat –p 2 -i 20 -I 5000 -G genes.gtf -o SRR671948_
tophatOut genome SRR671948.fastq 

 $ tophat –p 2 -i 20 -I 5000 -G genes.gtf -o SRR671949_
tophatOut genome SRR671949.fastq 

 Here, ‘SRR000000_tophatOut’ represents the output direc-
tory for each run. If no output directory is specifi ed by the –o 
option,  TopHat   automatically creates a directory called  tophat_out  
in the working director, and stores the output fi les in it. 

 The successful run creates a directory with the name specifi ed 
by the user, containing the following fi les: accepted_hits.bam, 
align_summary.txt, deletions.bed, insertions.bed, junctions.bed, 
prep_reads.info, unmapped.bam and a directory with the name 
 logs.  The accepted_hits.bam is the main result fi le containing the 
mapped results in binary format.  

2.3.4   Cuffl inks   Software

2.3.5   CummeRbund   
Software

3.1  Running  TopHat  

Analysis of RNA-Seq Data Using TopHat and Cuffl inks
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   Using the  TopHat   alignment fi les, we can directly run  Cuffl inks   with 
the following commands to assemble the transcripts ( see   Note 6 ). 

 $ cuffl inks -p 2 -o SRR671946_cuffl inksout SRR671946_
tophatOut/accepted_hits.bam 

 $ cuffl inks -p 2 -o SRR671947_cuffl inksout SRR671947_
tophatOut/accepted_hits.bam 

 $ cuffl inks -p 2 -o SRR671948_cuffl inksout SRR671948_
tophatOut/accepted_hits.bam 

 $ cuffl inks -p 2 -o SRR671949_cuffl inksout SRR671949_
tophatOut/accepted_hits.bam 

 For each run, the designated output directory will contain the 
following fi les: genes.fpkm_tracking, isoforms.fpkm_tracking, 
skipped.gtf, transcripts.gtf. The assembled transcripts are con-
tained in transcripts.gtf.  

   Create a fi le called assembled_tc.txt that lists out the fi le path of 
the assembly fi le (transcripts.gtf) for each sample. This can be sim-
ply done by any text editor, for example nano ( see   Note 7 ). 

 $ nano 
 Once the text editor is opened, put in the fi le paths of the four 

transcript assemblies: 
 ./SRR671946_cuffl inksout/transcripts.gtf 
 ./SRR671947_cuffl inksout/transcripts.gtf 
 ./SRR671948_cuffl inksout/transcripts.gtf 
 ./SRR671949_cuffl inksout/transcripts.gtf 
 The fi le is saved using the name ‘assembled_tc.txt’ 
 The assembled transcripts are then used to run  Cuffmerge   

using the following command: 
 $ cuffmerge -g genes.gtf -s genome.fa -p 2 assembled_tc.txt 
 The successful run creates a  merged_asm  directory, which con-

tains a  logs  directory and a fi le containing the information of the 
merged transcripts called merged.gtf.  

   Type the following command in a single line ( see   Notes 8  and  9 ). 
 $ cuffdiff -o diff_result -b genome.fa -p 2 -L Root_Kcl_

control,Root_KNO3_treatment –u merged_asm/merged.gtf ./
SRR671946_tophatOut/accepted_hits.bam,./SRR671947_
tophatOut/accepted_hits.bam ./SRR671948_tophatOut/
accepted_hits.bam,./SRR671949_tophatOut/accepted_hits.bam 

 The successful run creates a directory  diff_result  in the work-
ing directory. The directory contains a number of different fi les 
and databases, listed as follows:

 bias_params.info  cds.diff 

 cds.count_tracking  cds_exp.diff 

 cds.fpkm_tracking  promoters.diff 

 cds.read_group_tracking  read_groups.info 

3.2  Running 
 Cuffl inks   to Assemble 
Transcripts

3.3  Running 
 Cuffmerge   to Merge 
the Transcripts 
to a Comprehensive 
Transcriptome

3.4  Running  Cuffdiff   
to Check 
for Differential 
Expression Under 
Different Conditions
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 gene_exp.diff  run.info 

 genes.count_tracking  splicing.diff 

 genes.fpkm_tracking  tss_group_exp.diff 

 genes.read_group_tracking  tss_groups.count_tracking 

 isoform_exp.diff  tss_groups.fpkm_tracking 

 isoforms.count_tracking  tss_groups.read_group_tracking 

 isoforms.fpkm_tracking  var_model.info 

 isoforms.
read_group_tracking 

   The fpkm tracking fi les give  FPKM   counts of primary tran-
scripts (tss_groups.fpkm), genes (genes.fpkm_tracking), coding 
sequences (cds.fpkm_tracking), and transcripts (isoforms.
fpkm_tracking). 

 The count tracking fi les give the number of fragments for each 
gene (genes.count_tracking), transcript (isoforms.count_track-
ing), primary transcript (tss_groups.count_tracking) and coding 
sequence (cds.count_tracking). 

 The read group tracking fi les contain information on the 
counts of genes, transcripts and primary transcripts, grouped by 
replicates. 

 The diff fi les ending with ‘exp.diff ’ contain information on the 
differential expression tests performed on the genes (gene_exp.
diff), primary transcripts (tss_group_exp.diff), transcripts (iso-
form_exp.diff), and coding sequences (cds_exp.diff). 

 The promoters.diff fi le lists out the genes producing two or 
more primary transcripts, as well as the differential promoter usage 
of these genes across the samples, in a tabulated format. 

 The splicing.diff fi le contains information on primary tran-
scripts that have two or more isoforms, and how they are differ-
ently spliced across the samples. 

 The cds.diff fi le provides information on the genes that are 
multi-protein and the extent of their differential coding sequence 
output between the samples. 

 Files ending with ‘.info’ contain information mostly on the 
options provided to and parameter values used by  Cuffdiff   for expres-
sion quantifi cation and assessment of differential expression.  

   The original paper from where we have sourced the data [ 36 ], 
used DESeq to analyze the RNA- seq data and highlighted the 
genes which were differentially expressed across the two condi-
tions. In this section, we show an overall view of the differential 
gene expression between the two conditions using  CummeRbund  . 
Then we use the genes BT1 and ATPPC3 as an example to show 

3.5  Results
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that they are differentially expressed, which is consistent with the 
fi ndings of the paper [ 36 ]. We also use the AT2G33550 gene as 
an example to show the differential expression of its isoforms 
across the two conditions, and list out some genes which are 
similar to the gene BT1. The section also contains some other 
useful commands for other visualizations like generating scatter 
and volcano plots. 

   Start an R session in the working directory and load the cummeR-
bund module using the following command: 

 >library(‘cummeRbund’) 
 The readCuffl inks function in cummeRbund requires the 

 Cuffdiff   output folder,  diff_result , as an input argument. The fol-
lowing will store the results in the ‘cuffdata’ object ( see   Note 10 ). 

 >cuffdata < - readCuffl inks(‘diff_result’) 
 >cuffdata 
 The last command prints out the  Cuffdiff   result summary as 

follows:
  CuffSet instance with: 
  2 samples  
  33318 genes  
  42109 isoforms  
  34957 TSS  
  32921 CDS  
  33318 promoters  
  34957 splicing  
  27174 relCDS    

   To obtain a density plot showing the expression levels for each 
sample, use the csDensity function: 

 > csDensity(genes(cuffdata)) 
 This gives the output of a density plot as an image fi le ( see  

 Note 11 ) ( see  Fig.  1 ).

      To obtain a volcano plot showing the differentially expressed genes 
across the two samples type the following command: 

 >csVolcano(genes(cuffdata), ‘Root_Kcl_control’, ‘Root_KNO3_
treatment’) 

 ( See  Fig.  2 )

      To obtain a scatter plot comparing the gene across the two samples 
type the following command. 

 >csScatter(genes(cuffdata), ‘Root_Kcl_control’, ‘Root_KNO3_
treatment’) 

 ( See  Fig.  3 )

3.5.1  Running 
 CummeRbund   to Generate 
Visual Graphs 
and Publishable Figures

 Plotting Distribution 
of Expression Levels 
for Each Sample

 Examining Differentially 
Expressed Genes Across 
the Conditions Using 
a Volcano Plot

 Comparing the Expression 
of Genes in Each Condition 
Using a Scatter Plot
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  Fig. 1    Density plot of the genes of  Arabidopsis thaliana  root under treated (2 h of 5 mM KNO 3 ) and control 
(2 h of 5 mM KCl) conditions       

      To fi nd the number of differentially expressed genes, type the fol-
lowing command 

 > gene_diff_data < - diffData(genes(cuffdata)) 
 > sig_gene_data < - subset(gene_diff_data, (signifi cant == 

‘yes')) 
 > nrow(sig_gene_data) 
 [1] 196  

   To print a table displaying the details of all the differentially 
expressed genes, type out the following command. 

 > gene_diff_data < - diffData(genes(cuffdata)) 
 > sig_gene_data < - subset(gene_diff_data, (signifi cant == 

'yes')) 
 > nrow(sig_gene_data) 

 Determining the Number 
of Differentially 
Expressed Genes

 Recording the Differentially 
Expressed Genes’ Details
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 > write.table(sig_gene_data, 'diff_genes.txt', sep = '/t', row.
names = F, col.names = T, quote = F) 

 > sig_gene_data 
 The last command prints out a table containing the details of 

all the differentially expressed genes.   

   Compare the gene expression levels of the BT1 gene under both 
conditions using the following command ( see  Fig.  4 ).

   > gene_int < - getGene(cuffdata, ‘BT1’) 
 > expressionBarplot(gene_int) 
 Compare the gene expression levels of the ATPPC3 gene 

under both conditions using the following command ( see  Fig.  5 ).
   > gene_int2 < - getGene(cuffdata, ‘ATPPC3’) 
 > expressionBarplot(gene_int2) 
 The observations obtained are consistent with the fi ndings in 

the paper [ 36 ], where the authors have used DESeq to analyze the 
relative expression levels of the differentially expressed genes.  

3.5.2  Comparing 
the Expression Levels 
of Select Genes Using 
Bar Plots
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  Fig. 2    A volcano plot indicating the presence of differentially expressed genes between the two samples. 
The plot shows that some genes show a huge change in expression when  Arabidopsis thaliana  root is treated 
with KNO 3        
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 Compare the expression levels of the isoforms of the AT2G33550 
gene using the following command ( see  Fig.  6a, b ).

   > gene_int3 < - getGene(cuffdata, ‘AT2G33550’) 
 > expressionBarplot(isoforms(gene_int4)) 
 It is interesting to note how the isoform expression levels 

roughly add up to give the total gene expression level for a given 
condition.  

   To fi nd four genes similar to the gene BT1, type out the following 
command ( see  Fig.  7 ).

   > sim_gene < - fi ndSimilar(cuffdata,"BT1",n = 4) 
  > sim_gene.expression < - expressionPlot(sim_gene, log-

Mode = T, showErrorbars = F) 
  > sim_gene.expression    

3.5.3  Comparing 
the Expression Levels 
of the Isoforms of Select 
Genes Using Bar Plots

3.5.4  Finding Genes 
Similar to a Given Gene
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  Fig. 3    A scatter plot showing the expression of genes under the two experimental conditions, with the  x -axis 
representing the gene expression values for the control condition and the  y -axis representing the gene expres-
sion values for the treated condition. Each point thus represents the expression of a gene under both condi-
tions. From the plot, it is evident that that gene expression of some of the genes is increased in the treated 
condition       
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4    Notes 

     1.    An easy way to locate the data would be to go to the  NCBI   
website (  http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov    ) and to search for the 
accession number “GSE44062” in the GEO Dataset database. 
On the search results that show up, click on the result that says 
“Analysis of the nitrate-responsive transcriptome of the 
Arabidopsis root”. In the sample section, click on the desired 
sample, and the sample page will appear with the ftp download 
link at the bottom of the page. The detailed information about 
each sample is available in the SRA run archive (  http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/sra/sra.cgi?view=run_browser    ) and 
can be accessed by typing in the run accession for the sample 
(‘SRR000000’), and then referring to the metadata tab.   

   2.    Although  TopHat   and  Cuffl inks   make only a few assumptions 
about the protocol for library preparation for obtaining  RNA- 
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  Fig. 4    A bar plot showing the expression of the gene  BT1  under treated ( orange ) and untreated ( blue ) condi-
tions. The  FPKM   value shown on the  y -axis is directly proportional to the level of gene expression, so the fold 
change can be estimated from the graph       
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seq     reads, it is very important to note that certain design 
aspects of the experiment must be considered in order to elim-
inate problems in mapping reads and estimating transcript 
abundance. One of these aspects is to have at least three bio-
logical replicates for each condition in order to account for 
biological variability. Another aspect would be a preference for 
paired end sequencing instead of single end sequencing, in 
spite of the higher costs, as TopHat works best with 75 bp 
reads or longer (up to 1024 bp) from single or paired end 
fragments. Such conditions considerably improve the align-
ment and splice junction discovery performance for TopHat, 
as well as the abundance estimates for Cuffl inks.   

   3.    To verify if all the tools were installed correctly, users can visit 
the following pages and refer to their instructions in the 
“Testing the Installation” section:

     http://cuffl inks.cbcb.umd.edu/tutorial.html      
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  Fig. 5    A bar plot showing the expression of the gene  ATPPC3  under treated ( orange ) and untreated ( blue ) 
conditions. The average expression levels almost correspond to the pattern indicated in the paper, but with 
different error bars       
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both treated ( orange ) and untreated ( blue ) conditions. Note how the isoform  FPKM   values simply add up to give 
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      http://tophat.cbcb.umd.edu/tutorial.shtml          
   4.    It is very important to note that the  CummeRbund   package 

depends on a number of other packages like ggplot2 and 
RSQLite. A complete list of these packages can be found in 
the cummeRbund website in the Requirements section 
(  http://compbio.mit.edu/cummeRbund/manual_2_0.
html    ). Most of these packages will automatically be installed as 
dependencies when the biocLite (‘cummeRbund’) command 
is passed. Sometimes, it is advisable to type the command bio-
cLite()before installing the cummeRbund package. To get the 
best results, install the latest version of R and all the dependent 
packages.   

   5.    The general command structure for running  TopHat   with 
single reads is: 

 $ tophat [options] < genome_index_base > <Single_reads1.
fq, Single_reads2.fq…> 
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  Fig. 7    An illustration output indicating genes that have similar expression patterns to the  BT1  gene       
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 In the example provided, ‘genome’ is the base name of the 
genome index. The –i and –I options are for specifying 
the minimum and maximum intron length respectively (in 
base pairs). The values of the intron lengths are adjusted as 20 
bp and 5000 bp respectively for  Arabidopsis thaliana  [ 38 ,  39 ] 
instead of the default values which are for mammals. The –G 
option specifi es the annotation fi le as a guide for read map-
ping. The –p option specifi es the number of threads to be used 
for running. We have used single reads instead of paired-end 
reads.For paired end reads, each end of a pair must be sepa-
rately included and added pairwise serially as shown below: 

 $ tophat [options] < genome_index_base > <[PEreads1_1.
fq,PEreads2_1.fq..] ><[PEreads1_2.fq, PEreads2_2.fq…]> 

  TopHat   version 2.0.10 allows mixing the FASTQ and 
 FASTA   fi le formats. It also allows the input of both single 
and paired end reads together in one command. The general 
command is:

   $ tophat [options]* < genome_index_base > <[PEreads1_1.fq, 
PEreads2_1.fq.., SEreads.fq] > <[PEreads1_2.fq, 
PEreads2_2.fq..]>  

  Or  
  $ tophat [options]* < genome_index_base > <[PEreads1_1.fq, 

PEreads2_1.fq..] > <[PEreads1_2.fq, PEreads2_2.fq.., 
SEreads.fq]>    

 However, it is not recommended to mix different fi le 
types or different types of reads in a single run. In order to 
run it like this,  TopHat   has a special protocol advice given 
in the TopHat manual. 

 Removing the –G option, allows users to quantify the 
samples without any reference annotation. 

 In order to quantify the reference annotation only, users 
need to add the --no-novel-juncs option to turn off novel 
transcript discovery. 

 For colorspace reads, one has to add the --bowtie1 
option as bowtie2 does not support colorspace. ( TopHat   
assumes that the reads are from an  Illumina   or SOLiD 
sequencing machine.) 

 It is also important to note that  TopHat   has parameters 
to specify if the library type is strand specifi c or not. The 
default setting is for non-strand specifi c reads, but for strand 
specifi c reads the --library-type parameter has to be set as 
‘fr-fi rststrand’ or ‘fr-secondstrand’ according to the proto-
col followed. 

 The more advanced options include detection of 
fusion transcripts using the --fusion-search option, and also 
for using annotation data supplied from another source. 
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For a comprehensive listing and explanation of all the options 
available for  TopHat  , please refer to the TopHat manual 
using the tophat --help command or the manual section of 
the TopHat website (  http://tophat.cbcb.umd.edu/
manual.shtml    ).   

   6.    The general command line structure for running  Cuffl inks   is: 
 $ cuffl inks [options] < accepted_hits.sam/bam> 
 Here the –o option specifi es the output directory for the 

written fi les. The  TopHat   run produces a fi le called “accepted_
hits. bam”. A BAM   fi le is a compressed binary version of  SAM  . 
The latter is a read alignment format that can be used very 
fl exibly in many ways. The SAM tools are installed for access 
and manipulation of the BAM fi les.  Cuffl inks   uses this output 
fi le to assemble the transcripts and isoforms. Like TopHat, 
Cuffl inks has many options which are out of the scope of this 
example but can be accessed and viewed in the Cuffl inks man-
ual (  http://cuffl inks.cbcb.umd.edu/manual.html#cuffl inks    ).   

   7.    The output folder of each run of  Cuffl inks   has a “transcripts.
gtf” fi le, containing information about the assembled tran-
scripts in a tabulated format. The names of each column, their 
meanings and examples are given in   http://cuffl inks.cbcb.
umd.edu/manual.html#cuffl inks_output    . These “transcript.
gtf” fi les of each sample and condition are pooled in together 
in the assembled_tc.txt fi le and  Cuffmerge   uses this fi le to 
search out each transcript fi le and merge it with the others. 

  Cuffmerge   also performs the functions of  Cuffcompare   
when it runs—Cuffcompare simply compares the transcripts 
that have been assembled through  Cuffl inks   to a reference 
annotation fi le (.gtf). Cuffmerge also fi lters out the artifactual 
transfrags. 

 The general command structure for  Cuffmerge   is: 
 $ cuffmerge [options] < assembly_GTF_list.txt> 
 The –g option provides  Cuffmerge   with a reference annota-

tion fi le and the –s option provides it with a genome sequence 
fi le in  FASTA   format. The provision of the reference annota-
tion fi le leads to merging of the transcripts and isoforms from 
the sample with known isoforms and transcripts in the refer-
ence, thereby providing a better quality of assembly. 

 One can run  Cuffcompare   before running  Cuffmerge  . 
For more details on the options provided by Cuffcompare, 
please refer to   http://cuffl inks.cbcb.umd.edu/manual.
html#cuffcompare    .   

   8.     Cuffl inks   estimates transcript abundances from read counts 
using the  FPKM   method. During library construction, a spe-
cifi c narrow size range for reads is selected. This means that a 
transcript twice as long as another will have twice as many 
reads when their abundances are almost identical. In order to 
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avoid any kind of misinterpretation with regard to abundance 
of each from such data, a normalization is performed on the 
read count of the fragments by dividing it by the total length 
of the transcript. In another scenario, it is possible that differ-
ent experiment runs will produce different amounts of reads. 
So the same transcript will have different abundances in each 
run. To avoid such kinds of misinterpretations, another nor-
malization step is involved in which the normalized fragment 
counts are further divided by the unit total fragment hits. 
Thus, FPKM (or RPKM), short for  f ragments (or  r eads)  p er 
 k ilobase of transcript per  m illion mapped fragments is used 
which accounts for both the normalization steps. This also 
makes calculation of gene expression levels easier: Cuffl inks 
calculates abundance estimates for each isoform. So for gene 
expression determination, one simply needs to add up the 
FPKM values of each isoform, as FPKM is directly propor-
tional to abundance. In fact, this is also how abundances of 
transcripts sharing a particular TSS or promoter can be 
calculated.   

   9.     Cuffdiff   calculates differential expression of genes and tran-
scripts across various conditions or time points. 

 The general command structure for  Cuffdiff   is: 
 $ cuffdiff [options] < transcripts.gtf > <comma_separated_

list_of_all_the accepted_hits.bam_fi les_in_the_tophat_output_
of_each_replicate_for _condition_1 > < comma_separated_list_
of_all_the_accepted_hits.bam_fi les_in_the_tophat_ output_
of_each_replicate_for_condition_2 > … <..condition N> 

 In this example, the –o option specifi es the output directory 
where the  Cuffdiff   analysis output is to be stored ( diff_result ). 
The –p option specifi es the number of threads to be used and 
the –b option specifi es that Cuffdiff should use the genome.fa 
fi le to make corrections for biases and improve abundance 
estimate accuracies. The –u option is an instruction to accu-
rately weight the reads that map to multiple locations in the 
genome. The –L options specifi es the labels that Cuffdiff has 
to assign to each sample condition in the arguments. Cuffdiff 
requires a GTF fi le, produced by  Cuffcompare   or  Cuffmerge   
(or any other source where the chromosome names must 
match those in the  SAM  / BAM   alignment fi les provided) as an 
argument. The second argument is the alignment fi les for each 
sample. Replicates of each sample should be included in the 
sample argument as comma separated values. 

  Cuffdiff   output contains a set of fi les containing various 
information about the differential splicing and expression 
events across the samples. 
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 For more advanced options and details of  Cuffdiff   
output files, please refer to the Cuffdiff manual in the 
 Cufflinks   website (  http://cufflinks.cbcb.umd.edu/man-
ual.html#cuffdiff    ).   

   10.    You are likely to get an error in the creation of the ‘cuffdata’ 
object. In such case it is better that the hashes be removed 
from the merged.gtf fi le produced by  Cuffmerge   before run-
ning  Cuffdiff   on it.   

   11.    The plots usually are all recorded in a fi le called Rplots.pdf in 
the working directory. Often this is not convenient for users. 
In which case it is better for users to follow the given set of 
commands:
   >pdf(fi le = ‘fi le_name.’)  
  >command_for_creating_visualization  
  >dev.off()    

   For example, if you were to save a density plot as a pdf with a 
particular fi le name, you would type the following commands:
   >pdf(fi le = ‘scatterplot.pdf’)  
  >csScatter(genes(cuffdata), 'C1', 'C2')  
  >dev.off()    

   Alternatively, you can save the images in another format like 
tiff in the following way:
   >tiff(fi le = ‘fi le_name.tiff ’)  
  >command_for_plot  
  >dev.off()            
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